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Abstract

While

referring to God's "eternal covenant" is fairly commonplace in some
theological circles, the actual phrase occurs relatively infrequently in the Protestant,
Christian canon. It occurs eighteen times in the Old Testament and only once in the
New Testament. And yet, for all that has been invested in this phrase and idea in
biblical and theological studies, very few scholarly works are devoted to an exegetical
appraisal of eternal covenant within the Bible.
A perusal of Old Testament covenant studies shows that D^li? iT~lG lacks
significant scholarly attention. This is surprising since even a quick glance at the
eighteen instances shows that though the phrase occurs relatively infrequently it
resides within very important passages in the Old Testament, and is connected to
some of the most prominent figures of the Old Testament story. Moreover, when
□biu rr-Q is addressed in scholarship it is generally conceived as an unbreakable,
unilateral

promise. But is this

eternal covenant? How does
between the

an accurate assessment

an

rf~Q? What is

of

eternal covenant work? What

are

respective eternal covenants? What ideas of the text

when talk about

an

an

the

are

relationships
we referring to

eternal covenant?

This thesis attempts to answer these sorts of questions
in the Bible by beginning with an exegetical study of □

covenant

Pentateuch. While word studies

IT"!!! and

G1?"!!?

involving eternal
fPGG in the

'Pli?

do

exist, this study is interested
identifying the ideas and themes associated with each instance of the phrase within
the final-form of the text in order to understand its meaning and significance. By
addressing each instance in canonical order (Genesis 9, 17; Exodus 31; Leviticus 24;
Numbers 18, 25), the study reveals that G^II? rf"Q actually represents a bilateral
and conditional arrangement that reflects certain common themes as it is used within
distinct passages. While attempting to offer significant insights regarding iTGG
on

in

the

starting point for grasping the contours of
phrase within the Old Testament, as well as its potential contribution to
theology of the Pentateuch.
study intends to

serve as

only

a

this elusive
covenant

IV
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO
THE STUDY

OFD^l^

mil

2nNow may the God of peace, who brought back from the dead our Lord Jesus, the great shepherd of
the sheep, by the blood of the eternal covenant, 21 make you complete in everything good so that you
may do his will, working among us that which is pleasing in his sight, through Jesus Christ, to whom
be the gloryforever and ever. Amen.

1.1 Eternal Covenant in the Bible

While
humankind is
covenant" is

the

theological concept of

an

eternal covenant between God and

frequently discussed in theological

an

elusive

studies,2 the actual phrase "eternal

expression within the text of the Bible. If one is interested in

locating the phrase in the New Testament, surprisingly there is only
The term

occurs

5ia0f)Kq

occurs

one

place to

go.

thirty-three times in the New Testament, and cucovioe

of

seventy-one times, yet eternal covenant only occurs one time: within v.20

Hebrews 13, as shown above.
There

are a

number of

interesting images within these

existence of "eternal covenant," however, is
lone instance of the

benediction of

verses

of Hebrews. The

particularly alluring. Not only is this the

phrase in the entire New Testament, but it also resides within the

arguably the most covenant-oriented book of the New Testament

canon/" It is intriguing that the author would employ this rare phrase

closing of the letter. Such

1

2

a

within the

placement likely indicates its summative and climactic

Hebrews 13:20-21.

Cf. for example, Karl

Barth, Church Dogmatics (13 vol; eds. G.W. Bromiley and T.F. Torrance:
Edinburgh: T&T Clark. 1956-75), 11/2, 102. and IV/1, 22-34. As is well known, eternal covenant lies at
the heart of traditional Refonned theology. For recent illustrations, cf. Michael Horton, Covenant and
Eschatologrv The Divine Drama (Louisville: John Knox Press. 2002); Idem, God of Promise:
Introducing Covenant Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2006).
3
Hebrews uses 5ic*0f)Kr) 17 times.

Introduction to

iT13

•

1

force.4 Moreover, the
the

use

of eternal covenant

language "new covenant" throughout the

separate locations (Heb 8:8-12, 10:16-17),
Testament quote
While

a

use,

quotes Jeremiah 31 in two

the former qualifying

as

the longest Old

aicoviou,6 surely the fact that the book invests

expression?" Or perhaps
string of

or

epistle,5 and

study of Hebrews itself should offer significant insight into the

Testament "shadows" warrants the

the

peculiar since the book prefers

in the New Testament.

meaning of 5ia0r]Kqc

to

seems

uses,

so

much in Old

question. "What is the Old Testament background

more apropos to

which forms

a

Hebrews, "Is there

an

Old Testament

shadow in the light of Christological

fulfillment?"
word search of eternal covenant in the Old Testament

A

interesting possibilities. The phrase □ ^"117 JVO
Bible
and

as

one

a

whole:

eight times in the Pentateuch,

time each in 2 Samuel, 1

citations shows that while the

very

important

the most

passages

eighteen times in the Hebrew

seven

times in the Major Prophets,

Psalms.7

A quick glance at the

relatively infrequently, it resides within

in the Old Testament.

□blU

n,~Q is connected to

some

of

prominent figures of the Old Testament story: Noah, Abraham, Moses,

David, and each of the

4

occurs

some

occurs

Chronicles, and the

phrase

produces

Major Prophets. The covenants designated

a

Hf ~Q

Harold W.

Attridge comments, "[by the blood of the eternal covenant] rehearses, in an extremely
the exposition of Christ's sacrificial act." The Epistle to the Hebrews (ed. Helmut
Koester; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1989), 406.

condensed way,
4

6

Cf. the

use

of kcuvoc in 8:8. 13, 9:15. and

v'eoc in 12:24.

example, the adjective a'icbvioc occurs five other times in Flebrews in conjunction with the
following topics: salvation (5:9). judgment (6:2). redemption (9:12). Spirit (9:14). and inheritance
For

(9:15).
7

Gen 9:16;

17:7, 13, 19; Exod 31:16: Lev 24:8: Num 18:19: 25:13; 2 Sam 23:5; 1 Chr 16:17; Ps
32:40; 50:5; and Ezek 16:60; 37:26. This does not take into account
Bible where a covenant and its enduring nature may be alluded to in
other ways; cf. for example Judg 2:1; Ps 89:29: lsa 59:21. The present study focuses on DbUJ rf~D

105:10: Isa 24:5; 55:3; 61:8; Jer
the various places in the Hebrew

specifically as a rather technical phrase which often
similar language and concepts.

serves as

the backdrop to

passages

Introduction to

which employ

rf~0 -2

involve

significant

circumcision.

Old

issues

Testament

such

Sabbath, tabernacle, priesthood,

as

the

post-flood

promise,

Davidic dynasty, and the

new

covenant.

While

attribute

most commentators

5ia0f]Kr]C a'lcoviou in Heb 13:20

Major Prophets, especially since D7HJ n"'~112
new

covenant text,

Testament

appear

backdrop

is

aicoviou

the word search

simply

may

be

more

synonymous

new

event.9

with the

new covenant

Yet. is

own

it also

cultic

theology of the

of the prophets, it would

occurs

interesting that Hebrews implies that

sort

of link between them which

We contend that it is at least

provide

a

originally.8 Perhaps the author of

new covenant

in light of the Christ

possible this theology is grounded in the Old Testament

a

in both cultic and prophetic

texts?10 It is

single overarching eternal covenant exists

in Christ since the Old Testament presents a

8

the heels of the

complicated than that. For instance, if SiaSpxric

presentation of eternal covenant which

□ "/TU

on

mil shows that determining the Old

on

covenant since it had no cultic sense

Hebrews creates his

some

in Jer 32:40

that the author is being innovative by attaching the idea "by the blood of..." to

Jeremiah's

also

occurs

to the

number of eternal covenants. Is there

justifies Hebrews' implication?

possible that the Old Testament

uses

of mil

distinct foundation for Hebrews' theology of the eternal covenant,

Cf. Susanne Lehne. The New Covenant in Hebrews

a

(JSNTSupp 44; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990),

14 and 120.
9

10

Ibid.. 18 and 119-20.
Lehne does not believe the Old Testament offers

answers for this novelty of Hebrews' new
language" is the result of the "concrete situation and
theological motives" of the author and audience of the epistle. Ibid., 120-21. John Dunnill argues that
in general Hebrews "[imitates] the form and content of the Pentateuch" but offers no discussion as to
how the eternal covenants of the Pentateuch bear upon the language of 13:20. He contends that the

covenant,

but rather the "transference of cultic

blood of the eternal covenant refers to AbePs death and the sacrifices of Abraham and Noah but does

discuss how these

figures specifically relate to eternal covenant or the new covenant within the Old
presentation. Cf. John Dunnill, Covenant and Sacrifice in the Letter to the Hebrews
(SNTSMS 75: Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 153, 264.
not

Testament

Introduction to

c'lIU

mil
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3

new

through Christ's blood. Moreover,

covenant

we

believe that the relevance for

understanding the Old Testament's eternal covenants could transcend the book of
Hebrews, and ultimately prove profitable for understanding the New Testament's

theology."

covenant

Yet. this would require

covenants of the Old

Such

a

task not

a

specific look at the diverse eternal

Testament, their nature, and their relationship to

only appeals to the interests of this author, but also

one

seems

another.

ripe for the

present season of Old Testament covenant scholarship.
Before

Testament

studies.

attempting

study ofDbim mm, it is

necessary to

explore Old

scholarship to consider past treatments of the phrase within covenant

The

following paragraphs provide

scholarship to identify
any

a new

any

an

special examinations

analysis of modern covenant

ofD^im

mm that

may

exist, detect

significant groundwork already established regarding the phrase, and discern

whether

a

fresh

investigation

ofD^im

mm is

necessary.

1.2 Eternal Covenant in Old Testament Scholarship

Several

covenant

Cf. for

works

demonstrate that the

scholarship and

"

recent

study.12

devoted

to

understanding the biblical concept of

topic continues to sit at the heart of Old Testament

Evidently scholars still feel that understanding the concept of

example, the Eucharistic language of Luke 22:20 and its potential similarity to Heb 13:20;

cf. also Matt 26:28 and Mark 14:24.
12

Cf. for example. Steven D. Mason, "Another Flood? Isaiah 24 and the Broken Beril Olam," JSOT
(forthcoming); Scott Hahn. "Covenant in the Old and New Testaments: Some Current Research (19942004)," CBR 3.2 (2005): 263-92: A. D. H. Mayes and R. B. Salters, eds.. Covenant as Context: Essays
in Honour of E. IV. Nicholson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003); Jamie A. Grant and Alistair I.
Wilson. The God of Covenant (Leicester: Apollos. 2005); Stanley E. Porter and Jacqueline C.R. De
Roo, eds., The Concept of Covenant in the Second Temple Period (Leiden: Brill, 2003); Bernard
Renaud, Nouvelle ou Eternelle Alliance? Le Message des Prophetes (Paris: Cerf, 2002); F.M. Cross,
"Kinship and Covenant in Ancient Israel" in Front Epic to Canon: History and Literature in Ancient
Israel (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), 3-21; S. Ackerman, "The Personal is
Political: Covenantal and Affectionate Love f AHEB. 'AHABA) in the Hebrew Bible," VT52 (2002):

Introduction to
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rP~im

•

4

covenant is a task of decisive

there is considerable

room

importance for biblical thought and theology. Moreover,

for further discussion

regarding the meaning and substance

of the biblical idea.
Even

scholars,
the

as

though covenant study consistently attracts the interest of Old Testament

it has throughout the modern

phrase D7li7 mil is rarely given

studies. The

537-58: W.
Fortress

period,13

any

it

seems

that, with few exceptions,

significant treatment in typical covenant

following chapter attempts to highlight the relative oversight of mi!

Brueggemann. The Covenanted Self: Explorations in Law and Covenant (Minneapolis:

Press, 1999): E.J. Christensen. The Covenant in Judaism & Paul: A Study of Ritual Boundaries

Identity Markers (Arbeiten zur Geschichte des antiken Judentums und des Urchristentums, 27;
Brill, 1995); S.W. Halm. "Covenant, Oath, and the Aqedah: AiaOrjicr) in Galatians 3.15-18,"
C.BQ 67 (2005): 79-100: M. Haran. "The Berit "Covenant': Its Nature and Ceremonial Background," in
Tehillah le-Moshe: Biblical and Judaic Studies in Honor of Moshe Greenberg (ed. C. Cohen, A.
Hurvitz and S.M. Paul; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2004), 203-19: N. Lohfink, "The Concept of
'Covenant' in Biblical Theology." in The God of Israel and the Nations: Studies in Isaiah and the
Psalms (ed. N. Lohfink and E. Zenger: Collegeville. MN: Liturgical Press. 2000), 11-31; S.L.
McKenzie, Covenant (Understanding Biblical Themes, 3; St. Louis: Chalice Press, 2000); Scott
McKnight, "Covenant and Spirit: The Origins of the New Covenant Hermeneutic" in The Holy Spirit
and Christian Origins: Essays in Honor of James D.G. Dunn (ed. G.N. Stanton. B. W. Longenecker and
S.C. Barton; Grand Rapids: Eerdntans. 2004), 41-54; J. Milgrom, "Covenants: The Sinaitic and
Patriarchal Covenants in the Holiness Code (Leviticus 17-27)," in Cohen, llurvitz, and Paul, Tehillah
le-Moshe, 91-101: B. Nitzan, "The Concept of the Covenant in Qumran Literature," in Historical
Perspectives: From the Hasmoneans to Bar Kokltba in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls (ed. D. Goodblatt,
A. Pinnick and D.R. Schwartz; STDJ, 37; Leiden: Brill. 2001). 85-104; F.ll. Polak. "The Covenant at
Mount Sinai in the Light of Texts from Mari." in Cohen. Hurvitz. and Paul, Tehillah le-Moshe, 119-34;
R. Rendtorff, The Covenant Formula: An Exegetica! and Theological Investigation (trans. M. Kohl;
Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1998); F. Charles Fensham. "The Treaty Concept and the Covenant: Recent
Findings," in Creator Redeemer Consummalor: A Festschrift for Meredith G. Kline (ed. Howard
Griffith and John R. Muether; Greenville. S.C.: Reformed Academic Press, 2000), 43-50.
13
In terms of Old Testament scholarship it is probably Johannes Cocceius (1603-1669) who is
originally responsible for taking the traditional Reformed concept of the relationship between God and
man and formulating a comprehensive biblical theology according to the unfolding of God's covenant
(and kingdom). Cf. for example. Stephen R. Flolmes, Listening to the Past: The Place of Tradition in
Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic. 2002). 78: John Day, "Why Does God 'Establish' Rather
Than 'Cut' Covenants in the Priestly Source." in Covenant as Context: Essays in Honour of E.W.
Nicholson (eds. A.D.H. Mayes and R.B. Salters; Oxford: Oxford University Press. 2003), 102. Frei
considers Cocceius the "remote progenitor of the so-called heilsgeschichtliche Schule of the nineteenth
century" for the way he relates Scripture and history. Hans W. Frei, The Eclipse of Biblical Narrative:
A Study in Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Hermeneutics (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press. 1974), 46. For perhaps a more nuanced discussion of Cocceius cf. also Childs'
section on Cocceius in Brevard S. Childs. The Struggle to Understand Isaiah as Christian Scripture
(Grand Rapids: Win. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.. 2004). 235-44. and W.J. van Asselt. The Federal
Theology ofJohannes Cocceius (trans. Raymond A. Blacketer: Leiden: Brill, 2001).
as

Leiden:

Introduction to
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□"tuj

in

covenant

of this essay

scholarship during the last

century.14

Due to the

space

limitations

the discussion will inevitably be selective. Our goal is to offer

scholarship which is representative of the field
attempts to show that

C1?!^

as a

whole. In

so

a

share of

doing this

survey

il'lH deserves special consideration because it is

an

important component of covenant theology in the Old Testament. Our approach for

meeting this end will entail
their

a

roughly chronological

survey

of various scholars and

respective treatments of D7li? iVQ. The exploration will be divided into four

sections.
The first section will involve

a

detailed discussion of three

ffD. The second section will

Testament scholars and their ideas towards

focus

upon

subsequent scholarship in

a

broad

manner,

highlighting prominent

scholars and their treatments of DTII? Pf HP in the rest of the

section will entail
Old Testament

a

in

of this

project

20,h

century. The third

special investigation of the most recent covenant studies within

scholarship, that is, those of the last six

chapter will delineate
□

prominent Old

some

conclusions which

can

years.

The final section of the

be drawn from the

survey

ofrf~Q

scholarship. This will set the stage for the particular approach and intentions
on

Pf HP with respect to the studies that have

the field of Old Testament covenant

gone

before within

scholarship.

14

The need to rehearse the modern history of scholarship revolving around the topic of covenant in
general seems unnecessary in light of the existing works which have already done this well. Cf. for
example, Gerhard F. Hasel, Old Testament Theology: Basic Issues in the Current Debate (4th ed.;
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991); Ernest W. Nicholson. God and His People: Covenant and Theology
in the Old Testament (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986): tlahn, "Covenant: Some Current Research,"
263-92; G. Mendenhall, G.A. Herion. "Covenant," ABD 1:1179-1202; and Robert A. Oden, Jr., "The
Place of Covenant in the Religion of Israel," in Ancient Israelite Religion: Essays in Honor of Frank
Moore Cross (ed. Patrick D. Miller. Jr.. Paul D. Hanson, and S. Dean McBride; Philadelphia: Fortress
Press. 1987), 429-47.
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1.2.1

The survey

in

Wellhausen, Eichrodt and von Rad

begins with three of the most important figures in Old Testament

scholarship of approximately the last century. Exploring the work of Wellhausen,
Eichrodt, and
of the

contours

von

Rad is valuable because each significantly contributed to the

20,h century's Old Testament scholarship in general, have

approach to interpretation, and provide

noteworthy comments regarding

1.2.1.1 Julius Wellhausen. Julius Wellhausen is well known for his
role in

important

advancing the documentary hypothesis which divides the Pentateuch into

sources.15

various

influence

on

His

groundbreaking work in the Pentateuch, and pervading

Old Testament

scholarship

Testament scholars. Wellhausen
the

distinct

rT~G.

and

covenant

some

a

source

documents

provenance,

so

that P

whole, is universally recognized by Old

distinctively rearranged the accepted chronology of
was

rather than the earliest

between the law and the

as a

prophets

to

be read

as

the latest

source,

source."' Wellhausen's work

as part

with

on

a

postexilic

the relationship

of his critical interpretation of the Pentateuch

(and Hexateuch) consequently served as a foundation for the task of retrieving the

history of Israel and its religion within Old Testament
For Wellhausen the idea of covenant is

classic

13

Allan
17

a covenant

late

development in the day of the

according to Wellhausen is essentially

a

two-sided

Cf. Julius Wellhausen. Geschichte Israels I

(Berlin: de Gruyter, 1878). (republished in subsequent
Prolegomena zur Geschichte Israels): Idem. Prolegomena to the History of Israel (trans.
Menzies; Edinburgh: A. & C. Black. 1885), (reprinted. Atlanta. Ga: Scholars Press. 1994).

editions
16

prophets since

a

Studies.17

as

R. Smend. "Julius Wellhausen," DBI 2:630.

Cf.

Douglas A. Knight. "Forward to the Scholar's Press Edition" in Prolegomena to the History of
Atlanta, Ga: Scholars Press, 1994), ix; John Barton, "Covenant in Old Testament Theology," in
Covenant as Context: Essays in Honour of E. IV. Nicholson (eds. A.D.H. Mayes and R.B. Salters;

Israel.

Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 2003), 23ff.
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contract

treaty where conditions are placed upon both

or

parties.18

This sort of

arrangement between Israel and her God is entirely different from the natural bond
which characterized the

history.19 The idea of a
her

God,

relationship during the early Yahwist stage of Israelite

covenant as the basis for the relationship between Israel and

with inherent conditions attached,

threatened to dissolve Israel and its obedient
word rr-n

itself

or

"treaty'"

was

soliditied

foreign

as

powers

relationship to God. Though the actual

first introduced by the Deuteronomic authors the concept

was

originated in the time of the older prophets and then

was

retrojected into the

Pentateuch, most decisively to Sinai. Wellhausen notes, "After the solemn and far-

reaching act by which Josiah introduced this law, the notion of covenant-making
between Jehovah and Israel appears to

have occupied the central position in religious

thought: it prevails in Deuteronomy, in Jeremiah. Ezekiel, in Isaiah 40-66. Lev. 17-26,
and most of all in the Book of the Four
Inherent to the late
into the past

God.21

to

Covenants."20

development of the covenant concept that

was

read back

is the aspect of strict cult observance for maintaining Israel's relationship

This

arose

during the post-exilic period and became

a

legalistic and stale

way

of expressing the relationship between God and Israel stilling the opportunity for

true

ethical responses as

to act

since

in

advantageous

nothing

mechanical

19
20
21

22

ways

preached.22

The cultic behavior forces God

for Israel. The covenant essentially becomes unilateral

expected of the Israelite people other than continuing with the

religiosity of the established cult. This

Wellhausen's

18

was

the prophets had

Wellhausen.

perspective

on

serves

as

the backdrop to

the Priestly covenants of the Pentateuch.

Prolegomena. 418.

Ibid.. 417.
Ibid.. 419.
Ibid.. 405.
Ibid.. 425.
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Wellhausen argues

religion according to

a

four covenants include
covenants

that the Priestly author construes his history of the Hebrew

four covenant scheme
one

reflected in the

with Adam, Noah, Abraham, and

mark-out four distinct time

Mosaic covenant, is the climactic
covenants, and determines the

eras.25

as

one

periods. The last

Pentateuch.23

Moses.24

one.

The

These four

beginning with the

which is anticipated by the previous Priestly

theological interests of the patriarchal and primeval

Wellhausen's four covenants which

begin with creation and end with Sinai

outline the basic structure of the Pentateuchal narrative. Several later scholars reflect

Wellhausen's
covenants

implicit influence

that lead to

a

upon

climax at

their

own

general observations of the Priestly

Sinai.26

Besides Wellhausen's basic formulation of the

covenant

Priestly history by

way

scheme, very little attention is given to the covenant concept, or the term

rr-Q, in Wellhausen's work. Only three
devoted to the idea

(416-18).27

pages

of his Prolegomena

are

specifically

In his Prolegomena Wellhausen never mentions

"everlasting covenant" in his discussion of the Pentateuchal covenants
section devoted to

23
24

one

or

in his
28

investigating the particular language of the Priestly Code."

instances where the covenants of

related to

of his

Noah, Abraham, and the Sabbath

another, the phrase

rT~Q is not given

any

are

In

discussed and

special attention in

Ibid., 338.
Wellhausen's "Book of the Four Covenants" is

prior to

any

25

essentially synonymous with the Priestly History
editorial work. Cf. Wellhausen. Prolegomena, 8. nt. 2.

Ibid., 339-40.
example McKenzie, Covenant, 46-7; Bernhard W. Anderson, Contours of Old Testament
Theology (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1999). 8Iff.: Idem. From Creation to New Creation
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1994), 89: Gerhard von Rad. The Problem of the Hexateuch and other
Essays (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd. 1966), 1-78, esp. 14: Rolf Rendtorff (building upon von Rad).
"Noah. Abraham and Moses: God's Covenant Partners," in In Search of True Wisdom: Essays in Old
Testament Interpretation in Honour of Ronald E. Clements (ed. Edward Ball: Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press, 1999). 128; Ernest Nicholson. The Pentateuch in the Twentieth Century: The Legacy
ofJulius Wellhausen (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998). 199.
11
Robert Oden makes the same observation. Cf. Oden, "Covenant," 429.
28
Wellhausen, Prolegomena, 385ff.
26

Cf. for
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connecting the covenants. However, Wellhausen suggests that the signs of the
respective covenants
first three possess
the

are

worth recognizing

uses

discussion and
Wellhausen's

as

intertwined with the Sabbath in Exodus 3 1. The

implies that there

represented by these various
With this

parallel points of the covenants. The

specific signs (Sabbath, rainbow, and circumcision). He alludes to

sign of Sabbath at creation

language he

as

may

possibly be

a

single covenant which is

signs.29

position in mind it

seems

potential commonality between the covenants is

case.

longer

a

living thing, but

observances, and most commonly later writers spoke of it

up to

established: the

it (so to speak),

required

no

was

as a

sense

lost."30

point of

lost opportunity for
mi because he

concerning the priestly covenants. That is,

necessary

states, "The covenant was no

or

a

It could be that Wellhausen overlooked

already said all that is

simply given

rf~Q

that overlooking □

a

as

as

Barton

dead code of literal
something God had

that Israel had to accept it in free assent, to sign

mil thus

This unilateral conception of

further elucidation especially in his presentation of the priestly covenant

history.31
Even if the

phrase is fairly straightforward for Wellhausen. this does not

explain the failure to comment

on

its repetitive

in the important texts of the

use

priestly history. It is possible that D/HI mi did play

a

the

as to

Priestly history. Yet, if this is the

provoke specific discussion. If
29

case

it is curious

why the phrase did not

mi did not contribute ultimately to

Wellhausen notes, "The first sign of the covenant is the
third circumcision..." Ibid., 338. The emphasis is not original.
30

factor in his construction of

Sabbath...the second the rainbow...the

Barton, "Covenant," 26.

31

Nicholson and Barton agree that the
from "natural bond" to a loss of choice is

logical progression of Wellhausen's covenant development
ultimately reflected in the new covenant text of Jeremiah 31.
Cf. Nicholson. Cod and His People, 216; Barton, "Covenant," 36-7.
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Wellhausen's covenant

history then how would

especially in the Pentateuch
argue

as a

that the priestly covenants

are

indeed

or

conceived of it in

some

simply contribute

other way,

a

depth to it?

specific comment, viewed

history, completely overlooked it.

is ultimately difficult to determine. In

this brief examination of his discussion of covenant,

priestly history, shows that

more

H"1 ~l!H required no

in his covenant

instrumental

his observations? If one could

on

indeed conditional and bilateral in nature would

Whether Wellhausen felt

as

close investigation of the phrase,

whole, shed light

this undermine Wellhausen's scheme

it

a

a

mil could

fruitful for

prove

close investigation of this phrase

impact Wellhausen's covenant scheme which has made
Pentateuchal studies and Old Testament

any case,

especially his construction of the

specific study of

analyzing Wellhausen's conclusions. Since

scholarship

or

as a

an

whole, it

may

indelible mark

on

seems a

worthwhile

Old

Testament

endeavor.

1.2.1.2

Walther

Eichrodt.

Walther

Eichrodt's

work

in

scholarship, particularly his two-volume Old Testament theology, attempts to bridge
the

history of Israel's religion with the kerygmatic traditions that

the

nation.32

There may

the concept
Eichrodt

sees

be

no

other scholar in the

20lh

conditions and

of covenant

documentary

sources

as

the faith of

century who invests as much in

of covenant for Old Testament interpretation
the concept

express

as

Walther

Eichrodt.33

the most useful tool for unifying the varying

which represent

a

diachronic development of

32

Walther Eichrodt. Theology of the Old Testament (vol 1; trans. John Baker; London: SCM Press.
1961); idem, (vol 2; trans. John Baker; London: SCM Press, 1967). For a discussion of Eichrodt's and
von Rad's respective approaches to Old Testament theology, cf. D.G. Spriggs, Two Old Testament
Theologies: A Comparative Evaluation of the Contributions of Eichrodt and von Rad to our
Understanding of the Nature of Old Testament Theology (London: SCM Press, 1974).
33
The scholarly consensus is that he overstresses the covenant concept.
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Israel's faith and

religion.34 Eichrodt

presents a fairly involved type of tradition-

history scheme explaining how the covenant concept evolved within the history of

Israel,35

but ultimately his approach to Old Testament theology reflects a more

synchronic approach than is typical of tradition-historians.
For

Eichrodt, the covenant between Yahweh and his people is essential for

distinguishing Israel's relationship with their God
revelation in

Land),36

religions of the ancient Near East where

humankind.'7

This prevents

standards and

requirements.38

obligatory

response to

rather than the
a

common

thought of pagan

natural bond exists between deity and

the Israelite God from being conformed to human
Whether this

election of Israel

performances of

concerns

frees Yahweh

from

the cult,

or

the monarchy, the

succumbing to

the divine right of a king (popular in the ANE)

a

or

posture of

the religious

humankind.'9 It is the "religion of election" established by the

concept of covenant, by which God acts
message

of election (as divine

history expressed through the Exodus event, the giving of the law at

Sinai, and the conquest of the Holy

fundamental

as one

"freely,"40

which

serves as

the basis for the

of Israel's faith. "

According to Eichrodt the "spiritual representatives of the true Yahwist
understanding" of the covenant relationship between Israel and their God

were

responsible for "re-fashioning" the covenant concept to combat typical Canaanite and
Near Eastern custom. This involves

(election) back
34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41

upon

retrojecting the Mosaic concept of covenant

the patriarchal narratives. By viewing Israel's history in terms of

Eichrodt, Theology 1, 36.
Cf. Ibid.. 45-69.
Ibid.. 42.
Ibid.. 42ff.
Ibid.. 46.
Ibid.. 47-48.

Ibid.. 44.
Ibid.. 43.
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election

through unmerited blessing and promise the covenant concept becomes

which calls

men

humility.42 Eichrodt

to

from the human side,
must be maintained

time to

an

comments, "[Ejlection must have its response

attitude of humble obedience and unconditional trust which

throughout

severe

testing."43 This combats the tendency of the

"rigorize belief in election into legalistic formulas and lifeless
For Eichrodt this idea that election

foundational for every era
broken Israelite faith
classic

one

by

grace

dogma."44

imbues "humble obedience" is

of Israel's history. After the Mosiac covenant had been

appeals to

a

"trust in

a

wholly unmerited covenant

grace."45

The

prophets avoid reference to covenant and Sinai to combat the legalistic idea

that humankind

can

fulfill

stipulations in order to automatically

procure

divine

power.

Thus, they stress morality as a response to the Exodus event and sovereignty of God,
two

components of divine election. While the

action of divine love" towards Israel and
reforms the love idea and

relationship with

places it in

an

classic prophets stress God's "free

humanity, the Deuteronomic tradition

"objectified" form of the particular covenant

Israel.46 The Deuteronimistic tradition appeals

durability" of this covenant relationship

so

that while Israel

may

humankind cannot annul the covenant due to God's mercy
inculcates

"humility at the thought of their

own

duty of perfectly fulfilling their covenant
underpins this covenantal

response.

to the "eternal

violate the covenant,

and

grace.

This idea

unworthiness and seriousness in the

ideas."47

It is divine election which

And yet, the danger of legalism becomes

a

present threat in the Deuteronomic conception since it returns to a call to national love
and obedience in response to
42
43
44

45
46

47

God's enduring covenantal love.

Ibid.. 50.
Ibid.

Ibid.. 51.
Ibid.

Ibid.. 54.
Ibid.. 55.
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Eichrodt feels that
arises

is reflected in the

as

Eichrodt does touch

establishing
grace

with

no

heightened understanding of the covenant concept

upon

humankind.49 Eichrodt

says

on

God's

that the C71U mD is

because P "is incapable of making his grant of salvation dependent

the behaviour of men, but maintains

scheme

fVO. P's unique language for

phrase and issue of

(Dip and ]flD) highlights that it is entirely based

dependence

steadfastness."50

Pentateuch.48 Within this coordination,

Priestly layer of the

the

on

a covenant

valid for all ages
on

a new

This

it for all time by virtue of his eternal

provides the rationale for Eichrodt

places priority

on

as to

why the Priestly

the Abrahamic covenant vis-a-vis the Sinai events.

According to Eichrodt P does not conceive of a covenant at Sinai because "the divine
covenant

which is the decisive

for Israel's

one

of the detailed ceremonial law...Human

by which
him."51

man

In this

theological
has

two

that the
of

a

way,

use

of,

performance, therefore, acts

or enters

into the enjoyment of the gift granted to

room to suggest

that the events at Sinai constituted

Abrahamic.52

a

no

covenant because P

For Eichrodt, this is due to the fact

goal of the priestly covenants is not the "performance of men, but the creation

community between God and
is

to

imbue

a

faithful

man."53

entitlement

(only the disqualification of

an

Thus, like the earlier traditions,

of Israel but does not constitute

response

arrangement where human performance can

48

more as a means

Eichrodt reflects the typical scholarly idea that P has

covenants, the Noachic and

real

election

obtains the

history is concluded before the giving

an

ultimately influence Israel's covenant

individual from the community). In the

Evidently Eichrodt considers the P tradition as originating in the exilic
post-exilic conception of covenant in his discussion in Ibid.. 63ff.

age

since he distinguishes P

from the
49
50
M

'2
53

Ibid.. 56.
Ibid.

Ibid., 56-7. One

may

speculate about how Pauline theology bears upon Eichrodt's reading.
of these covenants as "concentric circles."

Cf. Ibid., 58 where he speaks
Ibid.. 57.
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case

of P, human response

like

circumcision, becomes

community."55 There is

is about "enjoying" the covenant

sacrament by which "God unfolds himself to man in

a

no

relationship.54 The cultus,

mutual obligation, but rather the establishment of

a

relationship of grace. In this priestly conception of □blU rf~Q the covenant concept
comes

full circle

by highlighting God's sovereignty

suffer abuse from human

so

that the covenant is unable to

desires.56

Hi"HI!

Therefore, according to Eichrodt, the Priestly rendering of

prioritizes the actions of God above the actions of humankind in the covenant
relationship. It is the attribute of Israel's God

as

"everlasting" which ultimately tips

the covenant scale in the direction of Yahweh's action, over and above any

human

action.

eternal

Presumably

covenant, and

"supreme

hence, is

message

will be your

an

eternal God is only capable of maintaining
ultimately responsible for its enduring

God."58 According

age.59

The priority

and covenant with "Levi" in the

the covenant idea in

a

future redemptive act in the

raises

a

post-exilic

few questions regarding Eichrodt's understanding of

general, and the DzlU IT~Q specifically. The first and obvious

the covenants. Is there

57
58
59

Davidic

age.

question is whether Eichrodt places too much emphasis

56

new

for the covenant continued to influence the Davidic

on grace

This brief survey

55

The

to Eichrodt, P stresses the present and enduring nature

promise while the prophets look to

54

fulfillment.57

of the covenant of P" for Eichrodt is comprised in the statement "1

of this

covenant

an

ever a

on

the unconditional nature of

formal, conditional, expectation placed upon the human

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

Cf. Ibid., 58.

Ibid., 58.
Cf. Ibid., 59 and 63.
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party or is the response always within the realm of humility, love, and
the

underpinning thread of grace? Does this have to be

an

gratitude due to

"either-or?" Thus, for

example, is human performance truly set aside in the Abrahamic covenant (since
scholars view Genesis 17

some

exclude the Sinai covenant

□*711?

rr-n do justice to

or

how and

as

or

D which

it? Does his historical understanding of

understanding of the enduring nature of God's covenant
on

the

use

work

on

also

other

love.60

Is it

!T~n and the enduring nature

of

gives covenant

that there

are

still

areas

more

attention than

open to

expose some

covenant,

any

other Old Testament

further exploration. Not only would

specific study of □ *711? IT""!!! potentially expand
but it may

are

Deutero-Isaiah, 1 Chronicles, 2 Samuel, and Psalms for instance?

While Eichrodt

seems

assume

rf~Q which Eichrodt might have fruitfully explored

weighs most heavily

of the covenant in

scholar it

simply

presentation of the covenant)? Does P

why the prophets, including Jeremiah, employ the phrase vis-a-vis

the Deuteronomic

P

conditional

its presentation in the final-form of the text? There

specific questions about
such

as a

upon

a

his covenantal presentation,

weaknesses in his approach. Nonetheless, Eichrodt's

while often criticized, does at least

highlight the importance of

understanding the contours of the subject for Old Testament interpretation.

60

Eichrodt's

understanding of Ezekiel's and Jeremiah's concept of covenant in contrast to the
require a bit more probing. First of all, Eichrodt's characterization of Ezekiel's lack
of covenant interest is significantly influenced by attributing Ezek 16:60-63 to priestly revision. Ibid.,
61. nt. 1. Cf. also Walther Eichrodt, Ezekiel (trans. Cosslett Quin; London: SCM Press, 1970), 216-17.
And yet, Eichrodt does not dismiss the use of DbliJ mil in 37:26 when it is used in connection with
Davidic eschatology. Cf. Eichrodt, Theology 1, 60 and nt. 5. Eichrodt seems to read the phrase
inconsistently. Curiously, Eichrodt does not make any statements as to the relationship between
Jeremiah's use of OT1U tVO (32:40; 50:5) as a priestly phrase and the use of "new covenant." Since
Eichrodt emphasizes that Jeremiah replaces the idea of an "unchanging statutory order" (priestly
concept) with an individualistic redemptive one ("new covenant") (Theology I, 59) the reader may
assume that "new covenant" either supersedes DbHJ n'~Q or is otherwise functionally equivalent in
Priestly idea

Jeremiah.

may

Though either is a reasonable possibility, this varying
conception deserves explanation.

use

of D7"IU JVQ from its priestly
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Gerhard

1.2.1.3

scholarship, Gerhard

Rad.

von

Rad, gives

von

Another

no

leading figure in Old Testament

working out his theology of the Old Testament. While
address every

von

Old Testament idea, it

Rad's traditio-historical

rr""Q in

significant role to the phrase

seems

no

single work

can

be asked to

that the pursuit of □bll? TP "O employing

approach could have potentially yielded valuable and

intriguing results.
In
the way

von

Rad's discussion of the covenant

theology of the Hexateuch he notes

the covenant idea is communicated within the various strands of the text. In

speaking about the idea of covenant and the word rf""Q in
acknowledges that the word "is
different

conceptions/'61

functions in

a

formal

one

and leaves

□I1?©

way

he

in each

case

for

Von Rad deems it appropriate to note the way that

a covenant

is commonly designated by the word

30ffi; 1 Kings v.26 [v. 12]; Is. LIV. 10; Job v.23), for which

regarded

room

general

CI1?©

relationship to covenant content and establishment, "The relationship

guaranteed by

be

a

as an

inadequate

equivalent."62

Von Rad

our

(Gen. XXVI.

word

goes on to

peace can

only

explain what ideas

represents in covenant contexts. A covenant of peace seems to strike the

essence

of any covenant

covenant

purpose

involves two

and its

parties

purpose

or

three, equals,

of parties coming together in

harmony, "to

Gerhard

secure a state

von

according to Von Rad. No matter whether the
or a

some sort

superior/inferior relationship, the
of legal agreement is to achieve

of intactness, orderliness, and

Rad. Old Testament

Tightness..."63

Theology (vol. I: trans. D.M.G. Stalker: Edinburgh: Oliver and

Boyd. 1962). 130.
62

Ibid.
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Though

can

be

important term used in conjunction with covenant in

an

the Old Testament, it is curious that he

more

which first

is due

peace
was

to

began

position that it

lead Israel in

as an

groups

may

military

be

a

ancient amphictony has

any

her

own

validity

ongoing life of the nation. During the
on

are some

in

rather than

64

The actual

phrase

religion.65

A covenant of

mid-20,h

God

as

enemies. If the idea that Israel
acceptable explanation of the

on a covenant

of

peace

in the

century especially, a premium was

exploring the origin of ideas and concepts

Perhaps these

or peace,

that created the amphictony of

as an

origins of Israel itself, it would be logical to focus

placed

concept

natural extension of these social ideas

success over

much

occurs

bond of friendship,

was a

promised land, according to the history of the

with the God of Israel

to

the

brought together the various people

Israel in the

which

n"',~Q.64 Presumably the interest in the phrase and

frequently with
over

mentions

never

of the contributing factors for

as a means to
von

its

essence.

Rad's interest in

□1*7©

exploring Israel's covenant theology.

DlbtD

m3 only

occurs

4 times in the Hebrew Bible (Num 25:12: Isa 54:10;

37:26) whereas the phrase Dbli) rP~Q occurs 18 times (Gen 9:16; 17:7, 13, 19; Exod
31:16; Lev 24:8; Num 18:19; 25:13; 2 Sam 23:5; 1 Chron 16:17; Ps 105:10; Isa 24:5; 55:3; 61:8; Jer
32:40; 50:5; Ezek 16:60; 37:26). In 2 of these instances the phrase oblJJ IVQ is broken by a single
Ezek 34:25;

word

and

(Num 18:19; 25:13) while this is

Obll?

1 Chron

occur

within the

same verse

never

attested with

□lbt7

n,_D. Moreover, in 12

cases

mil

yet not in construct (Gen 9:12; Num 18:19; Josh 4:7; Judg 2:1;

16:15; 2 Chron 13:5; Job 40:28; Ps 89:29; 105:8; 111:5, 9; Isa 59:21; Ezek 16:60) while the

two words

IVQ and

Dlbt7 only

occur out

of construct, in the

same verse.

6 times (Jos 9:15; 2 Sam

3:21; 1 Kgs 5:26; Ps 55:21; Oba 1:7; Mai 2:5). Both phrases occur consecutively in Ezek 37:26. This
data does not take into account the

possible instances where

Dbli)

or

□lbs occur in

contexts where an

still

agreement or promise is being established without the word mi. yet. the information is

DbliJ

iT~Q is more prominent in the Hebrew Bible than mil
0171). Hurvitz also mentions "covenant of peace" as a significant linguistic overlap with Ezekiel, but
fails to demonstrate that "eternal covenant" is found in two locations within Ezekiel, chapters 16 and
37. A. Hurvitz, A Linguistic Study of the Relationship between the Priestly Source and the Book of
Ezekiel. (Cashiers de la Revue Biblique 20: Paris, 1982). 190.
63
Perhaps the ideas of Max Weber, later solidified by Martin Noth. created a predisposition for
concentrating on the idea of peace in the divine covenants as a reflection of the social peace required
between the disparate peoples. Max Webber, Ancient Judaism (trans, and ed. Hans H. Gerth and Don
suggestive that the phrase and concept

Martindale; Glencoe, III.: Free Press, 1952); For the work of Noth. cf. section 1.2.2.1 below.
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Von Rad does

speak, to the

way

that the Priestly Document brings different

characteristics to the Hexateuch than earlier documents and touches

covenant

document's

two

covenants

Abrahamic).66 And

(Noachic and

yet still,

discussion of the Noachic and Abrahamic covenants and their content,
mentions the eternal

traditio-historical

quality of the covenants

one

natural

Dynasty

□bliJ

point of discussion of

as

iVD from

presented in 2 Samuel 7 reflect

rr-Q is not used in that context. The covenant is

chapter 23 where it is called

kingship of David is

covenant center at

whole range

a

a

D^li}

complicated

one

23.68

as a

the traditions

tradition history

The promises of the
relationship though

explicitly termed

a

!T"C later in

von

Rad. In reference to the

approach to Old Testament theology he

view, however, his schema cannot be stretched to

of the Old Testament. (What is there in

inadequate synthesis

a

a covenant

when reading

theology and this covenant theology? The king

66

ffC

mil. The relationship between covenant and

work in Walther Eichrodt's

comments, "In my own

the Davidic

never

of the "bases of salvation, which Jahweh had

perspective is the relationship between 2 Samuel 7 and

the

he

Israel..."67

instituted in

Davidic

in this

rT~0. Von Rad's

the phrase

approach evidently fails to compel him to treat

phrase authentically connected to

A

or

the

on

was

was not an organ

between the royal
of the covenant. An

achieved only after much arduous work had been done

concerned.)"69

on

on

the earliest version of

Rad. For

von

Rad. the promises and

Theology 1. 135. Also cf. Gerhard

von

Rad. The Problem of the

An intrinsic

sense

kingship exists at this point for

Von Rad. Old Testament

common

the

cover

von

of priority

Hexateuch and Other Essays (trans. Rev. E. W. Trueman Dicken; London: Oliver and Boyd. 1966).
67
Gerhard von Rad. Old Testament Theology (vol. 2; trans. D.M.G. Stalker: Edinburgh: Oliver

and

Boyd. 1965), 411.
68

69

Cf.

this subject below under section 1.2.2.1.
Theology 2. 412.

more on

Von Rad.
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establishment of the Davidic
of the tradition, but

was

monarchy merged with covenant theology at

originally

a

some

point

distinct idea pertaining to the reign of David's

kingship. The everlasting quality of the dynasty is inherent to the promises themselves
prior to its reinterpretation in covenant terms. When appropriated according to
different times and circumstances the

different content

(2 Sam 23:5, Isaiah 55:3, Ps 132:12, etc.). Presumably, attempting to

understand the Davidic covenant

as

inherently

does not take into account the historical

the

kerygmatic
is

a

theology of the Davidic Monarchy reveals

message

characteristic

a

iTHH flattens the tradition and

development of the promises which reveals

of Yahweh's salvation for Israel. In this vein then, mi!
only valuable for understanding

one

layer of the developing

theologies of the Davidic covenant. The fact that, in his reckoning, 2 Samuel 23 is
more

not

ancient text than the

receive any

priestly

attention from

eternal covenant is

or

von

presumably, for

a

prophetic writing which employ the phrase does
Rad. To describe the Davidic tradition
von

Rad,

a

later gloss

on

as an

the kingship which is

compatible with the original tenor of the promises, and need not require discussion.
Von Rad's

and not

proclivity to understand

worthy of indicating

a

□'ill?

rP~0

as

nontraditional in character

substantive reinterpretation of

evident in his traditio-historical reconstruction of the "Nathan
7. In his

understanding the

use

of

a

previous tradition is

prophecy" in 2 Samuel

rP~Q in 2 Samuel 23:5 to describe the

promises to David does not factor into his reconstruction. Beginning with Nathan's
prophecy in 2 Samuel 7,
tradition from the

von

Rad rehearses the various ^interpretations of the

original word, then extended to Solomon's descendants, connected
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with Solomon's

temple, democratized for all Israel, and expanded further by the

Chronicler.70
It is also

intriguing that

oracle of 2 Samuel 7 is

Isa 55:3

von

Rad is willing to speak of the

rf"Q does indeed

occur

also), but does not connect the

evolution of the tradition to 2 Samuel 23:5, the text that

Via nnn.71

covenant

as a

covenant

of 2 Samuel 23

comes

from
The

the Davidic

reinterpreted by Deutero-Isaiah according to the ~11~1 ,~lDn in

(where

□

way

it is not clear in

von

Rad's

qualities the Davidic

presentation how the eternal

precisely fits into the Davidic covenant tradition,

or

where it

originally.72
issue

is

not

necessarily appeased by appealing to Deutero-Isaiah's

appropriation of Davidic imagery. Von Rad admits that the relationship between the
Davidic tradition and Deutero-Isaiah "is
is reluctant to

a

very strange

one."77 Perhaps this is why he

point out the shared language between 2 Samuel 23 and Isaiah 55. Von

Rad understands Isaiah's

which "robbed it of its

"democratizing" of the Davidic covenant tradition

specific content" through

appropriating the Davidic tradition

as

radically

a

"bold

as von

Rad

as one

reshaping."74 If Isaiah is
says, one must

wonder if

70

Ibid., 46.
place of the "Last Words of David" in the evolution of the Davidic covenant seems a bit
difficult to adjudicate for von Rad as he comments that the text "gives the impression of being much
more ancient in both style and content" than Nathan's prophecy, while also assenting that 2 Samuel 23
suggests "a set of ideas which we were really already expecting in ll Sam. vil—Jahweh made an
everlasting covenant
!T~Q) with David." Von Rad, Theology 1, 311; emphasis not original.
72
Cf. von Rad. Hexateuch, 227; Idem, From Genesis to Chronicles: Explorations in Old Testament
Theology (ed. K.C. Hanson; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005), 171: Idem, "Das Judaische
Konigsritual," TLZ 72 (1947): 211-16, where von Rad explicitly notes that understanding 2 Samuel 7
as a IVQ is clear from 2 Samuel 23:5, a text that deters one from taking IVO as "a late theological
71

The

interpretation." It is not clear whether
the passage.
73
Von Rad,
74

von

Rad would

say

the

same

about

cblU

connected to iT~G in

Theology 2, 240.

Ibid. Cf. also Gerhard

Rad. The

Message of the Prophets (trans. D.M.G. Stalker; London:
"democratizing" of the Davidic
is also found in Psalm 105. Interestingly this is also a
P7" text referencing the
von

SCM Press, 1968), 209, nt. 4, where von Rad comments that this
Covenant

Abrahamic covenant.
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Deutero-Isaiah is

new one.

Isa 55:3

Even

actually trying to extend the existing tradition

von

Rad

seems

to toe the line between these two

or

actually create

a

options in describing

doing something "new." He comments, "Is. LV. 3 clearly shows that this

as

future event is not

seen as

the actualisation of

the covenant with David which in its

bring glory to it (Is. LV.
Davidic Covenant is

3ff.)."75

presented in

new

How

a new

an

already existing covenant. Here it is

form is to embrace the whole

von

Rad

can say

form but is not

an

people and

that the prophecy of the
actualization of an already

existing covenant is difficult to follow. Perhaps he is correct in assessing the

relationship between Deutero-Isaiah and the Davidic tradition
possible that
shed

some

main

a

closer investigation of the

needed

light

common

as strange.

language of

Yet, is it

tT~0 could

the topic? What kind of bridge should be built between the

on

junctures of the Davidic covenant tradition: 2 Samuel 7, 2 Samuel 23:5. and

Isaiah 55:3?
Von Rad's covenant work in the other

IT"!!]

discussion of

the

new

mentions

covenant

□"pii?

and concepts.

or

context

n-n

its

major prophets also lacks significant

relationship to the "new covenant." When comparing

of Jeremiah 31:3Iff. with Jeremiah 32:37ff. he

never

although he does make specific comments about other terms

The closest he gets in elucidating why

r"P~Q is used in the latter

chapter instead of i~!iD~in IT"!!! is expressed by saying,
same event in view, but there are considerable differences in the way
they describe it...the best explanation is therefore that Jeremiah spoke of the
covenant in two different occasions, both times in a different way, and that each of

Both texts have the

in which
new

the passages as we now

75
76

Von Rad.

have them has been subsequently worked

over.

Theology 2. 271.

Ibid.. 215.
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In other

words, it would be difficult, if not

worse, to

attempt a retrieval of the original

relationship of the two pericopes to explain their differences. Both have been redacted
and revised. Nevertheless

for

specific

von

Perhaps

reasons.

Rad

Rad

von

canonical critic who would be

implies that the

more

passages

have been tampered with

simply paving the

was

way

for the work of the

interested in each of the passages as we now

them to determine the fruit of the editorial

activity. For

von

have

Rad's traditio-historical

interests, the question as to the relationship between the two phrases was not worth

pursuing.77
discussion of Ezekiel's

Rad's

Von

covenant

tradition

potentially informative phrase DtHU rf"Q. Von Rad focuses

also

on

bypasses the

the covenant texts

spanning chapters 34-37 and the saving event portrayed in this section. He spends
time

comparing Ezekiel 36 and Jeremiah 3 1 in content, but

show how Ezekiel 34 and 37
contends that

not

up on

beyond this to

Davidic imagery. Von Rad

though specific mention is made of the Messianic advent of the king,

Ezekiel's covenant concept

tradition."78

specifically pick

moves

This is

an

language "glides into the wording of the Exodus-covenant

indication for

of the Davidic covenant,

von

Rad that these texts

speak of the renewal,

but rather the Sinai covenant. He notes, "Ezekiel fuses

the Sinai tradition and the David tradition...But the Sinai tradition dominates his

thought—under the
rr"n

new

occurs

David, Israel will obey the commandments (Ezek

in 37:26 which reveals that while

von

covenant

being renewed in

discussed

above, in another Davidic text (Ezekiel 37) he prefers

77
78

79

It may

be that

von

an

Rad

sees

37:24)."79

the Davidic

eternal covenant text in Deutero-Isaiah (55:3)

Rad simply views

Obli}

tVO

as not

a

as

renewal of the Sinai

genuinely Jeremiah language.

Ibid.. 236.
Ibid.
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covenant.

While

von

Rad may

certainly be correct in his assessment it

seems

that

tracing the phrase D7HJ mi within the prophetic literature would have been

a

fruitful exercise for his

a

analysis. Moreover, if Ezekiel 34 and 37 do consist of

renewal of the Sinai covenant in terms of

a

Davidic covenant content, this raises some
the two covenants, their

in

relationship to the

questions

as to

new covenant,

contexts

replete with

the relationships between

and the

use

of lb"!!} mi

deciphering the associations.
Von Rad's

presentation of the covenant concept according to

history approach raises

a

How

serve as an

The

to

07H mi within

might the phrase

of!1?!!

mi! in his scheme.

isthmus between complicated covenant traditions?

precise role and nature of the phrase within the Davidic tradition, in relationship

the

one

few issues regarding the place

tradition-

a

new

covenant

of central

concept, and amidst prophetic eschatology for example, was not

importance for

von

Rad. Perhaps,

Rad's examination of the evolution of covenant
limitations.

Or

case

for

any

study,

subject to time and

was

von

space

maybe the scholar recognized the phrase and simply found it

uninteresting. Whatever the
seems

is the

as

that such

a

reason

for overstepping

a

mi, it

discussion of

pursuit conceivably could have been

a

fruitful contribution to the

story of the covenant tradition which he offers his readers.
1.2.1.4

Summary. A relatively brief study of Julius Wellhausen, Walther

Eichrodt, and Gerhard

receive

von

Rad demonstrates that the phrase

□'iTU

rf~Q did not

significant attention in these three scholars' treatment of the covenant concept.

Though each used
functions and

mi texts to build their

case as to

the

way covenant

develops in the Old Testament, the actual phrase itself
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highlighted

potential link between various traditions and Old Testament covenant

as a

ideas.
It may

be that pursuit of the history (and origin) of Israel and its ideas

dominated the decades of these scholars that

development like covenant

was

engaging with

a

so

presumably late

of secondary importance. While in principle the

respective critical and diachronic approaches of these scholars do not necessarily
require
is

a

a

missed

opportunity for their

Wellhausen and

scholars'

current

own

that there is

own covenant

Rad. While it could be

von

historical-critical

rise of final-form

less obvious

to

H""it does

specific examination of

that neglecting the phrase

studies, especially in the

interpretation
a

means

case

of

fruitful, hence, to implement these

rP~Q, it

approaches to study

starting points for such
a

seem

seems

that the

that the older historical methods

are

study. This intellectual shift implies, perhaps,

preliminary task of examining the present form of the narrative in order

determine the

meaning and significance of

JT~Q

composition, which does not preclude the existence of
development. Perhaps such

an

analysis of

on

the level of the final

a

complex history of

mil is the first step for

contributing to these scholars' foundational studies of covenant.
1.2.2

rf-Q

A broader

in the

scan

Rest of 20th Century Scholarship

of covenant studies in 20th century

Old Testament scholarship

confirms what has

already been observed in Wellhausen, Eichrodt. and

von

Rad.

□biu

neglected phrase and idea in general. Though scholars

may

rr-n

is

acknowledge that

a

a passage

commentaries many

speaks about

an

eternal covenant, outside of most

do not mention it at all, and most often

no

Introduction to
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pertaining to the relevance
interpretation and/or
categorized

as

or

significance of the phrase for Old Testament

theology.80 If a

text with eternal covenant is noted it is usually

another place where rP~Q

mentioned in the Old Testament. Or. the
covenant

a

lasting

a

occurs or

the covenant concept in general is

phrase is simply said to be

one

that reflects

a

long time, whose promises and blessings continue forever, without

thorough discussion of its significance for the Old Testament's idea of

more

covenant.81
There

are

instances, however, when □

'ill}

ffQ is specifically addressed. A

perusal of the literature shows that the phrase is mentioned in the midst of discussing
other

important Old Testament topics. The following paragraphs present scholarship's

discussion of

obllJ

iTHn

according to three categories of broader topics. These

discussions within which the

are:

the nature and

and the

phrase and concept □/Hi? !T""Q in scholarship

history of the Davidic monarchy, the P strand of the Pentateuch,

conditionality of Old Testament covenants. There

scholars may

occurs

fall into

more

than

one

are cases

when certain

of these classifications.

811

See for example. John H. Sailhamer, Introduction to Old Testament Theology: A Canonical
Approach (Grand Rapids: Zondervan. 1995): Terry J. Prewitt, The Elusive Covenant: A StructuralSemiotic Reading of Genesis (Indianapolis, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1990); Claus Westermann,
The Promises to the Fathers (trans. David E. Green: Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980); Klaus Baltzer,
The Covenant Formulary (trans. David E. Green; Philadelphia: Fortress Press. 1971); Brevard S.
Childs. Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979); R. E.
Clements, Old Testament Theology: A Fresh Approach (London: Marshall, Morgan and Scott, 1978);
H. H. Rowley, The Oh! Testament and Modern Study (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1961);
Brevard S. Childs, Old Testament Theology in a Canonical Context (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1985). 36: Peter R. Ackroyd. Studies in the Religious Tradition of the Old Testament (London: SCM
Press. 1987): R. E. Clements. Prophecy and Covenant (London: SCM Press. 1965); Idem, Prophecy
and Tradition (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1975); Eugene H. Merrill, Kingdom of Priests: A History of
Old Testament Israel (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1996).
81
Cf. for example, Thomas Edward McComiskey, The Covenants of Promise: A Theology of the Old
Testament Covenants (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1985); Meredith G. Kline, Kingdom
Prologue: Genesis Foundations for a Covenantal Worldview (Overland Park. Kans.: Two Age Press,
2000). 249.
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iTU and the Davidic

1.2.2.1

middle and later decades of the
of

history

it

seems

that

pertains to the Davidic

on

the

on

the Priestly, covenantal, view

some

scholars

are

interested in the

Dynasty.82 This is inevitably due

iT~Q in the

phrase and concept

as

to the importance placed

history of Israel and its tradition in the work of the scholars to be highlighted.

Reaching back to the earliest
a

20lh century do touch

evidenced above, when addressing the phrase □

as was

Old Testament it

Monarchy. Though scholars of the

certain type

uses

and

nuances

of a concept is part and parcel of doing

of Old Testament theology. As noted above

von

Rad failed to discuss

rr-n in his discussion of the Pentateuch, but did raise the issue of the

relationship of 2 Samuel 7 to Chapter 23.
When

reconstructing

history of the covenant concept in Israel, these scholars

2T~Q in the context of the Davidic monarchy. It is the

place the origin of
Davidic

a

royal theology of covenant which

covenant rendered

by P

or

may

influence the later conceptions of

D. A clear example of this line of thought is provided in

the work of Ronald Clements. Clements determines that the
Abrahamic

eternal

covenant

is

first

anchored

in

the

Priestly version of the

Davidic

eternal

covenant

promises. He notes,
In the

terminology of the covenant the most significant new feature in the
is that God makes with Abraham an 'everlasting covenant' (bent
asserting its permanent validity and its unconditional character. It is noteworthy
phraseology does not occur in Genesis 15, and that its point of anchorage in
account

tradition is

to

Priestly
'olam),
that this
Israelite

be found in the covenant between Yahweh and the house of David. It is

probable, therefore, that it is from the tradition of the royal covenant of the Davidic
83
monarchy that the phrase was introduced into the account of Genesis 17.
very

82

Childs refers

to Wellhausen and Perlitt's literary critical theory that traces the concept of covenant
monarchy. Cf. Childs. Biblical Theology ofthe Testaments, 416.
Clements. Abraham and David: Genesis 15 and its Meaning for Israelite Tradition (SBT 5;

back to the late
82

Ronald

London: SCM Press.

1967). 71-2.
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The failure of the divine succession of Davidic

of Davidic eternal

causes

the reinterpretation

promises in terms that incorporate the whole nation. Consequently,

the Abrahamic eternal covenant elicits

applies

kings then

a

kingly promise (Gen 17:6), and Isa 55:3

eternal covenant, likened to the "mercies of David," to the nation

an

as a

whole.
Albrecht Alt

a

some

attention but does not provide

significant discussion of its development within the history of Israel either. Rather,

Alt understands it
Davidic

□

gives the phrase and concept

*711?

as

monarchy in

nnn

a

"new

religious conception" surrounding the events of the

Jerusalem.84

which

is

Alt considers 2 Samuel 23:5

an

substantively contained in 2 Samuel

early expression of

7.85

Yet,

no

real

explanation of the phrase's development is provided. Alt likens the Davidic covenant
to

the Levite covenant in that it involves

a

particular

person or

with God

(in contrast to the Sinai covenant). He references three

covenant

of Levi may

Numbers 25:12,

be found and then requests the reader to

it is

□*711?

84

compare

where the
these with

iT~C.

(the nation at Sinai) regarding

While the traditio-historical

on

passages

rf~G passage. Evidently Alt distinguishes between the

a

individual and the corporate

importance

family in covenant

approaches of Alt and

von

Rad place significant

the place of the Davidic monarchy in tracing the development of IVO

striking that others do not capitalize

nnn. in fact, several scholars

Albrecht Alt. Essavs

on

on

the Davidic idea to explain the

neglect to address the development of the

Old Testament History and Religion (trans. R. A. Wilson: Oxford: Basil

Blackwell, 1966). 234-35 and 256-57.
83

Alt.

History and Religion. 235. nt. 168.
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phrase at all in their respective works involving covenant and
most

surprising perhaps is Martin Noth. As with

tradition-history.86 The

Rad.

von

traditio-historical

no

explanation for the unique phrase □ 'jU) £T~n is mentioned in Noth's general
treatments

one

would

of tradition-history

in the Old

Testament.87

anticipate that within Noth's discussion of the Davidic tradition the

Davidic covenant and its

expression

as a

D1/"!!?

55:3) would have existed. Yet. this is not the
traditio-historical
Pentateuch

mentioned

In light of the work of von Rad,

or

at

commentaries,

Noth presents

case.

systematic

no

explanation for the phrase in his discussion of the formation of the

the Deuteronomistc
all

no

JVC (i.e. 2 Samuel 23:5 and Isa

in

Noth's

History. Neither the phrase

commentaries.88

his

In

nor

its significance is

Exodus

and

Leviticus

acknowledgment of a covenant is made in discussing Exodus 3 1

Leviticus 24. He mentions the
relate this in any way to

or

perpetual covenant of salt in Num 18:19 but does not

other eternal covenants in the Old

Testament.89

In the

same

vein, he acknowledges that Phinehas' priestly office has been "conferred" in Numbers
25 but does not mention the

to

significance of it qualifying

relate the eternal covenant to other instances

ofD^li?

as a covenant.

Thus he fails

mil.

8<>

Douglas A. Knight, ed., Tradition and Theology in the Old Testament (London: Fortress Press,
1977); Siegried Hermann, A History of Israel in Old Testament Times (rev. ed.; trans. John Bowden;
London: SCM Press, 1981); Hermann Gunkel. Water for a Thirsty Land: Israelite Literature and
Religion (ed. K. C. Hanson; Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 2001): Mange Saebo, On the Way to Canon:
Creative Tradition History in the Old Testament (JSOTSupp. 191; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press, 1998).
87
Martin Noth, The History of Israel (2d ed.: trans. P.R. Ackroyd; London: Adam & Charles Black,
1960); Idem, The Laws in the Pentateuch and Other Studies (trans. D. R. Ap-Thomas; Edinburgh:
Oliver & Boyd. 1966); Idem. A History of Pentateuchal Traditions (trans. Bernhard W. Anderson;
Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1981); Idem. The Deuteronomistic Histoiy (JSOTSupp. 15; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1981).
88
Idem. Exodus: A Commentary (OTL: London: SCM Press. 1962): Idem, Leviticus: A Commentary
(OTL: rev. trans. J.E. Anderson; London: SCM Press. 1977); Idem, Numbers: A Commentary (OTL;
trans. James D. Martin: London: SCM Press, 1968).
89

Noth. Numbers. 137.
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While

some

JYGG in

scholars address

dynasty others, like Noth, overlook the opportunity to
critical

use

the phrase for historical

analysis. Yet, most often, the phrase is mentioned in traditional

discussions

involving P

□biu

however,

as

n-n

even

as

it

source

occurs

Priestly Document/Strand. Often scholars touch

within the

Priestly strand of the Pentateuch. Surprisingly

works which specifically concentrate on Priestly concepts and

theology often fail to give the unique phrase G7*11} HPGG significant
Some scholars do address

Priestly terminology and
There

critical

the next section illustrates.

mZ and the

1.2.2.2

on

relationship to the Davidic

are

cases

C'bHJ

attention.90

iVGG but only to the extent that it reflects typical

conception.91
where attention

community in this expression of
circumcision and Sabbath take

on

is

drawn to

P.fi While

most

the

interests of the exiled

scholars would

agree

that

greater prominence in the exilic and post-exilic

situation, along with the unconditional nature of the promises to Israel, there does not
seem

to

be

a consensus

as

to

how the

Priestly document interacts with the broken

Mosaic covenant.

'"'Frank H Gornion, Jr., The Ideology of Ritual: Space, Time and Status in the Priestly Theology
(JSOTSupp, 91; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990); Philip Peter Jenson. Graded Holiness: A Key to the
Priestly Conception of the World (JSOTSupp. 106: Sheffield: JSOT Press. 1992); N. Kiuchi, The
Purification Offering in the Priestly Literature (JSOTSupp, 56; Sheffield: JSOT Press. 1987); A.
Ilurvitz, A Linguistic Study of the Relationship behveen the Priestly Source and the Book of Ezekiel
(Cahiers de la Revue Biblique 20, Paris, 1982). For a work arguing for a tradition-history approach to
the Priestly document, cf. Saebo, On the Way to Canon. 144-61.
91
S. R. Driver, An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament (9th ed; Edinburgh: T&T
Clark. 1913), 132; Jenni, '51am, 73-4; John Bright, A History of Israel (4th Edition. Louisville:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2000). 440-1; Florst Dietrich Preuss. Old Testament Theology (vol 1;
trans. Leo G. Perdue; Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 1995), 74-5: Uorst Dietrich Preuss,
Old Testament Theology (vol 2; trans. Leo G. Perdue; Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press. 1996),
13-14; John Van Seters, The Pentateuch: A Social-Science Commentary (Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press, 1999), 173.
92

Cf. Clements, Abraham and David, 71 ff.
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Horst Preuss mentions that P is not interested in

Sinai which

to

be broken and

can

stands within the covenant of

(like Eichrodt and

grace."93

von

perspective of P, the Noachic and
one

considers P's

Sabbath

comes

comes

use

ofnblU

Rad)

a

consoling

or

Unlike Wellhausen and others, Preuss and
see

only two essential covenants from the

Abrahamic.94

This becomes

an

presenting

that P connects the Exodus event with the promises

by contrast Van Seters links the eternal covenant of the Sabbath with the

but P has taken

over

scholars deny that there is

D's identification of the

Decalogue

any

tablets/ark of the
contextual

'testimony' (edut), P's special term for

reason

for

Covenant. In addition he is

connecting

on

declaration and

were

covenant."95

placed

as

the

Van Seters does

rT~Q of Exodus 31 to the Sinai

quick to connect this to P's

Yet, the emphasis

Sinai covenant in P.

as a covenant

regularly refers to the tablets and the ark in which the tablets

17.

as

is this simply an allusion back to something else?

Sinai covenant. He notes, "Many

9 and

interesting debate

pertaining to the Tabernacle, and right before Moses

While most scholars argue

of Abraham,

at

that Israel still

manner

down from Mount Sinai where he received the law from God. Is P

here,

one

rf~C in Exodus 31. There the eternal covenant of the

after instructions

the Mosaic covenant

see

like the

covenant

emphasizes human obligation. Rather, P "reaches back

the covenant of Abraham in order to state in

Zimmerli

a

use

of

rP~Q in Genesis

the eternality of the Sinai Covenant rests most

emphatically for Van Seters in his appeals to P's affinity to D.96

93

Preuss, Theology 2, 13-14; cf. also Westennann. Promises to the Fathers, 159-60.
Zimmerli, "Sinaibund und Abrahambund," Pages 205-16 in Gotles Offenhanmg. Munich:
Gesammelte Aufsatze, 1963, and Idem, TZ 16 (1960): 268-80.
93
Van Seters, Pentateuch, 173. For other scholars who understand the Mosaic covenant as P's third,
and climactic, covenant, cf. also, McKenzie, Covenant, 46-51: Anderson, Creation, 89. and 137; and,
Frank M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1973). 297.
94

96

Cf. W.

For Eichrodt's

Chronicler

see

understanding of the eternality of the Mosaic covenant

as

presented by the

Eichrodt, Theology 1, 64.
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Brevard Childs, like Wellhausen,
scholar

Testament

whose

work

has

Eichrodt, and Von Rad, is another Old

had

lasting influence

Old Testament

on

scholarship because of his distinctive approach to interpretation, namely, the
canonical

approach. Childs views the priestly covenant framework of the Pentateuch

similarly to Wellhausen. He notes,
As is well

known, the Priestly writer places his material within the framework of a series
History moves from the broad base of man's creation to a covenant with
Noah which is reaffirmed with divine blessing after the flood, and finally focuses on
of covenants.

God's eternal covenant with Abraham. The covenant at Sinai

comes as the completion of
relationship alreadv established with Abraham. This history is merely a
97
working out of the one eternal act of divine grace.

the fundamental

Childs' focus

may

on

TD7 and the divine memory

have for bridging the

covenants.98

IT")!!

overshadows the role that

Yet, the quote indicates

a

typical reading

whereby P climaxes with the Abrahamic covenant and is maintained in the Sinai
events. In

upon

his

approach however, this historical reality does not necessarily bear

the final-form interpretation of the covenants in working out the "one eternal act

of divine
to

Childs'

grace." Childs' commitment to Reformed, covenant theology

feeling that God exemplifies

a

may

single divine act of grace which is manifested by

several covenants. Childs does not focus upon

the language of

□'/IT

particular point of interest for understanding this eternal covenant of

precise

manner

97
98

nor

the

as a

grace.

The

precise relationship between them. This is most likely due to

viewpoint that "the lack of

exclude the

fT~Q

in which the Priestly covenants exemplify God's ultimate act of grace

is not dealt with,

the

contribute

possibility of

Brevard S. Childs.

a

occurrence

of the vocabulary of covenant does not

related covenant concept whose vocabulary has its

own

Memory and Tradition in Israel (SBT 37: London: SCM Press. 1962). 43.

Ibid.
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functional

integrity within another linguistic

context."99 Childs

wants to avoid

interpretive systems which invest too much in identifying certain traditions
individual words for

understanding

covenant.10"

While this certainly is

approach it does not preclude the benefit of the inverse; that is, studying
term

phrase

or

important

of theological insight and continuity still

as a source

purpose

a

prudent

particular
serves an

iV~C

for filling out the covenant concept. The fact that

be stated in other ways

a

or

may

in other texts does not diminish the value of studying it for its

theological value which

may

be ultimately transferable to other texts in different

language. Childs reinforces such

a

rT~Q for

task of pursuing the meaning of

example since he acknowledges great diversity in the Old Testament presentation of
and finds virtue in

covenant

within

a

"seeking to understand how such diversity functions

community which hears in scripture these different notes
Israel."101

God for

final-form

The task of

applying this to

□*7117

eternal covenants becomes

together by

final editors

will of
a

practices

a

final-form approach to interpretation in the

way

important

as

he looks at the

relationship between the

way

of the covenant theme. Covenant is

the P strand bridges

an

intricate idea of the

saying something about human obligation and the relationship between

Genesis and Exodus

99

one

rP~Q specifically, within

vein of Brevard Childs is Rolf Rendtorff. For Rendtorff, the

covenant

the

reading, is yet to be seized.

Another scholar who

material

as

as

a

whole.102

Rendtorffs scheme suggests

that the Noachic

sign for human obligation is keeping the Sabbath. It is not clear whether

Brevard Childs. Biblical

Theology of the Old and New Testaments (Minneapolis: Fortress Press.

1992). 415.
100

""

Cf. Ibid.. 419.

Ibid., 420.

102

Cf. Rendtorff Rolf "'Covenant' as a Structuring Concept in Genesis and Exodus." Journal of
Biblical Literature 108 (1989): 385-93. The issue of human obligation which Rendtorff raises
demonstrates that this discussion could have easily been placed in section 1.3 below.
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Rendtorff believes this is inherent in Genesis 9's

simply

a

portrayal of the eternal covenant

retrospective reading involving Sabbath in Exodus 31.

Rendtorff arrives at his

position concerning the eternal covenants of Noah,

rP"Q in Exodus 31 with

Abraham, and Moses by comparing the language of

Genesis 17 and Genesis 9. Rendtorff first observes that Genesis 17
human

Genesis 17 from Genesis 9
covenant

(17:13) is

a

Because the

phrase

human

□blU

Genesis 17, Rendtorff s

response to

found in the

only

a

the eternal covenant promise of God (17:7)
no response

question regards the location of the human
answer

is the □

no

'Tfll?

divine eternal covenant mentioned in

9.104

that

sense,

pervades these

passages.

both parties must

possess

one

divine-human

And, in order for the covenant
eternal covenant obligations.

Rendtorff s link of Exodus 31 and Genesis 9 is
number of issues

the

response to

Hi1 "713 of Exodus 31 which

Therefore, Rendtorff reflects that there is essentially

language to make

by humans.

human □ "71U rP~Q, the other half of the divine-human covenant is

promise of Genesis

covenant

What distinguishes

iTis used for both the human and divine actions in

the Sabbath. Because there is

Exodus 31,

(rainbow).103

promise of God (9:16), but

eternal covenant of Genesis 9. Mis

concerns

keep the sign

according to Rendtorff is that the sign of the Abrahamic

Genesis 9 offers the eternal

103

requires that

beings keep the sign of the eternal covenant (circumcision) in contrast to

Genesis 9 where it is God who is to

eternal

or

an

interesting

one

and raises

concerning the relationship of the Mosaic covenant with creation,

a

as

Ibid.. 392.

Ibid. According to Haran, the eternal covenant of the Sabbath marks the transition from a preliterary stage of covenant to an era of covenant contracts that could be formally recorded since the
stone tablets are written with the finger of God and Moses himself writes down the commands. Cf.
himself writes down the commands God has given to him. Cf. Haran, "The Covenant," 210-11.
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well

the Noachic and Abrahamic covenants. Rendtorff exposes

as

forceful

exegetical and theological thrust

interpretation in the
fail to

1.2.2.3

rP"Q

Pentateuch.10" Unfortunately, several

highlight the phrase at all

theology of the

□b'li}

or

may

its importance for understanding the covenant

Pentateuch.106
Obw

iTU and Covenant

Conditionality. Whether the issue is the

theology of the P author in the Pentateuch,

covenant

concept in the Davidic history, an implicit issue of

covenants.

have for covenant

general Pentateuchal works

covenant

deserves to be

the potentially

or

the origins of the eternal

fl"1 ~1~ that

highlighted is the question of the conditionality of the Old Testament

Intricately connected to this question is whether the covenant is bilateral

unilateral. We have
of human response

or

already witnessed in several of the scholars above that the nature
is

a

key element in understanding the covenants of the Old

Testament.

What

and/or the

one

finds when

on

the issue of conditionality

no consensus

exists which would provide

surveying scholarship

laterality of the covenants is that

help in understanding the nature of the Old Testament covenants. This is inevitably
due to the fact that covenant

105

conditionality is

a

complex issue. The complexity of

by Rendtorff he again shows the importance of understanding □'flit fVQ for
theology of the Old Testament. Rendtorff highlights the potential relationship between Moses
and Noah in the re-establishing of covenants. In his view, God bestows an eternal covenant to Noah
after the Flood despite the fact that humankind has broken inherent covenant obligations due to their
sinful nature (Gen 6:6-7. 8:21-22). He argues that a parallel exists with this and the reestablishing of
the Mosaic covenant after the golden calf incident. Though Israel will always be a "stiff-necked"
people (Exod 32:9, 34:9) God still gave them a new covenant. Thus for Rendtorff, the covenant
situations of Noah and Moses have significant parallels. Rendtorff. "God's Covenant Partners," 135.
106
David J .A. Clines, The Theme of the Pentateuch (JSOTSupp. 10; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1978); R.
Norman Whybray, Introduction to the Pentateuch (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 1995); Idem, The Making
of the Pentateuch: A Methodological Study (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press. 1999); Norbert
Lohfink. Theology of the Pentateuch: Themes of the Priestly Narrative and Deuteronomy (trans. Linda
M. Maloney; Edinburgh: T&T Clark. 1994). Lohfink does mention eternal covenant as a link between
the Noachic and Abrahamic covenants in communicating the "stability of the world" (171) but does not
discuss the phrase beyond this level within the Priestly texts, and never mentions the eternal covenants
In another work

covenant

of Exod 31, Lev 24, Num 18 and 25.
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conditionality is illustrated in Eichrodt's

covenant

work who,

own

as was

mentioned

above, considers eternal covenants to be essentially about the actions of the eternal
God of the

nature

covenant.107 Yet, still, Eichrodt

of divine covenants

as

wants to

reflected in the

recognize the inherent bilateral

following quote.

[T]he use of the covenant concept in secular life argues that the religious berit too was
always regarded as a bilateral relationship; for even though the burden is most unequally
distributed between the two contracting parties, this makes no difference to the fact that
the relationship is still essentially two-sided. The idea that in ancient Israel the berit was
always and only thought of as Yahweh's pledging of himself, to which human effort was
required to make no kind of response...can therefore be proved to be erroneous.'08
As

demonstrates, the tension

Eichrodt

regarding covenant conditionality

can

be

unwieldy.
!T~D

Some scholars understand

as

clearly unconditional and unilateral

due to its divine initiative and eternal nature. We have

Preuss,

Zimmerli,

and

Clements

follow

this

line,

already noted how Eichrodt,

largely attributed to the

understanding that P's conception of the covenant is unilateral and
The idea that

an

eternal covenant is unconditional

by nature

may

unconditional.109

be representatively

illustrated

by the following comment, "All three covenants [Noah, Levi, David]

described

as

'everlasting'

or

are

'perpetual' (berit 'olarn, Genesis 9:12, 16; Numbers

18:19; 25:13; 2 Samuel 23:5; 2 Chronicles 13:5; Psalm 89:29). They are unilateral in
nature, in the sense that God initiates them and commits himself to
whereas

little is said about human response

response

is

one

107
108
109

implied)."110

which

requires

Cf. the quote

a

keeping them,

and obligations (though

a

positive

Even the Abrahamic covenant which is often recognized

human

response

(17:1) is predominantly categorized

as

as

corresponding to nt. 50 above.

Eichrodt, Theology L 37.
Cf. also Anderson. Creation

New Creation. 136; Joseph Blenkinsopp. The Pentateuch: An
of the Bible (London: SCM Press. 1992), 86; D.N. Freedman,
"Divine Commitment and Human Obligation," hit 18 (1964): 425.
110
David Baker, "Covenant: An Old Testament Study," in The God of Covenant (eds. Jamie A.
Grant and Alistair I. Wilson; Leicester. England: Apollos, 2005), 24-5.
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unilateral and unconditional

according to its presentation

because it is God who has initiated the
eternal

nature

and

covenant

as a

whole (chpts 12-22)

fulfillment.1" The

promises its

of the covenant combined with human

obligation

as

Genesis 17

presents can become complicated when read in this way. Diachronically speaking the
issue of covenant

conditionality, namely the unilateral (Genesis 15) and bilateral

(Genesis 17) conceptions of the covenant, is often attributed to different

competing

traditions."2 Another historical proposal is that "the

between God and Israel

covenant

a

one-sided covenant, made

a

mutual

transformed, during the course of history, from

by God with the ancestors of humanity and of Israel, into

ranging observations and conclusions of scholars of Old Testament

covenants

demonstrates that the

covenants

is debatable. For

of the Sabbath

precise conditional and lateral nature of particular

example, Brevard Childs
as

a

seems to

by keeping it holy. Although the sabbath

a

was

sign

as

long

Israel responds in

as

originally intended to be

sign of Israel's special relation to God, it also proved to be
failure to

contend that the eternal

sign of the Mosaic covenant is emblematic of its

conditionality. He notes, "[T]he sabbath is only
faith

concept of the

covenant.'""3

The wide

covenant

was

sources or

a

a

negative sign of Israel's

regard God's commands (Ezek. 20.12)...To profane the sabbath

evoke God's

just wrath (Neh.

13.17f.).'14 Childs also

seems to

assumption that there is something unbreakable about this

positive

have

a

can

only

general working

same covenant

in stating

elsewhere, "The God of the Old Testament is Israel's God because of his gracious

111

Childs characterizes the covenant in Genesis

17, "as a unilateral act of divine grace, a complete
17.1 ff.)." Childs, Biblical Theology. 420.
"Pondering the Pentateuch: The Search for a New Paradigm," in The Face of
Old Testament Studies (eds. David W. Baker and Bill T. Arnold; Grand Rapids: Baker, 1999), 123.
113
Nitzban, "Covenant in the Qumran Literature," 87. Cf. Mendenhall, "Covenant," IDB 1: 717-18
and Moshe Weinfeld, "iVIS," TDOT2:255.
"4
Childs, Old Testament Theology, 70-1.
of divine mercy (Gen.
112
Gordon J. Wenham,

act
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covenant

with which he bound himself to

sign that creation itself focused
covenant

(Ex.

31.12ff.)."'

categorizing covenants
unnecessary.

as

both

a

as

on

Perhaps these comments

either conditional

even

Mosaic

Sinaitic

perpetual

the fact that

illustrate

unconditional is difficult, if not simply

For example, could the DzliJ mil of Exodus 31 in some way function

as

either/or becomes

so

then the conventional understanding of

inadequate.

complexities of judging the nature of covenants is highlighted by those

break from the

covenant

covenants

or

a

was a

sign of the Sinai covenant (conditional according to Childs) and creation

The

who

people. Even the Sabbath

God's eternal will to sanctify Israel in

(unconditional according to Childs)? If
covenants

historical

a

norm.

Joze Krasovec makes

within the category

a rare

of "unconditional." He notes, "[Tjhese two

[Abrahamic and Davidic] do not truly contrast with,

covenant

which is formulated in conditional

Sinaitic covenant too is
commitment

to

the

people of

or even

contradict, the

form; for in the final analysis, the

ultimately unconditional, being based

chosen

by placing the

move

on

God's unconditional

Israel.""6 Perhaps this

type of inherent

continuity of the covenants is considerable.
Bruce Waltke also

negotiates covenant conditionality by drawing from ancient

Near Eastern contract forms. He also

sees

the issue of the

relationship between the

patriarchal covenants (including Noah) with the covenants of Israel
one

for

covenants

as an

important

understanding the relationship between conditional and unconditional
within

a

single Israelite context

(hearers/readers)."7 Waltke contends that

115

Childs, Biblical Theology, 355.
Krasovec, "Two Types of Unconditional Covenant." HBT 18 (1996): 70.
Bruce K. Waltke, "The Phenomenon of Conditionality within Unconditional Covenants," in
Israel's Apostasy and Restoration: Essays in Honor of Roland K. Harrison (ed. Avraham Gileadi;
Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1988). 125. lie argues that "yhwh's grants and treaty do not rival or
116

Joze

117

exclude, but complement one another." Ibid.
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all the covenants between God and humans

one

are

essentially unilateral since God is the

who establishes them. He divides the divine covenants into two

and treaty.

A grant is

commitments

to

a covenant

involve

covenants

in which God obligates himself to fulfill

humankind/Israel.

humans/Israel to fulfill

a

set

A

and

importance of defining one's terms

grants"120

of his assertions

which

Waltke

aspects

seem a

of

obligates

and demonstrates the

carefully.119

essay may
bit

God

a set

recognizes that both

'•phenomenon of conditionality within

and to show that grants and treaties have

relationship. While Waltke's
some

one

him."8

unconditional

Waltke's main aim is to discuss the
irrevocable

is

treaty

of commitments to

conditional

categories: grant

a

complementary

defend both of these tenets well in general,

over-simplified and lack strong exegetical basis. For

example, much of the nature of conditionality of the covenants is placed

on

the prior

relationship between God and the covenant partner. So with the Noachic covenant, the
only true conditionality exists from Noah's prior actions which incited the covenant.
Conditionality is placed
Waltke is forced to

on covenant

establishment rather than covenant maintenance.

appeal to concepts outside of the Noachic covenant, such

as

Deuteronomy's idea of agricultural blessing and cursing, to demonstrate (tenuously)
any true

conditionality related to the Noachic covenant.

Waltke also contends that all covenants in which God is involved is

covenant

because God has eternal

Waltke fails to demonstrate strong

118

attributes.121

While this is worth

exegetical evidence for such

a

an

eternal

considering,

claim about the

Cf. also Moshe Weinfeld, "The Covenant of Grant in the Old Testament and in the Ancient Near

East." JAOS 90 (1970): 185.
119
120
121

Waltke, "Phenomenon of Conditionality," 123-4.
Ibid., 125.
Ibid., 135.
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covenants.122
□

"tiu

When

arguing for the Mosaic covenant's eternality he fails to mention

mi in Exodus 31 but rather includes Isaiah 24 which

covenant.

speaks of

an

eternal

Unfortunately it is not clear that the □ '7113 mil of Isaiah 24 is speaking

about the Mosaic

Law.121

His

appeal to Exodus 12 and Matt 5:18 for Mosaic Law

eternality is not necessarily substantive for its actual presentation in Exodus 19ff.
Unfortunately Waltke does not focus
or

its value in

substantial

on

D1?"!!

ITU in linking the covenants

determining the eternal nature of the covenants. His

room

for

more

essay

leaves

exegetical work pertaining to the conditionally and

laterality of the respective Old Testament covenants and their precise relationship to
one

another.124
The work of scholars like Bruce Waltke

covenants

have been

work of

the nature of the Old Testament

amply influenced by the potential parallels of the biblical

literature to ancient Near Eastern contracts.

form to ancient treaties

on

Comparing the Old Testament covenant

heightened in popularity in the middle of the last century. The

George Mendenhall initiated the exercise of reading the biblical covenants in

light of covenant forms of the Hittite and Assyrian

122

In

covenants.125 Mendenhall and

fact, God's specific eternality is rarely found in the Old Testament. One exception is Genesis

21:33.
I2"'

Cf. my

forthcoming article entitled, "Another Flood? Isaiah 24 and the Broken Berit Olamf in

Journal for the Study of the Old Testament.
124
Another work which demonstrates the need for

investigation of □'flit Pi,-0 is Ellen Juhl
it relates to identity in the Second Temple and
New Testament contexts. E.J. Christensen, The Covenant in Judaism & Paul: A Study of Ritual
Boundaries as Identity Markers (Arbeiten zur Geschichte des antiken Judentums und des
Urchristentums, 27; Leiden: Brill, 1995). Drawing upon the social sciences, her work specifically
addresses the issue of covenantal boundaries and identity markers in light of the widely accepted
"covenantal nomism" introduced by E.P. Sanders. While investing a lot in the phrase and idea of
eternal covenant from the Old Testament Christensen does not provide much exegetical basis for the
sweeping assertions she makes concerning D71JJ iTT3 in the Old Testament. Nonetheless, her work
Christiansen's book

a

involving covenant conditionality

close

as

some interesting questions about the meaning of □ 'TP JVO in the Old Testament for
understanding covenant conditionality in the Second Temple period.
125
G.E. Mendenhall, "Ancient Oriental and Biblical Law." BA 17 (1954): 26-46; Idem, "Covenant
Forms in Israeli Tradition." B/4 17 (1954): 50-76.

does raise
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other scholars such

Weinfeld129
of

as

D.J.

McCarthy,126

Klaus

Baltzer,127

Meredith

continue to influence Old Testament covenant studies

Kline,128 Moshe

today.130 The idea

conditionally of the Old Testament covenants, and the covenants' relationship to

one

another, have been consequently influenced by the movement. For example, it is

common

find

to

a

position like that of David Noel Freedman. Freedman

divine-human covenants in

Scripture

as

sees

either suzerain-vassal (human obligation)

royal grant (divine commitment), and thus, either conditional

or

all
or

unconditional,

respectively.131 Like Waltke, Freedman contends that since all divine-human
covenants

are

initiated

by God they should

appropriately be categorized

as

unilateral.132
However, not all scholars

see

the ancient Near Eastern contracts

parallels with biblical covenants. Some scholars

inherently bilateral, and thus,
covenants

in the

express

see

his

on

as

caution in trying to understand the biblical

light of ancient Near Eastern parallels

position,

decisive

the biblical covenants

as

traditionally conceived.

Gary Knoppers challenges the assertions of Weinfeld, and
assume

as

many

scholars who

the relationship between the biblical covenants and ancient

126

D.J. McCarthy, Old Testament Covenant (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1972), 10-21, 24-30; Idem,
Treaty and Covenant (Analecta Biblica 21; Rome: Pontificio lnstituto Biblico, 1981), 157-242.
127
Baltzer, Covenant Formulary, 39-62.
128
Meredith G. Kline, Treaty of the Great King (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1963); Idem, The
Structure ofBiblical Authority (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 1973).
I2'
Moshe Weinfeld, "The Covenant of Grant in the Old Testament and in the Ancient Near East,"
JAOS 90 (1970): 184-203; Idem, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1972); Idem, "Covenant Terminology in the Ancient Near East and its Influence on the West."
JAOS 93 (1973): 190-99; Idem, "Berit-Covenant vs. Obligation," Biblica 56 (1975): 123-24; Idem,
"Covenant Making in Anatolia and Mespotamia," JANES 22 (1993): 135-39; Idem, "The Common
Heritage of Covenantal Traditions in the Ancient World," in / Trattati Nel Mondo Antico (Rome:
L'Erma di Bretschneider, 1990), 175-91.
130
Cf. Fensham "Covenant: Recent Findings," 43-50; Nitzan "Covenant in Qumran Literature," 86.
131
David Noel Freedman and David Miano, "People of the New Covenant," in The Concept of the
Covenant in the Second Temple Period (eds. Stanley E. Porter and Jacqueline C.R. de Roo; Leiden:
Brill. 2003), 7-8.
132
Freedman, New Covenant, 8-9, nt. 6. He believes that the New Covenant is the one exception to

this.
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Near Eastern treaties and

see

the biblical authors

drawing

modeling their covenants
Weinfeld

accounts

grants.133

on a

Knoppers believes that it is
upon a

variety of

genres

more

appropriate to

rather than narrowly

particular type of ancient contract. He

argues

that

oversimplifies his characterizations of royal grants and that the biblical
do not

unconditionality
covenants are

necessarily parallel the ancient grants in structure, language, and
as

Weinfeld

essentially

suggests.134

This challenges the assumption that such

unilateral.1 '5

Ultimately Knoppers' perspective desires to do justice to both the ancient Near
Eastern treaties and the biblical

presentation of the divine covenants. He appreciates

the work of Weinfeld but believes it is

a

misguided effort to create

a

"typology of two

diametrically opposed kinds of covenant," that being royal grant and vassal
The

same

critique

was

made of Waltke's

What scholars such

as

essay

treaty.136

discussed above.

Knoppers have shown is that when it

understanding the various covenants in Scripture

one

comes to

should exhibit caution in

appealing to certain ancient Near Eastern covenant templates in order to understand
the biblical

presentation. While the ancient treaties

may

shed light

on

the biblical

material, they may not be able to ultimately adjudicate the question of conditionality

133

Gary N. Knoppers, "Ancient Near Eastern Royal Grants and the Davidic Covenant: A Parallel?"
history of covenant within the Israelite
religion disapprove of relating the biblical notion of covenant to Ancient Near Eastern Parallels
because of the suspected late dating of the covenant concept. Cf. for example. Lothar Perlitt,
Bundestheologie im Ahen Testament (Neukirchen Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlage, 1969). 4-5, who did
on the basis that covenant theology developed in the time of Josiah. Cf. also Ernest W. Nicholson. God
and His People, 81, who argues that relating the covenant to ancient treaties ran covenant studies into
"a blind alley" in the mid-20th century.
134
Cf. also, Paul Kalluveettil, Declaration and Covenant (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute. 1982)
179-85; Roland de Vaux, "Le Roi d'lsrael." in Keilschrifturkunden aus Boghazkoi (Berlin: Gebr. Mann
Verlage, 1916-), 119-33; Frank Moore Cross. From Epic to Canon: History and Literature in Ancient
Israel (Baltimore: John Hopkins. 1998).
135
Cf. Cross, Epic to Canon, 16; Haran, "The Covenant," 207-8. Ilaran contends that the word
rf "O itself, as a rule and contrary to what scholars believe, always includes two parties. Ibid.. 205; cf.
also Knoppers, "Royal Grants," 696, nt. 159.
JAOS 116 (1996): 670-97. Others scholars interested in the

136

Ibid.. 696.
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and

laterality of covenants

as

they

presented in the Old Testament. In this vein it

are

should be noted that the Pentateuch for

rather,

example is not

an

official legal document, but

narrative. The genre distinction alone should incite prudence in trying to

a

the biblical material with the ancient Near Eastern

compare

the true conditional and lateral nature of □/HU mi in

from its

biblical

own

contracts.' 7 Therefore,

Scripture should be assessed

viewpoint without undue external

pressure to

fit the ancient

Near Eastern covenant forms.
1.2.2.4

Summary. The discussion of section 1.2.2 demonstrates that with

iT~H is generally

exceptions

studies of the middle and

even

a

to

a

later decades of the

20lh century, illustrated by

a

iT~lI is raised it is

peripheral issue to three broader topics. While the relationship of the phrase

the Davidic

nbw

few

neglected phrase and idea within covenant

representative sampling. When the phrase and concept of
usually

a

mi

monarchy receives attention the majority of works which address

are

those that focus upon

while most group covenants
several scholars reflect the
In all cases,

the P strand of the Pentateuch. Additionally,

into either unconditional

complicated nature of such

an

or

conditional categories,

endeavor.

close exegetical work of the text is crucial in forming one's

understanding of Dill} mi, and covenant in general, in the Old Testament. A
focused

study of

mil could

serve as a

significant contribution to these

subjects of Old Testament covenant studies.

137

Knoppers makes a similar argument concerning the poetic and narrative texts which represent
Davidic covenant (2 Samuel 7, Psalms 89 and 132, and 1 Chronicles 17). Ibid.. 675.
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l.2.3Dl7)U

rv~Q

While still

in

21 st Century Scholarship

relatively overlooked, the place of □7"IU mi within covenant

studies has increased in

prominence

continues to be mentioned in
be

over

the last six

passing for the most part

years.

as covenant

produced into the 21st century. The works which give

attention will be

However, □ *7112 mi

studies continue to

I^H

mi the most

highlighted in the discussion below. The following section will

address the last six years

of scholarship in two parts: the work of Bernard Renaud, and

other covenant studies.
1.2.3.1 Bernard Renaud. Bernard Renaud presents

mi available in his monograph published in 2002.1,8 His study

analysis of
focuses

on

arguably the most thorough

the

major prophetic literature and its presentation of three phrases: "new

covenant," "covenant of peace," and "eternal covenant." Renaud's ultimate interest is
to

understand the New Testament's

conception of these ideas.

By employing historical-critical methodology, Renaud's conclusion is that

I^H

mi and 017© mi! within their

respective prophetic pericopes

considerations of the n©~Iil mi of Jeremiah 31 and

the

new

new

covenant

covenant

covenant

are

essentially talking about the

later

distinct reflections of

covenant's true nature. For Renaud, eternal covenant, covenant of peace,

different

138

serve as

are

same covenant,

and

but with slightly

emphases according to their respective contexts. The eternal covenant and
of peace,

which

are

practically

synonymous, are responses to

the

new

concept. The language places the new covenant within a more divine point

Bernard

Renaud, Nouvelle ou Eternelle Alliance? Le Message des Prophetes (Paris: Les Editions
2002). Also cf. Bernard Renaud, "L'Alliance Eternelle D'Ez 16, 59-63 Et L'Alliance
Nouvelle De Jer 31, 31-34," in Ezekiel and I lis Book: Textual and Literary Criticism and their
Interrelation (ed. J. Lust; Leuven: University Press, 1986), 335-39.
Du Cerf.
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of view,

appealing to God's everlasting and statutory plan from the past. It also

appeals ultimately to God's position to have the final word pertaining to covenant
obedience,

the language of eternal distances the human

as

□'tiu

a

guarantor.140

n-n is

places the accent

on

unilateral, unbreakable covenant because God alone is the

According to Renaud. □

prophetic authors

new

a

covenant

is

as a way to
on

an

!T~Q and

□l'?©

iT~Q

dispel the uncertainties of the

are

reused by the

new covenant

which

the break of the old covenant for which Israel is responsible. The

eschatological covenant in

the obedience of God's

the fulfillment of this

and livelihood. This

component.139

an

indeterminate future which focuses

people. In the meantime, between the exilic situation and

!T~Q which

promise, it is the

important

message

ensures

Israel's existence

explains why "new covenant" is not taken

up

again in the prophetic literature. The everlasting covenant stresses the continuity of
the past, present,
message

and future of God's relationship with Israel. In short, it is the

of continuity which Renaud

of Israel's future amidst the
Renaud's

argues

plight of the

the prophets highlight for the

exile.141

working assumption is that the prophetic understanding of these

concepts and phrases precedes and influences the Priestly uses of

Pentateuch.142

13''

He notes, "Un examen des occurrences en P

chez les

examen

assurance

prophetes de l'exil." Renaud comments

rf~n in the

s'impose done avant tout

on

the probability that the

Renaud, "Ezek 16:59-63 and Jer 31:31-34," 338; Idem, Nouvelle

ou Elernelle Alliance, 331-2.
acknowledges other differences that come with the language of "eternal covenant." For
example Jeremiah 32's use of
fV"Q reflects promises which are more institutional and concrete
than the new covenant. There are more externalizations involved regarding the people of Israel such as
the gathering of the exiled, return to the country, the fulfillment of fertility, security, etc. Renaud,

Renaud also

Nouvelle
140
141

"new

ou

Eternelle Alliance, 332.

Ibid.

Ultimately Renaud argues that the fundamental difference here between "eternal covenant" and
covenant" as expressed in the Old Testament explains their respective uses in the New

Testament, cf.
142

Ibid., 337-41.

Ibid.. 23,93.
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origin of the actual phrase lies with the Priestly tradition since it is used "dans deux
texts cles de cette

note

the

use

of the bread
the

of the

And yet he is quick to

phrase regarding the Sabbath in Exodus 31 and the Sabbatical rite

offering in Leviticus 24 indicates that perhaps the prophetic tradition of

exile, and after, influenced P. He also argues for this on the basis of the priestly

orientation of Jeremiah and Ezekiel in

"impregne" in Second
covenant stems

the

17.141

tradition," that being Genesis 9 and

general,

well

as

as

the liturgical traditions

Isaiah.144 Thus, in Renaud's scheme the

from the

idea of

eternal

prophetic, exilic and post-exilic, situation which influenced

Priestly tradition and the subsequent language □ l71U mi. This

rationale for

an

serves as

the

giving the prophets interpretive priority vis-a-vis the Priestly tradition for

understanding the respective phrases.
Renaud argues
covenant

in

covenant.14'

the

for original Deuteronomic influence

prophets, especially Jeremiah's

One

wonder

must

Deuteronomic and the

what

the

uses

upon

of

on covenant.

Pentateuch, then to what extent

□ III? mn from their

that it is

material and not

nature

l4''
144

I4"'

new

precise relationship is between the

Moreover, if the prophetic literature is

borrowing the terminology G *711 mil from the Priestly tradents

assumes

mi and

priestly orientation of the prophetic literature which both

impact the prophets' perspective

the

the theology of

are

as

it is presented in

the prophets also borrowing the concepts of a

place in the Pentateuch

as

well? Renaud's methodology

purely the language itself which P is lending to the prophetic

necessarily its constituent aspects. It

of influence between the

may

be reasonable to ask if the

prophetic and priestly conceptions of covenant in

Ibid., 93; cf. also Renaud, "Ezek 16:59-63 and Jer 31:31 -34," 338.
Renaud, Nouvelle ou Etemelle Alliance, 93.
Renaud, "Ezek 16:59-63 and Jer 31:31-34," 16ff; Idem, Nouvelle ou Elernelle Alliance, 329.
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Renaud's

approach is entirely sound. Indeed Renaud himself

weakness in his

in the

approach

as

he admits that the kinship between the editorial activity

prophetic literature and priestly influence is "encore

analyse

approfondie."146 His reluctance

phrase and concept of

I1?"!!

peu

etudie, meriterait

une

to explore the possible influences on the

mil from the time of the monarchy

spot in his tradition-history formulation as
Genesis 17 is

seems to sense a

may

be

a

blind

well.147

important to Renaud's understanding of Dill? mi. Renaud

feels that the eternal covenant in Genesis 17 is

presented

as

unconditional which

distinguishes P from the Deuteronomic tradition. It is immediately established by God
and is unilateral in this

sense.

Yet its realization

depends

upon

membership within the

community which benefits from it. The sign of this is circumcision which shows that
individual members elect to

bilateral.148

The

ratify the divine plan. In this

eternality of the covenant gives

a

sense

the Dili? mi is

divine nature to it and elicits its

unbreakability.
Interestingly Renaud does not flesh out the ramifications of this understanding
in its full Pentateuchal

the

setting. This most certainly

prophetic literature. The weight he places

ofD^y

on

nil for determining its meaning

may

be attributed to his interest in

Genesis 17's disclosure of the nature

is peculiar. This clouds his historical

presupposition that the Priestly material is dependent
regarding

146

147

on

the prophetic material

mi. Renaud is explicit in other places in seeking to find out how

Renaud. Nouvelle

ou

He notes that the

uses

Eternelle Alliance, 330, nt. 4.
of the phrase in literature outside

of the prophets and Pentateuch

late

are

(Ps 105:10. 1 Chron 16:17. Isa 24:5, Sir 44:18 and 45:15) excluding 2 Samuel 23:5 which he attests
possesses debatable dating. Ibid.. 93. nt. 1.
148

Ibid.. 102.
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d'tii;

rr-Q resonates within its "nouveau contexte

Renaud does draw upon

superficial

the Priestly understanding of

prophetique."149

□blU

Ultimately,

rf"D, but only in

a

manner.

Renaud's

thorough and detailed work

commendable and

on

□ 'fIaJ rf"Q in the Major Prophets is

unique in its attempt to perform

a

comprehensive treatment of the

phrase in relationship to "covenant of peace" and "new covenant." It is ultimately the
historical location of the

prophetic literature, and priority of the H^HF! mil text,

which informs Renaud's

understanding of these concepts in the Major Prophets. The

relative

insignificance of understanding the phrase in the Priestly tradition is

demonstrated in that

are

devoted to

only five

pages

of the three hundred and seventy-eight

book

examining the term in its Pentateuchal setting. Moreover, there is

specific discussion of its two

occurrences

also focus upon

no

in Numbers.

1.2.3.2 Other Recent Covenant Studies. There

are a

few recent works which

the concept of covenant, demonstrating the enduring interest in the

rn: does find

concept.

page

a

place within

a

few edited volumes

as

well

as a

particular discussion within Jack R. Lundbom's Jeremiah commentary.
Porter and de Roo present a

compilation of

essays

which discuss various

aspects of covenant with a view towards understanding the concept in the Second

Temple

Period.'30

Two of the

specifically. The most interesting

149

essays

one

for

address covenant in the Old Testament
our purposes

is the

one

by Freedman and

Ibid.. 104.

Stanley E. Porter and Jacqueline C.R. De Roo, eds.. The Concept of Covenant in the Second
Temple Period(Leiden: Brill, 2003).
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Miano.15'

In

this

particular

the heart of the study is the nature of the

essay,

relationships of the covenants to

one

another. With

"newness" of the New Covenant, the authors

a

view to understanding the

interested in addressing the

are

relationship between conditional (i.e. Sinai) and unconditional covenants (i.e.
Abraham)
either

as

they coexist. The authors consider all divine-human covenants to be

stressing the behavior of the "vassal" (a conditional covenant)

of the "suzerain"

covenant

while still

rmnn is

a

covenant

of the past,

not

conditional

unconditional since it is fulfilled in

or

that the Mosaic covenant is

in conditional terms. While

covenant

is not the

scholars read it

Sinai. It is

a

as

common

such.

new

be broken and

55:3

renewal of the Davidic

reference to the New Covenant
It is

ideal state when

a

renewal of the Abrahamic

emphasizing the conditionality of the Davidic

conditional covenant which is

can

an

They understand the Davidic covenant in the

It

same way as

the

similarly linked with the Abrahamic

requires renewal. In addition, the authors read Isaiah

covenant152

specifically,

as

in contrast to others who

see

it

as

a

discussed above.

appropriate to question whether Freeman and Miano's study could be

improved if the phrase

iTHD had been addressed. Are the article's conclusions

David Noel Freedman and David Miano,

Covenant in the Second
152

a

position according to Old Testament scholarship, these

covenant.

Brill.

is not just

but rather something entirely and radically

covenant

IM

new covenant

people, and they will be perfectly obedient.

The article argues

a

categories. The

new

resembling the prior covenant. Ultimately the article posits that the "fill

God will reward his

as

the behavior

(an unconditional covenant). All divine covenants except the

of Jeremiah 31 fall into these two

renewal of

or

"People of the New Covenant," in The Concept of
Temple Period (ed. Stanley E. Porter and Jacqueline C.R. De Roo; Leiden:

2003), 7-26.
Freedman and Miano, "New

Covenant," 17.
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the most accurate way to

and the Abrahamic in

conceive of the relationship between the Davidic Covenant

light of how □7117 IT~Q functions in each covenant context

(Genesis 17 and 2 Samuel 23)? How
without

covenants

with every one

addressing the phrase

covenants, and
At the least,

of essays

D^li?

SVQ risks neglecting all the

important edited volume

an

in conjunction

investigation of the

on

necessary

evidence.

the topic of covenant is the 2003

Nicholson.153 Mayes and Salters put together

collection

a

related to the topic of covenant in the Old Testament. Several of the articles
□

L7"1I7 nnn, but

no

In James Barr's article

never

occurs

unconditionality with conditionally, is subject to oversimplification.

Festschrift in honor of E.W.

he

rn*"Q since it

of the so-called divine covenants? Without

overlooking

Another

on

□'7117

phrase, the authors' understanding of the relationship between these

common

touch

truly understand the relationship of the

can one

mentions

Genesis 9:16

□'7117

itself.154

on

rT~Q

the Noachic covenant and its

or

its other

uses

relationship to Jubilees

in P outside of

Graham Davies devotes his essay to

and oath in the Pentateuch in

diachronic

systematic treatment of the phrase is presented.

light of its compositional

quoting the text of

understanding covenant

nature.155 Davies employs

a

approach for detecting the Pentateuch's theology of covenant, for

understanding the relationships between the covenants (mainly Abrahamic and Sinai),
and

deciphering the respective sources' covenant theology. Throughout his interaction

with the various Pentateuchal

of engaging

13

IM

Davies

never

mentions □ *7117 rT~Q

as a way

with the covenant theology of the Pentateuch.

A. D. H.

Nicholson
135

sources,

Mayes and R. B. Salters. eds.. Covenant
(Oxford: Oxford University Press. 2003).

James Barr. "Reflections

on

as

Context: Essays in Honour of E. IV.

the Covenant with Noah," in Covenant

Graham Davies, "Covenant. Oath, and the

as

Context. 11-22.

Composition of the Pentateuch." in Covenant

as

Context. 71-90.
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John
His main

Day contributes

concern

is to offer

entire article

an

an

on covenant

explanation for P's

use

in the Priestly

Source.156

of mil Cpf! rather than the

expression mil HID to signify covenant establishment. In standard fashion Day
argues

that the Priestly author deliberately avoids the phrase "cut

P knew of

a

covenant" because

only two major covenants, Abraham and Noah. P does not have

a covenant

Sinai.157

mediated

by Moses,

Day

be vulnerable to the accusation of allowing his presupposition regarding the

use

may

of mi (and thus

appreciation for P's
the

or any

allusion to sacrifice prior to the legislation

on

sacrifice) to dictate his understanding of the covenants. Day's

use

of □'ill? iVQ is

more

significant than most but still lacks

analysis potentially required for understanding the phrase in the Pentateuch.
Katharine J.

Testament's

covenant.158

Dell

makes

some

interesting observations regarding the Old

phrase "covenant of peace" in relationship to the Noachic eternal
Dell's thesis of the article is to argue

natural world has

an

that the theology of creation and the

important role in shaping the Old Testament, and

may even

traced back to the Noachic covenant. The central indication of this is the

be

phrase and

concept "covenant of peace" which is used in eternal covenant texts like Ezekiel
34:25

Isaiah

and

54:10,

raising

relationship with the Noachic
mentions the
□

"ni?

a

covenant

some

C'lli?

important possibilities regarding their

rf~Q. Yet it is interesting that Dell

only time "covenant of peace" actually

occurs

m3 with Phinehas in Numbers 25 is called both

of peace

an

never

in the Pentateuch. The

everlasting covenant and

(vv.12-13). Perhaps Numbers 25 presents

no apparent

creation

156

Day, "Establish Rather than Cut." 91-1 10.
Day considers the eternal covenants of Exodus 31 and Leviticus 24 as products of H to explain
their subtle interest in the Exodus generation and the commandments at Sinai. He never elaborates on
the relationship of these Pentateuchal covenants to one another.
158
Cf. Katharine J. Dell, "Covenant and Creation in Relationship," in Covenant as Context, 111-33.
157
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motifs that would benefit Dell's

passage

closely since it

study. Yet, it would

seem

valuable to investigate the

both key phrases and resides within the Pentateuch

possesses

along with the Noachic eternal covenant.
In his contribution to the volume. Ronald Clements

the Davidic covenant tradition in

Isaiah's

relationship to its presentation in

Isaiah.159

It is

reinterpretation of the Davidic covenant which becomes instrumental in

positing the claim that the covenant is everlasting and
evolution of the Davidic tradition
throne

explains the evolution of

"plunged into

Clements does not
would expect

new

over

the

course

irrevocable.160 This reflects the

of Israel's

disaster."161 Interestingly,

uncertainty and eventual

comment on

the

history when the Davidic

place of 2 Samuel 23:5 within the tradition. One

Clements' article to have noted the potential relationship between the

eternal covenant with David
Abraham in Genesis 17 in

traditions. The

as

manifested in Isaiah, and the eternal covenant with

light of his previous work

overlap between the two covenants

popular work from 1967. Clements

argues

on

the Abrahamic and Davidic

was

the subject of Clements'

there that the permanent validity of the

Davidic covenant has influenced P's account of the Abrahamic covenant in Genesis

17.162

However,

as

with the other articles of the volume

mil fails to receive

significant attention.
Though Bernard Renaud's work is the most meticulous

□biu

rr-Q in the

the subject of

prophetic literature, the recent commentary of Jeremiah 21-36 in

the Anchor Bible series written

159

on

by Jack R. Lundbom provides

Ronald Clements. "The Davidic Covenant in the Isaian

a

historical sketch of

Tradition," in Covenant

as

Context, 39-

70.
160
161
162

Ibid.. 42.
Ibid.. 40.

Clements, Abraham and David. 72.
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the

phrase, giving special attention to the Major
in Jeremiah 32:40 and 50:5 is

Jeremiah 31 which is

promised

as

a

northern

Lundbom notes that

equivalent to the "new covenant" of

replacement of the (broken) Sinai covenant,

eternal. Lundbom

distinct to the Israelite

Prophets.163

argues

that the idea of

religion and provides

a

an

a covenant never

"eternal covenant" is not

seventh-century B.C. example from

Syria.164 □bliJ rP~Q is inherently unconditional and joins

a

line of

unconditional, eternal covenants made with Noah. Abraham. Phinehas, and David.

Accordingly, unconditional covenants
Southern

are part

and parcel of the theology of the

Kingdom expressed in the P traditions and psalms from the Jerusalem

Temple (and evidenced by the promise given to the Rechabites). Since Jeremiah's

ministry revolved around Jerusalem then it is natural that he would draw
eternal covenant concept
Northern

This concept
covenant

in discussing the broken Sinai covenant (a product of

theology). Lundbom mentions that at

of Jerusalem and the

is also found in Ezekiel and Second Isaiah

eternal covenant endured into

more

point before the exile the issue

Temple became part of the Abrahamic and Davidic covenants.

larger messianic hope taking shape at the

1.2.3.3

some

combined with the future eternal covenant, sometimes expressed

of peace,

164

as a

as a

reflection of "a

time."165 This idea of a future, messianic,

postexilic Judaism and early Christianity.

Summary. The phrase and concept DTli? rT~Q receives relatively

attention within the last six years

of covenant scholarship than the previous

hundred. Yet, besides Bernard Renaud's work in the
163

the

upon

Jack R. Lundbom. Jeremiah 21-36
Lundbom refers to

an

one

major prophetic literature the

(AB, 21b; New York: Doubleday, 2004). 519-20.

amulet from Arslan Tash. Cf. J.B. Pritchard, ed.. Ancient Near Eastern

Texts Relating to the Old Testament (3d ed.: Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969), 658. It is
argued by some, however, that the inscription could be a forgery. For more information on the amulet,
cf. for example, Blane W. Conklin. "Arslan Tash I and Other Vestiges of a Particular Syrian
Incantatory Thread." Biblica 84 (2003): 89-101.
165

Ibid., 520.
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phrase continues to be treated
covenant

when

as a

topic of peripheral importance for Old Testament

theology; and at times overlooked altogether. It is apparent however that

0*711;

tVQ is addressed in recent covenant studies the

roughly the

same

interpretation

such

key issues noted in sections 1.2.1

conditionality,

as

relationship

phrase is connected to

and

between

1.2.2 for covenant

the

covenants,

a

preoccupation with Jeremiah's

new covenant,

Source and tradition-historical

methodology continues to dominate the study of

covenant as

provide

in

previous

new covenant

underrated for its

eras

of scholarship. While the last six

of scholarship

years

ST~Q continues to be overshadowed and

studies,

important role in covenant scholarship.

1.3

This survey

deserves

and the P document, for example.

Overview of the Thesis

of covenant scholarship above demonstrates that

special consideration because it is

an

D^IV

n"~IJ

important component of covenant

theology in the Old Testament. However, the phrase has been relatively neglected in
covenant

scholarship. For these

Testament

□*71:;

reasons, as

interpretation, the following

in the Old Testament. This

evoked from the survey

1.3.1 Central

well

pages

as

the potential significance for New

will attempt

study will strive to

a

specific study of rf~Q

answer

three main questions

seems

that Old Testament

of scholarship above.

Questions about □ *71d JVO

From the work of Wellhausen to Renaud. it

scholarship evokes at least three interrelated questions regarding
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(1) What is

scholarship that
covenant

eternal covenant? There

an

eternal covenant is

an

which focuses

the grace

on

an

seems

be

to

relative

a

in

unbreakable, unconditional, and unilateral

of God. While humankind

the covenant, the human element is

consensus

be involved with

may

significantly independent of God's covenant

intentions. Yet the Old Testament story asserts

that

some

(Isaiah 24, 2 Samuel 23) and that this assertion

eternal covenants

be

may

an

are

broken

oversimplification.

Accordingly, why is the covenant "eternal"? This question is not simply what does
eternal mean,

but rather what does

an

eternal covenant

mean.

What is gained by

employing this adjective rather than using m!3 alone? Are there certain ideas
inherently connected to
scholars

an

eternal covenant rather than

imply that the term is

participant. Is this
everlasting),

or

(2) Are there
addresses

the

on

a

the

one

own

eternality

as covenant

something else?
many

eternal covenants

or

just one? This question fundamentally

relationship between the eternal covenants.

signs,

a

seems

that

some assume

single eternal covenant of divine

While

there is

grace.

a

no

scholar

single covenant

Others deal with nr~Q

piece-meal basis leaving this question to speculation. What is the link

between, for
should

function of God's

normal covenant? Some

qualitative descriptor of status (e.g. God is involved), time (i.e.

a

specifically addressed this issue it
with various

a

a

example, Exodus 31 and Genesis 9,

understand the

or

the Davidic to the New? How

relationship between the first eternal covenant (Noah) and

eschatological eternal covenants of the Major Prophets? Can the covenants be

synthesized to

some

degree

or

is this unfair to the dynamics of the Old Testament?

(3) What is the relationship between "eternal" covenant and "new covenant"? The

relationship between eternal covenant and Jeremiah's "new covenant" (or the
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Deuteronomic

With

the

tradition) is often the dialogue within which □
covenant

new

understanding the

primarily

in

mind, scholarship

fl"~l!Il is discussed.
interested in

seems

the two ideas correspond. Renaud gives this question

way

significant attention within the context of the Major Prophets, but how would
of the

a

study

relationship between the priestly covenants and the covenant concept in

Deuteronomy offer preliminary insights for the issue?
1.3.2 Our Approach to This Study of

1.3.2.1

possible

!T~n

Final-form of the Pentateuch. The study ahead will begin mining

answers to

and space

DblU

these questions regarding □

limitations, this particular project offers

in the Pentateuch in

hopes of providing

within the Torah

We will

by focusing

well

as

the rest of Old

an

exegetical study of □ *712 i"T~G

foundation for further study of mil
Testament.166

attempt to excavate the Pentateuch for answers to the three questions

the

on

examining their

as

a strong

IT"?". Due to inevitable time

uses

occurrences

in canonical

sensitive to the narrative

individually, within the final-form of the text,
sequence.

Our particular canonical approach will be

development of the phrase and its themes within the biblical

story of the Pentateuch. Our interpretive presupposition is that the final editors of the
Pentateuch

intentionally used the phrase and its concepts within

maintains

pervading logic and organization. Thus, the phrase

and

a

develop
was

as

the biblical story

progresses.

given the most attention it

was

The

survey

which

a story

may very

well

grow

showed that when iT~G

usually addressed from

a

strict

source-

",6

Not only is the corpus of the Pentateuch an appropriate place to begin a stud)' of the phrase with
respect to canonical order, but as the scholarship survey shows, besides the instances in Genesis the
Pentateuchal

uses

of

Pr~G have yet to be treated

in great detail.
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critical

□

*711?

or

tradition-historical

rr-n is

a

phrase of P,

example, indeed yields
Testament

its

approach to the text. Determining for example that

a

had developed from the Davidic monarchy for

or

certain type of insight into the phrase. Yet, it

scholarship has primed the

pump,

if

you

seems

that Old

will, for studying the phrase and

significance within the final-form of the Hebrew Bible. Our literary-canonical

approach to the phrase in the Pentateuch should begin to provide
answers

and

1.3.2.2 Focus

of themes

related

his

statement about

means

to

of close exegesis

means

in each

each

of

rf~Q in the Old Testament.

of Exegesis. By

iT~Q

identify what
nexus

□*71}

insights regarding

a separate set

passage.

instance of

That is,

we

we

will attempt to

will determine the

cbHJ mil.167

study of 71""712 could easily be transferred to

Rendtorffs

our

own

Pentateuchal

n-n. He comments,

study

In the past
term

that

167

this isolated examination was applied especially often and intensively to the
our investigation, which started from the covenant formula, has shown
precisely this central term can also in many of its occurrences be understood
b'ril. But

While traditional word studies

can be helpful for interpretation, the work of James Barr and others
potential dangers in drawing upon lexical and etymological meanings of words for
grasping their sense in a text. Cf. James Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1961). Moreover, it is well known that determining the etymological nature and meaning of
733 is quite difficult. Cf. for example, Moshe Weinfeld. "733," TDOT 2:253-55: Gordon J.
McConville, 7173," N1DOTTE 1:747; Nicholson. God and His People, 99-103; J.A. Soggin.

have shown the

"Akkadisch

TAR

beriti

und

hebr.

733

333.""

VT

18

(1968):

210-215. McConville states

perceptively, "The catalogue of proposals concerning the meaning of berit illustrates the close
connection between etymological derivation and theological interpretation that has characterized the
attempt to understand covenant in the Bible... In the end, the meaning of "covenant" must be sought by
means of a study of its usage." NIDOTTE 1:747. The term □ *3"l 32 has also been specifically discussed in
scholarship. Cf. for example, James Barr, Biblical Words for Time (SBT 33; London: SC'M Press,
1962), 82-104, 1 17-20; Ernst Jenni, Das Wordt 'dlam im Allen Testament (Berlin W: Verlag Alfred
Topelmann, 1953): Renaud. Nouvelle ou Eternelle Alliance, 94-96.: HALOT 2:798-99: Anthony
Tomasino,

"□l7U,"

NIDOTTE 3:345-51; 14.D. Preuss,

"1373,"

TDOT 10:530-45. It is

common to

argued that d73 does not necessarily mean "forever" since Yahweh revokes eternal promises (e.g. 1
Sam 2:30). Cf. for example, David G. Firth, "Speech Acts and Covenant in 2 Samuel 7:1-17."" in The
God of Covenant (eds. Jamie A. Grant and Alistair I. Wilson. Leicester. England: Apollos. 2005). 93.
nt.36. However, the intention of this project is to allow the context of □ 73 733 determine its sense
in each passage rather than preconceived notions regarding the meaning of the phrase's individual
terms.
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differently and better if it is looked at in the relationships offered by its context. In the
framework of our enquiry, we have by no means covered all instances of the word frit,
but nevertheless essential viewpoints about the position and function of this term in its
different contexts have emerged. Above all, in this way of looking at things the question
shifts. It is now no longer: what does the word b'rit mean in this passage?, or: what did
the term mean 'originally'? The question is now: what statements are being made with
this term, and with the terms and ideas associated with it, in this particular context?168

Deciphering the "statements" associated with

our

study of

□'llU

!T~n will entail

giving special attention to (a) the context of □ l71I? !T~Q. Not only will

we

give

priority to the final-form of the text for understanding the phrase within its wider
canonical context, but

immediate

we

will also attempt to

demarcate the most fundamental and

pericope within which to examine the phrase. Secondly, the exegesis will

identify (b) the covenant parties. Clearly understanding who the covenant is made
with is essential for

focus

!T~1I1. The study of each instance will also

understanding

(c) the covenant obligations. Determining what is required of the covenant

on

parties is essential for discerning the ideas inherent to each
finally,

will identify (d) the covenant

we

covenant.

Not

covenant,

but

covenant.

This four-fold

□

should

only will
we

we

use

consequences

of

mil. And

involved with eternal

ascertain the negative ramifications for breaking the

will also pinpoint the potential positive results of keeping the

exegetical approach to

Pentateuchal study of iTTH

our

yield significant insights regarding the contours of this elusive phrase

within each passage.
While

the

information for

exegesis of each

responding to the three

will be detained until the end of the

summative

168

picture

as to

passage

macro

begin to offer preliminary

may

questions,

any

definitive statements

study. Furthermore, while attempting to create

the Pentateuch's perspective

on

obli?

a

mil at the end of the

Rendtorff. The Covenant Formula, 57.
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project,

we

recognize that attaining ultimate

the entire Hebrew Bible

ilEnn

answers to

the questions with respect to

(esp. the relationship between

IVO and Jeremiah's

rn~D) lies outside the bounds of this Pentateuchal study. Nonetheless, this

analysis hopes to establish
may serve as an

some

rP~Q which

fundamental insights regarding

informative precedent for understanding the

phrase beyond its existence in the Pentateuch. Thus,

we

use

and meaning of the

will return to the three larger

questions in the conclusion with this in mind.
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CHAPTER TWO:

"Noah

0^117

!T"Q IN GENESIS 9

found perfect and righteous; in the time of wrath he was taken in exchange; therefore a
left to the earth when the flood came. Everlasting covenants were made with him that all
flesh should not be blotted out by a flood. "
was

remnant was

The

□

"Til?

following chapter focuses

on

the first

occurrence

in the Hebrew Bible. In order to understand the

of the phrase mil

particular contours of the

phrase in Genesis 9, the study ahead will identify the context, covenant parties,
covenant

obligations, and covenant

consequences

of □ *7117 fr~G in the

passage.

The

investigation is divided into three main sections. The first section focuses

mil. The

establishing the immediate textual boundaries for interpreting the
second section then discusses the

particular features of the

□'7117

on

n,~Q. The last

section presents some

exegetical conclusions of eternal covenant in Genesis 9. In the

of examining

mil the study ahead attempts to demonstrate that the

process

mi

land

given to Noah and his

covenant

which

serves

as

a

sons

is fundamentally

a

conditional, universal,

paradigmatic model for Israel's possession and

stewardship of the promised land.

2.1 Establishing the Textual Boundaries of

The first

ibn

1

occurrence

D^li?

mi

of mi in the Hebrew Bible is not within the

mi in Gen 9:16, but rather in Gen 6:18

near

phrase

the beginning of the Flood

Sirach 44:17-18.
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Narrative.2

In order to understand

□L>1U

the mn introduced in 6:18, and thus its

The way

that

one

5T""Q in 9:16

we

will

explore the nature of

precise relationship to C 711) H"1

in 9:16.

understands the covenant of 6:18 directly impinges

upon

the

covenant of9:16.

There

are

that will prove

whether

or

not

two debatable issues

surrounding the concept of

important for understanding
the covenant in 6:18

rather the maintenance of

a

□bliJ

a

covenant

fulfilled

rP~0 in 6:18

mil in Gen 9:16. The first is

signifies the establishment of a

new covenant or

preexisting covenant.1 The second key issue presented

with rr~Q in 6:18 is the nature of the covenant's fulfillment. That

of

a

in 6:18 fulfilled in the

giving of the

is, is the promise

rfHH in Gen 9:16,

or

is it

through God's deliverance of Noah from the floodwaters? The latter view

discerns two covenants in the Flood Narrative while the former

sees

just

one.

These

2

Traditional scholarship argues that the story of the deluge is a compositional work by a redactor
using two distinct and identifiable sources (J and P). Cf. for example. Gerhard von Rad, Genesis (rev.
ed.; trans. John II. Marks; London: SCM Press, 1961). 27. Cf. also. Hermann Gunkel, Genesis (3d ed.;
trans. Mark E. Biddle; Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1997), 60-85 and 138-51; J. A. Emerton,
"An Examination of Some Attempts to Defend the Unity of the Flood Narrative in Genesis. Part I," VT
37 (1987): 401-20; idem, "An Examination of Some Attempts to Defend the Unity of the Flood
Narrative in Genesis, Part II," VT 38 (1988): 1-21. However, some scholars believe that alleged
inconsistencies, or even contradictions, in the story are explainable, and that there is coherence in the
story. These scholars include, for example, F. I. Andersen, The Sentence in Biblical Hebrew (The
Hague and Paris: Mouton. 1974); Gordon J. Wenham. "The Coherence of the Flood Narrative," JT28
(1978): 336-48; Y. T. Radday, "Chiasmus in Hebrew Biblical Narrative" in Chiasmus in Antiquity (ed.
J. W. Welch; Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 1981), 50-117; U.M.D. Cassuto, A Commentary on the Book of
Genesis (vol. 2; trans. Israel Abrahams; Jerusalem: Magnes Press. 1964), 30-47; Bernhard W.
Anderson, "The Flood Story in Context," in From Creation to New Creation (Minneapolis: Fortress
Press, 1994), 65 and 72. Whether one can identify the sources or not, "...the question is whether one
can
understand and appreciate the present narrative art by a genetic study of its origin and
development." Ibid., 63. This study, as already illustrated above, holds to the following position, "It is
by now generally held that, although Genesis comprises Yahwistic, Elohistic and Priestly sources, the
definitive text for purposes of a theological interpretation is that of the present synthesis which is the
work of an editor of a comparatively late period." Jose Krasovec, "Punishment and Mercy in the
Primeval History (Gen 1-11)," ETL 70 (1994): 5.
There are several words which will be used synonymously in this discussion. When speaking of a
particular covenant's direct relationship to a prior covenant, the words, "ratify," "confirm," "maintain,"
"perpetualize," etc., will all be used interchangeably. When speaking of a new covenant, the words
"initiate," "inaugurate," or "establish" will most often be used.
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interrelated issues

□Vix?

2.1.1

are

important for determining the interpretive context of IV"O

in Genesis 9.

mp and Covenant Establishment
2.1.1.1 Is Gen 6:18

Establishing

a

Covenant

Some scholars believe that the rf~Q in 6:18 is

viewpoint is often based
functions

in

perpetualize

6:18.

or

on a

Such

fulfill

an

a

or

Ratifying

ratification of a

particular understanding of how

scholars

understand

Cpil

as a

a

Preexisting One?

prior

covenant.4 This

TlDpill (Dip, hiphil)
word strictly used to

existing covenant. Thus, the iT~Q in 6:18 must be tied to

covenant

previously established. This viewpoint most commonly holds to

covenant

with creation

or

and

initial

Adam.5

Though such logic concerning how
is reasonable, this

an

a

Cpil functions within the Old Testament

understanding of the term is too restrictive for several

foremost, the theological dictionaries recognize that

reasons.

First

Dip is not a predictable word

4

Cf. for example, William J. Dumbrell, Creation and Covenant: An Old Testament Covenantal
Theology (Flemington Markets, New South Wales: Paternoster Press and Lancer Books, 1984), 25-33;
Gordon J. Wenham, Genesis 1-15 (WBC 1; Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1987), 175; P.A.H. De Boer,
"Quelques remarques sur I'Arc dansa Nuee," in Questions dispulees d'Ancien Testament: Methode et
theologie (ed. C. Brekelmans: 2d ed.; Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1989), 105-14; Meredith G.
Kline, Kingdom Prologue: Genesis Foundations for a Covenantal IVorldview (Overland Park, Kans.:
Two Age Press, 2000). 232-33; McConville, NIDOTTE 1:747-55; Jacob Milgrom. Leviticus 23-27
(AB; New York: Doubleday, 2000). 2243-46.
There is a second contributing factor for seeing 6:18 as a ratification of a preexisting covenant that
is worth mentioning. Argued by Dumbrell and Milgrom, this relies upon the repetition of the mandate
to be fniitful and multiply (Gen 1:28) in 9:1 and 7 which fulfills the promise of 6:18. Dumbrell,
Creation and Covenant, 25-33; Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2245. Milgrom sees Gen 9:2-6 as added
stipulations to the original mandate to be fruitful and multiply established at creation. He sees these
additions in the same light as the stipulations added to the Abrahamic covenant (i.e. Gen 18:19). Yet,
overt covenant language is always used with the original establishment of the Abrahamic covenant in
contrast to an Adamic covenant. He also states this position because the covenant with Noah in 9:1-7
involves "his sons" so
□,pn anticipates future "maintenance" to Noah's posterity. However, this does
not work with Gen 6:18 which is a covenant made with only Noah.
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since its range

as an

"almost

Hebrew

of uses is extremely vast and

term."7

omnipresent

Bible.

Thus,

one

diverse.6 One author

The verbal form alone

should

handle

occurs over

various

the

described

even

Dip

600 times in the
of the

nuances

word

conservatively and try to avoid making generalizations about how the term is required
function in

to

a

certain text.

But how does the

hiphil form of Dip (occurs 146 times) function in the Old

Testament, especially in covenant contexts? Interestingly, these same lexical studies
mentioned above

covenants.8

plainly show that

D,pn

as

the Old

the Abrahamic

be understood

Testament."10

to establish

6

on

something

Cf. for example,

as

a

on

or

"maintaining."

Dip

helpful starting point for

narrative.9 He

argue
an

for this

analysis of

notes, "While the causative verb

'to confirm/maintain', it has a wide range of nuances in

He demonstrates that

new

"confirming"

provided lexical entries

well. Paul Williamson provides

CpM in his work
□ ,pn may

refer to the initial establishment of

These works do not restrict the term to

Other scholars besides those who have

position

can

□1piT

may

be used in the Old Testament

including texts which speak of covenant

establishment."

Gamberoni, --Dip," TDOT, 12:592; Amsler, "Dip," TLOT, 3:1138: Martens,

"Dip,"
NIDOTTE, 5:902.
7
8

Gamberoni, TDOT 12:592.
Cf. for example, Weinfeld, "TVia," TDOT 2:253-79; MeConville, "IT33." NIDOTTE 1:747-55;

Gamberoni, TDOT 12:589-612; Amsler, TLOT, 3:1136-41; and, Martens. NIDOTTE 5:902-5; F.
Brown, S. Driver, and C. Briggs, The Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon (Peabody,
Mass.: Hendrickson. 1999), 879.
9
Paul R. Williamson, Abraham, Israel and the Nations: The Patriarchal Promise and its
Covenantal Development in Genesis (JSOTSupp, 315; Sheffield Academic Press: Sheffield, 2000).
"'ibid.. 197-8. His list includes the following: 1. 'Maintaining' or 'confirming' or 'fulfilling'
something which already existed: vows or promises; predicted events and divine plans; legislative
stipulations. 2. The restoration of something or someone to their previous position (animals. David,
tribes of Jacob, land, people of God, Davidic dynasty, feet, fallen friend). 3. The setting up of
something new (tent, tabernacle, witness heap, pillars, idols, dynasty, alter, siege works, ends of earth,
calamity, change of guards, statutes). 4. The establishment or renewal of a covenantal relationship. 5.
The perpetuation of a name, tribe or dynasty. 6. The raising up of a person, nation or group
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A

simple search of the Hebrew Bible shows that

rr~Q in 23

verses

establish

or

a

form of Dip occurs with

of the Old Testament. In Gen 21:32, Deut 31:16, Jos 4:9, 2 Sam

3:21, and 1 Chron 22:19; 28:2,
maintenance of

a

covenant. In Isa

Dip has

no

relationship to the establishment

49:8 it is inconclusive

as to

whether

confirm/maintain. In Gen 17:19, Lev 26:9, Deut 8:18, 2

6-9

appropriate rendering of the verb. Putting aside the four

"fulfill" is the

occurrences

in Genesis

(6:18; 9:9. 11, 17), Gen 17:7, Exod 6:4, and Ezek 16:60, 62, it is likely that

"establish" is the most

appropriate rendering of the verb. A few of these texts

worthy of closer investigation to demonstrate that
an

means

Kgs 23:3, Neh

9:8, Isa 28:18, and Jer 34:18, it is likely that "confirm," "perpetuate," or
most

Dip

or

□,pn is

a term

which

may

are

signify

initial establishment of a covenant.
2.1.1.2 Exodus 6. The

God and Moses

hand of the

beginning of Exodus 6 presents the dialogue between

concerning the promise to deliver the Israelites from the oppressive

Egyptians. God reminds Moses that he is the

one

who appeared to the

patriarchs and established his covenant with them (□Fl^ TT'FjTi^ 'HOpPl, 6:4) to
give them the land of Canaan.1" This is

a

reference to the original establishment of the

Abrahamic

covenant

descendents

(cf. 26:3; 28:4, 13-15; 35:12; and 48:4). The obvious question for our

study is whether
covenant

or

the

(Genesis 12-22) and its promulgation through Abraham's

Dip (Tlbpil) in 6:4 is referring to the initial establishment of the
perpetuation of the Abrahamic covenant. Dumbrell takes the latter

(Babylonians, watchmen, shepherds, righteous branch, adversary, judges, prophets, king, David, holy
people). 7. Physical or metaphorical raising. 1 le includes Scripture references for each of his categories.
"
Ibid., 198, nt. 38.
12
In hearing the groaning of the Israelites in Egypt, Exod 6:5 says God remembers his covenant
TrriB'nS "DTK]). The combination of establishing (Dip) and remembering ("□") a covenant will
be observed within the Noahic narrative discussed below.
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viewpoint, simply seeing this

covenant.13 However, this is

passage as
a

reflecting the confirmation of the Abrahamic

counter-intuitive reading of the passage, as will be

illustrated below.
Williamson argues

addresses the
land

that

Genesis 15 and Exodus

showing that

6,15

this shows that

Dip

acknowledging that there

are

other similarities between

it is the promise of nationhood which bridges the two

Dip (Exod 6:4) is used synonymously with PHD (Genesis 15).

can

establish

conclusion contradicts the

solely refers to Genesis 15. According to Williamson
a covenant

used to ratify

a

in the

same way as

the

use

of PHD. This

positions of scholars like Dumbrell and De Boer who both

contend that PPD is used to establish

13

In Williamson's understanding of

precisely the issue which distinguishes the covenants

Thus, he contends that Exodus 6

are

"establish" in Exodus 6 because 6:4

22.14

promise reflected in Genesis 12, 17, and

of Genesis 15 and 17. While

Dip

means

promise of nationhood rather than the international dimensions of the

the Abrahamic narrative, this is

texts

TlDpn

preexisting

a

covenant

and all other terms such

as

]PD and

covenant.16

Dumbrell. Covenant and Creation, 26.

14

Williamson, Abraham, Israel and the Nations, 199.
"
He does not mention them specifically. Cf. Ibid., 200. nt. 45. Surely he has Gen 15:13-14 in mind
which predicts the slavery in Egypt and promises God's deliverance, which is now being 'remembered'
in F.xod 6:4. In addition Gen 15:18 demarcates the

promise land in reference to the river of Egypt.
that ]P0 is always used by P to establish something. Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27,
2344. While its employment in Gen 9:8-17 appears to provide an exception to the use of □,pn as
"maintain" it is not the covenant which is new, but rather the sign (vv.12-13). Even Dumbrell
acknowledges that KID in Ezek 16:8 is an exception to the rule that PHP can only be used to establish
a covenant. Yet, he qualifies this by remarking, "The context there is that of a marriage union between
God and Israel in which the legal formulary may have been thought to be inappropriate." Dumbrell.
16

Milgrom

argues

Covenant and Creation, 25, nt. 17.
a

covenant

likewise

a

Williamson notes that the covenant established with Phinehas is also
use of PHD. He notes, "If the covenant with Phinehas is

which is established without the

distinct

entity. Num 25:12 provides indisputable proof that verbs other than !T"0

the Hebrew Bible in relation to the establishment of

Israel and the Nations, 200.
views of

Day

argues

a

are

used in

divine-human Pr~Q." Williamson, Abraham,

that D'pH and ]P0 are synonymous and departs from the

Milgrom, Wenham. and Dumbrell whereby □ ,pn has to mean "maintain." He feels like P

d'tid
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While

we

used to establish

would agree

a

with Williamson's ultimate conclusion that Dip can be

covenant, his

particular treatment of Exodus 6 is unpersuasive. Not

only is his "nationhood" link between Genesis 15 and Exodus 6
,~1©

(Exod 6:3) does not

covenant

texts) and is

a

understand Genesis 17

in Genesis 15 (yet does in other Abrahamic

major issue in the Exodus
as

^

part to the use of ,"T©

occur

the

tenuous,'7 but also

passage.

In addition, other scholars

primary background of Exod 6:4. This is due in large

in Gen 17:1, the existence of the 'covenant formula' in Gen

17:7, 8 and Exod 6:7, and the common P material in both

places.18

Yet, pinpointing Genesis 15 or 17 as the specific textual referent within the
Abrahamic narrative for Exod 6:4 is unnecessary,

that

mp

of the
texts

to

can mean

patriarchs

"establish" like fl~0. It is just

are

referred to in Exod 6:3

as

and

as

even

misguided, for arguing

adequate to notice that since all

having encountered God, all of the

(Gen 12-22; 26; 28; 35; 48) which report God's respective

appearances to

them

present the land covenant contribute to the backdrop here (especially those which

mention ,-l©

for

example Gen 17; 28, 35, and 48). This obviously includes

God's interaction with Abraham in Genesis 15 which

uses

fl~0 and Genesis 17 which

language" and uses grant or establish because P only knows of the
prior to Sinai. Cf. John Day, "Why does God "Establish' rather than
'Cut' Covenants in the Priestly Source?" in Covenant as Context (eds. A.D.ll. Mayes and R.B. Salters;
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 100-1.
17
It seems that the Exodus event is not only a step in developing a nation but it is also a testimony
and sign to other nations (i.e. has a universal dimension to it). Cf. for example, Jos 2:10 and 4:23.
Creating the nation of Israel is not distinct from fulfilling the international dimensions of the land
promise, but rather necessary to them. Thus, to make the two mutually exclusive is an error.
18
Cf. for example, Brevard Childs, Exodus (OTL: London: SCM Press, 1974), 115; Martin Noth.
Exodus (London: SCM Press, 1962). 60-1; Cornelius Houtman. Exodus (Historical Commentary on the
Old Testament 1; Kampen: KOK Publishing, 1993), 501: Ronald E. Clements, Exodus (CBC;
Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1972), 37; S. R. Driver. The Book of Exodus (Cambridge:
Cambridge University, 1929), 43; Rolf Rendtorff, The Covenant Formula: An Exegetical and
Theological Investigation (Translated by Margaret Kohl; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1998), 15ff; Jonathan
Magonet. "The Rhetoric of God: Exodus 6:2-8." JSOT 27 (1983): 67. nt. 11. Magonet rightly
acknowledges the voice of Gen 15:14 in Exod 6:4 as well.
suppresses

the "cut

a covenant

Noachic and Abrahamic covenants

u'DaJ
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involves the covenant with Abraham, but should not be limited to these

Since Exodus 6:4

specifically mentions "appearing" to all three patriarchs (DHN) not

just Abraham, it is the encounter with each which, in the
with Moses, is
makes

same

vein

as

this encounter

being highlighted. Furthermore, the fact that Abraham is mentioned

"maintaining" illogical in Exod 6:4 since he

promise. Thus it is awkward to think that it
Therefore Exodus 6:4

established with Abraham and

texts.19

specific texts.

uses

was

Dip in

was

the first to receive the

perpetuated with Abraham.

a verse

that recalls the land covenant

passed down to all the patriarchs expressed in various

The view of the passage

is that God is

now

taking steps to fulfill the original

promise to the patriarchs by moving his people toward the

land.20

Exodus 6

emphasizes the contrast between the past and the present in its broadest perspective.
Contrary to Williamson. Dumbrell, and others, this past is not
but rather

a

with God.

Parsing the patriarchal past in order to isolate

does not do

long series of individual events

or

one encounter

incidents which form

a

with God

single history

a

single encounter with God

justice to Exodus 6. The word Dip, and not

HUD. is used to make this

point.
2.1.1.3 Ezekiel 16. Ezekiel 16 is another covenant passage

establish

something

covenant

established in the past,

establish

("rriOpni)

19

an

new.

a

Whereas in Exodus 6, the

□l7!U

passage

which

uses

Dip to

referred back to

a

Ezek 16:60 and 62 speak of God promising to

mS in the future. This promise of

an

everlasting

When God reiterates the Abrahamic land

promise to Isaac in Gen 26:3 (Isaac is also told to live as
reference to the integrity of the land promise by referring to the
v.3) to Abraham. This most certainly refers to Gen 22:16 (TjiJ303) within

'alien' like Exod 6:4) the text makes

oath God

swore

(TiiJBlif),

the Abraham story.
context
20

Thus, confining the origin of the land promise to Genesis 15,
specifically, is too narrow in scope.

or any

other single

John I. Durham. Exodus (WBC 3; Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1987). 74: Jonathan Magonet, "A
Response to 'The Literary Structure of Exodus 6:2-8" By Pierre Auffret,'" JSOT21 (1983): 73-4; el. at.
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covenant

resides within

reading of the
rvna

passage

-an1? rtbx

a

text

which presents a

prophecy of restoration for

rprmtax rrtoi? -itixs

pb

mrr "ox_,3 ram
:

/•

—.

i •

:

who have

you

-\~ t

:

eternal covenant.

-inx
Trmrnx ^x
I
—.
at

•

\ •

•

:

v

And I will establish my covenant
the Lord.

•/•

with

Ezek 16:62

Tiirrpm
I

/ •

and

you

-

-

you

will know that 1

The eternal covenant that will be established is motivated

days of your youth" and
eternal covenant is

covenant.

The

Ezek 16:60

"pm: pm pnix Trnirnx px mpi)
covenant with you from the days of your youth

But I will remember my
and establish with you an
it

Ezek 16:59

pnix rn,toi]

according to what you have done,
despised the oath by breaking the covenant

nna

a

A

shows both covenantal continuity and discontinuity.

I will deal with you

□Jpiy

Judah.21

possesses a

promise of

emphasis of the

am

by the covenant "front the

certain relationship to it. On the other hand, the

a new covenant

passage

in contrast to breaking

is the establishing of

a covenant

a

previous

that will not

be broken.

English translations correctly
"establish" rather than maintain
eternal covenant is to be

notes

confirm

the

sense

of THOpill in both verses as

(cf. NIV, NRSV, NKJV, NAS, etc.) since the

distinguished from the broken covenant. Moshe Greenberg

that in vv.59-60 HSU and

object."22 The

or

convey

Cpil

are

"antonymous verbs with the same berit as

text teaches that while God's people have broken his covenant (v.59),

the Lord will set

a new one

in

place

(□""pil, v.60). Other scholars

agree

□"pi~I here is
23

•

used in

21

creating

a

disjunction between

an

old covenant and establishing

a new one.

Henry McKeating, Ezekiel (OTG; ed. R. N. Whybray; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993),

15.
22

Moshe

Greenberg. Ezekiel 1-20 (AB: Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Company. 1983), 291.
Day, "Establish Rather than Cut," 98; Margaret S. Odell, "The Inversion of Shame and
Forgiveness in Ezekiel 16.59-63 JSOT 56 (1992): 101; Walther Zimmerli, Ezekiel I: Chapters 1-24
(Flermeneia; Translated by Ronald E. Clements; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1979). 353; G.A. Cooke,
The Book of Ezekiel (ICC; Edinburgh: T&T Clark. 1936), 180; Leslie C. Allen. Ezekiel 1-19 (WBC 28;
Dallas, Tex.: Word Books, 1994), 246: John W. Wevers, ed.. Ezekiel (London: Nelson, 1969). 133;
Walther Eichrodt, Ezekiel (Translated by Cosslett Quin; London: SCM Press. 1970), 216; Greenberg,
22
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Therefore, in light of the "new covenant" message of Ezekiel 16, at the
can

that "establish" is

say

a

legitimate possibility

A brief look at two covenant passages,

demonstrates that

This information

covenant

□1pn

may

is

a

while Ezekiel

term which

uses

is not necessary to

lexical

Ezekiel

TllOpill to signal

a new

prophets, and except 2 Sam 23:5,

no

an

everlasting

belongs to P...characteristic of P also is the verb to establish

the older

a covenant, e.g.

Gen 6:18; 9:9, 11, 17 etc.,

phrase to make lit. to cut, 17:13; 34:25;

scholars.25

Thus, when dealing with

understand the meaning of

ri"~D in covenant

may mean

helpful to understand that P prefers □,pn over the

iT~D. "Outside the

commonly recognized by

n~lD for

Ezekiel 16:59-62 and Exod 6:3-4,

CpH and the P Document. In arguing that □,pn

common

as

forTTiOpni in Ezek 16:60.

helps shows that it is at least possible for

(so [Ezek. 16] v.62) in connexion with

such

one

appropriately signify the establishment of a covenant.

"establish" in covenant texts, it is

covenant

least,

in Gen 6:1 8 and 9:11.

2.1.1.4

more

very

making. The P author

particular lexical

or

theological

□,pil
may

over

a

37:26."24 This is

P-authored

it

and against another term

simply choose to

reason.26

passage

use

□,pn

over

It would be inconclusive on

grounds to determine whether the P strand is using the terms synonymously or

1-20, 291. Eichrodt and Greenberg acknowledge that

D,pn

can

have either meaning here, but

the

uniqueness of the "new covenant" language in the passage in respect to the old covenant. A
similar and more detailed argument relating Ezek 16:59-63 to Jer 31:31-34 is forwarded by Bernard
Renaud, "L'Alliance Eternelle D'Ez 16, 59-63 Et L'Alliance Nouvelle De Jer 31,31 -34," in Ezekiel and
His Book (ed. J. Lust; Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1986), 335-39.
24
Cooke, Ezekiel, 180. Italics are original.
22
For example, Gunkel. Genesis, 145; S. E. McEvenue, The Narrative Style of the Priestly Writer
(Analecta Biblica 50: Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1971). 74; PJ. Harland. The Value of Human Life:
A Study of the Story of the Flood (Genesis 6-9) (VTSupp 64; Leiden: E.J. Brill. 1996). 133: Wevers,
Ezekiel, 133; Cooke. Ezekiel, 180; S. R. Driver, An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament
(9th ed.: Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1913). 132.
26
Contra Day, for example.
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not

to

since it

never

employs n~0. When

understands that different strands

one

comprise the final-form of the narrative,

for

determining

across

the

a

in Gen 6:18

a

as

establishment of

something

new,

a

argue

that TTiOpill is strictly

preexisting covenant. Therefore, it is not

necessary to see

ratification of

can

covenant.

something preexistent. It

This does not guarantee

the rr~0

indeed signify

a new

that the covenant is establishing

but provides the possibility. Not only is this important for

understanding Gen 6:18, but
texts

contextual clues

of Dip and Covenant Establishment. This information

CTpn demonstrates that it is inaccurate to

used to confirm

move to

sources.

2.1.1.5 Conclusion

concerning

is forced to

used

term's meaning rather than appealing to technical consistency

a

original

one

are

as we

will

see

this principle bears

upon

eternal covenant

of Genesis 9 and 17.

Though
evidence of

a

overt covenant

establishes

□*711;

a

D-pn could refer to something prior in the Genesis story, there is
prior covenant being established in the narrative

or

no

the existence of

language. Therefore the most natural reading of Gen 6:18 is that God

unique covenant with Noah. The relationship of this covenant with the

n—a of 9:16 will

now

be discussed.

2. l .2 Relationship Between Genesis 6:18 and 9:16

The covenant of Gen 6:18 is

a

newly established covenant unrelated to

anything previously established. Clues to the nature of its content and fulfillment must
reside somewhere within the

a consensus

has

never

the covenant. There

development of the Flood Narrative following 6:18. Yet,

been reached in

are

two

scholarship regarding the precise character of

sides to the issue. Some scholars feel that the content of
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the covenant

others

see

ultimately resides in Genesis 9 with the giving of the

the covenant of Gen 6:18

as

solely consisting of

from the

coming deluge. The latter view holds that the

covenant

from the

one

mo of 9:16

the first covenant
9. The side

one

boundaries for

0*71}

iVQ is

a

distinct

anticipates its true fulfillment in eternal covenant terms in Genesis

takes in

understanding the content of 6:18 determines the essential

interpreting the eternal covenant in 9:16.

in Genesis

n-u

9.27

within this

One

promise of deliverance

parts of one overarching covenant; that the promise of

two

the

as

scholars understand the iTOO in 6:18

covenant

JVC, while

in Gen 6:18. The former view holds that the mi} of 6:18 and

are

2.1.2.1

0*711}

a

D*7D

reason

There

are

post-flood

for

Fulfillment of Genesis 6:18. The majority of
as an

anticipation

several arguments

or

inauguration of the IT~C

for placing the content of the first

text."8

taking this anticipatory position is the opinion that the details

of the covenant in 6:18

seem

to

be unclear, and

are

only made explicit in

9:Iff.29

Along this line, McEvenue writes, "The priestly writer here [6:18] puts in God's
mouth

27

For

a

very

precise statement, which is unintelligible at the moment, but which will

example, Dumbrell, Creation and Covenant, 25-33; Williamson, Abraham, Israel and the

Nations, 202; Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 175; Robert Murray, The Cosmic Covenant (Heythrop
Monographs 7; London: Sheed & Ward, 1992), 33-4; Harland, The Value of Human Life, 133;
Anderson, "Flood," 71; P.R. Williamson, "Covenant," in Dictionary of the Old Testament: Pentateuch
(Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2003), 139-43: John Skinner, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on Genesis (The International Critical Commentary; 2d. ed.; Edinburgh: T & T Clark.
1976). 162; Laurence A. Turner, Genesis (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000), 53-4: Robert
Davidson, Genesis 1-11 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), 75; McEvenue. Priestly
Writer, 79. McEvenue considers 6:18a a "planted echo" preparatory to 9:8ff.
28

In understanding the covenant of 6:18a as necessarily fulfilled in 9:16, Skinner notes that a special
pledge to Noah here (6:18a) in terms of IT~Q is "contrary to the usage of P. to whom the rP~Q is
always a solemn and permanent embodiment of the divine will, and never a mere occasional
provision." Skinner, Genesis, 162-3. Skinner refers to Richard Kraetzschmar, Die Bundesvorstellung
im Alien Testament in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwickelung (Marburg: N. G. Elwert, 1896). 197.
29

Dumbrell. Creation and Covenant, 26.
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be

a

motive for tremendous confidence then in ch.

covenant

in Gen.

in 9:8-17 may

inauguration of the Noahic covenant set

argued that the discourse concerning God's self-imposed obligation

also be

a

reflection of the

phrase "my covenant" (TfG) in

use

of the first

person

possessive

6:18.'2 God's gracious, eternal

humankind and creation in Genesis 9 would thus
the

one to

8.20-9:17."31

It is also

the

beyond the immediate

straight forward reading of the text would lead

conclude that Gen. 6.18 heralds the formal
out

The desire to find clear

ratification related to 6:18 forces readers to go
Williamson notes, "A

context.

9."30

qualify

as an

pronoun

in

covenant with

appropriate referent for

anticipatory phrase.
Another

reason

for

understanding the two covenants

as parts

of

a

single

overarching covenant is that the DTII? rf~Q is only possible in light of Noah's
salvation from the flood. Thus the two texts

as a

cohesive and

focuses

on

here makes

narrative

the

inextricably linked and should be read

single promise from God. Harland notes that *TT~G in Gen. 6:18

saving act of God in delivering Noah. The act of salvation initiated

possible what is said in

9:8-17."33

In this

manner

then, the pinnacle of the

completes the covenant.

Some scholars

appeal to the

used in reference to the □

31

are

'ITU

use

of Dip in covenant contexts to say that when

mil (9:9, 11, 17) it must

refer back to

a

previous

McEvenue, Priestly Writer, 46-7.
Williamson. Abraham, Israel, and the Nations, 193.

"2

Dumbrell, Creation and Covenant, 28. This is also used to argue for an existing covenantal
relationship with Noah, perhaps established with humankind at creation. Cf. Wenham, Genesis 1-15,
175.
'

Harland, Value of Human Life, 135. He refers to Claus Westermann, Genesis 1-11: A Commentary
(Translated by John J. Scullion S.J. Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1984). 601.
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(i.e. Gen 6:18).

covenant

connote

4

We have demonstrated above that

something prior in all

cases, yet

this does not preclude the possibility that in

mi does indeed refer back to

this situation the

Dip does not always

an

initial establishment at

6:18.

Williamson offers
covenant"

in-depth linguistic analysis for substantiating

an

a "one

viewpoint for Gen 6:18 and 9:16. He observes,

When the covenant is announced in Gen. 6.18.

a 'converted' perfect is used: when the
active participle (Gen. 9.9) is deployed. Again, when
its establishment is recalled in Gen. 9.17, a perfect is used. The pattern of these verbal
inflections (converted perfect, active participle and perfect) is entirely consistent with the
premise that the concept of a divine-human covenant is being introduced for the first time
at this point in Genesis narrative: advance notice is given in Gen. 6.18; the actual
ratification of the covenant is spoken of in Gen. 9.9: and it may be inferred from Gen.
9.17 that this covenant is now a divine fait accompli?5

covenant is

apparently instituted,

Therefore, there
eternal

covenant

variety of reasons why the majority of scholars read the

are a

of 9:16

an

as

a

restatement

introduced in Gen 6:18. However, as

single covenant view

possess

and

fulfillment of the covenant first

will be discussed below, the arguments for a

various problems.

2.1.2.2 Problems with the "One Covenant View. " There

related to the arguments

the

are

conveyed above for seeing Dili? mil

promise of Gen 6:18. Some of the arguments

can

as

several

the fulfillment of

be overturned without

examining the flood story at all. For example, the scholars who base
between Gen 6:18 and 9:16 upon an

misguided
attached

as

to

covenant

relationship with Noah

or

of 6:18

a

connection

inherent referential quality in the word Dip are

discussed above. In addition, the statement that the first
the

problems

must

refer

to

either

a

person pronoun

previous covenantal

the eventual giving of God's self-imposed eternal covenant

34

Wenham. Genesis 1-15. 175; Dumbrell, Covenant and Creation. 25-6.
Williamson, Abraham. Israel and the Nations, 202. Williamson's uses his observations to
substantiate his point that qum may be used to establish a new covenant. He parallels the linguistic
pattern outlined here with Genesis 17 to validate the point that it is a distinct covenant from Gen 15.
35
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in Genesis 9 is
statement

Williamson

being established

establishes the Sinai
Another

manner

a

is

signal to

as

a

likely

a

previous

points out that other covenants in the Old Testament which

use

the pronominal suffix

on

tVO, namely Exod 19:5, which

covenant.37

viewpoint which is refutable is the

be part

covenant to

upon

Framing the covenant in this

of God's initiative in the circumstances rather than

covenant.36
are

self-evident.

not

one

which requires the eternal

of the initial promise to Noah because the giving of it is dependent

Noah's salvation through the floodwaters. However, the fact that salvation

through the flood made the eternal covenant possible simply does not require the two
covenants to

salvation

be part

of

a

single overarching promise. It is just

through the floodwaters enabled

Thus, these few arguments
insufficient

on a

a

as easy to say

second covenant.

for seeing

one covenant

between the two texts

a

2.1.2.3

taking

are

priori grounds. However, the more legitimate proposals for taking a

promise and fulfillment relationship between the two covenants
addressed in

that

are more

easily

closer examination of the Flood Narrative.

Proper Relationship Between 6:18 and 9:16. The two best reasons for

a one covenant

view of the two texts

are:

(1) The ultimate content of the

promise of Gen 6:18 becomes clear in Genesis 9; and, (2) Williamson's linguistic
analysis. However, by studying the

errors

of Williamson's reading of the Flood

Narrative, and using it as a basis for understanding the proper relationship between
Genesis 6 and 9, it will become clear that neither reason for

holding to

a one covenant

view is sustainable.

36
37

Harland, Value of Human Life, 136.
Williamson. Abraham. Israel and the Nations, 194. The

Hebrew Bible. Cf. Gen 6:18:9:9. 11.
25:12; Deut 31:16. 20; Jos

phrase TT~n"Ti8!

occurs

28 times in the

15; 17: 7. 9. 14. 19: Exod 6:4.5: 19:5; Lev 26:9, 15. 42[3x]; Num

7:11; Judg 2:20; Jer 11:10; 31:32; 33:20; Ezek 16:60, 62: 44:7; Zee 11:10.
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Williamson's
substantiate his
for

linguistic

establishing

overlooks the

misanalysis stems from combining the two covenants to
sequence

(waw

consecutive38—>

single covenant. There

a

waw

are

active participle—> perfect)

three specific problems. Williamson

consecutive of Gen 9:1 1. the active

participle of 9:12, and the

parallel relationship between 6:17/6:18 and 9:9/9:11.
Williamson

and

constructs an

to

a

assumes

6:18's

begins his verbal inflection

so

inflection sequence

sequence

at this point. Williamson

for Dip which moves from the future sense through

present one. and then finishes with a past sense (6:18—*9:9—>9:17). Yet,

Williamson would consider the

verbal sequence
that

anticipatory function for establishing the rVQ

all

these

waw

(since he skips

elements

consecutive at 9:11 and look

over

of his

its

verbal

occurrence

inflection

beyond Dip for his

in 9:11 anyway), he would
sequence

if

may

be found

see

more

rT~Q. The box below

appropriately in 9:8-17, the immediate context of the

demonstrates that all the elements that Williamson identifies in his scheme

are

present

in the immediate eternal covenant context.

npnK Tr-rrnis: "Tibpni
1 will establish my covenant

Gen 9:11

with

you

Gen 9:12

]rfl px'iciK man-mx TINT
This is the

sign of the covenant which I

am

giving
Gen 9:17

,nopn -im rman-mx nxr
This is the sign of the covenant which I established
This is

a

better location to find Williamson's

covenant-making

Interestingly, Williamson acknowledges the identical
6:18a and 9:11 but

38

sequence

waw

for the iT~G

consecutives in

evidently prefers reaching to 6:18a to begin his string related to the

Williamson calls this

a

"converted

perfect."
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□

biu nnn.39

Yet the sequence

in his verbal

movement

sequence over

sequence,

inflection sequence

error

is that Williamson

uses

the

xrap "pon pxi
bringing the floodwaters
pFiN Trrarnx Tiopm
era

participial form of Dip from 9:9 for

6:18—>9:9—>9:17. Yet. this intrudes

construction between these locations of chapters

pxir'p.y

naturally, rather than spanning the

four chapters.

A related

his

in Genesis 9 maintains the future—>present—>past

And I will establish my covenant

with

establishing

upon

the earth
Gen 6:18

you

Gen 9:9

my covenant

an

unmistakable

with

you

grammatical and verbal parallel between 6:17/6:18 and

9:9/9:1 1. Genesis 6:18 cannot be

the

separated from Gen 6:17 in understanding the iT~Q

beginning of the Flood Narrative. And likewise, Gen 9:9 should not be

rVQ at the end of the Flood Narrative.

separated from 9:1 1 in assessing the
His

you
Gen 9:11

And I will establish my covenant

at

with

praernx praprn

There is

important parallel

Gen 6:17

qanx pvpa'nx trpp pan pxi
And I. behold 1, am

an

6 and 9.

'praeirrnx

And 1. behold I, am

□anx

upon

linguistic progression inappropriately breaks the intended parallel of the two

sections. The

bringing

a

hiphil participle in both texts

flood and establishing

conveys

a covenant,

the imminent action of God (i.e.

respectively). Both participles set

the

up

subsequent action of God CpOpil]) in light of the first action. Thus the wowconsecutive of 6:1 8 has

an

inherent

relationship with the participle in 6:17 not the

one

in 9:9.

39

Cf. Ibid., 202. nt. 53.
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Williamson's verbal inflection pattern

9:8-17. This is evident

by recognizing the

the inflection patterns

for the

waw

rP""Q exists within Gen

consecutive of Dip at 9:11. looking at

of verbs not involving Dip, and observing the verbal and

grammatical parallels between 6:17/6:18 and 9:9/9:11. Williamson's linguistic
sequence

fails to cohere with the narrative mechanics of the Flood story. His

product of assuming that the iT~G of6:18 and the

Interaction with Williamson has

contexts

at the

begun to

expose

which surround the iT~Q of6:18 and the

a

ofthe

be read next to

one

The characteristics ofthe covenant at 6:18,
for the

nbVd)

establishes the

*7ii>

iT"Q. It lays the

certain patterns in the two

rr~Q of 9:16. A closer look

grammatical and thematic similarities in both

two covenants are to

he

are part

is

covenant.

same

the □

JVC of9:16

error

another

as

areas

will demonstrate that the

linked, but distinct, covenants.

including its fulfillment,

serves as a

model

foundation for the second covenant at 9:16, and

integrity of God's word to fulfill his covenant promise. The veracity of

rr~o resides in the

assurance

that God will

bring it to fulfillment

as sure as

brought the first covenant to fulfillment amidst the flood events. The following

section will

uncover

the

parallel patterns of the two covenants.

2.1.3 Parallel Covenant Patterns
The covenant context

possesses

□*711;

surrounding the covenant of Gen 6:18 and its fulfillment

several specific elements which

rr-n. The

reoccur

within the covenant context of the

following outlines the parallels of the two covenants.

2.1.3.1 The First Covenant—The Hearts
Action. The Flood Narrative

of Humankind and God Move God to

begins in Genesis 6

as

wickedness prevails

cbVJ

on

the earth.

iT-Q in Genesis 9-77

Instead of

multiplying and being fruitful

wickedness

(cf. 31, Gen 6:5). There

The first is the

play

on

eyes

play

on

wordplays that

sees

Noah's

occur

in this discourse.

(HliT

v.5) the

righteousness (HliT

v.8). The

sees

the heart. God notices the wickedness and that the inclinations

of the hearts of humankind

This

are two

and seeing. The Lord

wickedness of humankind but then

second is the

the earth, humankind is multiplying

on

are

evil

(i?~l p~l

13*7 HGIDHQ

reality "grieves him in his heart"

v.5) from youth.
v.6) and

moves

the Lord to

promise the destruction of all living things (v.7). The human heart is guilty for the
Flood. The status of the hearts of humans and God

and

serve as

the motivator of God's guarantee

2.1.3.2 The First
and God's

are

the focal

point of these

verses

of action.

Covenant—Responsibilities Delegated. The state of the earth

promise to destroy is repeated in

vv.

12 and 13. The promise of God

promotes certain actions of Noah and himself. God instructs Noah to build the ark

(vv.14-16) and include the animals (vv.19-21). God's part involves bringing the flood
and the establishment of

implicitly promises to

a covenant.

save

the ark. This is Noah's

While the

coming of the flood is imminent God

Noah, and other creatures, by commanding him to build

responsibility in light of God's revelation. As demonstrated

above, 6:17-18a begins with the words ,]]il ""INA, "And I, behold I, am bringing the
flood...and

I

will establish my covenant

with you..." The NRSV translates the

emphatic "And I" with the phrase "As for me..." which appropriately picks
switch in focus from Noah's

4,1

obligation to build the ark to God's

The discussion below will discuss the

special

use

up

the

responsibilities."10

of NDI"! NKl with its corollary term HnSI.

c'nU
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Emphatically restating the promise of universal destruction (v. 13. 17) underscores the
contrasting promise to saving Noah in

mercy.

2.1.3.3 The First Covenant—God Remembers. The flood

things

are

comes

destroyed

in 8:1

as

all the creatures

on

the text

on

living

proclaims that God remembered his covenant with Noah and

"13TT).4'

has been fulfilled and Noah and the animals

This

and all

the earth while the ark remains. The turning point of the story

the ark

call to be fruitful and

comes

multiply

on

The floodwaters subside. The covenant
are

able to disembark to return to their

the earth (vv.16-19).

completes the immediate flood context and the covenant established in

Gen 6:18. The aftermath of the flood events, when the eternal covenant is established,

reflect the

same

elements

as

the first covenant with Noah.

2.1.3.4 The Second Covenant—The Hearts

to

Action. After the covenant is

the Flood Narrative

offers up a

of Humankind and God Move God

completed and the earth is dry, the second "scene" of

begins (8:15-9:17). Noah

off the ark, builds

comes

an

altar, and

burnt offering to the Lord (8:20). Then. v.21 reports four things which

intentionally parallel the first covenant context in 6:5-7. They all revolve around the
hearts of humankind and God.

First, the Lord "smelled" (TiT (TV!) the pleasing odor that Noah had made.
This

positive assessment of Noah, who functions

contrasts

as

the representative of humankind,

the first time the Lord observed the situation

on

earth, when the Lord "saw"

(HIIT N3T, 6:5) the negative state of his creation. The phonetic similarity of the
phrases is

no

coincidence. And, both

heart. In 6:6 the wickedness

41

The

are

the stimulus for the description of God's

grieves God's heart, and in 8:21 the pleasing odor

object of God's remembering could either be Noah

or

the implied covenant. Cf. Brevard

Childs, Memory and Tradition in Israel (SBT; London: SCM Press. 1962). 43.
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delights God's heart which

may

be inferred by implication through the ensuing

Hirr "iQiVl. This concentration

promise of mercy that follows the note
the heart of God is the second
the attention

on

parallel between 8:21 and 6:5-7. The third connection is

the heart of humans. As noted above in 6:5. 8:21 mentions that the

inclinations of the heart of humankind

instances this fact becomes the
fourth

on

are

evil

D1? liT).42

(iH

In both

impetus for God's promise of action, which is the

parallel between 8:21 and 6:5-7. Yet, ironically, in 6:7 God promises the

destruction of all

living things, while in 8:21 he promises

things again. This is the
notices in 8:21 that

naturally

a

purpose

never to

and beauty of the paralleling

destroy all living

passages.

One

now

change has occurred and the difference between the sections is

highlighted.43

Therefore, like 6:5-7, 8:20-22 shapes the situation that catapults God into
action. The situation is

reported by

way

of the condition of the heart: the hearts of

humankind and God.

2.1.3.5

The Second

Covenant—Responsibilities Delegated. As mentioned

above, the first covenant context
and

from God's promise of universal destruction

particular deliverance (6:17-18) to the obligations of Noah to build the ark and

include the animals

42

moves

(6:14-16, 19-21). In the

same way,

the eternal covenant context

Genesis 6:5 states that the intentions of the hearts of

men are evil "continually" while 8:21 says
youth."
4j
The precise motivation for God's change of perspective after the flood regarding the perpetual evil
of man is not explicitly perceivable. It seems evident, however, that in some way it is related to Noah's
burnt offering. Various scholars offer their opinions as to the function of the burnt offering. Cf. for
example, Harland's discussion of H b'P in The Value of Human Life. 125-6. The particle 'D in 8:21 may
be important for understanding the nature of the relationship of the "pleasing aroma" and God's
promise of mercy. For its range of meaning in the Old Testament and possible use in Genesis 8. cf. T.
Muraoka, Emphatic Words and Structures In Biblical Hebrew (Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, 1985),
158-64; Ulrich Woller, "Zur Ubersetzung von ki in Gen. 8:21 und 9:6," 2AW 94 (1982): 637-8;
Harland, Genesis 6-9, 119-21; Muilenberg. J. "The Linguistic and Rhetorical Usages of the Particle 'D
in the Old Testament." HUCA 32 (1961): 135-60. Cf. also R. W. L. Moberly. At the Mountain of God:
Story and Theology in Exodus 32-4 (JSOTSupp 22; Sheffield: Sheffield Press, 1983). 91, who argues
for a parallel use in Gen 8:21 and Exod 34:9.
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follows Genesis 8 with
9:1-7 vis-a-vis the
includes

responsibilities for Noah (and

promise of God (8:21-22,

commands

9:8-17).44

as

marked out in

Like Gen 6:19-21, this

involving the fruitfulness and multiplication of human and

animals. Like 6:18, God's covenant (9:16) ensures the
As

his sons)

now

ability to carry-out the calling.

presented above, the verbal and grammatical replication of 6:17-18 and

9:9, 11 is conspicuous. Reading these four verses in parallel construction emphasizes
the

subtle

contrasts

between

first

the

and

second

covenants

in

light of the

developments that have taken place. First, instead of an imminent flood coming after
"DDn

as

it is grace
covenant

God

in 6:17,

and

is

strikingly, it is

uses a

(6:17/9:9)45 followed by
a covenant

that is coming (9:9); instead of wrath,

And in both instances, in virtually identical language,

mercy.

promised. The text

establishing

a covenant

a

hiphil participle to

waw

consecutive to

express

a

the imminent act of

express

God's action of

(TTiOprn, 6:18/9:11). The difference in number of the object

pronouns

(fjntjl/DDFIK, respectively) signifies another distinction in the two

covenants.

The first

was one

made with Noah

second is made with Noah and all creatures

specifically (and others benefited), the

(9:10). As 6:17-18 first exemplifies in the

promise of the first covenant and the coming flood, the two covenants involve

responsibilities which God

can

only initiate and perform.

2.1.3.6 The Second Covenant—God Remembers. The final

first

covenant context

is the

promise that God will remember his covenant ("IDT, 8:1,

9:15, 16). As mentioned above, this
marked the

44

45

parallel with the

was

the turning point of the flood events and

beginning of covenant fulfillment for Noah's salvation through the waters.

This will be discussed in detail in section 2.2.
The

use

of different verbs is

and establishes covenants. The

dependent upon the nature of the respective actions. God brings floods
opposite makes little sense.

C'TIU
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This is also the guarantee

of covenant fulfillment for the second covenant. As God

remembered Noah in the ark, he

promises to remember his eternal covenant for all

creation. Yet, in the second covenant a

sign is provided to remind God of his gracious

and the covenant is deemed eternal. This completes the second covenant

mercy,
context.

2.1.3.7 The Covenants Are Linked But Distinct. It is evident that the Flood

Narrative possesses two covenants

"establish" creates this

and not

one.

Understanding that D,p~ can mean

possibility. The parallels between the two sections of the story

demonstrate that there is

a

covenant

pattern established involving the iT~C at Gen

rf~Q in 9:16. The

6:18, and it is duplicated with the establishment of the

second covenant is modeled after the first, and reflects subtle differences
upon

be

the expected pattern. The two covenants

merged into

one covenant.

and overlooks the proper
A few scholars

covenant

Doing

so

are

linked but distinct. They should not

minimizes the differences in the covenants

relationship the two have with

8.46

In such

one

another.

JVC in Genesis 9 is

recognize that the

from the JVC in 6:1

capitalizing

a

a

distinct

reading, the content of the JVC in 6:18

is not found in Genesis 9, but rather resides within the immediate events of the flood.
Claus Westermann writes,

("TOO) over the earth to destroy every living creature, God at the
promises salvation to Noah by ordering him to enter the ark which saves. That
is the meaning of V3. The word is a solemn underscoring of the theological meaning
of God's saving action toward Noah. It is not at all a special act by which the covenant is
sealed, but only a theological explanation of what is happening.47
By bringing the flood

same

46

time

Gunkel, Genesis, 145; Kline. Kingdom Prologue. 232-33: Westennann. Genesis 1-11. 461: Day,

"Establish rather than Cut," 100.
47

Westennann, Genesis 1-11, 422. Contra Skinner and Cassuto. Westermann

iVD

can

be

a

solemn

promise related to

a

[special] situation

as

is the

case

poses,

"even with P

in 6:18." Ibid.. 422.
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Hermann Gunkel notes,

"The content of the tVO here is that God promises Noah his

protection in the universal destruction (v. 17) and, in
his directions. This rT~Q of God, which relates

excludes him from the

obedience to

specifically to Noah ('with you') and

general destruction, is distinct from the rV""Q in 9.9ff., which

applies not only to Noah, but the whole world until
the two covenants in the Flood Narrative

is Noah who is the

response, expects

as

today."48

distinct.49

Meredith Kline also

He comments, "The

sees

fact that it

specific object of covenantal remembrance in the midst of the

salvation-event that fulfills this covenant

(Gen 8:1) suggests that it is rather the

particular promise of salvation given to Noah that is referred to by berith in Genesis

6:18."50
The

can

importance of keeping the covenants distinct is that the eternal covenant

be studied without

context.

when

This

Noah

study has shown that the second phase of the Flood Narrative begins
disembarks

covenant's pattern,
covenant

misjudging its relationship to Gen 6:18 and the first covenant

from

the

ark

(8:15ff). The

scene

duplicates the first

namely, by focusing

on

the heart of humans and God, delegating

responsibilities,51 and focusing

on

the

memory

of God. The parallel pattern

48

Gunkel, Genesis, 145. Gunkel supports his view by peculiarly noting, "P is not yet theologian
enough to feel the need to seek a connection between these covenants."
49
The problem with restricting the meaning of Dtp to merely ratifying a prior covenant, while also
recognizing that 6:18 is a covenant exclusive to Noah in contrast to 9:16, forces Kline to make some
tenuous judgments. He takes
Dtp as referencing 6:8ff which "clearly implied...escape for the
remnant." Kingdom and Prologue, 232. It is more natural to see 6:8ff as a glimpse of the disclosure of
the covenant offered in 6:18 rather than something distinct from the IVD. He also references Exodus
6's

use

of

Dtp and "OT to substantiate his view that the terms

Genesis 6-8 and Exodus 6. His view is that the later
future confirmation. Cf. 233-34. These strains
mean
50

are

use

basically synonymous in both
Dip to be used as a signal of a
when one acknowledges that Dtp can
are

of~OT enables

unnecessary

"establish."

Ibid.. 232.

51

The argument that Genesis 6 reflects
become clearer as we examine Genesis 9's

dual responsibilities regarding the impending Hood will
of certain verbal and grammatical features. Moreover,
our overall assessment of the nature of the first covenant (6:18) may be more persuasive in light of our
discussion of the second (9:16), rather than the opposite, which we have preliminarily argued above.
use
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can

be

explicitly identified by the parallel construction at 6:17/18 and 9:9, 11, which

pinpoints God's actions vis-a-vis those expectations placed
in Genesis
contexts.

9).52 The dual responsibilities thus demarcate the

Thus, while these factors

because the two covenants

It is

without

now

are

sons

covenant proper in both

comprise the eternal covenant context of Genesis 9

linked, they also reveal how they are distinct.

possible to analyze the

verses

which precisely detail the □ "ill iT~G

□t7"IU

rT""n in Gen 9:1-17.

2.2 Examining the Features of

The

previous section

argues

that there

are two

the Flood Narrative. While the second "scene"

DblJ}

previous

mi in context, yet

attention for

verses

begins

(esp. 8:20-22)

it is 9:1-17

as a

understanding the contours of the

IVD

linked but distinct covenants in
as

Noah disembarks from the

precise content and details of the second covenant

in Genesis 9:1-17. The

cbii:

Noah (and his

conflating it with the first covenant. The following section will analyze the

features of the

ark, the

upon

are

are

specifically presented

important for placing the

distinct unit which deserves special

mi.53

32

Identifying this construction also shows that if one requires TjiOpHI to be anticipatory of a
in the future (i.e. the eternal covenant of Genesis 9), out of consistency one would also be
required for the same phrase in 9:11 to anticipate another covenant (and its content) in the future. This
does not align with a natural reading of Genesis 9 which certainly represents the establishment of a
new, post-flood arrangement.
"Traditional scholarship identifies two distinct parts and original sources that introduce the PH3
covenant

in their

Genesis 8:20-22 comprises the first section, classically attributed to J, and
the other section, a product of the P author. Westermann and Krasovec. like
many others, relate 9:8-17 to 8:21, and 8:22 to 9:1-7. Westermann. Genesis 1-11, 461: Krasovec.
"Punishment and Mercy," 20: cf. also Day, "Establish Rather than Cut," 93-4. This may be a helpful
way of understanding how J and P work together here. Cf. Dell, "Creation and Covenant." 125. Yet,
one could contend that 9:1-7 also reaches further back and elaborates on 8:16-19 through the link of
fruitfulness and multiplication.
own

way.

Gen 9:1-17 makes up

C'Tl.y
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2.2.1 The Traditional Understanding of Genesis 9's

The traditional

□blU

understanding of Genesis 9's

tT~Q

rP~Q is that it is

a

divine

promise represented by vv.8-17. It is in this section of the chapter that God promises
to cut

never

off all flesh and

destroy the earth with

promise for all generations. Thus the
unconditional covenant of God to preserve
2.2.1.1 Two Distinct

most

a

scholars feel the

view

reasons

recognizes
for this

a

message

a

flood. He establishes this

of Gen 9:8-17 is clearly

an

the earth and all living things.

Pericopes? Often due to form-critical analysis of 9:1-1 7,

literary structure of 9:1-1 7 displays two distinct pericopes. Such
blessing section (9:1-7) and

common

reading of 9:1-17 rely

a covenant

section

(9:8-17).54 The

on

the existence of certain literary

a

verbal and conceptual inclusio.

features of the text.
The

blessing pericope is marked out by

Verses 1 and 7 both share the

imperative "be fruitful and multiply" (UHl "HE)) along

with the call to fill the earth and
Gen

1:26-30.55

multiply in it, restating the original commands of

The call to be fruitful and

humanity's relationship to animals, the
that humankind is made in God's

new

creation has taken

multiply brackets

reverence

new

for life-blood,

stipulations involving
as

well

as a

image. This pericope demonstrates that

reminder
a

virtual

place through the events of the flood whereby God blesses

humankind and the earth. With

a

few

stipulations in mind, humankind is to begin

M

This is either explicitly mentioned or assumed. Cf. for example, von Rad. Genesis. 130-34:
Gunkel, Genesis, 149; Westermann. Genesis 1-11, 461; Dumbrell. Creation and Covenant, 31; Van
Den Eynde, ' The Missing Link,' 472, nt. 20; Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 192; Thomas L. Brodie. Genesis
as Dialogue (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 179-81; T. Desmond Alexander, From Paradise
to the Promised Land: An Introduction to the Main Themes of the Pentateuch (Carlisle: Paternoster
Press. 1995), 24, 37; John Van Seters, The Pentateuch: A Social-Science Commentary (Shefffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 163; Walther Zimmerli, Old Testament Theology in Outline (trans.
David E. Green; Edinburgh: T&T Clark. 1978). 56.
w
The verses differ in the language used to fill the earth; 8 *70 (v. 1).
(v.7). The word
is
often used in reference to the animal kingdom "swarming" the earth (e.g. Gen 1:20-21).

cbiu
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again in the

same way

it

was

originally commanded. This section, when marked out

by scholars, precedes the eternal covenant section of the post-flood account.
The "covenant" section of 9:1-17 also includes two distinct
inclusio and

at

the

repetition.56 The inclusio is formed by the phrase

"10

The first (vv.8-11) is the establishing of the covenant itself. The second is the

establishing of the token
pericope

"tV-a

occurs

CTj^

beginning of v.8 and 1 7. This inclusio frames two sections of the covenant

passage.

the

literary features:

as

occurs

sign of the covenant (vv.12-17). Repetition often

three times (vv.9, 11. 15),

(vv.13, 14, 16), TD

conjunction with "all flesh"

times in the nine

verses.

DiN

use

n'lJ

occurs

occurs

or a

God also repeats

16) his covenant, the latter
2.2.1.2

an

~n^>

four times (vv.12, 13, 15. 17), and

form of "all living things"

occurs

twelve

the idea that he will remember ("IDT, vv.15,

referring to the covenant
as

in

three times (vv.12, 13, 17),

Unconditional

conceptual markers demarcate two distinct pericopes,
of God's

occurs

well. For instance, Dip occurs three times (vv.9, 11, and 17),

three times

used in

or

as a

□

Promise.

one

IT "ID.
These

literary and

consisting of a restatement

original mandate for humankind, and the other establishing God's rT~Q

Harland, von Rad. Westennann, and Wenham all offer slightly differing structures to 9:8-17, and
respective rationales. See Harland. The Value of Human Life. 130-32. Von Rad sees the passage as full
of doublets "so that two complete recensions can be distinguished without effort." Von Rad, Genesis.
130; Westermann takes v. 12 as the separation point of two sections by the P author. He believes that
the use of mm must be an attempt by the P author to "fit the flood narrative into the context of the
Priestly theology as a whole." Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 470. Wenham arranges the section
chiastically, or "concentrically," whereby the mention of the bow at 9:16 serves as the climax.
Wenham. Genesis 1-15, 194. Harland agrees with Wenham to see the structure of the section to hinge
on three speeches which begin "and God said," but feels the repetition in the passage is not simply to
say the same thing, as the other three scholars hold, but "serve as a means of inculcating the message of
Gen 9." Harland, The Value of Human Life, 131. Ultimately, the text could be doing several things at
the same time. Determining how many P recensions or versions originally existed is difficult in light of
the possible literary and rhetorical features at play. Also, the sevenfold use of IT 13 in vv.8-17 is
probably a deliberate literary feature that argues against disparate layering. Cf. John Olley, 'Mixed
Blessings for Animals: I he Contrasts of Genesis 9," in Earth Story in Genesis (eds. Norman C. Habel
and Shirley Wurst; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000), 132.
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D71U. Both sections make

sense on

their

own

without

being genetically linked, which

contributes to the idea that vv.8-17 establish the

rf"~)H

as

an

unconditional

promise of God to humankind and all creatures. James Barr notes, 'God makes it,
"sets it

up", but

no

corresponding action

or

attitude

on

Noah's part is

required.'57

or

Barr

feels that the fact that the term 'covenant' is not used in Gen 9:1-7 demonstrates that

this section 'contrasts

starkly with the situation in 8-17' which is

pericope.58 Similarly, Zimmerli

the 'Noachian laws' recorded in 9:1-7

no

Therefore, the traditional

content

covenant oriented

comments, "This 'covenant' is a pure promise of

God's beneficence toward the entire world,

independent of it, and have

a

given unconditionally. It is striking that

precede the promise of the covenant totally

'covenant.'"59

conditional significance for the

understanding of the Noachic □ 'lli? mil is that its

is located within the second

pericope of vv.1-17 and reflects

a

unconditional

promise of God towards humanity and all creatures. The form-critical characteristics
of the two

pericopes bear heavily

on

We contend that there is

context

reading.60

mil PROPER: OTHER LITERARY FEATURES

2.2.2 INCLUDING 9:1-7 IN THE □

covenant

this

a

more

of Genesis 9:1-17.

accurate way

of understanding the eternal

Though scholars

are

right to acknowledge

'7

James Barr. "Reflections on the Covenant with Noah." in Covenant as Context (eds. A. D. II.
Mayes and R. B. Salters; Oxford: Oxford Press, 2003): 11, cf. pages 11-22. Cf. also Gunkel, Genesis,
149; Davidson, Genesis 1-11, 92; Skinner, Genesis, 171. Skinner does, however, leave open the
possibility that vv. 1-7 are legitimate terms of the covenant through Priestly redaction. Cf. Ibid.. 173.
58
Barr, "Covenant with Noah," 19-20.
59
Zimmerli, Theology, 56. Cf. similar comments in works such as Dan G. Johnson, From Chaos to
Restoration: An Integrative Reading of Isaiah 24-27 (JSOTSupp 61; Sheffield: JSOT. 1988). 28-9. and
Robert B. Chisholm, Jr., '"The Everlasting Covenant' and the 'City of Chaos': Intentional Ambiguity
and Irony in Isaiah 24," CTR 6 (1993): 239-40, who argue that Isaiah 24:5 cannot refer to the Noachic
□ ^"IP rr~0 because of its inherent unconditional nature and its distinction from human obligations in
Gen 9:1-7. For

discussion of the

D^IP

rF"13 in Isaiah 24, cf. my

forthcoming article entitled.
the Study of the Old Testament.
611
Surely the decisiveness by which God promises not to destroy the world contributes to this
understanding as well.
a

"Another Flood? Isaiah 24 and the Broken Beril Olamin Journal for
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separate "blessing'' and "covenant" sections of Genesis 9:1-17, the

paragraphs will
vv.8-17 is

meant

argue

mistake. Even scholars who

a

be read

to

that limiting the essential characteristics of the

to

are not as

view 9:1-7

□l7IU

mi! to

acknowledge that the two pericopes

are

together fall short in understanding the precise nature of this

relationship.61 The eternal
sections

following

distinct

as

covenant proper consists of vv.1-17 because the two

scholarship posits. There

are at

least three major

legitimate constituent of the □ 'ill} rf""Q

as a

proper.

reasons

This will show

that human

obligation is inherent to the Noachic eternal covenant, which produces

and reflects

an

2.2.2.1

fundamental
in

authentic conditional component to

The

"S/i"7Jil

mil.

the Noachic

'AS* Formula in Genesis 9:7 and 9:9.

There is

a

literary/structural feature of Genesis 9.1-17 that is relatively overlooked

scholarship which prohibits the two sections from being separated. The clearest

indication of the bilateral nature of the □/Hi} rT~Q is

grammatically and verbally

marked off at vv.7 and 9.

nim-n

jnxn Nnq "D-p rpa Dnxi
be fruitful and multiply, abound on the earth and multiply in it.
omnx □qinrnxi qqnx 'H.-rnx crj?q pan qxi
As for me, behold I, am establishing my covenant with you

Gen 9:7

As for you,

When

one

the there

61
62

recognizes the nnX/niil

are

two

Gen 9:9

pattern employed in Genesis 9 it is clear

sides to the Noachic eternal

covenant.62

The phrase "As

that

for you"

Cf. for example, Westermann. Genesis 1-11, 461; Dumbrell, Creation and Covenant. 28.
A few scholars notice the play on the terms but evidently do not see this as indicative of a

bilateral
Book of Genesis: With
Two Appendices (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1887), 157; Wenham, Genesis 1-15, 154. Kautzsch also
notes the emphatic placement of □FiXl. Kautzsch. Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, 437. Delitzsch and
Dillman go a bit further and acknowledge the way that NX and nPXt demarcate parallel sections in
Genesis 9 but neither considers Gen 9:1-7 more than a blessing corresponding to the eternal covenant.
Cf. Franz Delitzsch, A New Commentary on Genesis (trans. Sophia Taylor; Edinburgh: T&T Clark.
arrangement. Cf. for example, G. J. Spurred, Notes on the Hebrew Text of the

c'niij
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represented by CH^I followed by a volitional idea (the imperative 'be fruitful and

multiply,' etc. in this case) combined with "As for me," represented by the emphatic
"'DDI"!

"DKI, reflects

a common

construction in the Hebrew Bible used to demarcate the

responsibilities of two parties within
involve

a

covenant

A

may

explicitly

or a

prime example of the

this pattern as

single, direct

discourse.63 The situation

this construction creates

aD^TU

presented in Genesis

a

bilateral arrangement

DP~G context, which significantly parallels

9.64
Gen 17:4

pPX TP-Q nan "OK
As for me,

behold

orrn1?

my covenant

with

you

shall keep my covenant,
throughout their generations.
locations

reflect

a

similar

responsibility is marked out by
God's

responsibilities

marker in
There

Gen 17:9

pinn nnx -iqran vr-n-nx rtmi

As for you, you

Both

are

are

a

you

verbal

and

and

your

offspring after

the

signified by

a

phrase TV ""Q~nX

issue of fruitfulness and

Humankind's

form of riHX followed by commands/requests while

form of ilDPI

followed by
no

a

nontemporal

verb in Genesis 17).

other links between these two eternal covenant passages.

use

you

syntactical pattern.

presenting the covenant (participle in Genesis 9,

and 17:7 both

may

rather loose arrangement.

way

be found in Genesis 17, also

a

For example, 9:11

VVQpni in relationship to PIDPl 7]X. and the

multiplication (PHS/TO"). 9:1. 7; 17:2, 6) is at stake in both

1888-89). 286-7: August Dillmann, Genesis Critically and Exegetically Expounded (trans. William B.
Stevenson; Edinburgh: T&T Clark. 1897), 287.
63

Cf. esp.

in the following

DblP

tVO

passages:

and 8. Cf. also Exod 14:16 and 17: Jer 1:17 and

Gen 17:4 and 9; Exod 31:6 and 13; Num 18:6, 7,

18, 40:10; Ezek 36-39 (11371 'DX, 37:5, 12, 19, 21;

nriNI, 36:8, 37:16.39:1 and 17). HUH VX is also used in conjunction with explicit commands given to
another party

in situations where ilPX! is not used but implied. Cf. for example. In Numbers 3, God
gives the Levites to Aaron's family as servants of the priesthood (3:9-10) while receiving the Levites
himself (i~IDPI "3X) as a substitute for the firstborn of Israel. Sometimes the word IHIUI, a possible
word-play
64

on

iinXI, is placed where the latter term is usually expected. Cf. Jer 26:13-14.
explored in greater detail in Chapter Three of this project.

This will be
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the eternal covenant

passages.65 While

many

scholars acknowledge that Genesis 17,

with its command of circumcision, reflects an eternal covenant between God
Abraham with conditions attached, and

riDn

to

construction

in the

passage,66

we

one

scholar link this

9.67

Even Cassuto

rT"Q

to

vv.8-1768

and views the covenant

as a

arrangement.69

The

Genesis 9

have yet to find only

significance of this observation for bridging the two pericopes in

Genesis 9. He still confines the

unilateral

often note the role of the relationship of iiriN

exemplified in Genesis 17 to its parallel in Genesis

overlooks the

and

point for this discussion is that the pattern "As for you/As for me" in

formally links the so-called 'blessing' and 'covenant' sections of Genesis 9,

marking out dual responsibilities in the conditional covenant.
relationship between the two sides will be discussed

below.70

For

The dynamic

now,

however, the

In addition, some interesting observations linking the two passages are offered in Wilfried
Warning, "'Terminological Patterns and Genesis 17," HUCA LXX-LXXI (1999-2000): 93-107.
66
Cf. Walter Brueggemann, "Genesis 17:1-22," Int 45 (1991): 57; Claus Westermann, Genesis 12-36
(trans. John J. Scullion: Minneapolis: Ausburg Press, 1985), 255; Gordon Wenham. Genesis 16-50
(WBC 2; Nashville: Thomas Nelson. 1994), 21 and 24; Ronald Youngblood, "The Abrahamic
Covenant: Conditional or Unconditional?" in Living and Active Word of God (Winona Lake, Ind.:
Eisenbrauns, 1983), 38.
67
68

Cassuto. Genesis 11, 130.

a covenant with Adam but this is not formally linked to the
pericope. Cf. Ibid., 68.
Cassuto bases this in distinguishing between "establish" and "cut" for covenant making. The later
signifies bilaterality while the former represents unilaterality. Cf. Ibid.. 67-68.
70
Israel Knohl argues that both the Noachic and Abrahamic covenants "are conditioned...on the
fulfillment of the moral demands God makes of Noah and Abraham." The Sanctuary of Silence: The
Priestly Torah and the Holiness School (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995). 141. For Knohl this is the
idea of "walking with God" which characterized Noah before the Flood and is required of Abraham in
Genesis 17. Knohl also argues that the bilaterality of the covenant is determined by the prepositional
phrase (between me and between you...), which he extends beyond mere human communication
(contra E. Kutsch. Verheissung und Geselz [BZAW 132; Berlin, 1972]. 25). Idem, 142, nt. 68. Yet,
while acknowledging that the laws bestowed upon Noah and Abraham are conditional stipulations
attached to the eternal covenants, he does not discuss the consequences for failing to uphold them.
Thus, it is not clear as to the nature of the conditionality apart from the call to "walk with God,"' which
in Noah's case, since Knohl sees only one covenant of the Flood Narrative, came before the

Ibid., 21. He contends that 9:1-7 recalls

second
69

establishment of the eternal covenant.
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point is to

say

is indeed

covenant

a

that this simple but significant literary feature demonstrates that 9:1-7
text, part

of the eternal covenant of Noah.71

2.2.2.2 Parallel Covenant Patterns within the Flood Narrative. A second

reason

extend the eternal covenant from v.l of Genesis 9 to

to

v.

17 is the

parallel

pattern of this covenant with the one at 6:18. Understanding the two covenants of the
Flood Narrative
covenant

as

linked but distinct

establishes

a

means

that it is

possible to

see

that the first

template for the eternal covenant. In section 2.1 above,

we

already discussed the various conceptual similarities functioning in both covenants.
However, the "As for you/As for me" formula also identifies a linguistic key to both
covenants.

Both covenant texts possess

illil "]8 (6:17/9:9) which

point between the obligations of Noah (6:14-16, 21/9:1-7) given
the

obligations of God (6:17-20/9:9ff.) for covenant

however, both texts also

use

riHNI within the commands

serves as

as

imperatives, and

fulfillment.72
to

Noah

the hinge-

In addition

(6:21/9:7).73

The

precedent set in the first covenant context of the flood story sets the stage for the
eternal covenant of Genesis 9.

Thus, the verbal and syntactical similarities between

the two covenants in the Flood Narrative

are

apparent.74

71

Also see the way the two pericopes could be linked by the phrase "And God said..." in vv.
and 17. Moreover, if scholars are correct who attest that J succinctly reflects both 9:1-7 and

Gen 8:20-22 then there is added warrant for the intrinsic covenant

1, 8, 12,
8-17 in
relationship between the two

pericopes.
72

As stated above, God's obligation in the covenant is not bringing the Hood per se, but rather
promising Noah's deliverance front destruction in response to his obedience to build the ark, etc. God's
imminent action of bringing the flood and establishing his covenant are virtually coterminous.
73
It is not necessarily clear in the first covenant context as to why Tint* is specifically connected to
the idea of gathering food rather than the first command to build the ark. It is possible that the term is
climactically placed at v.21 since the subsequent verses emphasizes that Noah did all that was
commanded, showing the fulfillment of the human obligations. It is also possible that there is
something extra significant about the gathering of food which would parallel 9:l-7's idea of
fruitfulness and the new freedom to eat animals. In any case, the principle still stands that this is a term
which is specifically employed with 71371 'DN to demarcate two parties, and sets of obligations, in the
covenant arrangement. This is most obviously detected in Genesis 9 and 17.
74
These similarities extend into Genesis 17 as Chapter Three will illustrate.
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inxrrby b*a biarairnx
As for me,

behold 1,

am

"133n

bringing the floodwaters

with

you
Gen 6:21

nriN]

take with

you every

kind of food
Gen 9:7

pxa ijntf laai ris DFIKI

As for you, you
and multiply in

shall be fruitful and multiply, abound
it.

arrx Tna-nx

As for me,
□anx

the earth
Gen 6:18

And I will establish my covenant

baKirbap
nrna-n

upon

Tibprn

-jnx -jr-a-nx

As for you,

Gen 6:17

am

Gen 9:9

establishing

my covenant

with

you

Gen 9:1 1

-nbpni

And I will establish my covenant
Not

the earth

cr^b bin bVq

behold I,

"r*"2"rN

on

with

you

only does the "As for me/As for you" formula formally bridge the two

pericopes, but Genesis 9 also duplicates the first covenant's language used for
establishing
a

a covenant

with human and divine responsibilities. The first covenant sets

conceptual and verbal precedent for the second showing, again, that they

are

linked

but distinct.
2.2.2.3 Covenant
17

Concepts within 9:1-7. Genesis 9:1-7 is also bridged to vv.8-

by conceptual features which overlap with covenant themes expressed in other

places in the Old Testament. There
the

are at

least two conceptual features which reflect

pericope's covenant nature: (I) God's people ruling

over

enemies; (2) Executing

discriminate bloodshed.
Verses 2-6 of Genesis 9 elaborate and define what it

multiply

as

it sits within the

means

to be fruitful and

inclusio.15 The phrase 'subdue and rule' (HEDDl

presented in Gen 1:28 is notably absent from the mandate here. Yet, this is precisely
75

In the Old Testament HIS and m~l

occur

in Gen

1:22, 28: 8:17; 9:1. 7. 17:2 + 6 + 20; 26: 4 + 22

24; 28:3, 35:11: 47:27; 48:4; Exod 1:7; Lev 26:9; Jer 3:16; 23:3; and Ezek 36:11. The three verbs
nm,
and ms all occur here in 9:7 and in Gen 8:17 and Exod 1:7. Gen 1:22 and 9:1 substitute
+

for

Exod 1:7 has all four verbs

plus DHIL I'orten and Rappaport point out that "The climax

of Gen. 1 is Ex. 1; the divine power to proliferate found its highest expression in the emergence of
Israel." Bezalel Porten and Uriel Rappaport, "Poetic Structure in Genesis IX 7," PT 21 (1971): 368.
Thus Gen 1:28

serves as a

sort of inclusio with Exod 1:7.
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the

subject of vv.2-6 which details the authority structure of relationships

that is, we contend that the
earth in the

new

These

verses are

and the animal
the animal

"I

give

post-flood

era.

fundamentally about how humankind is

now to

relate to itself

kingdom. Verses 2-3 describe humanity's authority and dominion
hands they

your

CP1?

everything" (v.3,

(v.2, iTrn DDnm
between

the earth;

stipulations essentially detail how to subdue and rule the

kingdom: i.e. "into

you

on

upon

are

over

delivered" (v.2,-1DFI] □D"l,3) and

T,FID). There is

now

"fear and dread"

the animal kingdom implying

a new

enmity

humanity and animal. For humankind's security and the earth's harmony, he

is allowed to kill

cohabitate, animals
It is

section is

and eat animals.

are

In

order for human

to live in submission, if you

sufficiently argued by

explicit language of holy

a

beings and animals to

will, to humans.

number of scholars that the language in this

war.76 Norbert Lohfink

comments,

The formulations 'fear and

language of

war.
enemies 'into the

took part

dread,' and 'to deliver into [someone's] hand' are part of the
In the oracle that is reflected here [Gen 9:2-3] the divinity gave the
power' of those making war on them, and in the battle itself the god
77

and thus threw the enemies into 'fear and dread."

The term ""110 of Gen 9:2 is

commonly used with other terms to produce the

hendiadys "fear and dread" in the Old Testament regarding the

response

Egyptians vis-a-vis the works of God in the Exodus story, and the future

of the

response

of

76

Gerhard von Rad, Der Heilige Krieg im alien Israel (4th ed.; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 1965); Idem, (3d ed.: Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht. 1958: trans, and ed. Marva J.
Dawn; Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co. 1991): Manfred Weippert, "'Heiliger Krieg' in
Israel und Assyrien," ZAIV 84 (1972): 460-93 (Contrary to von Rad. Weippert argues that the
conception of Holy War in Israel was not a distinctly Israelite concept.); Norbert Lohfink. Theology of
the Pentateuch: Themes of the Priestly Narrative and Deuteronomy (trans. Linda M. Maloney;
Edinburgh: T&T Clark. 1994), 13. Von Rad does not identify this language in Genesis 9 since he is
primarily concerned with Holy War in the history and story of Israel.
77
Lohfink, Theology of the Pentateuch. 13. Also cf. 168 and 168. nt. 94. cf. also. Wenham. Genesis

1-15, 192.
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Israel's enemies

as

Israel procures

the promised land.78 Patrick Miller recognizes the

connection between the fear of the enemies of Israel and the nation's

land.

possession of the

Concerning Rahab's confession in Jos 2:8-13 he notes, "That act distinguishes

her from her countrymen,
have melted in fear and

who have also

dread."79

The

seen

the

power

of the Lord and whose hearts

phrase IDHD CDT3 reflects

an

pervades the Old Testament in respect to Israel overcoming enemies.

idea that

0 This is

so

well-established that Lohfink states, "There is no need to discuss the fact that ntn

beyad

was

the fixed expression of the oracle of salvation in

This

new

post-flood relationship between humans and animals thus prefigures

Israel's mandated
Genesis

relationship to her human, international enemies. According to

9, in order for humankind to dwell properly

between humans and any

place by implementing

grew to

a proper

overcoming her

enemies.82

dread the Hebrew people who

because Israel had grown so numerous
and

the earth harmony must exist
can

only take

authority structure. This principle applies to the

(1:7-12). In Num 22:3, it is the Moabites who

fruitfulness

on

threat to being fruitful and multiplying. This

particularities of Israel's relationship to her
Egyptians who

war."81

In Exod 1:12 it is the

were

fruitful and multiplied

were overcome

with fear and dread

(22:3-6). In Deuteronomy 7 and 8 the idea of

multiplication in the land

serves

as

warrant

and reward for

enemies.8' These various expressions for subduing Israel's enemies

78

blTI

ST = Isa 8:12; Mai 2:5;
= Deut 11:25; p« = Isa 8:13: HP! = Gen 9:2;
= Deut 4:34.
26:8, 34:12; Jer 32:21. Also cf. Olley, "Mixed Blessings," 134-6; von Rad, Der Heilige Krieg, 10-12.
79
Patrick Miller, "The Story of the First Commandment: The Book of Joshua," in Covenant as
Context (eds. A. D. H. Mayes and R. B. Salters; Oxford: Oxford Press, 2003): 311-24.
80
Cf. von Rad, Der Heilige Krieg, 7-8. In the Pentateuch alone, cf. for example, Gen 14:20: Exod
23:31; Lev 26:25; Num 21:2, 34; Deut 1:27; 2:24. 30: 3:2. 3: 7:24: 20:13; and 21:10.
81
Lohfink, Theology ofthe Pentateuch, 168 and 168, nt. 94.
82

Cf. Gen 22:17 for an example of God's promise of prosperity (multiplication/fruitfulness)
inherently connected with military success.
83
Also cf. Deut 1:10: 6:3; 7:13, 22: 8:1, 13; 11:21; 28: 30:5, 16.
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are

direct

products, promises, and rewards of God's covenant with

enemies

are

manner

that

to

properly fear them and be given
Gen

for

mandates

9:2-3

over to

animals.

This

Israel.84 Israel's

their dominion in the

same

fruitfulness

ensures

and

multiplication in the land, that is, the earth.
With respect to

the

several observations which
human to animal

imagery

animals function in Scripture, Robert Murray makes

way
are

applicable to

serves as a

our

assertion that Genesis 9's

use

of the

metaphor for Israel's relationship to her enemies

in the Old Testament. He notes,
One feature of many

biblical passages about animals and humans which calls for
interpretation is the varying degree to which metaphor is in play,
constantly raising the question of its sense or implications...a text, while
picturing a relationship to animals, may seem to say something about human
society, or about all creatures before God. These possibilities are most manifold
and complex in mythical narratives or in poetic pictures which seem to evoke
85
the mythical order, yet also to have a reference to the actual order.
delicate

care

in

He notes that wild animals function

in Isa

5:29.86

animals

goes
a

Peace with animals is

as

metaphor for human enemies in the full

metaphorical of social

peace,

signifies security from enemies according to Ezekiel

further in seeing Gen 9:2-6

as

essentially

a

and

34.87

peace

sense

with wild

Paul Beauchamp

literary midrash of which animals

part, but fundamentally concern human society and

are

ethics.88

84

For identifying the covenant theme that undergirds these ideas, cf. esp. Exod 2:24: 6:4-5; 19:5:
34:10-11; Deut 7; 29:8 [9 in EV]; Ezek 37:24-28.
85

Murray, Cosmic Covenant, 95.
Houston and Douglas contend that domestic animals are generally viewed as members of the
Israelite community while wild animals "have no covenant to protect them." Walter Houston. Purity
and Monotheism: Clean and Unclean Animals in Biblical Law (Sheffield: J.O.S.T.P., 1993), 184.
quoting Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (New
York: Praeger Publications, 1966), 54. Houston believes "covenant" is a bit strong but agrees with
Douglas' assertion and views the relationship between domestic and wild animals as metaphors for
human society. Ibid.. 185.
87
Murray. Cosmic Covenant, 96. fie also lists other ways in which animals and inanimate objects
serve metaphorically in relationship to humans or human qualities. Cf. his table 2.2.
88
Murray references Paul Beauchamp, "Creation et fondation de la loi en Gn 1.1-2,4" in Creation
dans TOrient ancient (congres de l'ACFEB, Lille 1985. Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1987): 153-67. Murray,
Cosmic Covenant, 100. Murray acknowledges the difficulty in certain texts of detennining a literal or
metaphorical use of animals. Ibid., 200, nt. 27.
8,1
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Yet, while animals do
Israel/nations

serve

as

relationship, this does not

metaphor in Genesis 9 for the future

a

mean

that animals

are

solely metaphor for

international enemies in Genesis 9. Several Old Testament texts demonstrate that

animals do indeed pose a

real threat to Israel's ability to succeed in the Promised

Land.

Leviticus

fruitfulness and

26

demonstrates

this

multiplication is inherently

point well. The

a covenant concept

chapter89) involving Israel's ability

eight times in the

animals. If Israel does not heed God's commands
wild animals

will bless them with

vv.5-6.91
and

So

as

multiply

noted in Genesis 9

can

on a

(cf. v.9; iT~G

occurs

to overcome the threat of wild

a

direct contradiction to the

9.90 However, if the Israelites

protection from animals to

reflects how

(cf. v.3), multiplying is stunted by

(v.22). To become few in number is

mandate reinstated in Genesis

passage

ensure

are

obedient to God. he

security and

universal scale, Israel's

peace as

stated in

calling to be fruitful

be thwarted by disobedience to God which results in chaos for the

human and animal

relationship.

Leviticus 26 also demonstrates the close association that animals have with

enemy

89
90

Verses 9.
For

wild
91

nations

a

as

dual-threats to Israel's calling. Leviticus 26:6

15, 25, 42 (3x), 44, 45.

similar connection between the

animals,

says,

see

ability to multiply and

possess

the land and protection from

Exod 23:29-30.

Another covenant text which

upholds this theme is Ezekiel 34. Verse 25 reads '1 will make with
and banish wild animals from the land, so that they may live in the wild and
sleep in the woods securely.' Like Lev 26:6 peace and security is contingent upon protection from wild

them

a

covenant of peace

animals. Yet. v.25 of Ezekiel has altered the

Dlbti)

in Lev 26:6 to become

a

Dibit)

iYDD. This

represents how the issue of animals in the land is inherently a covenant issue. In Ezekiel 34 we find
half of the classic covenant formula ('1 Yhwli will be their God...') as in Leviticus 26. also legitimizing
it as a covenant text. Milgrom presents Ezek 34:24-28 as 'a glaring example' of borrowing from
Leviticus 26

details

(Cf. Jacob Milgrom. Leviticus 22-27 [AB 3B; New York: Doubleday. 2001], 2348-49 for
to the

potential connection between these texts.). There are other places in Ezekiel
relationship to God's blessing or wrath in the land (5:17;
14:15, 21: 32:4; 33:27; 34:5, 8; 39:4). Thus, it is clear that humankind's relationship with animals, who
threaten security and peace in the promise land, is a key covenant issue. Cf. also the covenant of peace
more

as

which address the role of wild animals in

made with humans and animals in Job 5:22-3.
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"n?©rp tto yw ofdoo-i pxa bib© Tinii
3im
And I will grant peace in the land, and you shall lie down, and no one
shall make you afraid; I will remove dangerous animals from the land,
and no sword shall go through your land.

pNn"|o

inomxo

bin rpn
iqorrxb

Thirteen times in the

Israel's life and

(vv.6 and

chapter Israel's enemies (iZTN)

success as

22).92

God's

are

referred to

relationship is addressed

language of fear and being 'handed over' applies only to the human-

relationship in that pericope. In Leviticus 26, however, these ideas

reversed. Both entities

are

mentioned

as

if the Israelites
foes

over

over

to enemy

curses

you

are

curses

of Leviticus 26,

disobedient and break the covenant, the consequence

shall rule" (DD'SID DDI!

hands" (DDtf

is that "your

Lev 26:17) and "you shall be given

PD DrinDl, Lev

26:25).93

The obvious implication of

in Leviticus 26 is that if Israel is obedient to God, then Israel will rule over

their enemies and their enemies will

be handed

over

to

them?3.

This

represents the "subdue" ideas of the human-animal relationship in Genesis

In Genesis 9 and Leviticus 26 animals
93

are

enemies, but it is only human beings that will

be afraid and "handed-over" to their enemies. In line with the

Cf. Gen

threats to

Both animals and human enemies represent threats and punishments

in Gen 9:2-6, the

the

as

people. In two instances this is paired with animals

for Israel. While both the human-animal and human-human

animal

Lev 26:6

are seen as

the

language

9.95

appropriate translation for "living things."

9:2, 5, 10, 12. 15. 16; Lev 26:6, 22.

Ezek 34:28 and 5:17 both

pair animals with

enemy

nations

as

threats to Israel's safety in the land.

In Ezekiel 34 and

39, like Leviticus 26, it is only human beings who will deal positively or negatively
with "fear." The animal metaphor for human enemies works well in Ezekiel 34 amidst the
shepherd/sheep/wild animal imagery. In the end. it is clear that both nations and animals are in view
(v.28-29). The hope for there to be no fear of enemies in the land is reiterated in Ezek 39:26.
94
Notice the positional emphasis of'over you' (DO1^)© COO 1~~1) in Lev. 26.17.
93

2 Samuel illustrates this point in another way. Immediately after God blesses David with the
promises of a dynasty in chapter 7 (referred to later in chapter 23 as a ObliJ mO) verse 1 of chapter
8 says that David subdued the Philistines and took their leading city from their hand (1)0). In v.l I of
the

same

D30.

(the

chapter David dedicates to God the riches taken from the nations which he subdued.
same term used for subdue in Gen 1:28 and implied in 9:2-6). This authority and submission
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The

point offered here is twofold. First, the human to animal relationship in

Genesis 9 characterizes and
animals in Genesis 9
human

the

serve

prefigures Israel's dominion

over

other nations. Thus, the

double-duty. They represent the real relationship between

beings and animals within the world, and they represent in anticipatory fashion

relationship between Israel and its enemies in the promise land. Second, the

images and ideas of fruitfulness and multiplication, and subduing threats to this
mandate

as

texts noted

expressed in Gen 9:1-7, Leviticus 26, and other Old Testament covenant
above, demonstrate that these elements of Gen 9:1-7

ideas.96

covenant

One does not have to

retroject this

designated "blessing" and "covenant" pericopes

upon

are

are

intrinsically

9:1-7 when the traditionally

recognized

as

equal parts of the

rF"Q of Genesis 9.

single

A second

major covenant concept imbedded in Gen 9:1-7 is the relationship of

humankind to lifeblood. The

stipulations involving

and stewardship

of lifeblood in vv.4-6

are a

the flood

l).97 While taking the life of other living things is, ironically,

(cf. Gen 6:1

sanctioned in the

killing."98
still in it

direct address to the

proper reverence

problem of violence (DOi"l) prior to

post-Flood context, the prohibitions prevent "killing for the sake of

It is fairly obvious that 9:4's prohibition of consuming meat with its blood

parallels the

same

teaching within the Mosaic Law which often results in the

language used in reference to Israel's relationship to her enemy nations parallels the same eternal
reality of the human and animal relationship in Genesis 9.
In the second chapter of Hosea we again find covenant language surrounding safety in the land
with animals and enemies. Hosea 2:18 reads, "I will make for you a covenant on that day with the wild
animals, the birds of the air, and the creeping things of the ground; and I will abolish the bow, the
sword, and war from the land; and 1 will make you lie down in safety."
97
Cf. for example Harland, The Value of Human Life, 145; Knohl. Sanctuary of Silence, 137, nt. 51;
M. Vervenne, "The Blood is the Life and the Life is the Blood" Blood as Symbol of Life and Death in
Biblical Tradition (Gen. 9,4)," in Ritual and Sacrifice in the Ancient Near East (ed. J. Quaegebeur;
Leuven: Uitgeverij Peeters, 1993), 469.
covenant

98

Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 462-3.

C^rrT-Q
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penalty of being "cut off from the

people."99

While the shedding of blood involves the

lives of animals in 9:4, v.5 demonstrates that animals and humans will be held
accountable for the

shedding of lifeblood. These prohibitions of vv.4-5 address the

problem of indiscriminate bloodshed. Verse 6 addresses how the accountability of

shedding blood will be enforced. Humankind, made in God's image, will enforce the
death

penalty.
Verses 5-6 address the

confirm that God will

require

sanctions humankind's
not

topic of lifeblood in
a

subtle covenant fashion. They

a

reckoning for human life from all creatures and

now

authority to shed the blood of another human. These ideas

are

foreign to the life of Israel (cf. Deut 19:11-13, for example). God's sanctioning of

just blood

vengeance

in v.6 is also

Exod 32:26-29 and Num

these

new

sanctions

in

ideas

vv.4-6

of vv.5-6

in 8:21 where God first

makes

it clear that

accounting for life
But now,

on

are

□blU
create

conjunction with God's promise to
same

theme found throughout the Israelite story (i.e.

25:5-8). Yet, the full significance and covenantal thrust of

relationship to vv.8-17 and the
The

a

only properly understood in light of their

tVO.
an

never

promises to

important

message

here when read in

tlood the earth again in 9:8-17, and
never

though God makes such
earth (v.5) when humans

destroy
a
or

every

the

even

living creature. Verse 5

promise he still requires

a

just

animals fail to follow his mandate.

(v.6) humankind is responsible for reckoning it in contrast to God. The

poetic and emphatic nature of v.6ab stresses this point.

99

Cf. for

example, Lev 1:15; 3:17; 7:26-27; esp. 17:10, 12, 14; 19:26; Num 23:24; Deut 12:16, esp.
Sam 14:32-34. Israel's stewardship of human's and animals' lives in the land is a
pervading covenant theme in various texts of the Old Testament. Cf. for example, the concentration on
Israel's responsibility for death and bloodshed in Lev 17:4; Hos 4:1-3; Ezek 7:23; 9:9; 22:1-4, 7; 23:45
and 36:18. Cf also, Ibid.. 454-55. Vervenne argues that Gen 9:4 is an ambiguous phrase. He advocates
an interpretive nuance that blood is not only a symbol of life, but also death due to biblical tradition.
23: 15:23; 1
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-jDE* iOT D1K3 Dixn □"! ~3t'
Whoever sheds the blood of man,
In

light of God's promise

on

humankind's

(□~!^)

Gen 9:6ab

by

never to

man

destroy all living things again, the focus in 9:6 is

responsibility to

new

bloodshed. Verse 6c indicates that this is

Understanding these

his blood shall be shed

verses

a

avenge,

appropriately, indiscriminate

reality of being image bearers of God.

in light of God's promise in vv.8-17 influences the

point of v.6c (humankind is made in the image of God) vis-a-vis parts
verse.

It is conceivable that v.6c "reasserts the

human life is

not."100 Thus, "The commandment

against shedding human blood is substantiated by the fact that

is that v.6c shows "that the murderer

"eye for

an

a

and b of the

unique status of man and explains why

specially protected, but animal life is

image of God."101 This implies that killing

a

man

is made in the

human defames God. Another proposal

experiences exactly what he

did,"102

a sort

of

eye" rationale. Unfortunately while these ideas may be inherent parts to

being made in the image of God. these views miss the primary point of v.6c which
must

be read vis-a-vis God's

promise in vv.8-17. Verse 6 sanctions

take the life of another in the
bearers of God's

101

as

image, who will represent God in the reckoning of indiscriminate
rulership and authority inherent in this section

image of God idea. This is what is

promise. God relinquishes his

",u

human being to

place of God.n>' In light of v.6ab it is humankind,

bloodshed. This maintains the idea of

and within the

a

own

new

in light of God's post-flood

responsibility ofjust blood-punishment. Now D~l^

Wenham. Genesis 1-15, 193-4.
Gerhard von Rad. Old Testament

Theology (vol. 1: trans. D.M.G. Stalker; Edinburgh: Oliver and
Boyd. 1962). 198. Cf. also Zimmerli, Theology, 134. Similarly, cf. Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 468;
Walther Eichrodt. Theology of the Old Testament (vol. 2; OTL; London: SCM Press. 1967), 125;
Turner, Genesis. 53 (contends that this is one of the main reasons); cf. Davidson, Genesis 1-11, 88,
who sees the prohibition as a protection of the sanctity of life but recognizes the irony in sanctioning
killing.
1112
Gunkel, Genesis, 149.
Cf. Von Rad. Genesis. 132-3 which highlights this point (contra his Theology) because of the
language "by man." Also cf. Turner. Genesis. 53; Delitzsch, Genesis, 286-7; Dillmann, Genesis, 287.
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holds that

position of responsibility since God has restrained himself from destroying

life. This contrast

only be understood when

one

understands that the eternal

of Noah has two sides, vv.1-7 and 8-17.

covenant

2.2.2.4

pericope

can

Conceptual Conclusions. The issues of Gen 9:1-7 reflect that the

possesses

inherent covenant qualities

only is the mandate to be fruitful and multiply
within the inclusio represent covenant

illustrated in the story of Israel. Not

as

a covenant

idea, but also the

verses

features pertaining to subduing and ruling

properly.
Like concentric circles the idea of

of

means

maintaining

enemies for mandate
human

to

animal

international

success.

enemies.

The

cut

God's

means

The

holy

war

indeed
9:2-4

overcome
a means

duty to take the life of humankind

her
to

metaphors represented by the

implies that what Israel eats is

stipulate that humankind
economy.

serves as

blood-punishment.

are

an

may eat

new

human to animal relationship

other lessons for Israel and their quest

promised land. Not only do real animals

post-flood

new

relationship. In addition, when read in light of God's promise to

stipulations regarding lifeblood, there

for the

language used in describing the

stipulations involving lifeblood provide

of executing just

Amidst the

a

authority structure between humankind and her

off all flesh, humankind's

never

new

proper

relationship prefigures the call for Israel to

maintain this proper

and

a

executing discriminate bloodshed is

pose a

threat to Israel, but 9:2-4

important component of fruitfulness. That is,
animals, adhering to certain rules, within the

In turn, God is also interested in the food of Israel for

carrying out her vocation. As with the universal post-flood setting of Genesis 9, God
mandates certain food with rules in route to the

promised land (e.g.

manna on

the

mil in Genesis 9*101

Sabbath in Exodus 16).
the story

God provides food in Genesis 9 and God will provide food in

of Israel. These

forms of fruitfulness in the land.

are

2.2.3 The Obligations of God in Genesis 9:8-17

While there is

no

debate

regarding the covenantal nature of vv.8-17 of Genesis

9, and the issues of the pericope seem relatively straightforward, there are a few
elements which deserve further discussion in
Our discussion above has

already highlighted various verbal traits of the

(v.9). "rT-iZT.K

as

light of our understanding of Gen 9:1-7.

"HOpm (v.ll), the inclusio

(vv.8, 17), and the repetition of several key terms such
However, there

are

as

such

passage

"IQKH

the sevenfold

use

of n,~13.

several conceptual features of the pericope that should be noted as

well. These features involve God's

self-imposed promises in light of obedience to the

commands in vv.1-7.
If Noah and his

reward for not
his

sons

sons

fulfill their covenant

obligations (vv.1-7) there will be

a

only humankind, but also for all creatures (vv.9-10). That is, Noah and

(humankind) mediate

OpNil, 13), between God and

a covenant

every

which is between God and the whole earth

living creature (iTH

t£0D-l7ID,

v. 12).

God is not

just interested in the well-being of human beings but also all living creatures. While
this

certainly coincides with the logic of the creation account, with respect to the

metaphorical

use

intention for the
of Israel, in

of animal imagery in 9:1-7, there is

a

robust

message

preservation of Israel's international enemies. Through the obedience

maintaining

an

authority position

over

her foreign enemies by practicing

discriminate bloodshed, Israel is to mediate God's eternal covenant
nations. In the

here of God's

same

way

promises to other

that Noah and his sons' obedience directly affects all

£T~n in Genesis 9
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in the □

creatures

^"117

HfHH arrangement

of the primeval

era,

Israel's obedience

effects the rest of humankind. If Israel is able to be fruitful and

multiply then the

whole of creation is entitled to the eternal covenant benefits.
In this

vein, if Noah and his

sons

explicitly rewards their descendents
their

own

covenant

deeds perpetuate

as

uphold their end of the covenant then God

well

v.9). That is,

the eternal covenant establishment. This is not

a

like that made with Noah in Gen 6:18, but rather the eternal covenant will

apply to everlasting generations
his sons' seed will then be

(□'pin Hi-!-!L),

v.

12). This implies that Noah's and

DblH

mil. They will

of their fathers. This

highlights another

responsible for stewarding the

become the mediators of the

same covenant

aspect of this comprehensive covenant. While the salvific promise of God

through the flood depended
covenant

find

upon a

(which culminated in sacrifice), in order for the promise of Gen 9:8-17 to

fruition

own

all

of humankind

generation). This

metaphorical

message

(Noah and his sons)

Not

only is the

same arrangement

are to

demonstrate similar

which Noah achieved within

applies to succeeding generations. The

for Israel is that all ofIsrael is to obey the commands of God in

order to mediate God's

□■pii;

for Noah

single individual's obedience (Noah) in the first

obedience to God's commands (if not the blamelessness
his

one-time

promise to all nations.
scope

of mediation and blessing

as

broad

as

possible with the

rr-Q of Genesis 9, but the duration of the covenant coincides with the

expansive breadth of it. Whereas God established
flood, he

now

establishes

a

□

'lUl

a

HP "III with Noah through the

H,-Q with Noah and his

sons

and all creatures.

Paradoxically, the fact that humankind sins continually (6:5; 8:21) justifies not only
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the

catastrophic flood, but also the eternal covenant. The juxtaposition of 6:17-1 8 and

9:9-11
the

highlights this parallel through the hiphil participle. While it is not clear

impetus for the

change,104 the

eternal nature of the covenant

appropriately with the perpetual state of humankind's heart. The
Flood Narrative is

an

eternal

one.

which is to last for

seems to

as to

coincide

new covenant

of the

everlasting generations. God's

promise of the covenant is not only represented by the sign of the rainbow, but is also
ensured

by

that

a

and

perhaps

it.105 The rainbow will be

reminder is

a

even worse,

ensures

God foresees occasions that would normally have justified

that

God

will

iT'lj God makes

respond with

commands. The rainbow represents

104
105

promise.106 The fact

implemented implies that the heart of humankind will not change,

his flood-like wrath. Yet, in the

mil

reminder to God of his

this

mercy

as

a

concession. The

humankind follows his

concession.107 Whereas in the

past God "saw"

Cf. ftnt. 43 above.
To track the discussion

as to the meaning of the rainbow, cf. for example. Krasovec, "Punishment
Mercy," 24; Bernhard W. Anderson. "Creation and the Noachic Covenant" in Cry of the
Environment (Santa Fe, N.Mex.: Bear and Co. 1984). 160; and Laurence A. Turner. "The Rainbow as
the Sign of the Covenant in Genesis IX 11-13." IT 43 (1993): 1 19-23. Contrary to the popular view
that the rainbow represents a war-bow of peace. Turner suggests that the rainbow relates to Gen 1:6-8
where the "firmament" separated the waters above from the waters below. He appeals to Ezek 1:22ff.
where a dome is envisioned which separates the creatures of earth from God above. The vision goes on
to describe the radiance of God like a rainbow on a rainy day. Though this seems reasonable, in light of
the holy war imagery employed in 9:2-6 it is likely that understanding the bow as a war-bow of peace
is appropriate. Perhaps Turner's view is not mutually exclusive to this. Determining the reason for
choosing the rainbow as a sign, beyond a reminder to God of his eternal covenant, does not seem to
significantly influence the □ '71U "'73 conceptually.
11,6
Michael V. Fox notes, "In the priestly ot-etiologies the 'ot is a permanent sign whose purpose is
to stir up cognition, with the result that a covenant, a promise, or a commandment is maintained by
God or man. These etiologies do not just explain the origin of current phenomena; they are rather
concerned with explaining the present meaning of the phenomena by historical reference." Michael V.
Fox, "The Sign of the Covenant: Circumcision in the Light of the Priestly 'ot Etiologies." Review
Biblique 81 (1974): 570.
107
Fox notes the important role that "IDT plays in the 'ot-etiologies. He notes that it is more than
mental recollection and "certainly means that he will maintain it, as the dative of advantage shows."
Fox, "Sign of the Covenant," 572. Childs believes that the use of DDT with iTDD here in this pericope,

and

and in other priestly texts, is "uncultic" in nature as it "reflects the Priestly writer's concern to present
history as a witness to the unfolding of the purpose of the covenant God who is active in Israel's midst.
This history is merely a working out of the one eternal act of divine grace." Childs. Memory and
Tradition, 43. This may be contestable in light of the possible metaphor taking place in the passage for
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the wickedness of humankind

on

the earth

(i"lN~), 6:5, 12), he will

nothing

now see

but his bow of the eternal covenant.

aarb irrrK-n ppa ntijprt nrrni
pnxn-^y -upx -liaa^aa rpn (CDrba

pm "rfrN •pa

npia

When the bow is in the

clouds, 1 will

see

everlasting covenant between God and
flesh that is

God will

on

see

Noah in his
the

same

between

it and remember the

every

living creature of all

the earth.

the rainbow

own

(iltO, v.14, 16) in the

same

light which he

generation. This is possible because Noah and his

7:1)

saw

sons are to

walk in

righteousness. In light of the possible word-play with iT") in 8:21. the link
seeing and righteousness pervades the flood

The

essence

of God's

promise

regarding the eternal covenant. As
from

Gen 9:16

never to

we

story.108

flood the earth creates another paradox

mentioned above, this promise prevents God

having to cut off all flesh from the earth (v.l 1). The irony of the
all flesh (vv.l 1,

rn~Q is

that in order to

save

be killed when

appropriate. God ordains cutting off life because life is precious (vv.4-

5). The

very

of

means

are to

problem that initiated the flood (the shedding of blood) becomes the

preventing another

one.

shedding of blood in the post-flood
out

15), humankind (v.6) and animals (vv.2-4)

in various ways

While God envisages

economy,

a type

of discriminate

the irony still remains. This irony plays

within the Israel and foreign nations relationship, especially

regarding the idea of □"in.
Another essential element of vv.8-17 is that the eternal covenant involves

land. While iT~Q

Israel's
to

own

God's
108

times in these verses, so does

pi^n. Not only is the

life in the

promised land. In addition, Noah's act of sacrifice seems inherently connected
destroy the earth in 8:20-22.
Moberly observes a wordplay on
in Genesis 22. Cf. Moberly, Genesis 12-50. 47.

promise

Walter

occurs seven

never to

This also involves sacrifice

as

in Gen 8:21.
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term

used in construct to communicate every

refers to the actual land which is

(v. 11). The term

pKH is

so

living thing

despoiled by the flood

fundamental to the

all flesh that exists, but it

or

that all flesh cannot survive

so

0*717

mi! that it is used

as a

metonymy for the all humans and living things which are in covenant with God

(P^n pil TI, v.13).109 God's promise is essentially
is

land covenant. If the land

preserved from flooding all flesh will be able be fruitful and multiply

earth. The land is foundational for the
life of Israel.

a

a

success

of the mandate. The

same

upon

the

is true in the

Thus, the eternal covenant given to Noah and his sons is fundamentally

conditional, universal, land covenant which

Israel's possession

serves as a

paradigmatic model for

and stewardship of the promised land.

2.3 Exegetical Conclusions of □ 'ill? mi in Genesis 9

Sections 2.1 and 2.2

in Genesis 9. The

provide

insights

some

can

conclusions regarding the study of mi

be arranged according to four basic exegetical

questions.
2.3.1 What Is the Immediate Eternal Covenant Context?

The immediate eternal covenant context of

first half of the

9:16

are

It is

mi is Gen 9:1-17. The

chapter argued that the ITU in Gen 6:18 and

linked but distinct covenants. Not

immediate context of the □

109

0*717

1*7117

ITU in Gen

only does this properly demarcate the

*1312 mi, but it also enables

one to

recognize similarities

possible that the covenant is with the land here is similar to that with "day and night" and the

"ordinances of heaven and earth" in Jer 33:25.

1*717

ITU in Genesis 9-106

and differences in the

parallel covenants. This is essential for interpretation of the

eternal covenant.

2.3.2 Who Are

the

Eternal Covenant Parties?

The eternal covenant
in contrast to most

parties

God and humankind. The chapter argued that,

scholarly readings, the covenant is not simply

of God to humankind, but rather
constituent

are

of the covenant.

a

This

is

a

prominently demarcated through the

most

conceptually implied in the presentation of

ideas in 9:1-7. Yet, while the covenant

vv.8-17 show that all of creation
third party

unilateral pledge

bilateral covenant involving humankind as a formal

nrwrtDH ,J^ formula in 9:7 and 9, and

covenant

a

are

parties include God and humankind,

also in covenant with God. In this

sense,

in the covenant. However, it is only humankind (Noah and his

their descendents)

who

are

there is

sons,

and

required to uphold the mandate. While the animal

kingdom (and thus Israel's international enemies) is to submit to humankind's
authority (Israel's), the
commands (9:1-7).

onus

is placed

The first covenant

upon
was

second covenant is made with Noah and his

as

the mediator of blessing to

Noah and his

sons to

follow God's

made with Noah specifically while the
sons

(i.e. all of humankind). Both

serve

the world.

2.3.3 What Are the Eternal Covenant Obligations?

By recognizing the bilateral nature of the
the

IV "O

one can

then identify

obligations of both parties. God's side of the covenant is detailed in Gen 9:8-17.

God

promises

never to

preservation of the land

cut off all flesh ever again. This involves a perpetual

so

that life

can

flourish. It also involves the institution of the

sign of the rainbow which will remind God of his promise. Ironically, God promises
to see

the rainbow, and

presumably the righteous obedience of humankind, instead of

iY73 in Genesis 9
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the wicked heart of humankind. The institution of the

reminder, along with the

promise itself, implies that God will have to exercise this promise in the future in the
same

way

that he held true to his word in the first covenant with Noah. Not only does

God extend his

promise to all humans and creatures of the earth, but God also

promises to establish the eternal covenant with the descendents of Noah and his
The eternal covenant is to be

humankind does not

primeval history

perpetuated down the generations since the heart of

change. God's promises in the

serve as a

Humankind's

rf~C of the universal and

metaphorical type for promises to Israel and the world.

covenant

obligations lie within vv.1-7 of Genesis 9. The

overarching responsibility of humans is to be fruitful and multiply
vv.l and 7. Verses 2-6

this is to take

sons.

as

expressed in

present stipulations which explain how. in the post-flood era,

place successfully. Humankind is to subdue the animal kingdom

(Israel's international enemies) and exercise discriminate bloodshed of both animals
and humankind
Humankind is

(Israel's international enemies and the disobedient within Israel).

now

able to eat

only sustain humankind
will

produce

peace

on

plants and kill animals for food. This mandate will not

the earth but will produce

an

authority relationship which

and harmony. Yet. blood is sacred and God still holds creatures

accountable for it. Thus, further to ensure the success of the mandate to be

multiply, humans
of

are

permitted to kill humans. Humankind has the

new

fruitful and

responsibility

maintaining just blood-punishment for failure to heed God's mandate to be fruitful

and

God

multiply properly. By reading the two pericopes together, it becomes clear that

relinquishes this responsibility to humankind

so

that he would not have to

"continually" (cf. 8:21) send floods and destroy all flesh. Humankind, if
now

has the

will,

you

obligation to cut off those responsible for DOF! since God promises to

mil in Genesis 9
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refrain from

doing

Israel's authoritative

so

(9:11). These obligations set

position

over

Consequences?

(and Israel) upholds the newly implemented authority structure,

and exercises discriminate bloodshed of humans and

fruitful and

multiply will find

success

God will bless the world with

a

animals, then the mandate to be

and all people and creatures will be preserved.

land which is suitable for

God showed in the first covenant with Noah that
he too

metaphorical precedent for

the nations.

2.3.4 What Are the Eternal Covenant
If humankind

a

as

carrying out the mandate.

humankind fulfills his

obligations,

promises to remember his covenant. God is thus incapable of breaking the

covenant.

If humankind

fails

to

be

fruitful

stipulations, however, then the covenant is

and

multiply and uphold the

broken."0

At that point, by virtue of the

bilateral nature of the covenant. God would be freed from his

all flesh. In this
covenant.

At this

manner

promise not to destroy

the eternal covenant with Noah is indeed

a

conditional

juncture of the Pentateuchal narrative however, this is strictly

hypothetical. The rf~Q
fulfill their

new

obliJ

context ends with the expectation that both sides will

obligations.

""For a discussion of the consequences for Israel's inability to fulfill her eternal covenant
obligations vis-a-vis the nations, i.e. overcome her international enemies and prevent indiscriminate
bloodshed on the earth, cf. my forthcoming article in Journal for the Study of the Old Testament
entitled, "Another Flood? Isaiah 24 and the Broken Berit Olam."
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CHAPTER THREE:

"That God made

an

eternal

covenant

assumption of the rest of the OT,
that common (Ps 105:10).

even

Genesis 17 is the second passage
rr*"Q.

□

No

with Abraham and his descendants is the

though the phrase eternal covenant is not all

in the Pentateuch to employ the expression

chapter in the Hebrew Bible

may

almost 17% of the instances in all of the Old Testament.

rr-Q

more

rf~Q than Genesis 17 since the phrase

understanding

□"ny

be

even occur

three times within

an

entire book

Only

important for

occurs

one

three times,

other time does

(Isaiah 24:5; 55:3; 61:8).

Thus, the import of grasping the use of the phrase in Genesis 17 cannot be

overstated.2
While the

study, it
fresh

may

also make interpretation

1

more

challenging. Each

use

our

potentially brings

a

dynamic to the expression. Moreover, Genesis 17 lies within the Abrahamic

complex which is

2

frequency of the phrase gives Genesis 17 special significance in

as

multifaceted and momentous

Gordon J. Wenham, Genesis 16-50
Even a cursory scan of works on

as any

narrative in the Pentateuch.'

(WBC 2; Nashville: Thomas Nelson. 1994), 30.

Genesis 17 demonstrates that there is no consensus as to the
significance of the phrase Obli? R'T3 in the chapter. For example. Williamson believes that the
phrase reflects the "wider compass" of Abraham's mediated blessing (beyond physical descendents),
Essex argues that it signifies unconditionality due to divine realization in the future, and similarly,
Youngblood contends that it reflects divine establishment and guaranteed fulfillment. Cf. respectively,
Paul R. Williamson, Abraham. Israel and the Nations: The Patriarchal Promise and its Covenanlal
Development in Genesis (JSOTSupp 315; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000), 186; Keith H.
Essex, "The Abrahamic Covenant," TMSJ 10 (1999): 209; Ronald Youngblood. "The Abrahamic
Covenant: Conditional or Unconditional?" in Living and Active Word of God (Winona Lake. Ind.:
Eisenbrauns, 1983), 36, nt.23.
The classic way of marking off the boundaries of the Abrahamic material is through the "Toledot
Formula" in the book of Genesis. In this manner the Abrahamic narrative commences in Genesis 11:27
and concludes in 25:11.
"Movement

Yet, in practice most just have chapters 12-22 in mind. Brueggemann notes,
principally between the promise of 12:1-3 and the reiteration of that promise in
initial struggle is for an heir to receive the land. The heir is finally granted in 21:1-7.

occurs

22:15-18. The

mil in Genesis 17-110

tVO is

Therefore, this examination of

a

high-risk-and-reward venture for

understanding eternal covenant within the biblical story.
In order to understand the

particular contours of the phrase in Genesis 17, the

study ahead will attempt to identify the context, covenant parties, covenant
obligations, and covenant

consequences

ET"Q in the

of

The

passage.

investigation is divided into three main sections. The first section will examine the
rP~Q of Genesis 17. The second section will identify

conditional nature of the

iT~Q. The final section will attempt to

the content of the

exegetical conclusions regarding the
examining

□biu

the DzlU rp-Q

covenant

that

use

of the phrase in the

passage.

formulate
In the

some

process

of

rr-Q in Genesis 17 the study ahead attempts to demonstrate that
given to Abraham is fundamentally

defines and

ensures

a

microcosmic Noachic eternal

fruit/illness and multiplication in the promised

land.

3.1 The Conditional Nature of

The

phrase

□l7II?

iT~Q

occurs

in vv.7,

theD^IU

13, and

rP~Q

19 of Genesis 17.

Recognizing the placement of the phrase within the overall structure of the chapter is
a

helpful starting point for interpretation.

Immediately in 22:1-13, the heir is placed in jeopardy. When the heir is risked, the promise is
afterwards, the suspense is largely gone from the narrative. Chapters 23:1-25:18 are
primarily materials of transition which lie outside the main artful presentation." Walter Brueggemann,
Genesis (Atlanta: Ga.: John Knox Press, 1982). 109-10. In addition, Levenson identifies important
verbal links between Gen 12:2 and 22:2. Jon D. Levenson, The Death and Resurrection of the Beloved
Son: The Transformation of Child Sacrifice in Judaism and Christianity (New Haven: Yale University
Press. 1993), 128. Wenham sees Genesis 17 as the climax of the Abrahamic narrative which first
promises a land, descendents, and a covenantal relationship (Gen 12:1-3). Gordon Wenham, Genesis
confirmed and

16-50. 16.
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3.1.1 Literary Outlines of Genesis 17
As with most biblical

chapters there is

no consensus

pertaining to the best

analyze the literary structure of Genesis 17. Yet, most scholars do

to

chapter does present
There

are

a

fairly organized, and

Westermann's version,
God. He notes,

as

of the

"artistic,"4 narrative.

to

chart

this

artistic

composition.

with many scholars, revolves around the "speech(es)" of

in

v.

la and his withdrawal in

v.

22, is divided into two parts:

preamble (vv. lb-3a) and the divine speech (vv.

most intricate

version in

ways

is McEvenue's two versions of the

palistrophic form

so

3b-21)."5

Williamson proposes two

that the third speech (vv.9-14)

responses to

chapter outlines

as

Perhaps the

chapter.6 McEvenue offers
serves as

one

the focal point

chapter. His second option is seeing two parallel panels (vv.l-14 //

respective

that the

"Basic to the understanding of the structure is that God's speech, set

between his appearance
there is the

different

several

even

agree

way

vv.

16-27).

well; the first in terms of Abraham's

God and the second in terms of the people mentioned in the

chapter.7

4

Claus Westennann, Genesis 12-36 (trans. John J. Scullion S.J.; Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing
House, 1985), 256.
Ibid., 255. Genesis 17 is classically regarded as a product of P (Cf. Wenham, Genesis 16-50, 1819, however, who argues that it has been reworked by J). Westermann attributes vv.3b-8 and 15-21 to
J, which corresponds to Genesis 15 and 18. respectively. Thus. P has explicitly related two separate

pericopes from J. Von Rad makes

a

similar observation in his tripartite categorization of the chapter

(vv.l-14. 15-22. 23-27). Cf. Gerhard von Rad, Genesis: A Commentary (rev. ed.; trans. John H. Marks.
London: SCM Press Ltd, 1963), 192 and 197. For von Rad, in relationship to the Yahwist's account.
Genesis 17 serves as a "theological corollary of Priestly tradition regarding God's covenant and
promise to Abraham." Ibid.. 198. Cf. also. Walter Brueggenrann, Genesis (Atlanta, Ga.: John Knox
Press, 1982), 109. For another source-critical reading of Genesis 17 cf. Hermann Gunkel, Genesis
(trans. Mark E. Biddle; Macon, Ga.: Mercer University Press, 1997), 259-67. For a succinct review of
critical arguments,

cf. Wenham, Genesis 16-50. 18-19.
Style of the Priestly Writer (Analecta Biblica 50; Rome: Biblical
Institute Press, 1971), 157-59. Wenham accepts McEvenue's palistrophic arrangement and notes that
such an intricate literary form highlights the importance of the material and makes "implausible any
attempt to split the material in the chapter into sources." Wenham, Genesis 16-50. 17-18.
source
6

7

S. E. McEvenue. The Narrative

Paul

R.

Covenantal

Williamson.

Abraham, Israel and the Nations:

The Patriarchal Promise and its

Development in Genesis (JSOTSupp 315: Sheffield Academic Press: Sheffield, 2000). 146-

49.
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These various structural
different

analyses

are

helpful for viewing the chapter from

presentation.8

angles in order to highlight specific traits of the

thing could be done for Genesis 17 with special attention

on

The

same

fP^D.9

the phrase

3.1.2 Promise as the Central Eternal Covenant Theme?

There may

Genesis 17. One's
believed to be the

be several legitimate

ways to

literary construal is certainly
emphasis of the chapter. Our

McEvenue and Westermann for

the

8

promissory aspect of the covenant

a

break down the literary structure of
bi-product of the particular

own

outline illustrates

message

this.10

example provide outlines which emphasize

over

the potential conditional nature of

it."

In

Wilfried

Warning constructs several different structural options for Genesis 17 based on particular
frequently used in the chapter or book of Genesis as a whole. Cf. Wilfried Warning.
"Terminological Patterns and Genesis 17." Hebrew JJnion College Annual LXX-LXXI (1999-2000):
93-107. Warning proposes that a study of the key terms of Genesis 17 shows the passage's unity and
connection with the primeval history, especially Genesis 9. According to Warning, these observations
may lead to the more important theological aspects of the chapter (lie uses his observations to argue
that the final-form of the text should be the mandatory extant text for use in Pentateuchal studies). He
locates terms that fall within symmetrical locations of the patterns. For example, he mentions that
rr""0 occurs in v.7. and v. 8 continues to speak of"eternal inheritance" so that these two verses
terms that are

occur

in the middle of the

sensitive to the number

"ten-part" structure of the passage involving iTi"!. Wanting is especially
in these patterns. For example. Genesis 17:7 is the seventh appearance of

seven

Dip in Genesis, Genesis 17:10 is the seventh

appearance

of ~OT, Genesis 17:12 is the seventh

of "117, Genesis 17:3 is the seventh appearance of
etc. Interestingly, Warning sees
significance in the fact that the seventh occurrence of IVO in Genesis is 9:16 (within □ *71X7 ri,-n).
The seventh occurrence of
in Genesis (where it occurs 13 times in the book) is also within fVQ
appearance

□ *71 i>

in Gen

17:7.

Thus, he comments, "The structural similarity of two distinct terminological

patterns, one being founded on the noun IT~0 and the other on the term
little account:

one

of them,

being based

on

the

noun

must not be held of

H73, focuses in the flood story

covenant" with Noah, and the other one, founded on the term

□l7IU,

on

the "eternal

in the Abraham story, focuses

on

the "eternal covenant" with the

patriarch." Ibid.. 102. Warning does indeed make some interesting
observations concerning the verbal patterns in Genesis 17 and the book as a whole. The significance of
all his observations may be a point of debate, however. Nevertheless, he does highlight the close
connections of the Abrahamic and Noachic eternal covenants even on a verbal level, and complements
our own verbal and conceptual observations of the two texts as illustrated below.
11
Cf. Excursus at the end of this chapter.
10
Cf. Ibid, where the focal point is the expression eternal covenant, its obligations, and the
covenant's future. These items will be discussed below.

Cf.

specifically McEvenue's parallel-paneled outline parts A and A' in Narrative Style, 157-59;
(3b-8, promise: 9-14, command; 15-21, promise) in Genesis 12-36, 255.
Westermann is so focused on the promissory thrust of the passage that he notes, "Hebrew has no
specific word for 'promise'.
mi! with the meaning 'binding assurance' is close to the meaning
"promise' and can designate God's promise both here and elsewhere.
the translation 'covenant,' in
this passage has its basis in v. 7." Ibid., 260. Williamson's first outline parts A, a, and a', and his
and Westermamrs outline

.

.

.

.
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fact, Westermann comments "This [the chapter's literary outline] is meant to tell us
that the

promise is dominant and all-embracing in what God

given to the

one

Reading the

message

While not
such

a

says;

who has received the promise; the command rests

of Genesis 17

necessarily appealing to

as
a

centrally

one

of promise is

the command is
on

the promise."

a common

position.

particular literary structure, Walter Moberly

sees

point of emphasis in the chapter. He notes,
...unlike the covenant at

upon Israel's responsibilities
warnings ofjudgment for disobedience (see esp.
Deut. 28). the covenant with Abraham lays its emphasis upon what God promises to do
for Abraham, to give him both descendants and land. In this it is similar to the other three
covenants in the Old Testament that are made with individuals, Noah (Gen. 9.8-17),
David (2 Sam. 7: 23.5; Ps. 89) and Phinehas (Num. 25. 10-13). all of which are
essentially promises of God...It is not that there is no note at all about what Abraham is
to do (Gen. 17.1b); nonetheless the nature of the covenant is clearly different from that at

Sinai, where great emphasis is laid

within the covenant and there

are severe

Sinai.12
Robert Davidson reads Genesis 17

similarly. He writes,

The two narrative accounts of

a covenant with Abraham...agree that this is not a
involving bilateral obligations on the two contracting parties. It is in essence
rather "a binding promise—or better a promissory oath—on the part of God". .not only
in this fundamental respect, but also in the characteristic language used, which is that of
"establishing (heqim) the covenant', the description of the covenant as 'everlasting' and
the promise that 'kings shall spring from you' (Gen. 17.4), the Abrahamic covenant

covenant

.

tradition has clear links with the tradition of the covenant between God and the Davidic

royal family (cf.

e.g.

2 Sam. 7.9-16; Ps. 89). This is most notably the

case

in the 'P'

tradition.'"
Is it fair to say

that Genesis 17 is

a covenant message more

focused

on

what God

promises than the conditions and commands connected to the covenant? Is it

second outline parts 3-4 demonstrate how promise brackets the covenant of circumcision. In contrast to
Westennann. Williamson sees this as highlighting the human obligation of circumcision. Williamson,

146-49. However, this places too much weight on the human
Rather, the thrust of the passage is on mutual obligations. Neither God's nor man's
is deemed more significant in the presentation of Genesis 17. This will be illustrated below.
12
R. W. L. Moberly, Genesis 12-50 (OTG; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1992), 24-5; cf. also
Brevard Childs, Biblical Theology of the Old and New Testaments (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992),
420: Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament Theology (vol 1. Translated by D.M.G. Stalker. Edinburgh:
Oliver and Boyd. 1962), 134. It is obvious from our discussion in Chapter One that we disagree with
Moberly's characterization of the Noachic covenant.
Robert Davidson, "Covenant Ideology in Ancient Israel," in The World of Ancient Israel (ed. R. E.
Clements; Cambridge: Cambridge Press. 1989), 338. For other scholars who view "promise" as the
main emphasis of the passage cf. Brueggemann, Genesis, 153-4; Von Rad. Genesis, 193; Gunkel,
Genesis, 259-67; Wenham, Genesis 16-50, 28-29; Bernard Renaud. Nouvelle ou Eternelle Alliance? Le
Message des Prophetes (Paris: Les Editions Du Cerf, 2002), 101.

Abraham, Israel and the Nations,

obligations,

per se.
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appropriate to categorize the Abrahamic covenant
line of the other

unconditional covenant in the

as an

alleged unconditional covenants of the Old Testament?

One would have to agree

that the Abrahamic eternal covenant

important promissory character to it

as

suggested by scholars and implied within their

respective literary outlines of Genesis 17. Yet,

one

of the

purposes

underscore that the conditional thrust of Genesis 17 is

recognized.'4 While all would
exists in tension with the
nature

of the covenant is

easily

covenant

more

of this chapter is to

prominent then often

rT~Q

that the promissory nature of the
upon

Abraham the pervading conditional

underestimated.'5

In fact when examining the chapter

obligations placed

it becomes clear that the □

conditional

agree

possesses an

^"l 17

mil granted to Abraham

incorporating obligations

is

all parties

upon

an

emphatically

involved.16 The

promissory aspect of the covenant lies within these covenant obligations. While God's
gracious initiative in bestowing the promises of the Abrahamic covenant
Abraham

and his descendents

fulfillment that deserves the

passage

and its

is assumed in the

spotlight. There

are

chapter, it is their contingent

several

n,-Q should be viewed in this

upon

reasons

why the thrust of the

way.

Cf. for example Bernard Renaud, Nouvelle ou Eternelle Alliance? Le Message des Prophetes
(Paris: Les Editions Du Cerf, 2002), 102. nt.l. who argues that Genesis 17's DblP "'"Q is a bilateral
and conditional covenant but also involves

an unconditional promise that the covenant will continue to
of the language DbliJ IVD demonstrates that the covenant is
irrevocable and will not fail for the community even if the individual breaks it. The fact that it is a
promise established by God as an eternal covenant (v.7) separates it from Deuteronomic tradition. Ibid.,

exist for the

community. The

use

101.
15

Williamson does note the danger of underemphasizing the obligatory aspects of the covenant in the
chapter, and argues for seeing the covenant as bilateral. Cf. Williamson, Abraham, Israel and the
Nations, 116, nt. 123, and 150.
16
Thus, caution should be exhibited when comparing Genesis 17's construal of the eternal covenant
to

so-called "unconditional" covenants in the Old Testament.

c'iIaJ
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3.1.3 The Conditional and Bilateral Nature of the □

n^wrrin as

3.1.3.1

can

agree

the

bli?

rP~Q

Leitmotif. At the most fundamental level,

everyone

that the frequency of the word rP~Q in Chapter 17 reveals the covenantal

thrust of the passage.
PH]

Westermann notes,
the leitmotif of ch.

17, making it a classical example of what a catchword
methodological consequence is that the sense of a catchword can be
understood only from the chapter as a whole. The word occurs 13 times and is distributed
throughout with surprising regularity: once in the prologue, 3 times in the command
(vv.9-14). It has been very consciously made into the catchword... it is most heavily
can

serves as

mean.

The

concentrated in

vv.

9-14.

showing

a

definite interest in the link between circumcision and

nnn.17
Though nnn is uncommonly frequent in the
word and idea of

u'PliJ.

The

iT~C that is the

only three
IT~Q

where

where □

a

l71I7

rp-Q

striking. In addition,

verses

occurs.

occurs

as

passage we

contend that it is not the

Leitmotif of the chapter but rather the !T,~C

that repeat rf"Q (vv.7, 13, 19)

And

as

more

are

the three

mentioned above. Genesis 17 is the

than

once.

The fact that it

occurs

only

verses

passage

three times is

will be shown below, the three locations of the phrase reside

throughout the chapter in speeches which
involved in the covenant. That

express

the essential responsibilities

is, within God's obligations of the eternal covenant

(v.7), within Abraham's obligations of the eternal covenant (v. 13), and in the passing
down of the eternal covenant
in

through Isaac (v. 19).18 Thus, Williamson and others

err

giving vv.9-14 greater significance in the chapter and exalting the human

17
18

Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 256. Cf. also Williamson, Abraham. Israel and the Nations, 150.
For some Gen 17:13 is simply a puzzling restatement of v. 12. This is explained by many simply as

characteristic of the

legal style of writing of the P author. Yet, one can plainly see that the author
attaching the issue of the eternal covenant alongside. This demonstrates
the emphatic weight placed on the covenant being eternal, and thus, the stress on the catch-phrase
□ blU rr~Q. Cf. G. J. Spurrell. Notes on the Hebrew Text of Genesis (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1887),
159. The repetition may also be a product of deeper literarv devices. Cf. Warning. '•Terminological
a

restated the command while

Patterns," 93-107.
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obligation of circumcision for the covenant since the phrase also resides within the

obligations of God (vv.4-8) and in the commands regarding Isaac and Sarah (vv.15-

21).19 This raises the possibility that
chapter, but it is also

a

!T~n is not only the Leitmotif of the

Leitmotif which is conditional in nature. The pervading

conditional nature of Abraham's eternal covenant

as

presented in Genesis 17 will be

demonstrated below.

Conditionality Introduced in the Preamble. Seeing promise

3.1.3.2

dominant in the passage

pervasively

fails to acknowledge the extent to which the □ zll) rP""Q is

covenant

a

as

possessing

constituent

obligations.

This

is

detected

immediately in the bipartite preamble in 17:1 and 2 where Abraham's and God's

responsibilities

are

7|niN na-iio

introduced side-by-side.

-ra tt-q runio :crpn n;m

psb p'pnnn

Gen 17:1 c-2

:"1xq "1x03

Walk before

and be blameless, and i will
covenant between me and between you and 1

exceedingly
There

are

me

give you my
will make you

numerous.

two

language features of this section which form

bilateral and conditional nature of God's

imperative combination □,0n IT HI 1

our

understanding of the

opening speech to Abraham. The double
/

tj pnnn creates

a

distinctly conditional

force.20 Consequently, Essex states, "Here, the first imperative 'walk' contains the
condition, while the second 'be' declares the consequence which obedience to the

19

As

we

that he will

with Isaac implies
he expects from Abraham as spelled out

will discuss below, the fact that God will establish the eternal covenant

require the

same

level of obedience from Isaac

as

in Genesis 17.
20

Cf. E. Kautzsch, ed.. Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar (2d ed. Trans. A. E. Cowley: Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1910). 324-25, §110.1'.: Bruce K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, An Introduction to
Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake. Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1990). 578. §34.6.a.
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condition will

bring."21

phrase that sets
The

up

This imperative construction reflects

God's offer of a

a

conditional command

covenant.22

dependence of the cohortatives n]Fi^l

and

in v.2

imperatives working in v.l furthers the conditional thrust of the
notes, "The cohortatives
express purpose or

his

preamble.23

on

the

Essex

"give" and "multiply" following the imperative "walk"

result..."24

These

are

rewards that God will grant to Abraham for

obedience.25
If the

is not

preamble

serves as an

introduction to what follows in Genesis 17 then it

surprising to find other indications in the chapter that highlight the conditional

nature

of the

covenant.

This

opening sets the tone for the conditional thrust

throughout the rest of the dialogue between God and Abraham concerning the !T~Q
□ *71 iT As Paul Williamson notes, "The conditional nature of this

is

particular covenant

emphasized throughout the pericope...[initially through] the provisional promise

with which the divine

speech

opens

in

vv.1-2..."26

general terms the covenant whose features
narrative. Yet, while most scholars

21
22

God

are

These first

verses

introduce in

specifically spelled out in the following

acknowledge that Genesis 17:1-2 establishes

an

Essex, "Abrahamic Covenant," 202, nt. 46.
Contra Renaud who argues

that since "walk before me" (17:1b)

occurs

between the revelation of

(17:1a) and his promise (17:2), obligation is enveloped (and superseded) by promise in the

passage. Cf. Renaud, Nouvelle ou Eternelle Alliance, 101.
23
Cf. Kautzsch, GKC, 320, §108.d. n3~i><T is a hiphil

of 1737, cohortative in meaning (cf. GKC,

317, §107.n.) not form (cf. Waltke and O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 565, §34.d and nt.3.)

adding stress to the desire to "increase" Abraham if he "walks" before God.
24

25

Essex, "Abrahamic Covenant," 202, nt. 47.
The

relationship between the cohortatives in v.2 is could be one of simple "succession" (cf.
or the latter could be summarizing the
former. Another possibility is that the later could function epexegetically whereby "numerous" explains
the essence of the covenant (cf. Waltke-O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 551. §33.2.2). Most likely
however the latter cohortative is expressing "a logical or necessary consequence of that which
immediately precedes..." so that nunterousness is the logical consequence of the covenant. Cf.
Kautszch. GKC, 328. § 111.1 or 329. § 111 .w.
Waltke-O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax. 547. §33.2.1.a),

26

Williamson, Abraham. Israel and the Nations. 174.
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expectation for Abraham's behavior in the vein of Noah,27 this unfortunately becomes
overshadowed

by the alleged emphasis

on

the promises of God in the

passage.

For

instance, Westermann grants that "The elements of vv. lb-3a are unfolded in God's

speech in

vv.

3b-21, showing that they

promise weighs
indications

more

are

really

a

preamble."28

heavily than command in the

passage.

Yet, he still feels that

However, there

are

other

beyond the preamble which signify the overriding conditional thrust to the

passage.

3.1.3.3 The /7/7»SV/7J/7

indication that the

ViV Formula in Genesis 17:4 and 9. The clearest

chapter focuses

on

dual responsibilities of the

grammatically and verbally marked off at vv.4 and 9. When
nns/rm

placed

''DX pattern

both God and

illustrated in

Chapter One.

Abraham.29 This

xpo pn bxi
As for me. behold I. am bringing the tloodwaters upon the earth
^\b rrrn pbx rapxi bap -rax baxp'po
nnxi
inbnxS nr6i
it

it up;

nznrrri

:

t

:

w

t

pto ipb pp pa dfini
shall be fruitful and multiply, abound

27
21!

:

on

the earth

it.
Gen 9:9

behold I.

am

establishing

np bx
behold, this is

my covenant

with

you

Gen 17:4

-rx tvo

As for me,

Gen 6:21

Gen 9:7

ppirnx DpQ pp

As for me,

Gen 6:17

take with you every kind of food that is eaten, and
and it shall serve as food for you and for them.

As for you, you
and multiply in
conx

are

pattern is first used in the Flood Narrative

pxn-by bp bprairnx

store

understands the

implemented in Genesis 17 it is clear that obligations

upon

As for you,

one

mil is

my covenant

with

you

Ibid.

Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 255.

29

Cf. Williamson, Abraham, Israel and the Nations, 151. Like other scholars mentioned in Chapter
One, Williamson notes the "as for you/as for me" in the passage but fails to note the parallel in Genesis
9.
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ibttin "tp-dtin nm)

Gen 17:9

As for you, my covenant you

There is

deliberate

a

shall keep

parallel found in all three covenant texts which demarcate dual

responsibilities.30 Genesis

17 resembles the precise

sequence

of Genesis 6 but shares

the eternal covenant idea with Genesis 9. The discussion below will show that

Genesis 17

significantly overlaps with the content of Genesis 9. For

simple point to be made is that Genesis 17 is
obligation. The nntVilDn
Genesis 17 does not rest

a

pattern signifies that the "command" section of
on

the

promise

any more

than the promise rests

the eternal covenant formula introduce eternal covenant

chapter also

to

commands

15-21. the fourth and fifth

one can see

places obligations
which

are

changes
solely

30

to

are

that covenant

upon

conditionality. but the rest of

on

the

name

responsibilities continue to be expressed. God

Abraham concerning the

certainly indispensable to the
an

beginning of

conditionality the chapter continues in

speeches of God. By focusing

be honored in obedience. The

promissory31 is

the

only do the preamble and

Personal Names. While the

Genesis 17 establishes the eternal covenant's

vv.

on

this notion.

conveys

3.1.3.4 God's Commands Related

this vein in

however, the

chapter which emphasizes covenant

commands at this juncture of the Abrahamic narrative. Not

the

now

names

mentioned in the chapter

promises/blessings connected to the
names.

Yet. to understand the

oversimplification of what is going

on

name

verses as

surrounding the issue

NK is not

prefixed in 17:4 because it precedes the explicit commands to Abraham in 17:9ff. while
after explicit commands to Noah (6:l4ff., 9:7). The same explanation works for
understanding the additional first person suffix attached to HDH in the Noachic contexts.
31
Westermann fails to mention any contingency of obedience related to the promises connected with
Sarah and Isaac in vv.15-21. Cf. Genesis 12-36, 267-68. He summarizes this section by stating, "The
second part of the promise speech adds the promise of a son immediately to the promise of increase: at
the same time Sarah, who also receives a new name, is brought into the promise...The promise
continues on in Isaac (vv. 19b-21) and in lshmael, but in different ways. And so God's speech is
6:17 and 9:9

come

ended." Ibid., 267.
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of

God-given

names to

Abraham, Sarah and Isaac. This

occurs

three times in the

chapter.
ormx

"No

Tpta rrm qppx yptpTix nip x-ip^x1?)
your name be Abram, but your name

Gen 17:5a

longer shall

shall be Abraham"

:npip rnto rp nip nptp"nx xpprrxb qntpx nip
wife, you shall not call her Sarai, but Sarah

Gen 17:15

As for Sarai your

shall be her

name.

rn'n

pnir initrnx nxnpi p

Gen 17:19a

qritpx rntp

No, but your wife Sarah shall bear you a son, and you
shall

name

him Isaac.

Twice in these

verses

speech

the

common

1 7:5a and

XplprfX1?,

Gesenius-Kautszch observes that the

not

do it!

With the strongest

stipulatory nature of these
name.

The

same

construction

+

imperfect is used in God's

17:15) which creates the imperative sense.

imperfect with

expectation of

verses.

X1?

X1?

"corresponds to

obedience..."32

our

thou shalt

This highlights the

Abraham is commanded here concerning his

thing happens with Sarah in

v.

15.33 Thus,

even

amidst God's

own
name

changes and designations Abraham is called to submit to God's command.
3.1.3.5

Summary of Conditionally. Through the opening preamble of the

chapter, the implementation of the nnX/TIDn

concerning

names,

Genesis 17 provides

between God and Abraham called

a

a

^X pattern, and the commands

conditional and bilateral arrangement

DxliJ IVD (v.7, 13, and 19). These supplement

perhaps the most obvious indication of covenant conditionality, the explicit act of
covenant

obedience

represented by circumcision (to be discussed below). While this

eternal covenant does involve

32

promises and blessings (also to be discussed below),

Kautszch.

GKC, 317, § 107 .o.
language with Isaac is not quite
prohibition). However, use of the tenn
intensity.
33

The

as strong

bjX

since it does not involve

a name

change (and thus

a

to refute the proposal of Ishmael provides a level of

mil in Genesis 17
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these
it is

promises

are

enveloped within covenant obligations. With these points in mind

appropriate to investigate the details of the covenant. We will

now

see

that

comparing Genesis 17 with the eternal covenant of Genesis 9 sheds significant light
on

iT""Q.

the contours of the Abrahamic

rp"Q

3.2 The Content of the

3.2.1 The Mandate to be Fruitful and Multiply
The mandate to be fruitful and

Each of the terms

occurs

multiply is reinforced throughout Genesis 17.

twice within the

chapter (""1, 17:2, 20; n~IS, 17:6. 20).

Though this is not overwhelmingly frequent, the locations and
used will show that

the

numerous

underpins the

of Abraham and his descendents to be fruitful and

success

the eternal

being fruitful and

covenant.34

This is

whereby God will make him exceedingly
use

Wenham

of the

fruitful'
divine

34
33

numerous

0*711^

are

rf~C. In fact,

multiply is the goal of

a covenant

(~1KQ21

for Abraham

v.2).35

hiphil form of HIS and i"Q~l throughout the chapter is noteworthy.

rightly observes that "...whereas Adam and Noah

'be fruitful'

the two terms

exemplified from the outset of Genesis 17 through the

preamble. The reward for Abraham's obedience (17:1) is

The

ways

(qal imperative), God makes Abraham

a

were

simply commanded

promise, 'I shall make

you

(hiphil). This change of conjugation suggests that Abraham will be given
power to

achieve this fertility, whereas his predecessors, left simply to

Rendtorff, Covenant Formula, 77.
For

a

discussion of the

name

'"TC

*7^

see

Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 257-9 and Moberly,

Genesis

12-50, 21. Scholars recognize that 12:1 -4a and 17:1 -3a resemble each other. Cf. for example.
Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 257.
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failed."36

themselves,

faithfulness is his

covenant

mandate.37
clearer

The

as

As the

to

same

own

applies to !"QT God's reward for Abraham's

divine power to ensure the success

of the post-flood

chapter unfolds and the covenant is presented in detail it becomes

what is

precisely in the plan of God related to the multiplication of

Abraham and his descendants.

3.2.2 God's Covenant Obligations

3.2.2.1

-J-

ViS*

Abraham falls prostrate
subunit of the

in

(vv.4-8)

Highlights Verse 4. After the preamble to the covenant,
response to

the first speech of God (v.3). Verse 4 begins

chapter regarding God's eternal covenant obligations. As noted already,

this is introduced

by H-jil

and corresponds to v.2 of the

preamble.38

:n;ia pipn nxb n,;:rn -jnx vp-q nan "ox
As for me.

behold

my covenant
multitude of nations.

The

core

(cna

a

of God's

with

you; you

Gen 17:4
will be

promise is that Abraham will be

]ion nx1?). verse 4

a

a

father of a

father of a multitude of nations

states that Abraham will become (iTTT, v.4) a father of a

16

Wenham, Genesis 16-50, 22; cf. also. Williamson, Abraham, Israel and the Nations, 163. It is also
possible that this serves as a critique of Abraham's own manipulation of the command to be fruitful
and multiply reflected in the events of Genesis 16.
'7
This is a very important difference between Genesis 9 and 17 and serves as a key for
understanding the development of obi V IVD in Genesis.
'Il
Another indication that vv.4-8 form a sub-unit of the chapter is the first time use of the waw +
perfect (rVHl) which breaks the natural string of waw + imperfects that directed the narrative
beginning in v.l. It seems to be an independent use from the previous imperfects whereby it uses
"relative force" to indicate something in the future. Cf. Waltke and O'Connor, Biblical Hebrew Syntax,
520-21. §32.a. Or. this perfect with maw-consecutive could be an appropriate form working in
connection with the imperatives which have been stated previously (the two in v.l or the "behold" in
v.4 which conveys a sense of important declaration). Cf. Kautszch, GKC, 333, §112.r. This imperative
+
perfect with waw-consecutive construction in v.4 indicates that the purpose of God's covenant is so
that Abraham will be (PVill) a father of a multitude of nations. This same continues throughout vv.5

promises for Abraham coalesces with Abraham's name change (v.5's xb +
imperfect) indicative of the reality of God's covenant with him. Nathan MacDonald demonstrates how
the imperative + perfect with waw-consecutive functions similarly in Deuteronomy 6:4 and 5. There
the command to "hear" followed by the command to love (perfect with maw-consecutive) indicates that
"the command to love is a consequence of the one to hear." Nathan Macdonald, Deuteronomy and the
Meaning of 'Monotheism,' (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003), 98.
and 6 to show that God's
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multitude of nations. The

subsequent

For sake of analysis we

verse.

verses

of the pericope (vv.5-8) elaborate

this

will divide the pericope into two parts, vv.5-6 and 7-8.

3.2.2.2 Fatherhood: Nations "Given"

Abraham

to

(vv.5-6). Verses 5 and 6

provide important details about how v.4b will take place. In both
grant Abraham a

on

father(hood) of a multitude of nations

verses

God will

(pTinD □ ,T3 ji0i7~2i<l, v.5;

ynrqi, v.6) which is the basis for Abraham's name change C3, v.5).39 The
in v.4 is thus used to

attached to

God's side, that

is) related to

signify

rVi7.40

purpose or

result of the covenant (of

Verse 6 adds that God will make Abraham

exceedingly fruitful and adds that kings will arise from him.
Several ideas in these two
in v.5

verses

deserve

special attention. The

directly reflects God's promise in v.4. The

name

change

+ imperfect creates an

imperative form (discussed above) which implies that Abraham is to adhere to the
name

nature

change

as a

of the

term

reflection of his faith in what God promises. The etymological
Drn3N is

not

exactly

clear.41 The language of the

text does not

attempt to explain the name but does syntactically connect the change to the
of

becoming

some

39
40

way

a

multitude of nations. The

with the

use

new name

of jlQil as the additional

promise

probably is to be connected in

17 is added to make the syllable DI7

Notice the unusual word order of 17:5b which stresses Abraham's "fatherhood."
Cf.

Williamson, Abraham, Israel and the Nations,

159; Gesenius-Kautsch. 119t; WaltkeSyntax, 209; HALOT1:509, pt. 13; Ibid., "iTTI," 1:244, pt.7.
41
Cf. Joseph Fleishman. "On the Significance of a Name Change and Circumcision in Genesis 17,"
JANES 28 (2001): 21, nt. 12; A. R. Millard, "Abraham," ABD 1:39. For a brief discussion of the
archaeological attempts at pinpointing the names of the patriarchs, cf. Westermann, Genesis 12-36. 84O'Connor. Biblical Hebrew

86.
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for Abraham's

new

Certainly, at least, there is

The idea of

Abraham's status
the future

as

a

"father"

key for understanding the depth of the

through his physical seed
in this

sense

chapter. While

as

Genesis 17 states later, it

any name

change marks

kings),43

promise anticipates Abraham's military status

over

The word

between

While

passage.

a

seems to

have

a

break from the past and

it is possible that with 3^ the

other nations.

is used in the Old Testament often to

signify

a

figure's position

protector, benefactor, master, a person of respect and honor, a priest, prophet,

counselor,

or

king.44 Regarding

instance where the

fatherhood

is

Williamson, the

will

42

on

certainly anticipates his genetic relationship to nations in

represents a new era or status (especially for

as

word-play going

becoming "a father" is interesting not only because it is part of the

change, but it is also

broader

a

and]iQrr:^.42

□n™

name

name.

the

in v.4, Williamson notes "In

of

so

joined with UN,

preposition is

undeniably

b

use

a

usage

other

metaphorical concept of

in view...with special duties and

metaphorical

every

authority."45

For

of DN here represents the "special status that he

enjoy in relation to them, and the particular responsibilities that he will discharge

Cf. Wenham, Genesis 16-50. 21. Wenham and others suggest

that the consonants in Abraham's
intentionally overlap with key terms in the passage such as IV"Q, 1731, i7~19, etc. Cf. Ibid.;
Fleishman, "Name Change," 22. nt. 15. While this benefits my own view that the eternal covenant is
essentially about Abraham's ability to be fruitful and multiply, such a device is difficult to prove.
Fleishmann proposes that the subtle change in spelling Abraham's name simultaneously distanced
Abraham from his past while also giving him a certain affinity with it "which enables other nations to
view him more easily as their father." Ibid., 23, and 32. This may be an appropriate assertion in light of
name

our
43
44

may

discussion below.
Cf. Westennann, Genesis 12-36. 261: Fleishman, "Name Change," 19-32.
For example. Gen 45:8: Judg 17:10; 18:19: I Sam 24:12; 2 Sam 7:14; Job

29:16; Isa 22:21; 9:5;
5:13, 6:21. 13:14: 1 Chron 17:13; 22:10: 28:6. Cf.
F. Brown, S. R. Driver, and C. A. Briggs, A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament (4th
ed.; Peabody. Mass.: 1 lendrickson. 1999). 3.
*'
Williamson, Abraham. Israel and the Nations. 159.
45:10; Jer 31:9; Ezek 44:25; Prov 30:17: 2 Kgs 2:12.
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to

their benefit."

6 Thus, Abraham receives his official mediator role here. While

that indeed this is part of Abraham's privilege of being "father,"

agree

believe that "international influence" is the
Genesis 17

through military authority and
The

overcome

his enemies and be

granted nations

success.

enemies.47 The significance of

used with

7

rise to this

military and authoritarian

a

in v.4 and

directly involve

in Genesis 17, especially

]Hj in vv.5-6. and in conjunction with kingship (v.6). gives
sense

of the term. Isaiah 22:21-22, for example,

good illustration of the military ideas inherent in Genesis 17's

"fatherhood." Verse 21

Israel's

emphasis of Abraham's fatherhood in

majority of the texts Williamson notes that employ

success over

provides

those who live in Jerusalem and to the house of Judah." In v.22 it says

same

given the "key to the house of David," i.e.

understanding of

for humankind in Genesis 9:1-7

""'Ibid..

of

Qi^b1)

to

that Eliakim

kingship.w This is precisely the

meaning of the ideas in Genesis 17 related to
This

use

speaks of Jerusalem's destruction when God will give (]fl3)

authority into the hand (~T3) of Eliakim who will be "a father

will be

don't

specifically. Rather, the thrust of his fatherhood in this chapter of the

Abrahamic narrative is that he will

military

we

we

in v.4.

corresponds well to the eternal covenant mandate
whereby animals (nations) will be given (in), Gen

159. Williamson views this international influence

as an aspect entirely missing from
chapters are different covenants with different topics.
Cf., for example, the following verses and their immediate context: Jer 31:9 ("land of the enemy"
v.16); 2 Sam 7:14 ("cut off enemies" v.9, "rest from enemies" v.11); Isa 22:21 (destruction of
Jerusalem, vv.1-14); 1 Chron 17:13 ("cut off enemies" v.8, "subdue your enemies" v. 10); I Chron
22:10 ("peace from enemies" v.9). Cf. also Isaiah 9 and 1 Chron 28 which use "father" in the context of
military peace. Isa 9:5 does not use b.

Genesis 15. and thus the two
47

48

occur in 2 Samuel 7:1 where God promises to be a father Q^b,
kingship (vv. 13. 16) which will involve cutting off enemies (vv.9, II).

Similar ideas

David

a

cbliJ

v.

14). to establish
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9:2, 3) into the hand ("T3) of humankind (God's people). As we argued in Chapter
Two, subduing animals serves as a metaphor

for Israel overcoming her enemies in

Verses 5 and 6 of Genesis 17 address this concept as

war.

specifically that kings will
related to fruitfulness.

connect

from Abraham, and that this kingship is directly

According to

nations and subdue them

metaphor.49

come

our

reading kings will rise

Genesis 9's mandate

as

well. Verse 6 states

up

in order to rule the

implies through the human to animal

This is being addressed in Gen 17:6. Wenham reflects the instinct to

the mandate to v.6

as

he

aptly notes,

Given the ancient concept of nationhood, the
multitude of nations involved the idea that kings

promise that Abraham would father a
would be descended from him, but here
it is made explicit to underline the seriousness of the promises of descendants. It may also
suggest that Abraham's offspring will fulfill the other aspect of man's original mandate
'to fill the earth and subdue it'

While Wenham directs

us

to

(1:28)."50

Genesis 1:28, in

light of the eternal covenant parallels,

should be directed to Gen 9:2-6. We contend that

one

subduing the earth is the topic

of Gen 9:2-6 and that the mandate of fruitfulness here in Genesis 17:5-6 elaborates

upon

this

on a

microcosmic scale.

Other biblical
Genesis 17:6.

Gen

out

The

overtaking enemies inherent in

over to

other nations which is

a

contradiction to the

promise. He states, "This situation is quite other than that announced in

of Abraham;

descendants) but

40

being handed

17,6. In this Genesis narrative it

nations

49

confirm this idea of

Holmgren makes the point that Nehemiah 9:30 and 37 speak about the

nation of Israel

Abrahamic

texts

now

kings would

Israel is ruled

was

come

over

proclaimed that Yahweh would make

forth from him (i.e. from Abraham and his

by foreign kings whom Yahweh has set

over

kingship is probably implied through the "image of God" language in Gen 9:6.

Wenham. Genesis 16-50. 28-29.
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([Neh] 9,37)."51 This contradicts the fruitfulness of Gen 17:6 with regard to

her

overcoming nations
The most
18. These

□yiu

"^FinDl)

so

that kings would spring from Abraham.

important text for this inherent military idea however is Gen 22:17succinctly reflect the essential components of the Abrahamic rV~Q

verses

in Genesis 17 while also

incorporating language and ideas from Genesis 12 and

15.

D^qTl. ,'33i33 ^inrnirt
:t3"n

n-nss: nrniTI qqiqX
qin? lirp) q^n nqfcr'py im binqt
nqqq im apy pxn qii bq qinp iqqqnm

Gen 22:17-18

m

I will indeed bless you, and I will make your offspring as
the stars of heaven and as the sand that is on

numerous as

the seashore. And your offspring shall possess the gale of
their enemies, and by your offspring shall all the nations
of the earth

obeyed
These

my

gain blessing for themselves, because
voice.

verses

you

have

provide the culmination of several ideas of the foregoing Abrahamic

narrative. The idea of God

blessing Abraham is first introduced in Genesis 12:2,

restated in 17:16 and 20 before

being reiterated in 22:17 in its most emphatic form

(infinitive absolute + imperfect). The notion of the nations receiving blessing in

relationship to Abraham is first introduced in Genesis 12:3, reintroduced in Genesis
18:18, and finally affirmed in 22:18 (in the

hilhpael).52 The idea of numerousness is

also mentioned in Genesis 22:17 in its most
narrative

(infinitive absolute + imperfect). It is mentioned in direct correlation to

blessing in this

31

emphatic form within the Abrahamic

verse.

The promise here directly quotes Genesis 15:5's promise of

Frederick C.

Holmgren, "Faithful Abraham and the 'amand Covenant: Nehemiah 9,6—10.1,"
104(1992): 252.
32
Genesis 18:18 presents the Abrahamic promise to be fruitful and multiply within the discourse
involving the events of Sodom and Gomorrah. "Great and mighty nation" is a way of stating how
numerousness equals international power. Exodus 1:7 illustrates this.
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multiplication

as

"numerous

as

the stars of the heaven" and adds "and sand of the

seashore."
Most

importantly for

discussion. Gen 22:17 mentions possessing

our present

(ETV]) the gate (*"li?tP) of enemies. This implies military
descendents.

assumed in Genesis

gone

a

He

sees

this

as

To

say

no

mandate.55
your

descendents shall

possess

enemies" (v.17) is "the sole element within this promise that is not in

Genesis."56

present discussion, however, possessing the gate
Genesis 17. It

directly refers to

an

instinctive
R. W. L.

As

one

the gate of
some way

might expect from

text.57 This also lines

understanding of this entire pericope
Moberly, "The Earliest Commentary

on

as

our

of enemies finds its referent in

important aspect of Abraham's fatherhood

presented in the Abrahamic eternal covenant

M

mention of the land promise in

overcoming enemies is foundational for receiving the land

paralleled in other divine promises in

53

of vv. 16-18 is with

the "notable feature" of 22:16. However,

that there is

Moberly also comments that "and
your

concern

before concerning the land in the Abrahamic narrative is

land.54

mistake since

fulfilling the

oaths of God], "as the entire

22, for the idea of possessing the gates of enemies is inherent to

securing the promised

and

sworn

descendants."53

certainly all that has

vv.16-18 is

for Abraham and his

Moberly notes that Gen 22:16-18 is uniquely not connected with the

giving of the land [for
Abraham's

success

up

well with

as
an

Moberly writes later, "the promise

the Akedah,'' in IT38 (1988): 315.

Levenson, Beloved Son, 138.

"

In view of the land promise, it is interesting to note that Walter Moberly speaks about a word-play
"seeing" within the story of Genesis 22. We noticed the same potentiality in the flood story,
culminating in the use of in Genesis 9:8-17 which is fundamentally a land promise (cf. footnote 108 in
Chapter One). Moberly notes, "There is an emphasis in the story upon 'seeing' (ra'a, 22.8, 13, 14;
usually rendered 'provide' for reasons of sense in context), which is related as a general principle to
one place where God supremely sees (22.14a) and is seen (22.14b).
This is probably to be connected
with the name of the territory where the story happens, Moriah (22.2). understood as a noun from the
verb ra'a with the sense "Place of Seeing'." Moberly, Genesis 12-50. 47.
56
Ibid., "Commentary on the Akedah." 317.
'7
It is also possible that Genesis I7's idea of Abraham's military fatherhood is prototyped in Gen
on

14:19-20.
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in xxii 15-18 is

evidently not

from the fact that

a

novel promise, but derives much of its significance

promise in similar terms is presupposed

a

as

having previously been

given."58
This

idea of

overcoming enemies

recapitulated in Genesis 24:60. This
Rebekah receives

blessing, "May

key to fathering the nations is

a

conceptually parallels Genesis 17:4ff

as

sister, become thousands of myriads;

you, our

offspring gain possession of the gates (HUE?) of their foes." One cannot

may your

become

a

verse

as

a

"father of

a

multitude"

or

a

sister of "thousands" without

overtaking

enemies. The fact that this idea reflected in

chapters 17, 22, and 24 intricately

involves Isaac is

over

in

no

coincidence. This

being fruitful and multiplying

eternal covenant. We

see

was

The

|Hj used

use

of

holy

as

vassal.61

as

This is

specifically hearkening back to
a

fatherhood which

language to represent "deliver up," it is often

whereby something is given

inherently

the

or

a term

established.60 Scholars

used in

note that

royal grant imagery to signify the suzerain's reward to

Levenson notes "The

world doubled

vv.4-8.59

as

multiplication in each context.

these covenant contexts reflect
his

success

]H3 is also suggestive for this meaning of fatherhood. Not only is

war

covenant passages

of enemies" concept for

first addressed through metaphor in the Noachic

this idea in Genesis 22

Genesis 17's idea of fatherhood in
involves fruitfulness and

"handing

language of fatherhood and sonship in the biblical

terminology of suzerainty and vassalage (see,

e.g.,

2 Kgs 16:7

58

Moberly, "Commentary on the Akedali," 319-20.
Thus, we disagree with Williamson's overall thesis regarding the thrust of Genesis
(international influence/blessing) and its relationship to Genesis 15.
39

60
61

Cf. for

17

example Gen 9:12-13; Num 25:12: Isa42:6: 49:8: Mai 2:5.

See Moshe

JAOS 90

Weinfeld, "The Covenant of Grant in the Old Testament and the Ancient Near East,"
(1970): 184-203.

~
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and Ps

89:27-29)."62

If used in this

Abraham the various aspects
the

way,

the

sense

would be that God will grant

of fatherhood articulated in Genesis

17.61

We

implication of Genesis 17 is that these will be granted by military

English translations generally render in) in Genesis 17
translation is

as

''make."

and

Baumgartner

case

in v.6 where the

are correct to note

*7

with

possible that the two terms
a grant

are

In

a

deliberate

addition, while there

]Hj. While it is

more sense to see

move
may

within the progression of the
be

quasi-chiastic structure

a

the relationship as cause and effect

parallel. Verse 6c is explicit in positing that kings will arise

from Abraham. The syntax

of v.6b does not communicate this "arise from" idea

naturally. Rather, nations will be given to Abraham

62

12:2.67

used synonymously, the latter term has the potential of

v.6c, it makes

rather than synonymous

nations.66

the parallel of this construction with Gen

idea. Perhaps this is

narrative.68

between v.6b and

The

a

jHD marks the accusative. Kohler

However, the lead verb in Gen 12:2 is ilEJU whereas in Gen 17:6b it is

Abrahamic

success.64

appropriate it risks losing the military idea of fatherhood and the "grant"

especially the

providing

that

5 While such

concept which pertains to how Abraham is made a father of a multitude of
This is

argue

so

relationship between 17:6bc and its restatement in

that kings will rise from him.
v.

16 will be discussed below.

Levenson, Beloved Son, 204.

The lxx provides something closer to the sense that God will give Abraham this fatherhood by
rendering ]PD with the word it0r|pi which most often means "to put, place, establish, or assign." Cf. W.
F. Bauer, W. Danker, W. F. Amdt. and F. W. Gingrich. Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament
and Other Early Christian Literature (3d. ed.: Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000). 1003-4.
With a double accusative it can mean "consign." Ibid. 1004.
64
65

Cf. Isa 55:3-5 which

uses

]P0 with military language and □

IVO.

Cf. for

example, the nrs, nas, nau, niv, njb, nkj.
66
Regarding v.5 and "turn into," cf. HALOT, '"TO," 1:734, pt. 13.
67
Ibid., 508, pt.7.
68
The second person pronominal suffix indicates to whom the nations will be given since the
opposite does not make sense in the context and prefers the preposition 3 with the niphal. It is also
possible that the

b

could be

a

dative of advantage in 17:6 in light of Gen 22:18. This would align well
through Abraham and his seed.

with the idea of Gen 12:3 that the nations will be blessed
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At this

point however,

point is that the language of 1-^ and iH] provides

our

a

possible military idea to complement the biological nature of the promises in Genesis
17. Like Isaiah
order to rule

a

While

uncommon

22, the terms
land and

raising the issue of kingship for the first time, v.6 also reflects

use

of mB. That is, the normal idiom of "be

6.69

Since the two terms

are

Genesis

actually separated by three

something unique with the

It is

separated by

that

because

in the rest of the

we

should be sensitive that the chapter is doing

idiom.70 Nowhere else in the Old

more

than

one

Testament

are

the terms

word.71

likely that Genesis 17 simply attempts to draw special attention to the idea

of fruitfulness and
Another

as

already employed together five times in the canonical form of

(1:22, 28; 8:17; 9:1, 7).

of the idiom

an

fruitful and multiply" is

(i"!3~l in v.2 and i~RE3 in v.6) rather than used consecutively

Old Testament, and

so

used in contexts dealing with overcoming enemies in

people.

broken in Genesis 17:2 and

verses

are

multiplication since it

uses

the phrase in this unexpected

possibility is that fruitfulness and multiplication
for

are

being defined separately,

example, fruitfulness distinctly involves kingship

they both involve nationhood by the

use

way.

(v.6).72

However,

of ]H3 this sort of argument would

69

Ironically, Westermann notes, "It is a striking fact that this promise more than all the rest makes
idioms, repeated almost or totally verbatim in many passages. The language of the promise
of increase often approaches poetry, as is shown by the many pairs of synonyms, the poetic similes,
and the exaggerated mode of expression." Claus Westermann. The Promise to the Fathers (trans. David
E. Green; Philadelphia: Fortress Press. 1980) 150-1.
711
The two words occur together in Gen 1:22, 28: 8:17: 9:1. 7: 17:20; 28:3; 35:11; 47:27; 48:4: Exod
use

of fixed

1:7; Lev 26:9: Jer 3:16: 23:3: 29:6; Ezek 36:11.
71
One word divides the idiom in Exod 1:7, Gen 17:20, and Lev 26:9. Genesis 26 has the two words
two verses apart but they are not being used in close connection with one another, and they are part of
two
72

distinct

scenes

Most scholars

the Nations,

of the narrative.
see

the terms

as

synonymous.

Cf. for example. Cf. Williamson. Abraham, Israel and

152: Westermann, Genesis 12-36. 261. Fruitfulness is a bit more suited for metaphor

however. For

understanding the figurative

and Edwin C.

Hostetter, "HIS." NIDOTTE. 3:7236-48.

uses

of "fruitfulness"

see

Fabry, "1173." TDOT 12:81-92.
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be hard to prove.
of

Though it is plausible that the fruitfulness connotes

multiplication, the separation of the idiom is probably

a

certain quality

function of highlighting the

a

importance of Genesis 17 for the well-being of the creation mandate. Indeed, the
mandate is

being described and accomplished in
Fatherhood:

3.2.2.3

Land and

canonically speaking.

new ways

Relationship (vv. 7-8). Verses 7 and 8 of

Genesis 17 continue to describe and define what it

means

father of

a

show how the Abrahamic eternal

covenant

overlaps the first eternal covenant while also reflecting something

multitude of nations (v.4).

God

These

verses

promises two main things in these

chapter

occurs

which

verses

inseparably related: land and relationship. The first

for Abraham to become

are

a

new.

inherently and

of obll? !T~C in the

occurrence

in v.7.

rrnn1? orhn1? qqnx WIt T?"1
qnnx qin

T? "''T-q-nx qbpni

tSi crnbx'?

Gen 17:7

nrnb qbiy

I will establish my covenant

between me and you, and your
offspring after you throughout their generations, for an everlasting
covenant, to be God to you and to your offspring after you.

]iqq

pjsrbs

nx

jira

fix inx fqnx

cribx1? on1?
And I will

qinT1^ qb"

Ti^rn

Gen 17:8

qnq

abrj nmx'p

and to your offspring after you, the land
alien, all the land of Canaan, for a perpetual
holding; and I will be their God."
give to

you.

where you are now an

There

□"tid

are

some

nnn.

linguistic and conceptual overlaps in these
Verse

7

reflects

the

second

establishment formula
narrative

involving HDil "jX +
(cf. Gen 6:17/1 8; 9:9/11; 17:4/7).

-r-q-nx

half of the

verses
same

with

you

Gen 9:1 1

And 1 will establish my covenant

with

you

Gen 17:7

Yqnx 30 yqi qrqi qq qqa-nx qbprn
And I will establish my covenant

offspring after

covenant

Gen 6:18

□5nx T.-q-nx "ribpni

our

eternal

TlOpil] first introduced in the Noachic

Tibpni

And 1 will establish my covenant

Between

with the Noachic

between

me

and between

you

and

you
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Some scholars argue

that the Abrahamic covenant is not established until

future.73 However,

in the

on a

lexical level,

we

immediate covenant establishment does take

to

reasons

see

these covenants

as

fulfillment

11)11 IN

of the

—>

participle

covenant

immediate and effected

takes

—>

covenant to be

argue

earth

place using

a

Dip. Yet, there

other

are

participle to articulate the impending

doing (articulated by the participle). Thus

Tlbpl]

creates a present tense

reality.74 The

place in the future, but the establishment is

concomitantly with God's action (flood). And though, in

Genesis 6, the actual Hood does not take
God's command

already argued in Chapter One that

TlQpil] is used to connote the covenant that will concurrently

coincide with the revelation of what God is
the sequence

point

immediately established. The Noachic covenants

employ the emphatic riDil "'DN followed by
action of God. Then

some

place for several days Noah begins heeding

(in building the ark) immediately because he understands the

already in effect. In Genesis 9, the

that because

same

thing applies. No

Tlbpll is used in 9:11 that God's promise

again must be established at

some

one

would

to never flood the

juncture in the future of the Genesis narrative.

Rather, the fulfillment is in the future while the establishment takes

place in the

present.
Genesis 17
covenant
73

picks

up on

this

same

formula and

establishment. Yet, there is a very

uses

it in its

own

expression of

interesting alteration found in the formula

Cf. for

example, Williamson. Abraham, Israel and the Nations, 76; T. D. Alexander, "Genesis 22
of Circumcision," JSOT 25 (1983): 17-22; idem "Abraham Re-assessed
Theologically: The Abraham Narrative and the New Testament Understanding of Justification by
Faith." in He Swore on Oath (2d. ed: ed. Richard S. Hess, Gordon J. Wenham and P.E. Satterthwaite;
Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1994), 7-28; L.A. Turner. Announcements of Plot in Genesis
(JSOTSup, 96: Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990), 91-2. These scholars argue that the eternal covenant with
Abraham is not established until Genesis 22. Day is correct to say that this is a "forced view." John
Day, "Why Does God 'Establish' Rather than 'Cut' Covenants in the Priestly Source?" in Covenant as
Context (eds. A. D. H. Mayes and R. B. Salters; Oxford: Oxford Press, 2003). 101.
74
Cf. James Barr, "Reflections on the Covenant with Noah," in Covenant as Context (eds. A. D. II.
Mayes and R. B. Salters; Oxford: Oxford Press, 2003), 19-20.
and

the

Covenant

c'tHU
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of Genesis 17 in contrast to the covenants of the Noachic narrative established in
Genesis 6 and 9. Genesis 17 expresses

the absence of

a

participle to

verb, implying a lack of verbal tense

a

express

indeed,

established in the present as
is

left

to

even more

future

while

Brueggemann puts it succinctly, "There is
Abraham does not vote

see

the covenant

including his
Like
covenant

as

or

assent; he is in

merely provisional

some

establishment

no

as

no

verb form is

noticeably, that the covenant is being

God speaks rather than at

the

followed by

Instead of employing

or aspect.

the imminence of the covenant establishment,

used at all. This stresses

fulfillment

the formula by stating HDn

point in the future. Again,

takes

verb: 'I, behold,

place immediately.

my covenant

with you.'

covenant."75 Certainly Abraham does not
he performs the first act of circumcision,

own.
the

also

eternal

concerns

covenant

context

of Genesis 9,

Abraham's seed, and

the Abrahamic eternal

inherently involves

a

land promise

(pa, i 7:8; 7x in Gen 9:8-17).7'' In Genesis 9 this land promise is the entire earth
while in Genesis 17 it is

specifically the land of Canaan. The implication in both

eternal covenant contexts is that the mandate to be fruitful and

multiply requires land

in order to take

an

to

place. In Genesis 17 the land promise must be

match the eternal

(□'Tiu

promises/obligations placed

17:7-8.77

76

the parties within the covenant

v.8).
In contrast to the Noachic

75

upon

eternal inheritance

A

TP ~Q, a few new ideas are introduced in Gen

conceptual distinction from the Noachic eternal covenant

occurs

by the

Brueggemann, "Genesis 17:1-22," 56.
Genesis 9:9-10 demonstrate that the covenant is not

only with Noah and his seed but also with all

creatures.
77

Beginning in v.7

where

a

b

is

we

find that

placed before JVQ

a

"?

are

is prefixed to

□VliJ

EVO. The only places in the Old Testament

Gen 17:7. 13, 19. Ps 74:20, and Isa 42:6 and 49:8. It is probable

cblV
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phrase and concept "your/their God" in 17:7-8. Set
purpose

covenant

(ni,Mi7),
is

a

v.7 indicates that

a

up

by the infinitive construct of

fundamental goal of establishing God's

special relationship with Abraham and his offspring expressed by the

first half of the standard covenant formula found in the Old

an

safe to say

means

"to be your

God" is not self-evident at this point, though it is

that it has something to do with Abraham's unique relationship to God. In

lieu of the Noachic and Abrahamic eternal covenants'

juxtaposition to

is reasonable to reach back to the Noachic covenant for

God because he found favor with him, that is, he

God, and
itself

more

another, it

was

chosen by

already blameless, walking with

righteous than his generation (Gen 6:9). This ultimately manifested

through

a

pleasing sacrifice. Noah is then rewarded with

In contrast, Abraham's ultimate obedience is still a matter

covenant.

within the canonical

an

eternal

of potential

shaping of the narrative. Abraham's special relationship to God

component of the eternal covenant not a precursor to it. This idea within

a

that the

b

marks

obli?

~,-0

as

the

functioning in simple apposition to IVO at the beginning of the

Or. it could

signify the purpose or result of the covenant establishment related to Dtp or iTi"I.
frequency of the b in v.7 could be a fonn of alliteration, though this would be difficult to prove.

verse.

The

was

insight. Noah

one

by heeding God's instruction prior to the food, and then culminates in the post-

food account

is

This is not

rr""Q with Noah.

explicit quality of the
What it

Testament.78

significance of the use of the b in Genesis 17 vis-a-vis the other instances of the preposition with
be worth exploring. Perhaps these passages have some inherent connection. Knowing this
about
JT~Q in Genesis 17 might inform a certain reading of the enigmatic "covenant of the
people" in Isaiah 42 and 49.
78
On the covenant formula see Rolf Rendtorff. The Covenant Formula: An Exegetical and
Theological Investigation (trans. Margaret Kohl. Edinburgh: T&T Clark. 1998); and, Seock-Tae Sohn.
"'1 Will Be Your God and You Will Be My People': The Origin and Background of the Covenant
Formula," in Ki Beruch Hit: Ancient Near Eastern, Biblical and Judaic Studies in Honor of Baruch A.
Levine (eds. Robert Chazan, William W. Hallo, and Lawrence H. Schiffman; Winona Lake, Ind.:
Eisenbrauns, 1999), 355-72. Concerning 17:7 and the use of the verb ITTI in the infinitive construct
The

mil may

with

b

within "Covenant Formula A," Rendtorff notes, "Here [17:7b] Yhwh's being God for
of the berit, the covenant. This pregnant formulation is
undoubtedly quite deliberately and emphatically put at the beginning of the Abraham story, and thus at
the beginning of Israel's history too; but in this form it remains unique." Rendtorff. The Covenant
a

prefixed

Israel is

as

such the substance and purpose

Formula, 40.
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rf~Q reflects the election of Abraham for

Abrahainic

whereby he might achieve the

same

a

special

favor with God that Noah did in his

generation. This is ultimately paralleled with the command to "walk before
blameless." Whereas Noah achieved that for

contingently promised the
The structural

same

in Gen 17:7

fT^D

is the central component

reflect that the eternal

□"nba1?,

v.7;

a

as a

time

me

own

and be

(before the flood), Abraham is

reward for obedience.

relationship between vv.7 and 8 also indicates another parallel

between the Abrahamic

covenant

purpose

(VD. The land

and the Noachic

of the respective eternal covenants. Verses 7 and 8

promise of the land of Canaan sits within

an

C7!^

inclusio

crn'bN1? an1?, v.8) highlighting its prominent place within the

promise of God's relationship with Abraham and his seed. This shows that God's
promise to be the God of Abraham and his seed is intrinsically tied to the eternal

possession of the land. Westermann notes, "The promise of the land (v. 8a) is
enclosed within the

promise of the divine

presence

(vv. 7b, 8b).

Westermann and Williamson contend that the inclusio

rather than

highlights

it.8"

."79

relegates the land promise

a new

way) if Chapter 17 is not

elaboration, expansion, or "second stage" of the covenant in Genesis

brevity of the land topic is precisely due to the fact that the land covenant

79

However,

In Williamson's scheme he does not adequately account for

why the land is mentioned at all in the chapter (and in
an

.

15.81

was

The

already

Westermann. Genesis 12-36. 262.

80

Ibid., 255: Williamson, Abraham. Israel and the Nations. 89.
unsatisfactory to suggest that the differences between Genesis
and in the nature of the covenant) can really be incorporated
under umbrella terms like "confirmation", 'elaboration' and expansion'." Ibid.. 47.
81

Williamson notes, "It is somewhat
15 and 17 (in the promissory emphasis
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presumed by this point in the development of the Abrahamic narrative. Genesis 17:7

posits that land is fundamental to covenant
The message
from

a

is that

as

long

as

success

are

tied to the

God's presence

is

prevalent

exile. The

a

promise of the

humankind will

presence
one

□blU

as

it

was

in the Noah

story.82

the land is possessed, God's people will benefit

special relationship with God, and vice

possession of it

here

versa.

Thus, existence in the land and

of God. The idea of being removed from

in the Old Testament story from the Garden to

IVO is that with the eternal possession of the land

always benefit from God's relationship. Abraham

was

assured that

his descendents will benefit from his presence

whereby God

can

their God."

promise

fundamental than

the

land."8'

Brueggemann comments "This is

God's presence

presence

is

never to

for granted in his sacred

Temple, promised land, etc.). Therefore
are

more

However, the inclusio communicates that the land

possession and God's

They

a

one

promise "1 will be

promise

as an

even

eternal

be separated. The Old Testament takes
spaces

is not

(Eden, Noah's ark, Tabernacle,
more

fundamental than the other.

inextricably linked. The construction here of the two themes in vv.7 and 8

indicates this.
The inclusio also

highlights another difference between the eternal covenants

of Noah and Abraham. Abraham and his seed will have the benefit of God's

relationship
power

can

1,2

be

power

in receiving and attaining the promised land. This

will be at work to take the land

so

means

special
that his

that the mandate to be fruitful and multiply

accomplished. This aligns with the places in the Old Testament where the

Rendtorff observes that this

fundamentality of the land promise is reflected in Exodus "in which
Egypt and the bringing into the land of Canaan are presented as being the
fulfillment of the promise to the patriarchs (e.g. Ex. 32.11-13, 33.1). This can be said of Ex. 6.2-8 as
well. To look back to the covenant with the patriarchs puts the promise of the land in the foreground (v.
4), and 'remembrance' of the covenant leads to the consequence that God will bring Israel out of the
bondage in Egypt (vv. 5b, 6). This is the full exposition of the covenant, the foundation for which
began with Abraham (Gen. 17.7)." Rendtorff. Covenant Formula, 58.
x"
Brueggemann. Genesis, 153-4.
the deliverance from

cbli;
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covenant

ability to

formula is related to either

and control other nations who

conquer

land.84

stewardship of the
given

over to

military

living in the land

may

attaining it, to

prohibit their possession and

an

eternal inheritance, implies

displacing other nations and overcoming them. In Gen 12:5-6

read that Abraham went to the land of Canaan while the Canaanites
land. In Genesis

own

presence as

inheritance

(□'piI?

own

through holy

at

power

were

we

still in the

15, the land promise inherently involves overcoming ten people

(vv.19-21). And yet, God promises to be Abraham's "shield"

shield is his

Israel's

in procuring and maintaining the promised land. Certainly the grant

of land will involve

groups

ensure

In addition, the fact that the land of the Canaanites will be

Abraham and his seed, and that this is

success

or

(pQ, v.I). This

expressed in 17:7-8. The land will be

an

eternal

because God will grant it to Abraham and his seed by his
war.

This is part of the grand nature of the land promise. For

present, Abraham is an alien in that land (v.8). This further demonstrates that the

Abrahamic eternal covenant

Abraham's

promise to be

a

the

assumes

father of

a

necessity to

overcome

nations to fulfill

multitude of nations. The promise of God's

relationship regarding the eternal possession of the land of Canaan is
ensuring Abraham (and
him in

light of his

of

Israelite audience) that, indeed, nations will be granted to

presence

will father nations and

Therefore,

an

a way

with them. This is the perfect

answer to

how Abraham

kings.

God's

eternal

covenant

responsibilities that revolve around

enabling Abraham and his seed to be fruitful and multiply is climactically finished

84

can

Cf. Rendtorff. Covenant Formula. 39. Cf. also, for example, Exod 6:7 and Lev 26:12
covenant formula in specific relationship to the Egyptians, Israel's enemies par

find the

and Deut 7:6 which

uses

the formula to

warrant

Israel's actions towards the

where one
excellence.
people of the promised

land.
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with his

promise to help them overtake the promised land of Canaan. The inclusio

reflects the essential purpose
3.2.2.4

make Abraham

of Abraham's fatherhood.

correspond to v.2 of the chapter's prologue. God promises to

father of

a

will

"fatherhood."

power

Summary of God's Obligations. God's eternal covenant obligations are

summarized in v.4 and

Abraham's

and

be

a

multitude of nations. Indicative of the

given nations and kings

While

Abraham

will

have

a

as

part and

distinct

line

name

parcel of

and

will

change,

a

fruitful

certainly be

biologically fruitful, the language and concepts of this pericope imply that this
fatherhood

is also

military idea whereby God will grant Abraham

a

success

in

overcoming nations. By God's special relationship to Abraham and his descendents,
Abraham will procure
such

promises

the promise land by successfully defeating his enemies. While

may seem

unrealistic to

fatherhood to fruition.

a

"sojourner," God's

All of these

own presence

will bring

are to

be rewards for

Abraham's obedience of God which is likened to Noah's in the

prologue. These

Abraham's

promises essentially

assure

Abraham the he will be fruitful and multiply by the

of God which would fulfill the
of God

are

detailed and

passage nor
as

a

thorough, they do not

overpower

the conditional thrust of the

ililStl

involves the

are

presented

bilateral eternal covenant.

3.2.3 Abraham's Covenant Obligations

3.2.3.1

power

post-flood mandate in the land. While these promises

the obligations of Abraham (17:1, 9-14ff.) because they too

obligations within

covenant

promises

(vv.9- 14).

Highlights Verse 9. The second part of the bilateral eternal
obligations placed

on

Abraham and his seed vis-a-vis God's

obligations in the covenant. This section (vv.9-14) begins by signaling Abraham's

rf~0 in Genesis 17
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responsibilities in the covenant (iin^l) and corresponds with the imperative in v.l
□-on n-.ni

-ps1? ~j

□n'-n1? ^"nnx yjy-in nnx ibcin tp-dtik nfiKi
As for yon, my covenant you shall
after you for their generations.
Verse 9 sets the stage
covenant

covenant

verses

□I?1U

is the

God.83

circumcision. This is
of fruitfulness and

link to

occurs one

seed

of the pericope,

vv.

10-14. God's

was

There is

a

are to

reflect

time in this section, at v.13.

il'lJ, vv.10-13. The main focus of

sign of circumcision that

The theme of

circumcision

f|-"Q

Keeping the Sign of the

relationship with

some

for the following

Gen 17:9

your

obligations for Abraham and his seed indicate just how they

3.2.3.2

10-13

and

you

obligations ended with the idea that he will be Abraham's God. The

being his people.

vv.

keep,

serves as a

token of one's covenant

high degree of repetition in these

verses.

being fruitful and multiplying continues with the introduction of
an

act

that is

performed

on

the

organ

responsible for the

multiplication. Fleishman notes that "it is
performed

fertility."86

on

the male sexual

organ

very

because it

success

likely that the act of
was

thought to have

In this way, circumcision serves as a conspicuous reminder

that it is the Abrahamic eternal covenant with God that enables fruitfulness and

multiplication.
While Abraham is

specifically addressed regarding circumcision, the text is

clear that his seed and their

83

generations

(□rfn1?,

v.9)

are to

keep the sign

as

well.

blQ occurs 6 times in vv.10-14 (vv.10. 11. 12. 13 [2], and 14.). While there is a
scholarly discussion concerning the origin of the actual act of circumcision, for our purposes it is
most important to note the concepts it carries in this text. For scholarly discussion of the ancient
practice and meaning of circumcision see M. V. Fox, "The Sign of the Covenant: Circumcision in the
Light of the Priestly 'ot Etiologies," RB 81 (1974): 557-96; Fleishman, "Name Change," 25-26;
Wenham, Genesis 16-50, 23-24; Westermann. Genesis 12-36, 265; and Robert G. Hall,
A form of the root

whole

"Circumcision," A BD 1:1025-1031.
86

Fleishman, "Name Change and Circumcision," 24-5.

□
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The fact that this term is also used in v.7

Israel's

God

circumcision

establishes

regarding the everlasting promise to be
the

as

everlasting sign of their special

relationship.
Circumcision is to be

ultimate

sign

(Di^b,

v.11), and in this

way, serves as

the

symbol of obedience to God's covenant. The sign of the Abrahamic rf~C

is to be

covenant.

chosen

a

placed

This

on

are

associated with Abraham

as a

sign of faith in the

sign would become the distinguishing outward marker of God's

people in the

"Circumcision

all who

as a

history of the

nation of Israel. Brueggemann

positive theological symbol functioned in Israel

as a

notes,

metaphor for

serious, committed faith. Thus, the tradition speaks of the circumcision of the heart
(Lev. 26:41; Deut. 10:16; Jer. 4:4; 9:26; Ezek. 44:7). The image suggests yielding
affections and will to the covenant partner
may

(cf. Rom.

P, these ideas

already be operational.
The

previous

use

of "sign" in Genesis is its threefold

and 17. In both contexts the
succeed

in

sign is

a

17:1

being fruitful and multiplying

sense

provides this with "walk before

occurrence

in 9:12, 13,

reminder of God's desire for humankind to

circumcision is not the breadth of expected
me

on

the earth. Keeping the sign of

obedience of Abraham and his seed since

and be blameless." Nonetheless, it is in

a

the first act of obedience.
Verse 13 shows that circumcision is

Thus the act itself is described

as an

Both the slave born in your

a

metonymy for

everlasting covenant in

D3"!iC33 VT-D HIV IT] ^202 Pjpni T|IV3

87

2:29)."87 Thus, for

house and the

v. 13.

t't bil?-1 ibiDH

one

keeping the covenant.

Gen 17:13

:nbiu nna1?
bought with your

Brueggemann. Genesis, 155.
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be circumcised. So shall
everlasting covenant.

money must
an

There

are a

verse.

First of all, it is

simply
and
be

a

few

v.13 is

some

covenant.

sort

author desired to

not

of

your

flesh

often noted that the repetitive nature of

trait of the legal style of the P

eternal

be in

important items to note concerning the placement of the phrase in this

repetition certainly exists here,

an

my covenant

of

One

v.

author.88

v.

Though this is

13 vis-a-vis
a

v.

12 is

valid explanation

13 does add the issue that the circumcision will

explanation for this

may

be that the repetition of v. 12 to

implicit literary device. But in light of our discussion, perhaps the

place emphasis

on

those who

may enter

physical descent of Abraham. Whether this is the

not, the fact that vv.12 and 13 command the

the eternal covenant though
reason

for the repetition

or

incorporation of slaves and foreigners to

the covenant underscores the idea introduced in vv.4-8 that Abraham's fatherhood
extends

beyond his biological seed.
3.2.3.3 Covenant

most

Consequence: Cut Offfrom His People, v.14. One of the

significant items of Abraham's covenant obligations is the

failing to keep the covenant. The

consequence

a

for

for Abraham's generations who do not

keep this sign of the covenant is to be cut off from his people

ITQIJQ). Whether this implies

consequence

©SDH iiniDDl

separation from the community of God,

or

literal

death, may be inconsequential since life apart from the fellowship of God and his

people equaled ultimate

rings clearly here

88

Cf. for

as

devastation.89

Hence, the idea of covenant conditionality

mentioned above.

example, G. J. Spurrell, Notes

on

Genesis. 159; Hermann Gunkel, Genesis.. 265;

Westennann, Genesis 12-36, 266.
8"

Wenham

notes that "to be 'cut-off seems more likely to be divine punishment resulting in the
untimely death." Genesis 16-50. 25; also cf. Spurrell, Notes on Genesis. 159: Von Rad does
not see death in view here, "This scarcely means the death penalty, which is expressed by P in a
different way, but rather exclusion from the sacred community, a kind of excommunication, which also
meant ruin for the one concerned." Von Rad, Genesis, 196.

offender's
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It is

no

coincidence here that the verb PHD (v. 14)

punishment. It

covenant

occurs

is used in expressing

only twice in Genesis prior to Gen 17:14. As is well

known, the word is often used in covenant establishment to represent a ceremony
often

practiced in covenant making like that in Abraham's dream in Genesis 15. More

importantly however, the word is first used in the eternal covenant text in Gen 9:11
God

promises not to cut off all flesh by

humankind is
God

is

freed

same

flood. As

we

argued in Chapter One, since

given the responsibility of executing discriminate blood-punishment.
from

the

responsibility of cutting off. Humankind is given the

responsibility of taking lifeblood
The

a

as

ideas

occur

consequence may

success

of the mandate.

in Genesis 17. Thus, this shared idea of cutting

off as covenant

as a means

of ensuring the

be important for understanding what it

means

for

a covenant

to be

"eternal."
In

humans

light of the relationship to Genesis 9's eternal covenant it

are

to

execute

the

as

as

an

of obedience. While the

act

shedding of

explicitly mentioned here, the graphic nature of the act probably implies

much. Since blood and

cutting

symbol of cutting off the entire

are

unfaithful to God

are

to

involved, and circumcision of the foreskin is

person,

discriminate bloodshed of Genesis 9

are

likely that

cutting off for breaking the covenant. Abraham is

commanded to circumcise all males
blood is not

seems

this represents

a

a

form of the execution of

(i.e. 9:6 vis-a-vis 9:11). In addition, those who

be cut off. The

point is that the act of circumcision

represents a positive cutting off to God (those circumcised) which also symbolizes the
consequence

paradoxical

of cutting offfrom God the entire
message

person

in lieu of disobedience. This

inherent to the act of circumcision is brilliantly illustrated at

Akedah. There Abraham attempts to cut

off Isaac

as an act

of obedience when in

rr~Q in Genesis 17
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actuality his act

ensures

be fulfilled. In this way

in turn. This is the

that Isaac

may

live

so

that God's promises to Abraham

may

the God who ordered Isaac slaughtered actually receives him

paradox of cutting off illustrated through

circumcision.90

Cutting off the disobedient in order to be fruitful and multiply parallels Gen
9:6

whereby humans cut off humans to

fact that circumcision

ensure peace

and harmony

on

symbolizes this bloodshed idea and involves the male anatomy

responsible for multiplication ties together the ideas of cutting off and
Because God institutes this

divine

or

punishment is

humankind represents
3.2.3.4

an

unintended dichotomy since according to Gen 9:6

God in executing discriminate bloodshed.

Summary of Human Obligations. While God promises to ensure that

multiply in vv.4-8, vv.9-14 present the

obligations involved with the covenant. The "as for me/as for you" formula

concludes in v.9 to
their

fruitfulness.91

arrangement, determining whether cutting off is a human

Abraham and his seed will be fruitful and

human

the earth. The

generations

identify the

are to

essence

of the obligation. Abraham and his seed and

keep the covenant. Verses 10-14 describe that this is done by

keeping the sign of circumcision

as a metonymy

of Gen 17:1. The act of circumcision

inherently symbolizes discriminate bloodshed by representing the

consequence

of

cutting off those who break God's covenant. Verses 9-14 correspond to the
stipulations of Genesis 9:1-7 which calls for the execution of discriminate bloodshed
to

ensure

90

the

success

of the mandate to be fruitful and

multiply.

For discussion

concerning the paradoxes of Akedah, cf. Levenson, Beloved Son, 142.
analogous descriptions and practices regulating the stage at which the
produce of the fruit tree may first be enjoyed are decisive on this point. The tree must remain three
years 'uncut' or 'uncircumcised', i.e., ungathered; in the fourth year the fruit is brought to Yahweh as a
thank-offering—the tree being as it were circumcised; in the fifth year the fruit can be enjoyed (Lev.
19.23 f.). Just as the fruitfulness of the field must be bought from the divine owner, so a man at his
wedding so to speak presents an offering to the Lord of human fruitfulness in the form of circumcision,
the blood of which has atoning power." Walther Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament (vol I: trans.
91

John

Eichrodt notes, "The

Baker; London: SCM Press. 1961), 138, nt. 1.
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3.2.4 Conclusions to the Eternal Covenant Obligations
When

one

recognizes the dual eternal covenant obligations

Noah. Whereas God commanded Noah and his

the

relationship

proper

over

bloodshed, in Genesis 17 these aspects

success.

This

multitude of nations. That
and

success

is, he will

sons

to be fruitful and

enemies by

with

multiply by

executing discriminate

are

obedient to God. he will reward them

is that Abraham will become

overcome

other nations and kings

a

so

father of

a

that nations

kings will live under his rulership. In order to accomplish this military

procure

in vv.4-

of the mandate become part of the covenant

obligations of God. If Abraham and his seed
with mandate

as set out

rP~Q parallels the eternal covenant

14 it is clear that the Abrahamic

establishing

(vv.4-14)

success to

the promised land God promises his special relationship. In other words it is

God's presence

and

power

which will enable Abraham and his seed to obtain the

promised land by overcoming enemies. The stipulation for attaining these covenant

promises is to walk with God and be blameless. This is first symbolized through
circumcision which represents
act

the cutting off of those who fail to follow God. It is

in itself which represents

an

such discriminate bloodshed and cutting off of life.

Therefore, the eternal covenants of Abraham and Noah parallel one another not only
in

language and syntax, but also in content. The Abrahamic covenant is

ensure

that the human

an

effort to

obligations of the Noachic covenant find fulfillment through

the life of Abraham and his seed.

3.2.5 Passing Down the □

An

"711?

IT~Q

important aspect to the Abrahamic eternal covenant involves the final

instance of □

17 JT~Q in Genesis 17. After the section

Cbl.y

on

Abraham's covenant
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obligations (vv.10-14),

v.

15 begins

a new scene

which addresses the physical seed

rP~Q. Thus, vv. 15-21 focus on how and

who will be the conduit for the

through whom Abraham will achieve the promise to become
nations. It is in

v.

19 that

□blU

rf~Q

a

occurs.

iqcrnx ™nj?lp ^ rn^

rnto bix crnbx -irax^

iy-ir1?

Tna-nx ^napni pnir

tvnnx

God
shall

o'piy nnnS inx

father of a multitude of

Gen 17:19

said, "No, but
name

your wife Sarah shall bear you a son, and you
him Isaac. 1 will establish my covenant with him as an

everlasting covenant for his offspring after him.
It is in reference to Sarah that the

of vv.4-8

covenant

come

into clear focus.

biological aspect of the Abrahamic promises

While up to

has mentioned Abraham's seed,

now

this point the Abrahamic eternal
we

learn that the covenant will be

carried

on

anyone

in Abraham's household (vv.12-13, 20) it is Isaac who will be responsible for

through

a

specific descendent. While covenant blessing is extended to

stewarding the eternal covenant
There

are a

few aspects

Verses

as a

of vv. 15-21 which

15-16 continue the

command of the

name

biological extension of Abraham (vv. 19-21).

change,

she will become nations and

notable for

our

discussion.

conditional nature of the

as we

kings first linked to Abraham is

are

now

chapter through the

discussed above. The promise of nations and

reiterated with

Sarah.92

As stated with Abraham

kings will arise from her. As mentioned regarding v.6

above, it is ambiguous in light of the military thrust of Genesis 17 whether kings
"from her" is

overcome

text states

92

a

reference to

biological kings

by Abraham's seed. That it is the latter
that Ishmael will bear

("I^"1)

or

those kings of nations that

may

are

be indicated by the fact that the

twelve princes to become

a great

nation

A

slight variation from v.6 is that Sarah will become (iTTI) nations rather than given them (]I~0) as
probably does not distinguish the promise from v.6 since v.5 uses iTTl
regarding Abraham.
stated with Abraham. This

c'niJ
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v.20.93 Perhaps the fact that this language is

(singular) in

not specifically used with

Abraham and

Sarah, i.e. they will not bear twelve kings, implies that they will arise

from them in

an

and Sarah

alternate way.

(v. 19) is

a

bit ambiguous. In light of Abraham's military fatherhood, it

likely that it is

seems

Ultimately, how the kings arise from Abraham (v.6)

a

product of being granted nations by God's

Nonetheless, the promises to Abraham and Sarah

presence.

are

power

and

not strictly non-

biological. The birth of Isaac and the covenant with his line demonstrates that the
natural seed of Abraham is

indispensable to the promises of "fatherhood."

!T~n

The

with

Isaac

is

not

a

different

eternal

covenant

than

Abraham's, but rather it is Abraham's covenant passed down to a specific descendent.
The obvious

he will be held to the

same

standard of obedience

fundamental to the eternal covenant
covenant.

and

JTHn with Isaac is that

implication of the promise to establish the

By doing

multiplication

as

so,

as

as

Abraham (Gen

v.9 commands all

Isaac will receive the

same

17:1) for this is

generations to "keep" the

promises regarding fruitfulness

Abraham (vv.4-8). While the covenant is established with Isaac

immediately its fulfillment will hinge

on

his ability to uphold the covenant obligations

of vv.9-14.94

in the Abrahamic narrative
nationhood. Cf.
94

primarily

means

"great in number" when used in reference to

12:2; 15:14: 17:20; 18:18; 21:18.

as the establishment of the eternal covenant with Abraham ("between
you") while v. 19 promises to maintain the covenant with Isaac ("between me and you" is
absent). The hiphi! form Vibpil] functions as "establish" in v.7 while connoting "maintain" in v. 19.
Renaud. Nouvelle ou Eternelle Alliance, 100-1. While the idea of maintaining the eternal covenant of
Abraham through his descendents implies a future sense since the covenant is inherently made with
descendents. this does not preclude the fact that the covenant is established immediately with those
descendents. It is the fulfillment of the covenant which is set in the future. While it is certainly
possible, it seems counterintuitive to give the same construction (1 will establish my covenant) a
different meaning within the same passage. The idea of "maintaining" the eternal covenant appeals to
Renaud in his assessment of the prophets' use of eternal covenant. Renaud is inclined to see TiOpH]
me

Renaud reads Genesis 17:7

and

in the

as "maintain" rather than "establish" to align with his
and covenant of peace connote the continuity of Israel's status with
disobedience.

prophetic literature

covenant

cblU

thesis that eternal
God regardless of

rfO in Genesis 17-148

By virtue of being Abraham's seed lshmael will be blessed with multiplication
and fruitfulness. but not fruitfulness of the
Isaac's line will

specifically be

one

with God, and the land of Canaan.
eternal covenant

highest standard

as

with the line of Isaac.

of kingship (~[ bo, vv.6, 16), a special relationship
Having the responsibility of stewarding Abraham's

brings with it the highest reward. Isaac represents

a

line that will

exemplify the peak form of fruitfulness and multiplication. The emphatic contrast of
Isaac's role

as

the child of the

rP~Q in

contrast to

While eternal covenant establishment in Gen 6:18.

employed the phrase

so

9:11, 17:7, 13, 19 has always

that the hiphil imperfect form

to the

Cpfcjt is used. The special

plan of God emphatically involves Isaac, not Ishmael.

As the descendents of Noah will be

covenant

expressed in v.21.

Tibpil], in v.21 TTHirnNl is emphatically pushed

beginning of the sentence
covenantal

Ishmael is

down the

responsible for stewarding the eternal

generations. Isaac and his seed will do the

same

in Israel. This

parallel with Genesis 9, and the others mentioned in this study of Genesis 17, show
that the

□blU

rT~D offered

eternal covenant that

to

Abraham is

defines and

ensures

fundamentally

a

microcosmic Noachic

fruitfulness and multiplication in the

promised land.

3.3 Exegetical Conclusions of □

Sections 3.1

and 3.2

provide

some

*711}

rP~Q

Genesis 17

conclusions regarding the meaning and

significance of D'"'"117 rP~Q in Genesis 17. The insights
four basic

in

can

be arranged according to

cVlI?

rr~G in Genesis 17-149

exegetical questions.

3.3.1 What Is the Immediate Eternal Covenant Context?

Dbli?

The immediate eternal covenant context of the Abrahamic

Genesis 17:1-21. While vv.22-27
the covenant arrangement

are

important for noting that Abraham acted

established in the previous

fundamental elements of the covenant. These
The

nbw

rr-c proper

verses can

verses,

upon

vv.1-21 provide the

be divided into two sections.

is presented in vv.1-14. This section expounds the content

n,~Q. Verses 15-21

and nature of the

iT~n is

the eternal covenant will be

are

instrumental for

understanding how

passed down through the generations.

3.3.2 Who Are the Eternal Covenant Parties?
There

are

two

principle parties involved with the

party and Abraham is the other. The preamble

nblU

rP~D. God is

of the covenant (17:1-2) indicates that

the conversation is between God and Abraham. While Abraham's descendents
involved

throughout and Isaac is designated
in the future,

covenant

it is Abraham

as

one

are

the seed who will steward the eternal

specifically who is commanded to walk

blamelessly before God at this juncture in order to fulfill the covenant.
3.3.3 What Are the Eternal Covenant Obligations?
There

the

same

are

two sets

nnN/ilDn

of eternal covenant
formula from

obligations in Genesis demarcated by

the Noachic

narrative.

The first set of

obligations pertains to God's responsibilities of the covenant, corresponding to Gen
17:2 and

presented in vv.4-8. God's (self-imposed) obligations involve rewards and

promises to Abraham if he upholds his side of the covenant. These rewards
summed

by the promise in v.4. which is to make Abraham

nations. While this

a

are

father of a multitude of

certainly involves physical descendents, the notion of "father" is

□

*711;
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primarily

authoritarian and military idea in Genesis 17

an

various verbal,

as

the identification of

syntactical, and conceptual clues indicate. Through God's special

relationship to Abraham and his descendents, God will enable Abraham to
other nations and procure
but will also

numerous

the promised land. This will not only make Abraham
quality of fruitfulness that involves kingship. While

ensure a

Genesis 9 commanded Noah and his seed

promises the divine

power to

do

so as a

The second set of covenant
which

were

first summarized in

v.

13). In addition, the disobedient

are to

brilliant

paradox of how

the unfaithful.

serves as a

and

multiply. Genesis 17:4-8

chapter. Verses 9-14 command Abraham to

sign and symbol of covenant obedience (vv.10be cut-off from the people (v. 14). Circumcision

metonymy of faithful devotion to God. As with Genesis 9:2-6, it represents a form

of discriminate bloodshed

a

be fruitful and

reward for covenant faithfulness.

I of the

as a

a

to

obligations regard Abraham's responsibilities

perform the act of circumcision

is

overcome

as a

symbol of demarcating the people of God. It

proper

Being performed

bloodshed both marks out the faithful and separates
on

the male

reminder that circumcision is

as a

upon

the

responsible for multiplication

on

Abraham's physical and non-biological

full reflection of his fatherhood.

Since Isaac is
covenant

organ

inextricably tied to the mandate to be fruitful

multiply. This sign is to be performed

descendents

serves as

same

designated

as

the chosen descendent to steward the eternal

expectation for walking blameless before God which is placed

Abraham will extend to him. However, the conditional nature of the covenant

suggests that the covenant promises (vv.4-8) and their extension to Isaac (vv. 15-21)
will not find fruition unless Abraham first meets the condition.

C
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3.3.4 What Are the Eternal Covenant

Consequences?

If Abraham meets the eternal covenant conditions of

walking blamelessly

before God then he will indeed achieve fatherhood and will become fruitful and

multiply the
pass

that

was

commanded in Genesis 9. And, the eternal covenant will

down through Isaac and his line of descendents which will be the people of God

who will

bring Abrahamic fatherhood to fruition. However, if Abraham fails to walk

before God
its

way

(in the

same manner as

promises will fail to be fulfilled. By implication, Abraham will not enjoy the

fatherhood he is offered,

including

the mandate to be fruitful and

does fulfill the covenant

their

a

a

special relationship with God. etc. Consequently

multiply will fail to achieve

success.

Yet, if Abraham

obligations then only those descendents and nations coming

after him who fail to continue

is

Noah in the pre-flood era) then the covenant and

walking blamelessly before God will be "cut off" from

iT~G of Abraham

people. The ultimate penalty for failing to uphold the

cutting off which likely involves the shedding of blood. This is paradoxically

represented in the sign of circumcision and corresponds with Genesis 9:6's mandate
to

shed the blood of the unfaithful humans in the

covenant

consequence

will

between humans and God

succeed in the land. This
covenants

so

ensure

peace

place of God. Carrying out the

and harmony

among

that the mandate of fruitfulness and

humankind and

multiplication

may

cutting off idea is instrumental to both conditional eternal

of Genesis 9 and 17. This may

have implications for understanding the

meaning of an "eternal" covenant.

C
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EXCURSUS

Literary Outline of Genesis 17 With Focus

God

on

v.la

Appears
I. What the

D^W H1 ID Is

Speech #1—The Conditions of the □7lU Pf~Q Summarized
♦Abraham's Response
Divine Speech #2—God's Obligations of the
rf"Q

A. Divine

B.

n,-Q

C. Divine

Speech #3—Abraham's Obligations of the

DbHJ

rP~Q

vv.lb-2

v.3
vv.4-8
vv.9-14

II. How the Hy'S.' n'~~iJ Will Pass Down

D. Divine

E.

Speech #4—rf~Q Through Special Heir
♦Abraham's Response
Divine Speech #5—□
JT~"Q with Isaac Explained

vv.

17-18

vv.

19-21

v.22

God Exits
Abraham

vv.15-16

Responds to the

fVQ

vv.23-27
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rT~Q IN EXODUS 31

CHAPTER FOUR:

"It represented the grandest prophetic promise to the people of Israel and has never been denied. The
desert sanctuary soon disappeared, the Temple in Jerusalem was hvice destroyed, Israel lost its land
and political independence for two thousand years, yet the Sabbath survives, remains viable, and will
be surrendered. As long as the people observe their covenant with the Eternal One and implant a
of heaven into their life through the Sabbath, then they are guaranteed their status as an eternal
people, His people, noble priests, a holy people. "
not

bit

As this Pentateuchal

occurs

just

attention

one

study of □ 'lIU mil

progresses we

find that the phrase

time in the Book of Exodus. This single instance has received

regarding its potential relationship to the Sinai events (and thus the

conception of the Law within the Priestly strand of the Pentateuch). In addition,
scholarly discussion of the phrase often focuses
broader covenantal

common

move

upon

the role of the phrase within the

history presented by P. The following paragraphs will address the

questions surrounding Exodus 31's DzlU rf~Q, but will also attempt to

beyond these by focusing

the exegetical and theological

on

eternal covenant of the Sabbath from its immediate and canonical
In order to

message

of the

context.2

investigate 0711} mil in Exodus 31 the chapter will be divided

into five sections. Section

one

will be

C7"liJ mil in Exodus 31. Section

a

brief review of

two

will entail

an

typical scholarly treatments of
exegetical investigation of the

1

Benno Jacob, The Second Book of the Bible: Exodus (trans. Walter Jacob and Yaakov Elman;
Hoboken, N.J.: KTAV Publishing House, Inc, 1992), 854.
2
The following study of □ 'TIP IVD in Exodus 31 will not focus upon the question of the origin of

the Sabbath idea, its

place within the ancient Near East, or the etymological provenance of !"D0.
study will be confined to the Sabbath concept and its terms as presented within the finalform of the text. For works which concentrate on the original provenance of Sabbath, cf. Gerhard
Hasel, "Sabbath," ABD 5:849-56; Gnana Robinson, "The Idea of Rest in the Old Testament and the
Search for the Basic Character of Sabbath," ZA W 92 (1980): 32-42; Robert North. "The Derivation of
Sabbath," Biblica 36 (1955): 182-201; Theophile James Meek, "The Sabbath in the Old Testament (Its
Origin and Development)," JBL 33 (1914): 201-12; Joseph Blenkinsopp, "The Structure of P," CBQ 38
(1976): 281, nt. 22; Niels-Erik Andreasen, "Recent Studies of the Old Testament Sabbath: Some
Observations," ZA IV 86 (1974): 453-69; Matitiahu Tsevat, "The Basic Meaning of the Biblical
Rather,

our

Sabbath," ZA W 84 (1972): 447-59.
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phrase within its immediate context of Exodus 31:12-17. Section three will examine
the other

pericope of Exodus 31 (vv.1-11). Section four will discuss

D1?"!!}

light of both pericopes of Exodus 31 to highlight its fullest theological

mi in
And

message.

finally, the last section will return to the four exegetical questions guiding this study

ofD'ni;
The

mi in the Pentateuch

as

they pertain to the eternal covenant in Exodus 31.

study ahead attempts to show that the

I'll of the Sabbath is

fundamentally about how Israel will accomplish the work that God requires. More
specifically, Israel's ability to carryout God's commands will only be possible by
trusting in the power of God's own spirit to work on her behalf.

4.1 Scholarship's Treatment of □ l71I7 mi in Exodus 31

Most of the attention that the eternal covenant of the Sabbath receives
its

regards

place within the Priestly strand of the Pentateuch. As mentioned above, there

two

overlapping topics which

□Vi!?

are

are

frequently raised in conjunction with this particular

mi: the role of Exodus 31 's □ /HI? mil within the

priestly covenant

history and the covenant's relationship to the events of Sinai. The following brief
survey

of the work of some key scholars reflects that it is difficult to anticipate how

particular scholar will understand this
diverse

□'ill?

a

mil regarding these two issues. The

interpretation of the eternal covenant of the Sabbath will be highlighted below

which will

covenant

help demonstrate the importance of understanding the function of this

for

interpretation.

mi in Exodus 31
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4.1.1 P's Covenant History
Even scholars who
that P

brings

Exodus.3

Sinai

employ different approaches to biblical interpretation

example, Bernhard Anderson states, "In the Priestly perspective that

the Torah, especially the first four books, the unfolding narrative is

governs

punctuated by three divine covenants, each of which is termed
covenant' (bent

prepares

'olarn). Each covenant has its

own

for, and provides the foundation for, the

"The laws and covenants become part

become almost
but this

totally

etiological."5

character and

next."4 John

an

'everlasting

scope;

and each

Van Seters also notes,

of the structure of P's history, which has

There

may

be other indications of such

a

scheme

history is particularly signaled by the covenant texts of Genesis 9, 17, and

Exodus 31. While scholars may

history, how

one

generally

agree

with identifying this covenantal

understands this scheme for covenant interpretation varies.

4.1.1.1 Zimmerli. Some scholars feel that P's covenantal

possess a

different

history does not

direct link to the Sinai covenant. Walther Zimmerli, for example, takes

a

approach to Wellhausen's four-covenant history and constricts P's covenants

just two: the Noachic and

to

agree

certain covenant history to the narrative extending from Genesis to

a

For

and

Abrahamic.6 This

version of the Sinai events has

no

extensive

is primarily based

on

the view that P's

proclamation of the Law of YHWH in

3

As discussed in Chapter One, the seminal work of Julius Wellhausen is highly influential on this
point. On the Priestly periodization of history, see Frank M. Cross, "The Priestly Work," in Canaanite
Myth and Hebrew Epic: Essays in the History of the Religion of Israel (Cambridge: Harvard Univ.
Press, 1973), 298-300.
4
Bemhard W. Anderson, Contours of Old Testament Theology (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1999),
81.
5

John Van Seters, The Pentateuch: A Social-Science Commentaiy (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press, 1999), 164.
6
Walther Zimmerli,
"Sinaibund and Abrahambund: Ein Beitrag zum Verstandnis der
Priesterschrift," TZ 16 (1960): 268. Cf. also, for example, John Day who contends that "It is generally
agreed today that the Priestly source has two major divine covenants, one with Noah and one with
Abraham." John

Day, "Why Does God 'Establish' Rather Than 'Cut' Covenants in the Priestly
as Context: Essays in Honour of E.W. Nicholson (eds. A.D.H. Mayes and R. B.
Salters; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 102.
Source?" in Covenant
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association with

a

covenant

ceremony

example).7

covenant in Exodus 20 and 24 for

Sabbath in Exodus 31:12-17 is but
tablets of the

a

(in contrast to J/E's presentation of the

single commandment, and the giving of the two

testimony (v. 18) lacks

any

accentuation according to Zimmerli and is

strangely unenlightened (undurchhellt und vollig
the Tent of

P's commandment of keeping the

unakzentuiert).8

Meeting for priestly service which

serves as

presentation at Sinai. This extends through Leviticus 9 where

priestly sacrifice
to

a

sign of divine

as a

It is the building of

the focal point of P's
a

theophany follows the

In the older traditions, the theophany leads

grace.

proclamation of the Law and the making of the covenant. P has lost this most

important element of the old Sinai tradition
and the

requirements

on

as

the specific elements of the covenant

the people's side have completely

Yet, this does not

mean

disappeared.9

that the covenant concept is not still centrally

important to P's tradition according to Zimmerli. Zimmerli posits that P engenders
theological benefit for the covenant concept in suppressing the Sinai
Sinai scheme is

an

a new

and

more

establishment of the tabernacle and the cult is P's way

intimate

way

curses

and

blessings

as

than

JE."

a

The

of stressing the "I will be their

God" of Genesis 17 and Exodus 6:7. The descent of God's presence
tied to covenant

covenant.10 P's

effort to connect the Mosaic covenant to the Abrahamic in

prophecy-fulfillment relationship in

a

therefore is not

in the older Sinai tradition but

serves as a

"testimony" (n~li?il, Exod 31:18) of God's commitment which is marked by the
Sabbath
7

8
9

10
"

as

a

sign. In this

manner

P asserts that the events at Sinai (apart from the

Zimmerli, "Sinaibund and Abrahambund," 270.
Ibid.

Ibid., 271.
Ibid., 275.
David M. Carr agrees

with Zimmerli that P "appears deliberately to exclude an account of a Sinai
of the covenant with Abraham (Genesis
17)." David M. Carr, Reading the Fractures of Genesis: Historical and Literary Approaches
(Louisville: John Knox Press, 1996), 1 19.
covenant. Instead it

presents the Sinai events as an outgrowth
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giving of the Law) stand within the nature and tradition of the Abrahamic covenant.
P's

theological change is

earlier traditions

a

product of his reflection

upon

the Mosaic covenant of

during the post-exilic situation of Israel. At this juncture P realizes

that Israel's covenant status is better understood in

light of the Abrahamic covenant of

God's

curses.

gracious promises, apart from blessings and

principle of

grace

Thus, P is bringing out this

in the Mosaic covenant tradition by overstepping the traditional

concept of covenant.
While Zimmerli

viewpoint
31:12-17
of

0*71 U

on

presents a popular historical-critical view regarding P's

Sinai's relationship to the Abrahamic covenant, it is not clear how Exod

precisely links to the Abrahamic covenant other than through the language
rr~Q. And

from this

current

about God's

even

if it does connect to the Abrahamic covenant, we

project that the Noachic and Abrahamic covenants

gracious promises but

are

are not

contend

simply

rather conditional covenants. So recognizing

a

promise and fulfillment relationship between P's covenants would have to account for
this. In

addition, it is not clear how

covenant

of Exodus 31 have

explicitly

a

death (vv.

one can argue

that the people's requirements in the

completely disappeared since keeping the Sabbath is

command in vv.12-17 which includes the threat of being cut-off and put to

14-15).12

One must reconcile the "testimony" of God with his covenant

expectation of obedience

even

within P. In this vein, iT7i?i7

can

be used in the

sense

12

Conversely, Knohl argues that 11171! represents "a unilateral demand imposed on Israel, without
commitment on God's part to reward or punish." Israel Knohl, The Sanctuaiy of Silence: The
Priestly Torah and the Holiness School (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995), 144-45, emphasis not
original. As with Zimmerli's opposite argument that human obligation has fallen out of P's Sinai
covenant, it seems that God's demand for cutting off and death of those who fail to keep the Sabbath is
indeed a punishment for disobedience. That is, neither human nor divine obligation can be eliminated
from the passage due to the divine threat of being put to death. The lack of consensus as to what is
going on with SVO and mil? in P leads one to the necessity of relying upon contextual clues for
interpretation.
any
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of

"testimony," but indeed

Perhaps the two ideas
the tablets

as

a

can

are not

also be used in the

mutually exclusive

witness to God's commands.

simply categorized

as a

of "law"

or

"statutes."13

certainly it is reasonable to

as

see

Perhaps the pertinent issue regarding

rnun is the content of the "testimony." It is at least

is too

sense

possible then that this P

passage

"testimony" to God's action vis-a-vis the promises of

the Abrahamic covenant.

4.1.1.2

covenant

is

a

in

P.14

deliberate

covenant

Blenkinsopp. Joseph Blenkinsopp also notices the lack of

obedience in

theological

move

made by the priestly

author15

to stress the enduring

people that is not in need of renewal

theology. The covenant of Sinai is

no

as

longer contingent

is the
upon

case

in

human

religious life because P connects Sinai to the Abrahamic covenant (the

second of P's two
crisis and

Sinai

His conclusion is almost identical to Zimmerli's. He believes that this

between God and his

Deuteronomic

a

covenants) through the idea of God's divine

suffering."16

memory

"activated by

As with Zimmerli's reading of the tablets of the testimony

(fllXJil) in Exodus 31:18, Blenkinsopp notes, "In linguistic terms, this major shift in

religious thinking is expressed in the

move

testament"), in Greek from syntheke to

Blenkinsopp's treatment of
covenant

13

to

from covenant to testament (as in "the

new

diatheke."]1
mil in Exodus 31:12-17 relegates the

something qualitatively different than the covenant establishment

Cf. HALOT'T.VHI? and mi?," 1:790-91; BOB TiTti? and mi?," 730.

14

Joseph Blenkinsopp, "What Happened at Sinai? Structure and Meaning in the Sinai-Horeb
(Exodus 19-34)," in Treasures Old and New: Essays in the Theology of the Pentateuch
(Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2004), 161. This article was originally published as idem,
"Structure and Meaning in the Sinai-Horeb Narrative (Exodus 19-34)." Pages 109-125 in Biblical
Itinerary. Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997.
15
Blenkinsopp advocates P as an independent narrative. Cf. Ibid., 161.
Narrative

16

Ibid., 162.

"Ibid.
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recorded earlier in the Sinai narrative

(Exodus

24).18

This

purpose

of this covenant in

chapter 31 is officially to institute the Sabbath "as the last of the three rites
(circumcision, Passover, Sabbath) that do not require the mediation of priests," and,
like the

signs of the rainbow and circumcision point to creation and

sanctification.19

The eternal covenant of the Sabbath is not related to the Mosaic covenant proper.

Characteristic of the other P covenants it endures, and thus, is unrenewable. It does
not

reflect the

making of

a covenant

of two parties

as

in the non-P presentation of

Sinai.

Ultimately Blenkinsopp
and

sees

parallel accounts of the Sinai events in Exodus

Deuteronomy, with P's version of the covenant included to stress the Abrahamic

idea of God's unconditional covenant
times

promise. These

just tensions, but at

conflicting theologies of the covenant. While Blenkinsopp's diachronic

understanding of the Sinai event

as

presented in Exodus and Deuteronomy is

plausible explanation of the two accounts,
conclusions do

one may

P material

question whether Blenkinsopp's

depends

upon

as an

how

entirely different covenant theology than the

one accounts

for their placement side by side.

According to Blenkinsopp, there exists competing theologies which
product of Second Temple Judaic tendencies
Jewish

a

justice to the final-form of the text. The fundamental question for

understanding P's account of Sinai
non

are not

or

are

either

a

typical characteristics of ancient

editing.20
4.1.1.3 Van Seters. Some scholars contend, however, that P does reflect a Sinai

covenant, and thus the

the

18
19

20

rV~Q of the Sabbath is to be understood

single Mosaic covenant in Exodus

as

as

the sign of

it rounds out the covenant history. Instead of

Ibid., 161.
Ibid.

Ibid., 174.
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suppressing the Sinai covenant, P is actually assuming its existence within the biblical
text.

On this

point John Van Seters notes,

Many scholars deny that there is any Sinai covenant in P, but P has taken over D's
identification of the Decalogue as a covenant declaration and regularly refers to the
tablets and the ark in which the tablets were placed as the tablets/ark of the 'testimony'

Pedut), P's special term for covenant. The fact that P also supplements J's covenant
ceremony means

that he

Van Seters understands P

,21

can

as

take this theme ofthe Sinai covenant for granted.

having "expanded" and "redacted" J's earlier accounts of

the Sinai covenant

especially in chapters 19-20, 24, and 34. He also connects P and

the Sinai covenant

by

linked with the

way

of recognizing that the tabernacle instruction (inextricably

priestly cult) is given to Moses

on

Mt. Sinai during the 40 days in

which he receives the Tables of the Law. In addition, the

actual construction takes

place after covenant renewal in J's re-giving of the tablets. This juxtaposition by the
Priestly author
sum,

serves to

combine the Tent of Meeting (J) with the Tabernacle (P). In

Van Seters interprets P's message in light of its supplementary relationship to J's

story.
For Van Seters

of

reworking

an

employing the language of □ l71U iT~Q in Exodus 31

earlier covenant (J and D) in eternal, priestly terms reflects a pattern

established with the other covenants of Genesis 9 and 17 which

relationship between God and his
emphasis that is
creation. Yahweh
above

21

22
23

as a way

now
as

people.22 The Sinai

speak of

an

eternal

covenant has a cultic, religious

connected, by Sabbath observance, to the original order of
creator

exemplifies the "theological legacy of Second Isaiah

all."23

Van

Seters, Pentateuch, 173. Emphasis is not original.

Ibid.

Ibid., 184.

c'TlU
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4.1.1.4 McKenzie.

covenant.24
the

as

In

Steven McKenzie also believes that P reflects

with Noah

and Abraham

covenant."25 According to McKenzie there
more

Sinai

fact, according to McKenzie, P is most interested in the Sinai covenant

covenants

there is

a

space

are

are

"merely preludes to this third

several

reasons

for this view. First,

devoted to Israel's time at Sinai in the biblical narrative (58

chapters) than anything else, most of which is P. The Sinai chapters also

possess a

sign and blessing (be fruitful and multiply) which is also indicative of the Noachic
and Abrahamic covenants. The

sign is the Sabbath of Exodus 31, and the blessing is

stated within Leviticus 26. Both of these aspects are

been

first

introduced

in

P's

creation

account.

A

McKenzie, like scholars mentioned above, is that P
covenant,

noted by McKenzie
third

compelling

uses two

as

having

reason

for

different words for

iVQ and milL The latter term is used only of P and specifically signifies

the Ten Commandments which
the rule that if Israel

are

to reside within the tabernacle. This

aligns with

obeys the Law then YH WH will reside in their midst (Lev 26:11-

12).26
While

arriving at the

same

covenant, an eternal covenant

conclusion that P does indeed reflect

a

Mosaic

according to Exodus 31, McKenzie and Van Seters

approach the final component of P's covenantal history in slightly different

ways.

24

Steven L. McKenzie, Covenant (St. Louis, Missouri: Chalice Press, 2000), 49. McKenzie is most
likely following similar arguments made by Frank Cross in Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 295-

300.
25
26

McKenzie, Covenant, 49.

According to McKenzie, the term IVO in P

can mean

either divine commitment (Noah's

and Abrahamic

promises) or human obligation (circumcision). Rather, DHb strictly signifies
human obligation since it is used in reference to the Decalogue. Yet, even though the term is used in
reference to the Decalogue it does not preclude the fact that the Decalogue is part of a bilateral
covenant including God as a party. As stated above, understanding the nature of "112 in Exodus 31
and elsewhere should be determined by its context.
covenant
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4.1.1.5 Anderson. Other

P'sD^lI?

with

leading scholars

n—D of the Sabbath by

taking

argue

a more

for connecting the Sinai events

deliberate literary

canonical

or

approach to interpretation. Identifying P's covenant history structure is not
interpretive end in itself, but rather illumines the material which it

an

encompasses.

Anderson notes,

By dividing the biblical narrative into successive periods, characterized by

a

special

an imaginative vision of a history that sweeps from the
dawn of creation to the climactic revelation at Mount Sinai, when God condescended to
covenant.

Priestly writers provide

"tabernacle" in the midst of the
narratives have

How
and

one

a

people. Read in this "periodized history," the individual

fuller, larger meaning.

understands the fuller

27

meaning of the individual narratives

as

constituent

informing parts of the entire narrative is the point of departure for the final-form

interpreters. For Anderson, the eternal covenant of the Sabbath in Exodus 31 (and Lev
24:8) indicates that the entire cultus of the Mosaic covenant is
which

serves

as

the

means

tabernacling with them. The

for Israel

presence

and the eternal covenants of

to

an

eternal covenant

live in the midst of their God who is

of God amidst the people is the goal of creation

Noah, Abraham, and Moses

signs and sides of

a

single eternal covenant. The Mosaic presentation of the eternal covenant provides

a

unique contribution.
covenant...the
While

covenant

Anderson

everlasting covenant,
Anderson

of the Sabbath in

28

the

influence

the human side, has

a

of the

conditional

Mosaic

element."28

relationship to its immediate Sinai context and previous

basis for these assertions, or
eternal covenants

on

"Under

provides interesting thoughts pertaining to the eternal

eternal covenant texts, he does not

27

states,

are

provide

a

detailed explanation

as to

the exegetical

explain the distinctive complexities of the respective

(e.g. the differences in the Sabbath texts of Exodus 31 and Leviticus

Anderson, Contours, 81.
Ibid., 83.
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24).29

As with other schemes mentioned above, there is

vagueness

significant level of

a

regarding the relationship between Exodus 31 and other eternal covenant

texts.

4.1.1.6

Rendtorff. Rolf Rendtorff does something

a

bit

innovative in

more

respect to the covenantal history. Employing a canonical approach Rendtorff relates
the eternal covenant of the Sabbath of Exodus 31 to Genesis 9 and the
the

post-Flood

era.

new

creation of

Rendtorff notes,

Is it [the eternal covenant of the Sabbath] also to be understood as a human response [like
circumcision]? If so, where is the first part to be found, the divine covenant to which the
covenant corresponds? In my view the answer is clear: The covenant of the Sabbath
responds to the covenant given to Noah (Genesis 9). There also we find the expression
□ bip mi! (v. 16; cf. v. 12:
mi V°

In Rendtorffis

scheme, the eternal covenant of the Sabbath

condition of the eternal

9,

a

on

isolating 9:8-17. He

sees

events

imprecision
context

as to

general

as

well.31

be right in reading the covenant with Moses

and covenant

as

paralleling the

surrounding Genesis 9, yet again, there is significant

how they match. Moreover, his misunderstanding of the Genesis 9

leads him astray

in assessing how the eternal covenants

Rendtorff understands the eternal

covenant

mentioning

or

any

the human

significant parallels between the

Mosaic context and the Primeval context with Noah in

Primeval

as

promises of God made with Noah in the covenant of Genesis

view which depends

Rendtorff may

serves

human reaction

of Genesis 9

activity."32

Rendtorff is found in the Mosaic Law,

as

are to

be related.

"given by God without

This human activity according to

specifically in keeping the Sabbath. This is

puzzling since he recognizes the "as for me/as for you" pattern in Genesis 17 in order

29

Moreover, we would disagree with his assessment of the Noachic and Abrahamic covenant
conditionality which would then eliminate his view of the distinctiveness of the Mosaic Covenant.
30
Rolf Rendtorff, "Covenant as a Structuring Concept in Genesis and Exodus," JBL. 108 (1989): 392.
31

32

Cf. Ibid., 389.
Ibid.
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to

speak about the indispensable human element of that covenant, but overlooks the

same

9.33 Plus, the conflation of keeping the Sabbath in the

construction in Genesis

universal context of Noah's

day with the particular Israelite

within the Mosaic Law is not

a

While P's covenantal

well

other

as

commanded

problem addressed by Rendtorff.

history is connected by the language of

iV~G

as

parallels, Rendtorff s misunderstanding of Genesis 9 and Exodus 31

leads him astray
Bernhard

scope as

in understanding the theology of the covenantal history. Like

Anderson, Rendtorff posits that "eternal covenant" links the biblical

material in Genesis and Exodus, not
material which it encompasses.

just regarding the Priestly strand but also the

Yet, his approach also lacks the detailed exegetical

analysis to make his assertions convincing.
Just like

Rendtorff, the recent work of Saul Olyan raises the question about

how the eternal covenant of the Sabbath matches with other eternal

inherently
passage

assumes

the

answer

covenant texts.

He

is in paralleling Exodus 31 with the eternal covenant

of Genesis 17. Yet he leaves the question for another occasion.

The rhetoric of'eternal covenant' used of the Sabbath recalls P's discourse in Gen

17:7,
the nature of yhwh's covenant with Israel. Yet the usages do not match in an
exact way. The eternal covenant of Genesis 17 is the covenant between yhwh and
Abraham and his descendants, while in Exod 31:16-17, the Sabbath itself is the eternal
covenant. Nevertheless, the fact that 'eternal covenant,' used in Exod 31:16-17, recalls
P's central covenantal passage is itself of significance and worthy of further
13, 19

on

exploration,34
It is not clear in

Olyan's

case

either

as to

why

or

31 is related to Genesis 17 outside of the shared

not

Genesis

how the eternal covenant of Exodus
language of □ bMJ rf""Q (then why

9?). He indeed admits that understanding the relationships warrant further

investigation.
33
34

Cf. Ibid., 392.
Saul M. Olyan,

and HV JBL 124

"Exodus 31:12-17: The Sabbath According to H.
(2005): 206. Emphasis not original.

or

the Sabbath According to P
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4.1.1.7 Childs.

Brevard Childs also connects the eternal covenant of the

Sabbath with the events of Sinai
tabernacle

by assessing the beginning and ending of the

chapters. The fact that Moses ascends (24:18) into God's

receives both the tabernacle instruction and the tablets of the

presence

and

Decalogue (31:18)

bridges the P material with the original Mosaic covenant material. Concerning the
ending of the tabernacle construction, Childs notes, "After it has been built, the glory
of God which
the presence

tabernacle

once

of God

covered Mount Sinai fills the tabernacle. The cloud

now

serves as a

have been

accompanies Israel above the tabernacle

portable sanctuary of the

made known at

tabernacle."35

In

with God for 40
into the earlier
For

days (24:18) is

one

an

happened at Sinai is continued in the

example that the priestly material has been worked

Childs, the connection between the tabernacle and the Sabbath is
way

that the Sabbath command ends the tabernacle

(31:12-17) and begins the actual construction (35:1-3). Childs views the
as

"two sides of the

who sanctifies. Both the

tabernacle

of God whose covenant will

material.36

Sabbath and tabernacle

the

What

her journey. The

addition, the fact that Moses' face shone (34:29-35) after speaking

significant. He notes the
instruction

Sinai.

presence

on

representing

serve as

same

reality."37 This reality is that God is

keeping of the Sabbath and God's

signs of Israel's sanctity and God's rule

over

presence

in the

creation.38

While Childs does connect the Sinai covenant with P material he does not

the actual

Obli?

covenant.

The

35

36
37
38

!T 13 of the Sabbath much focused attention

as a

give

sign of the Mosaic

relationship between the tabernacle and keeping the Mosaic Law is

Brevard S.

Childs, The Book ofExodus (OTL; Louisville: Westminster Press, 1974), 539-40.
Ibid., 533.
Ibid., 541.
Ibid., 541-2.
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touched

on

by Childs when appealing to Leviticus 26's idea of the freedom to "walk

tabernacle.39 Though the link between keeping the sign of the

erect" in service to the
eternal
his

of the Sabbath to

covenant

keeping the Mosaic Law

understanding, Childs prefers to acknowledge the

tabernacle relate to the covenant
be your

God and

Blenkinsopp. Childs
Exodus 31 with
He notes,

an

promise "I will make

Law itself

as

as

his emphasis resembles those of Zimmerli and

seems more

original
as

interested to associate the Sabbath observance of

purpose

of God transcending the Sinai covenant

the 'ot (sign) is

relationship which

was

eternal

as

now

much

as

second

39

the ultimate

a great

puipose

of creation."42

deal of attention

on

the

mil

the eternal

priestly service in connection with God's

covenant.43 Further, it is

not clear in Childs' work as

precise relationship between the eternal covenant of the Sabbath and the eternal

covenants

a

reminder both to God and Israel of the

made possible by the tabernacle construction and the special

placement there of the ark of the
the

a

se.41

per

specifically presented within Exodus 31. Childs does not discuss the

ongoing revelation

to

dwelling with you...I will

In this way,

Ultimately Childs does not focus
of the Sabbath

my

that the Sabbath and the

people" communicated in Exodus 6:7, 25:8, and

"The Sabbath

eternal covenantal

way

be safely assumed in

my

you

26:12-13.90

Leviticus

shall be

may

of Noah and Abraham which share the

same

language. Is the Sabbath to be

sign of the Abrahamic covenant since it too introduces the promise to "be

Ibid. 540.

40

Cf. Ibid., 540. Thomas Mann attests that Exodus 25:22 explicitly states how the role of the
tabernacle and Law complement one another in the life of Israel. Together the covenantal (Law of
Exodus 20ff.) and ecclesiastical

(tabernacle of 25-31) aspects of Israel's life form the two parts of
a unified relationship. He notes, "The king who dwells in the
tabernacle is the God of the exodus and the covenant lord of Sinai, guiding his people with his lorah
that he reveals to them through Moses." Thomas W. Mann, The Book of the Torah: The Narrative
Integrity ofthe Pentateuch (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1988), 105.
41
Childs, Exodus, 416.
Yahweh's

42
43

kingship which form

Ibid.

Ibid., 541.
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your/their God" in 17:7-8 of Genesis? Or is it
covenant in

particular? Childs's work

on

more

directly

a

sign of the Mosaic

the Sabbath implies the idea of

a

single

overarching eternal covenant which pervades the respective covenantal
canonically

speaking.44 Does Leviticus 26 have

more to say on

relationships? Some of the other scholars surveyed above
of the

account

seem to

give

eras

such covenant
a more

explicit

relationship of the Mosaic covenant with previous eternal covenants in

respect to Exodus 31's presentation of the Sabbath. An examination of Exodus 31's

□"tiu

rr-o may service a

few of these ambiguities.

4.1.2 Summary of Scholarly Treatments

The brief survey

above demonstrates that much of the discussion of Exodus

n—Q of the Sabbath involves its

3i's

covenant

each

tradition and/or its role in

scholar used

concerned with

fdling out the Priestly covenant history. While

slightly different interpretive methods and insights, all

Blenkinsopp represent the

more

traditional position that

for disconnecting the Priestly covenants from the Sinai events, yet

canonical

were

understanding the Sabbath covenant in relationship to these two

related ideas. Zimmerli and

argues

precise relationship to the earlier Mosaic

approach of Childs

seems to

give

more

interpretive attention to the

the eternal covenant of the Sabbath relates to the Abrahamic

promise and

an

even

the

way

that

inherent

relationship of God and his people at creation. Other final-form interpreters highlight
the

place of the Sabbath covenant

within

the covenant

as a

sign for representing the Mosaic covenant

history scheme, but do not

seem to

provide the extensive

44

In this vein Andreasen proposes, "Here [Exod 31:17] the Sabbath joins the rainbow (a covenant
sign to Noah) and the circumcision (a covenant sign to Abraham) by being a sign of Yahweh's
covenant with Israel. The Sabbath is a sign that Israel, if she keeps it (Exod 31:13), is binding herself to

Yahweh and that Yahweh has bound himself to Israel. In other words, the Sabbath is here seen to
reveal the

goal of creation, to be linked with the Sinai covenant, and thus to
history." Andreasen, "Old Testament Sabbath," 467.

open up

the possibility of

Israel's covenant
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exegetical arguments that would make their assertions
Van Seters

to

seems

employ

a

covenant

history. While all of these scholars shed light

seems

One

on

in

light of the Priestly covenant

the various

rr~o of the Sabbath in respect to the

Exodus 31's

to

be

a

ways

of understanding

Priestly covenant scheme,

degree of vagueness reflected in most of the proposals.
first

must

convincing. And finally,

conglomeration of diachronic and synchronic insights

himself in order to understand the Mosaic

there

more

begin with

a

close examination of Exodus 31 before

entertaining the possible relationship of the covenant to the Law and the Sinai events,
and

even

the Noachic and Abrahamic eternal covenants. The

undertake this task and hence address the broader

4.2

An initial

following section will

scholarly issues.

nnn WITHIN Exodus 31:12-18

glance at Exodus 31 reveals that it includes two main ideas. The

chapter closes out the tabernacle instructions (chapters 25-31) by (1) raising
Bezalel and Oholiab to lead the

construction, and (2) commanding the Israelites to

keep the eternal covenant of the Sabbath. These two sections
introduced

by similar phraseology to

convey

are

most

verse

as

it closes out the

seven

conveniently

that the Lord spoke to Moses (v.l, 12),

creating distinct pericopes (vv.1-11 and 12-17). Verse 18 primarily
transition

up

serves as a

chapters of tabernacle instruction. While

would still relate vv.12-17 with vv.1-11 in

some manner,

the

way

in which

one

proceeds along this line crucially influences the interpretation of the eternal covenant
of the Sabbath.
This section will focus

pericopes

as

on

the nature of the

relationship between the two

the key to understanding the full theological significance of the rf~Q
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□

of the Sabbath. But first, space

□*711)

rnn passage.

will be devoted to examining the traditional

4.2.1 The Eternal Covenant Pericope
The

rf~D

phrase

occurs

(vv. 12-17)

in the second pericope (v.16) of the chapter,

and thus most of the attention that the eternal covenant of the Sabbath has received is

confined to

study of vv.12-17. There

a

sT"Q

scholars to confine the

vv.

to

are

these

several other factors which incline
verses.

many

The issues of form and content of

12-17 will be discussed below.
4.2.1.1

Compositional Diversity? General scholarship disagrees

compositional nature of Exodus 31:12-17. Some scholars view the text
of tradition,

though

no consensus

conglomeration of various

exists

as to

which

a

And yet others

sources.46 Saul Olyan's work regarding the

pericope illustrates the type of discussion which
contributes to

one.45

can

dominate such

conversation that revolves around the

as a

as to

the

single unit

for

argue

a

sources

of this

a passage.

Olyan

relationship between the

Priestly strand(s) of the Pentateuch and the Holiness Code (and/or its tradition). In
discord with Jacob
transitional

45

Cf. for

v.

Milgrom and Israel Knohl, Olyan posits that vv.12-17, and the

18, is not

a

single unit of tradition belonging to H, but rather consists of

example those who attribute this section to P such

as

Childs, Exodus, 416; Ronald E.

Clements, Exodus (CBC; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972), 200; Peter J. Kearney,
"Creation and

Liturgy: The P Redaction of Ex 25-40," ZAW 89 (1977): 375-87; Andreasen, "Old
Sabbath," 457, nt. 18. Others attribute the section to H, Knohl, Sanctuary ofSilence, 16, 67,
105; Jacob Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB 3;
New York: Doubleday, 1991), 13, 696; idem, Leviticus 17-22: A New Translation with Introduction
and Commentary (AB 3A; New York: Doubleday, 2000), 1338-39, 1343;
46
Cf. for example, Gerhard Von Rad, Die Priesterschrift im Hexateuch literarisch untersucht und
theologisch gewertet (BWANT 65; Stuttgart/Berlin: Kohlhammer, 1934), 63; Kurt Galling, Exodus
(eds. Georg Beer and Kurt Galling; HAT 3; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1939), 151; Martin Noth, Exodus
(OTL; London: SCM Press, 1962), 241; S. van den Eynde, "Keeping God's Sabbath: PIN and iVO
(Exod 31, 12-17)," in Studies in the Book of Exodus: Redaction-Reception-Interpretation (ed. Marc
Vervenne; BETL 126; Leuven: Peeters, 1996), 501-11; J. Philip Hyatt, Exodus (NCB; London:
Oliphants, 1971), 298. S.R. Driver, The Book of Exodus (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1929), 344.
Testament
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H

material

(vv.12-15) and P material (vv.16-17).

appropriately attributed to either P
Scholars who divide the

or

In his view,

v.

18

be

can

H.47

pericope between

vv.

15 and 16 observe that there is

a

change in address from the second masculine plural form in vv.12-15 to the third
person

form of vv.16-17. This evidences the composite nature of the

indications of

person to
vv.15-17
other

multi-layering is that in

the third

person

evidence of

as

proposed sign of

reasons are

a

a

vv.

secondary edition and "carelessness" in

on

observance.50

the seventh

highlight H and P themes,
observations is to raise the

pericope, and

even

who would argue

person

phrasing.49

in

The

multi-sourced pericope is that potentially three different
Verse 13 marks it

sanctification of Israel, v. 14 mentions that it is

resting

Other

15-17 Yahweh changes from the first

form of speech. Noth considers the change in

given for Sabbath

creation and

text.48

holy, and

day.51 According

v.

as a

sign of Yahweh's

17 refers to God's act of

to Olyan, these differences

respectively.52 Olyan's primary interest in making such
possibility that P

may

actually be the final redactor of this

the Pentateuch, in contrast to the positions of Knohl and Milgrom

for

a

final H

redaction.53

47

In contrast to the general scholarly point of view, Knoll and Milgrom argue that the Holiness Code
postdates the larger Priestly work and represents a group which edited P and the Pentateuch. Both these
scholars see Exod 31:12-17 as reflecting a final layer of H. Cf. Olyan, "Exodus 31:12-17," 201-2;
Knoll, Sanctuary of Silence," 16, 67, 105; Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16, 13, 696; idem, Leviticus 17-22,

1338-39,1343.'
48
Cf.

49

50
51

Olyan, "Exodus 31:12-17," 204; Van den Eynde, "Keeping God's Sabbath," 505.

Noth, Exodus, 241.
Cf. Olyan, "Exodus 31:12-17," 204.

Ibid., and nt.12; Klaus Griinwaldt, Exil und ldentitat: Beschneidung, Passa, und Sabbat in der
Priesterschrift (BBB 85; Frankfurt: Anton Hain, 1992), 171, 179. Olyan argues that the issue of
sanctification is a distinct characteristic of H and thus vv.12-15 belong to H, while the relation of the
Sabbath to creation is typical of P so that 16-17 may be attributed to P.
Disqualifying w.12-15 as P material on the grounds that particular sanctification idioms are
characteristic of H material seems tenuous since Gen 2:2-3 and Exod 20:11 both speak of God
consecrating the Sabbath.
53
Olyan, "Exodus 31:12-17," 297.
'
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4.2.1.2 Verses 12-17
be

good

Reflect Deliberate Literary Shaping. Though there

debate the potential

reason to

assumption of this author is that the

source

may

diversity of the pericope, the working

verses can

still be read

as a

literary unity. While

accepting compositional diversity, Walter Gross well recognizes that scholars often
come

to

the text of Exod 31:12-17 with critical

approaches which try to explain the

disunity in the text, but rarely bring anything enlightening to explain the
the

unity.54 While

vv.

12-17 do reflect certain characteristics which

question its coherence, there
approach to read the
verses occur

overall

passage as a

a

pericope involving the
occurrence

inclusio to the

times in

one to

form of the word HQ©

The first indication of an

times in this climactic

occurs seven

Sabbath.55 The force of this literary tactic is emphasized

as

it

an

unity within its final-form, if indeed the fact that the

pertains to

pericope

lead

superficial traits that exist which defend

within the final-form does not do this anyway.

unity is that

seventh

are even

may

for

reasons

occurs

in
in

v.

v.

16.56 The

term

13 and 17. A form of the word (TIN

the

as

creates an

occurs

16

Exodus, and yet it only occurs as a singular, indefinite noun, twice. Both of

those instances exist in this

with DD© is

pericope, the last two

uses

in Exodus. In addition, ID©

repeated 3 times (vv. 13, 14, 16) to introduce the command to keep the

Sabbath.
We have

observed similar types

of repetition in other eternal covenant

pericopes, namely Genesis 9:8-17. Perhaps these potential literary devices draw

54

Cf. Walter Gross, "'Rezeption' in Ex 31,12-17 und Lev 26,39-45: Sprachliche Form und
theologisch-konzeptionelle Leistung," in Ungekiindigle Bund (Freiburg im Br: Herder, 1998), 46-7.
55
Cf. 31:13, 14, 15 (2x), 16 (2x), 17. Jacob, Exodus, 845, also makes this observation.
56

The

common

Exodus in
word

some

occurs

term

for work vis-a-vis the Sabbath

form. The seventh

occurrence

rest

is

HDKbO.

It

occurs

33 times in the book of

is in 31:5 in reference to the divine skill of Bezalel. The

only in the form 1"DN 70 in Exodus 31. The seventh instance of this fonn in Exodus
penalty.

as a

whole is in 31:15 in the final reference to the death
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special attention to the eternal covenants and create

of unity for their

sense

a

respective pericopes.
Another indication

introduction in

v.

12

as

of the

mentioned above. Verse 12 introduces the

"Tit"1

phrase

literary unity is signaled by the form of its

pericope with the

Steins notes that the speech introduction in

31:12 is different from the other introductions in 30:11, 17, 22, 34 and 31:1 as it is the

only

one

that

uses

""ION and

"ION1?.57 In addition,

v.

12 introduces what

many

scholars

acknowledge to be the seventh speech of God to Moses within the tabernacle

chapters.58 These exegetical qualities of the pericope

naturally highlight the

may

importance of the text within the string of tabernacle chapters

as

well

as

indicate

literary intentionality.
4.2.1.3 New and Old Sabbath Ideas. From

a

holistic

of the eternal covenant of the Sabbath introduce several
with other Sabbath passages

perspective, these

key ideas. Some ideas overlap

in Scripture while other aspects

Gross believes the author drew the

verses

are

newly attached.

language and concepts of the Sabbath from both

presentations of the Decalogue in the Pentateuch (Exodus 20, Deuteronomy 5) as well
as

characteristics from Exodus

23.59

reiterates most of the known aspects
appear
to

Gerhard Hasel indicates that Exod 31:12-17

Sabbath is

a

(b) Sabbath observance is

'sign between

Exodus 31 represents

me

.

of the Sabbath. However, several major thoughts

here for the first time: (a) 'Whoever does

death' (v. 14),

.

and you'

a

any

work

on

the Sabbath shall be put

'perpetual covenant' (v. 16), and (c) the

(v.13)."60

From

a

canonical perspective

the sixth instance of the Sabbath idea in the Genesis-Exodus

57

Georg Steins, "'Sie sollen mir ein Heiligtum machen': zur Struktur und Entstehung von Ex 24,1231,18,"in Vom Sinai zum Horeb (Wiirzburg: Echter, 1989), 151.
58

59
60

Cf. nt. 86 below.

Gross, "'Rezeption' in Ex 31,12-17 und Lev 26,39-45," 50.
Hasel,
5:849-56.
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narrative (Gen 2:2-3, Exod 12:15-17, 16:23-30, 20:8-11,
the eternal covenant of the Sabbath will be

weighed against these

which may

shed insight into the eternal covenant. As

verses

may

one

demarcate the

23:10-12). The features of

and others

passages

works through these six

one

notice that the exegetical complexities of the pericope actually

theological contours of the

passage

when the

verses are

read

as a

unity.

4.2.2 VERSE 13
Verse 13

vv.

serves

as

a

key

verse

for understanding the relationship between

1-11 and 12-17. This will be discussed in detail below. For the moment,

it is

important to note that

expands

as

the

v.

however,

13 presents the essential facets of the covenant which

passage progresses.

The Sabbath will be (1)

a

sign (2) for generations,

signifying (3) God's sanctifying work of Israel.
4.2.2.1

The

introduces the main

particle
The

Use

of ~1D& with iUZ'. Preceding these three ideas,

uses

of "IDC with PQC is presented

possessive language "my Sabbaths"

occurs

the influence of another text

or

introduced earlier in the canonical

simply be

a

(TlbCri ,nrQC~nN).

elsewhere, namely Lev 19:3, 30, 26:2,

20:12, 13, 16, 20, 21, 24, 22:8 and Isa 56:4. The

The

13

subject to which the three facets pertain. Right after the restrictive

the first of 3

and Ezek

v.

use

in Exodus 31 could be

reference to the Sabbath command

shape of Exodus (especially chapter 20).

emphatic object position reflected here is shared with the Holiness Code

passages.61 The theological importance of tracing the construction of "IDC with HDC
through its three instances in Exodus 31
scholars have

generally taken

may

as an argument

explain the repetition of the idea which
for diachronic disunity. In

v.

13 PQC is

placed first for emphasis, likely due to the fact that the Sabbath is the focal point of
61

Also

see

Ezek 20:13 and 22:8.
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the entire

pericope. In

v.

fashion, but in v.16 "the
command in

The

vv.

14 the phrase is introduced in conventional, non-emphatic

sons

16 and 17 is

of Israel" divides the phrase. The focus of the Sabbath

on

the

practice of Sabbath-keeping by the

change in address from second

person to

third

person

in

v.

sons

of Israel.

16 coincides with the

application of the Sabbath commandment to subsequent Israelite generations. It is the
"sons of Israel" of later eras, not

13), who

are

just the

with the Abrahamic covenant God

to

clearly stated

more

with Isaac's seed

the

62

16-17. This

promises to Abraham's

as

person

form in

idea is communicated in

occur

seed.62

God promises to make

an

in connection

In Genesis 17 this

everlasting covenant

of the eternal covenant of the Sabbath in Exod 31:16 (Dri~l"7 b)-

parallel helps explain the

necessary

three-fold repetition of "ID© with fill©, and

seemingly awkward change in personal

Gross makes the

same

third

(CG,n'~n b,

well (17:19), in other words, the sons of the son of Israel. This is

as

be the message

This

v.

a

©DTID"!1? (17:12) and □nil'p (17:7, 9) also

Genesis 17 where

even

of those Moses addresses

also to heed the command. This necessitates

connection with "sons of Israel" in

idea is

sons

address.63

observation that Genesis 17 employs "your" and "their" generations like
simply notes this as well as other terms (DblU JVD and TiQ-' filO) as
textual parallels to what he considers to be the main priestly covenant passage (Genesis 17). He does
not directly explain the change in address in Exodus 31:16 by appealing to a theological progression
presented in Genesis 17. Cf. Gross, "'Rezeption' in Ex 31,12-17 und Lev 26,39-45," 51.
63
Another possible explanation for the three-fold repetition of 100 with H30 is that eternal
same

Exodus 31:13-17. Yet he

covenant passages

DbliJ

three

times,

often stress
even

an

idea by employing it three times within the

passage.

The

use

ofT'D

with three distinct emphases, in Genesis 17 (vv.7, 13, 19) has already been

discussed above. This indicates the

incorporates

a

leitmotif of the chapter. Additionally however, Genesis 9 also
the focal idea. With the same possessive emphasis, "PiS
(Gen 9:9, 11, 15) exhibiting a resemblance to Tinptil Hift which is

three-fold pattern to

is used three times

express

of "100 with "30. Genesis 17 uses "my covenant"
emphatic three times three-fold use of the term.
Likewise, Genesis 9 also incorporates a three-fold use of "sign of the covenant" using ITN with
three times (9:12, 13, 17). Therefore, the three-fold use of "keep my Sabbaths" may reflect a form of
literary consistency and intentionality in the vein of previous eternal covenant passages.
employed in Exodus 31

as part

of the three-fold

use

nine times which may serve to express a most

c'Tiy
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4.2.2.2 A

Sign. The particle conjunction ^ introduces the justification for

keeping the Sabbath in

v.

13. The Sabbath is

a

sign between the Lord and Israel (Exod

31:13, 17). Nowhere else besides Ezekiel 20 (vv. 12 and 20) is the Sabbath labeled

sign. This is

sign of recognizing that "I the Lord sanctify you." The parallels

a

between Exod 31:13 and Ezek 20:12

■d

a

are

unmistakable.''4

D'jib □3irni"ii? cp*"-" "T3 Kin nix r,3 inbtiin pnnattrnx
□rnznpra rnrr NX

Exod3Li3bc

You shall

keep my Sabbaths, for this is a sign between me and you
throughout your generations, given in order that you may know that 1,
the LORD, sanctify you.
rs

nynb qrrrm ,r3 nix1? rrrr6 onb Tin; ^ninaizrnx qai
:D2inj?Q rnrr 3X

Moreover 1 gave them my Sabbaths, as a
that they might know that I the LORD

so

Ezek 20:20 reiterates this message

Thus to

Ezek 20:12

sign between me and them,
sanctify them.

with the words

□EHj30 iTliT ,]X '3

keep the Sabbath holy (Ezek 20:20) is to understand who sanctified Israel

(Exod 31:13; Ezek 20:12), that is, who brought them out of Egyptian slavery through
the

Exodus, to be

God

a

distinct people. In this

Israel's redeemer. The

as

provide

a

sense

the sign of the Sabbath is to recall

parallels listed here between Ezekiel 20 and Exodus 31

link between the texts for interpretation that will be accessed again below

for

understanding the eternal covenant of the Sabbath

see

in

v.

17 that the

as a

whole. In addition,

as

the

foremost about

will

sign of the Sabbath represents additional features.

Thus, v.13 presents four explicit points regarding the

expanded

we

passage

TP ~Q which

are

proceeds. The issue of the entire pericope (1) is first and

keeping the covenant, (2) which is to be

a

sign, (3) for the generations

64

For this and other reasons. Gross understands Exodus 31:12-17 as referring back to Ezekiel 20. Cf.
Gross, "'Rezeption' in Ex 31,12-17 und Lev 26,39-45," 49-50. Gross believes that the sources of the
Exodus 31

text are

the

two

Decalogue

passages,

Genesis 2 and 17, the Holiness code and Ezekiel 20.

Yet, it is Ezekiel 20 which most substantially influences the Sabbath content of Exodus 31.
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of Moses and the Israelites,

(4)

as a

setting his people apart. These ideas

memorial of the Lord's sanctifying work of

are

expanded and supplemented

as

the

passage

progresses.

4.2.3 Verses 14

and

15

14 and

Verses

introduce the Sabbath

15

as

capitalize

upon

the idea of sanctification

holy and therefore should not be profaned

(CD-Tp) and

(^Pl).

The

import of this idea is communicated by the fact that the desecration of the Sabbath by
working leads to
The seventh

a

penalty of death whereby

day is to be

the Lord. The

a

an

day of complete rest

language and ideas of these

verses

Israelite is cut off from his people.

(]iD350 DBD)65 because it is holy

to

concerning what is holy and profane,

cutting off equaling death, and the idea of sanctification, often leads scholars to
attribute these

verses to

4.2.3.1

the Holiness

School.66

Profaning the Sabbath. The idea of profaning the Sabbath

other texts besides Exodus 31. These include: Neh

occurs

in

13:17, 18; Isa 56:2, 6; Ezek 20:13,

16, 21, 24; 22:8, 26; and cf. 23:38. The idea of profaning the Sabbath present in these
late texts,

diachronically speaking, reflects the magnitude of this offense within the

later

eras

of Israelite

from

a

canonical

history and tradition. Yet this is the first instance of the idea

perspective. As with the idea of the Sabbath

profaning the Sabbath in Ezekiel 20 significantly bridges the
The

65

as a

passage

sign, the idea of
with Exodus 31.

interpretive value of this will be explored in detail below.

substantive in the construct state prior to another of the same stem in a plural form
way of forming a superlative. Cf. E. Kautzsch, ed., Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar
(2d. ed. trans. A. E. Cowley; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), 431, §133/'.
66
Cf. for example, Olyan, "Exodus 31:12-17," 204ft".; Knoll, Sanctuary, 16; and Milgrom, Leviticus
Connecting

a

should be viewed

as a

17-22, 1338-39.
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Instead of

profaning the Sabbath

as a

day of solemn rest

also

occurs

the Sabbath idea. It

new to

in Exod 35:2, Lev 16:31, 23:3 and 32, and 25:4.

command to

of

should keep it holy by acknowledging it

(]ifill27 HSE))- This language is

4.2.3.2 The Death

and put to

one

Penalty. Verses 14 and 15 attach

a

death penalty to the

keep the Sabbath. Notably, the ideas of being "cut off' (nn~pDl,

death (nOV HID,

v.

14 and 15)

connecting these two ideas

redundancy of the idea in

vv.

may

are

paralleled in these
well be the

very

verses.

reason

v.

14)

The thought

for the apparent

14 and 15. It is also possible that the repetition

serves a

deliberate function.

Vr^no

Exod3i:i4b

nfoyn-bs

Exod3i:i4c

nor nis

Everyone who profanes it shall be put to death
;rray

:nj?a xinn roajin rtn-pj)

Whoever does any
the people

work

on

rcxbra

:npr nip nara'n ova
Whoever does any

work

on

vv.

among

npN'pp npvn'bs

Exod3i:i5b

the Sabbath day shall be put to death

The main idea connected to

penalty (HiO-V HID,

nn

it shall be cut off from

keeping the Sabbath holy (vv,14a, 15a) is the death

14b, 15b). The punishment statements begin and end with this

point.
While

to

being cut off from the people is apparently

death in this construction

death

penalty itself which

serves as a

synonymous

with being put

(illustrated by the parallelism of vv.Hc and 15b), it is the

encompasses

repetitive reminder. In this

the idea of being cut-off. Verse 15 in this

manner

way

then, Martin Noth is correct to raise the

possibility that the repetition of the death penalty is

a

function of emphasis by the

author.67

67

Noth, Exodus, 241.
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Israel Knohl suggests
"An

additional

indication

connection of death
elsewhere found
with the death

passages

that this is strictly
that

a

trait of the Holiness Code. He notes,

these passages

originated in HS is the strange

by execution with "cutting off' in Exod 31:14, which is

only in HS (Lev

20:2-3)."6S

However, the equation of being cut off

penalty here in Exodus 31 reflects the theology of the eternal covenant

of Genesis 9 and 17. As argued in Chapter 2, the death penalty for failing to

heed God's mandate continued after the Flood,
mankind

flesh

God's

as

only it

was to

be carried out by

image bearers (Gen 9:6). God himself promised not to cut off all

("lipZr'lG rn3,_s'71, Gen 9:11) thereby demonstrating the connection of dying

(cf. 7:22) and being cut off. While the issue of dying is ambiguous in Genesis 17, the
idea of

cutting off certainly is not (313,

Genesis 9 and 17

cutting off is

Exodus 31:14-15 reflects this
texts

an

same

of the Holiness code such

as

explicit
eternal

v.

14; and the act of circumcision). In
of breaking the covenant.

consequence

covenant

idea. This idea is also present

in

Lev 20:2-3 but is not restricted to it. Thus, Knohl's

argument is questionable.
The consequence
35:2

as

well

as

of death for breaking the Sabbath is also found in Exodus

Numbers 15:32-36. Both instances

31's attachment of the death
4.2.3.3

of God

seems

68
69

less

most

person.

This continues through

is used. While secondary addition is

likely for

v.

likely linked with Exodus

command.69

Change in Person. As mentioned above, in

changes to third

third person

penalty to the Sabbath

are

a

17 since both points of view

v.

v.

15 the first

person

17 where both the first and

possible explanation for
are

speech

used in the

v.

15, it

same statement.

Knoll, Sanctuary, 16.
Jacob

Weingreen suggests that the infraction of Numbers 15 concerning collecting wood on the
pertains to Exod 35:2-3. Jacob Weingreen, "The Case of the Woodgathercr: Numbers 15:3236," VT 16 (1966): 361-64. Even if this is the case, Exod 35:2-3 hearkens back to the first time the
death penalty is connected to the Sabbath in Exodus 31.
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Therefore, in either

case

careless

Noth proposed.

phrasing

It is

as

there

may

likely that the phrase

be better solutions to the issue than appealing to

nil"!"'1? £Hp prOO D3© in 31:15 refers back

the Sabbath context in Exodus 16 when the Israelites

the Sabbath because the

day is HIIT b

are

prohibited from collecting

bread

on

Lord

(v.23). Employing similar phraseology in the Exodus 31 context draws

EHp~rQ©

connection between the two Sabbath contexts.
awkward at

highlighted alongside the

order to

V

T

T

use

17 also seizes

V

way,

change

may

a

seem

the inherent holiness of God's Sabbath is

ofC/HG if "1!3.70
previous Sabbath language (canonically speaking) in

:

• J- T

-

V

m'rr
T

:

person

in

v.

17 involves

a

Exod3i:i7b

nwv crrr-nm
T

T

•

T

V I"

pxn-nio □pfrrnx rnrr nioy □"appp ,3
For in six

holy day to the

borrowed from Exodus 20 verbatim.

pxrrnKi trnitfrrnK
I

While v,15's

give the present text extra validity. The change in

statement

a

first, it essentially serves as a quotation and recollection of God's

previous interaction with Israel. In this

Verse

to

Exod20:iia

days the LORD made heaven and earth

By appealing to the Decalogue, Exod 31:17 highlights the fact that the Decalogue is
so

gnomically statutory God himself

keeping the Sabbath

as a

may

refer to it

as

credible justification for

rT~Q in Exodus 31. Therefore, while recognizing the

possibility of secondary edition, the change in God's point of view in vv.15-17 could
be attributed to careful

70

intertextuality.71

While Exodus 16:23 may

be the most likely text in view because of its Sabbath context, other
employ the phrase "holy to the Lord" as well indicate that the phrase is a commonly
recognized way of designating a divine status and approval of something. Cf. esp. Exod 28:36, but also,
Exod 39:30; Lev 27:14, 21, 23, 30, 32; Deut 26:19; Ezra 8:28; lsa 23:18; Jer 31:40; Ezek 48:14; Zech
14:20, 21. The priestly force of the phrase is obvious from these passages.
71
Another possible explanation for the change in person could be that the intermediary role that
Moses plays between God and the "sons of Israel" is blurring and/or developing (e.g. 31:13) in
passages
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4.2.4 Verse 16
The Sabbath, for the sons

□Viu

mn

those which

serves

as

a

of Israel, is to be

an

eternal covenant. This language

window into other eternal covenant passages,

especially

precede canonically speaking. As mentioned above concerning the

use

of

"1DID with nil©, the idea that the Sabbath is to be a covenant for the distant future is

highlighted by the placement of
in

a

fold

third person
use

of

address. While this is conventional Hebrew word order, the three¬

"keep the Sabbath" in the pericope demonstrates that in

command is for the extended
Genesis 17:19

serves

connected with the

The

between the phrase "keep the Sabbath"

as

v.

16 the final

generations of Israelites not present with

the model for the third

phrase

use.

In

Moses.72

addition, the fact that this is

IVO highlights the emphasis

relationship between ~)DtD and HiDI? leads to

on

the distant future.

interesting interpretive

an

wordplay. The text reads,

tajrii?

rrna

arm1? nais'irnx niwy1?

naranTix

■raun

Exod3i:i6

Therefore the Israelites shall

keep the Sabbath, observing the Sabbath
throughout their generations, as a perpetual covenant.

The best way to

a

verbal

understand the relationship of

complement of purpose
is also the

(n&U

+

as

or

result.73

subject of the main

In this

to

case,

*nptp1 is to categorize it

as

the subject of the infinitive

verb.74 Ironically, instead of doing work

mentioned in vv.14 and 15, this

verse

commends doing the

anticipatory fashion for the subsequent narratives (i.e. the glory of God shining on Moses' face in Exod
34:29-35).
12
Cf. Deut 5:3 for evidence that the covenant at Sinai, and presumably this eternal covenant of the
Sabbath, was to extend beyond the present generations, including Moses, as he was prohibited from
entering the promised land.
73
Cf. Bruce K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake,
Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 607, 36.2.3d.
74
Ibid.
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Sabbath

an

(rQ©n~riX), if

eternal

that the

covenant.75

phrase

was

Sabbath in the

you

will. "Doing" the Sabbath for generations is viewed

The double

use

of nitSrmX is

repeated instead of

a pronoun

pericope. This would form

a

a

bit

mysterious. It is possible

in order to involve

The role ofutli) in

below. Yet

occurs

The

even

in

vv.

an

12-17

one

notices that it creates

verses

is not

times within the entire tabernacle instruction

way

the essential

nx

be

of Israel is

bridging the two pericopes of Exodus 31 will be discussed

frequency of the term in these

a

sons

may

eternal covenant.

an

important thread. The term

five times within this section, three times in the two verses

ndy in

of

mil

phrase.76 While this

speculative, the main idea is clear. The work to be done for the
precisely keeping the Sabbath. This is

seven uses

climax with respect to

whereby the seventh instance of rC!I involves the

as

a

previous to

surprise since

v.

occurs

16.

112

(chapters 25-31). Verse 16 employs

which appropriately closes out the tabernacle instruction. In 25:8-9,

goal of the entire tabernacle instruction is set forth.

p-rix nana ^x nm bb? arrina Tuaun iznpp \b wyi
:wyn

pi

vba -bs

rnan nxi

]bmn

Exod 25:8-9

rnan

And have them make

me a sanctuary, so that I may dwell among
them. In accordance with all that I show you concerning the pattern
of the tabernacle and of all its furniture, so you shall make it.

Exodus 25 opens

with instruction to Moses that he is to

pass on to

(25:2). Exodus 25:8-9 stresses in two places what the Israelites

rr~n could be

functioning

as an

"sons of Israel"
are to

make (a

accusative of specification vis-a-vis "30!! HX,

as

the

second accusative governed by niti/ip, or simply as an appositional phrase to the entire phrase and
idea of keeping the Sabbath. Cf. Ibid., 262, 14.3.3c; 172, 10.2.2e; and 175, 10.2.3c. Waltke notes,

"Frequently the Hebrew does not permit one to decide whether the specifying substantive is an
accusative, a genitive, or an appositive." Ibid., 173, 10.2.2e.
76
The apparatus in BHS indicates that auTa replaces the second r3t3'rrriX in the Septuagint and
Latin Vulgate.
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sanctuary), and how they
the

a

certain pattern). In addition,

personal address mysteriously changes in vv.8-9 from third
second person

to

with HQ©

message

phraseology,

as

is for the

sons

v.

of Israel by the

way

that it breaks the ~IQ0

person

plural in

16. And finally, Exodus 31:16 also

vv.

a

change

14-15 to the third

person

HEJU in

uses

an

recalling the original mandate to build the tabernacle, but with
message.

Verse 16 focuses

do the Sabbath, a

an

Ij^HJ

eternal covenant
The close

plural (•IKJ.Ul)

discussed above. In addition, 31:16 also involves

personal address from the second

plural in

person

plural (•HD^Fl). Exodus 31:16 mirrors these ideas. Exodus 31:16

emphasizes that the

in

make it (according to

are to

on

what the

sons

of Israel

are to

mil for their generations. They

ironic wordplay,
a more

make. They
are,

in

are to

abstract

make

or

a sense, to construct

by keeping the Sabbath command. This is the required work.

pairing of revering the tabernacle and the Sabbath is reflected in the

Holiness Code.

:rnrr -dx "ixm
You shall
I

am

keep my
the LORD.

;rnrr

am

Not

nibtin

sabbaths and

Lev 19:30

vmtirnx

reverence my sanctuary:

Lev 26:2

px ixrn pznpm naipn Tirasrnx

You shall
I

mppi

keep my
the LORD.

sabbaths and

reverence my sanctuary:

only is this fundamental to Holiness Code practical theology, but Isa 56:4-7 links

sacred space

and time, and explicitly in the context of keeping God's

Ending the tabernacle instruction with the word-play
making

space

of 25:8-9

77

to an

In these

that shall

and making time in connection with

be

also bridges the ideas of

on

□ 'llU mil. It brings the ideas

appropriate close.

verses

not

a

covenant.77

cut

of Isaiah keeping the covenant of the Sabbath earns one a name in the house

off\

a

visit to the holy mountain, and acceptable

prayer

c'Tiy

of God

in the house of God.
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4.2.5 Verse 17
The final

verse

of this

of the Sabbath which forms

upon

v.

pericope yields

□DERpQ nirr

(Di7.u'7).

as

While vv.13-17 present

HlJ'l'p

it introduces

the Sabbath: God's act of sanctification

identifying God

as

Exod

In

verses.

v.

13 the

purpose

("to know that..."). In v.17 ,3 is
a

of

more

subordinate clause.

encompasses

are two

the various ideas related to

(v.13) and creation (v.17). In v.13 the sign is

by

a

piel participle

□32y~l|7)Q. In Deuteronomy 5 the

is given to keeping the Sabbath by stressing the

(iKnp1?, piel infinitive

the Israelites from

that in

responsible for sanctifying Israel. This is expressed by

infinitive construct followed

day holy

us

several aspects to keeping the Sabbath, there

explicit issues related to the sign itself which

purpose

(HIK, vv.13, 17). Building

In addition, the inclusio shows

conjunction ,3 is used in both

appropriately translated "for"

same

verses

qualities regarding the sign

In v.17 the basis of the sign is revealed, that is, God rested from

keeping the sign is indicated by ,3

an

more

of the sign is revealed, that is, to signify to the Israelites that

his work at creation. The

attached to

few

inclusio to these

an

v.16 the sign is to be eternal

13 the purpose

a

construct) because God

Egypt (Deut 5:6, 15). Therefore, the

purpose

of making the

the

who delivered

was

purpose

one

of the Sabbath sign in

31:13, knowing that God delivered Israel from Egypt,

Deuteronomy 5 in the call to remember ("□!,

v.

15) "to do"

is reiterated in
v.

15) the day of

the Sabbath.
The idea of God's rest at creation
31:17

serving

as

the basis of the sign in Exod

corresponds with the main rationale for Sabbath observance in the Decalogue of

Exodus 20.
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Vnrr nto ap; nap-'a

~nx

iiosri

It is

a

sign forever between

ab'vb

rati

me

xin nix 'rx-.t" p pp pp
pptin bi»p pxirnxi cratin

Exod3i:i7

and the people of Israel that in six days
day he rested,

the LORD made heaven and earth, and on the seventh
and was refreshed.

"nxi

rntin

bnirnx pxirnx] potiirnx rn'rv ntiy bpptiti p
opnx rnrp pa
pptin
nri air-itix-'p
nnppjpp

For in six

Exod20:ii

days the LORD made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that
day; therefore the LORD blessed the

is in them, but rested the seventh
Sabbath day and consecrated it.
In

20:11, God blessed

rested

(~[~0) and sanctified (t£Hp) the seventh day because

(111]).78
While Exodus 20 hearkens back to the creation account in Gen

31

it he

on

employs the language of refreshment of Exod 23:12 (~l;]ijl

doing this God

serves as

the quintessential prototype for the

The refreshment of God illustrates

benefit of the Sabbath that

was

an

2:2-3, Exodus

priDXfjZl t£j3],l). In

message

explicit anthropomorphism

of Exod 31:17.
as

relief

first introduced for animals and human

was a

beings

(Exodus 23). The blessing and consecration that came with God's resting (Genesis 2)
is to be assumed in Exodus 31

as

vv.12-16 have

already addressed the holiness of the

Sabbath. Genesis 2 communicates that the sanctification of the Sabbath is
Exodus 31:17b has the

a

blessing.

liberty therefore to simply point out the place that God has

as

prototype.
Exodus 31:17 rounds out the
about the

7S

pericope by complementing v,13's

sign of the Sabbath. According to

v.

message

17 the eternal sign is to be observed

Robinson contends that ill] and ~3t7

are nowhere used together except in Exod 20:11 and 23:12
secondary additions. Robinson, "Rest in the Old Testament," 37. Even if one could
that the root HI] may be explained by secondary addition one is still has to explain why the final

which he argues are
prove

editors deemed the connection

appropriate. Exodus 23:12 and Deut 5:14 show that 111] and H2!7

are

essentially used synonymously.
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because God first rested and

was

refreshed at creation. Thus the

sign of the Sabbath

brings together the dual ideas of sanctification/redemption and creation. It bridges the
Decalogue

passages

and

serves as

the most theologically comprehensive presentation

regarding the Sabbath.
4.2.6 The Theological Message of Verses 12-17.

The above examination of the contours of the eternal
reveals several

as

the

verses

Keeping the Sabbath is to be

a

sign (vv.13, 17) of an eternal covenant (v. 16)

well

Sabbath,

profane it,

are to

doing work

on

Instead of

the

sons

seriousness of the death
in various ways

are

the "sons of Israel" in Moses'

of Israel in the distant future. Those who fail to keep the

presence as

as

are

continue.

generations (vv.13, 16). The generations in view

or

pericope

theological insights. Verse 13 introduces the main ideas. They

developed and expanded

for

covenant

be cut off from the people by the punishment of death.

the Sabbath, the Israelites

are to

do the Sabbath. The

penalty coincides with the holiness of the Sabbath expressed

within the pericope. The holiness of the Sabbath should be preserved

by the Israelites because of God's acts of sanctification through redemption from
Egypt

as

well

as

the Israelites to

rf

his original creation activity. The sign of the

is to incite

recognize who is responsible for their sanctification/redemption, i.e.

YHWH. The basis for

remembering the work of God in the Exodus is that God is

ultimately the creator of the heavens and earth who rested. Salvation through the
Exodus is
seventh

viewed, then,

day

was

as a

form of new creation. As God rested himself because the

blessed and sanctified,

so

should the Israelites

as

they too have been

sanctified (31:13). And now, in their own new creation of the tabernacle,

they

are to

model these ideas of holiness.
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While vv.12-17 reflect several

the

theological ideas involving the

Sabbath, the fullness and depth of the eternal covenant

can

D^li?

!T~Q of

only be achieved by

recognizing the relationship of the pericope to the rest of the chapter. Taking this step
then enables

one

to

understand

properly the covenant in light of the broader context of

Exodus and other Sabbath passages

which inform its theological

investigating the pericope's relationship to the first eleven
examine the "artisan

pericope"

on

its

message.

verses, we

Before

will first

own.

4.3 Exodus 31:1-11

Chapter 31 of Exodus reflects

a

change in the narrative from the detailed

instruction of the tabernacle and its items. The first eleven

involve the

raising

up

instructions outlined in

are

linked to the

verses

of Exodus 31

of artisans to construct the tabernacle according to the
chapters 25-30. The

subsequent

verses

three key issues which

passage presents

of chapter 31: (1) the spirit of God, (2)

a

helper,

(3) the work to be done.
4.3.1 Verses 1-5 andtheCallofBezalel

After

God would

giving detailed instructions for building the

dwell, YHWH tells Moses that he has called specific people to lead the

task. God "calls

by name" Bezalel,

highlight of raising

up

son

we

see

that
the

of Uri,

son

of Hur, of the tribe of Judah. The

/111 Ifl^

Bezalel resides in the statement

v.3a. Bezalel will be endowed with the

its parts

EHpO (25:8) within which

was present at

same

power to construct

the creation of the world

(□Tl'l'N

in

the tabernacle and all

nil), Gen 1:2). ffere

explicit parallel of the creation of the heavens and the earth with the

cbVil
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creation of the tabernacle. It is the
Bezalel's

presence

spirit of God which will be responsible for both.

itself, meaning "in the shadow of El," reinforces this idea that God's

name

will lead the work of the tabernacle. Not only will God's spirit indwell the

tabernacle, but also his spirit will fill Bezalel. The conflation of the two new
creations, the tabernacle and the people of Israel, which

mentioned in the

were

redemption/creation themes of the sign of the covenant (31:13, 17), is manifested
within Bezalel's work

on

the tabernacle.

The creation theme noted in 31:17 continues to

specific qualities required for the task
Bezalel

will

reasonable to

knowledge
pertinent

be

filled

see

these traits

necessary

reason

pervade this pericope

the

promised to him. Verse 3b states that

are

nTDrqi
as

as

nCDHH. While it is

encompassing all the wisdom, understanding, and

for Bezalel during

a

massive project like this, there is

for the triad. Proverbs 3:19-20 specifically

uses

a more

this language, in this

order, to speak of the creation of the heavens and the earth. Thus, Bezalel is given the

spirit of God to manifest the skills of God at creation. The
this sequence to
Solomon in 1

describe the abilities of Hiram who worked

Kings 7:14. The tabernacle is to be

a

as

the basis for the

Bezalel will be

sign of the

□'PIU

on

also used in

the Temple of

creative work that imitates the

work of God at creation. This fundamental idea of

creation served

same terms are

following God's example at

rP~Q in 31:17.

given the spirit and abilities of God in

every

kind of work

(vv.3, 5). The language used to communicate this idea distinctly parallels the Sabbath

pericope. The term

used for "work"

the tabernacle instruction. All five

occurs

occurrences

(vv.3, 5, 14, 15[2]). Moreover, the word

five times in the

lie within

seven

chapters of

chapter 31, in both pericopes

only

occurs

u'nu

in Sabbath related
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in Exodus

contexts

Oholiab.79
not

(12:16; 20:10) prior to its

use

in relationship to Bezalel and

This demonstrates that the Sabbath issue of work is

a

theme in Exodus 31,

just of the traditional Sabbath pericope, but also of the artisan pericope. This

bridges the two pericopes together under the umbrella idea of Sabbath. BezaleTs call
to

work

by the spirit of God in the first pericope sets the stage for the emphatic call of

all the Israelites to
The

cease

from

working in the traditional Sabbath pericope.

language of v.5c is especially important to recognize in order to

understand the

relationship between the artisan and Sabbath pericopes. The section

concerning Bezalel ends with the idea that lie will be empowered

HDS'pQ.

As was discussed above, while the word hSU

25-31, it only
occurs

in both

occurs as a

pericopes of the chapter (vv. 4, 5, and 16). This

nH3

and

covenant, demonstrates the

another.80

riDK^a

deserves credit in
The

ideas

Dn'Tl1?

use

it

of rritD.y'?, and in

n3©n_riN

HiPp1?

to introduce the eternal

importance of reading the pericopes in light of

(2x), but HlOU +

a

wordplay vis-a-vis

one

+

is first introduced in 31:5, and thus

producing the irony.
presented in vv.1-5 pertaining to BezaleTs call to lead the

construction of the tabernacle demonstrates that the artisan and Sabbath

,9

bt2,

in 31:5 to end the Bezalel

as

The call to do the Sabbath in 31:16 is indeed

in 31:14 and 15

112 times in chapters

Qal infinitive construct in Exodus 31. And like

summative statements such

section

occurs

pericopes

It is used twice in Exodus 22 with the

preposition 3 to signify personal property.
Georg Steins' structure of the tabernacle instruction reflects that the final section (31:12-18)
corresponds to the initial section (24:12-18) which encloses the four middle sections, he also
recognizes common traits which bridge adjacent sections such as the word fonnula "doing work"
(31:3b,5b, 14b,and 15(2x). Steins, "Struktur und Entstehung von Ex 24,12-31,18," 154.
80

While

3*7117
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share themes which form

an

imitate the creative power

interpretive bridge between them. Bezalel will be able to

of God at creation to do

every

required work. This sets the

mil of the Sabbath in vv.12-17. Yet,

stage for the message of the
artisan

pericope continues, the connection between the two pericopes

and the

subsequent theology deeper.

4.3.2 Verses 6-11

and the

as

Bezalel's

the

tighter,

Gift of Oholiab

The climax of vv.1-11 is not the

Oholiab

grows

as

calling of Bezalel, but rather the gift of

helper. The language employed to communicate the appointment

of Oholiab indicates this. Verse 6a states,

lyrpn1?
And I,

r]noinx~'|5

^x-bnx

nx inx ,nni nun nxi

Behold, I give him Oholiab,

son

Exod3i:6a

of Ahisamach, of

the tribe of Dan

Not

only will Bezalel be fdled with the spirit of God to do his work, but he will be

given
of

a

special assistant named Oholiab. While it is

easy to

overlook the significance

Oholiab, the emphatic language of v.6a requires the opposite. It highlights the

magnitude of this gesture.
It would

the

seem

straightforward enough to simply state that Bezalel would have

help of other artisans empowered by God for the tasks, and this is indeed the

according to v.6b. But, distinct emphasis is placed
individual to Bezalel's side. While there

Exodus of God
since the text

will be
of

are

other

appointing two individuals to

explicitly states that Oholiab is

working

on

a

on

the act of appointing

specific

significant examples in the book of

task, it is

one

a

case

bit different in this

a

case

of many other skillful workers that

the tabernacle. Thus, the language of the

verse, as

well

calling out Oholiab from the other helpers, demands further probing

as

the idea

as to

the

significance of the appointment.

cbir
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4.3.2.1 Oholiab

the

Metaphor. There

as

figure of Oholiab, specifically his

either "the tent of the father"

obviously

an

appropriate

which God's presence

name

are some

and family line. The

"the father is my

or

name as

intriguing issues surrounding

Oholiab is

one

tent" (that is,

name

my

Oholiab

protection). This is

who will be constructing the tent in

would dwell. In addition, the connotation of protection81 is
of God in the tabernacle that

fitting idea since it is the

presence

from her enemies

journey to, and in, the promised land. Oholiab's

be

a

deliberate

brother

on

the

wordplay

ideas.82

these

on

possible in this

theological

names

case

message over

bit strange

name

means

could
"my

person's function
may serve as an

or

destiny, it

invitation to

a

and above the reality of his skillmanship for the tabernacle.
where Oholiab is mentioned three times (31:6;
are not

mentioned again in Scripture. It

that Oholiab would be mentioned

only to drop from the

outside of these tabernacle

scene

so

emphatically in 31:6

as a

seems a

helper to

when the tabernacle construction is referenced

chapters. Oholiab is not mentioned outside of Exodus,

whereas Bezalel is three times

significant of these

a

that including Oholiab here

36:2; 38:23) Oholiab and Ahisamach

occurrences

(1 Chron 2:20; 2 Chron 1:5; and Ezra 10:30). Most

is 2 Chronicles 1:5 which refers to the bronze altar

that Bezalel constructed for the tabernacle. Whereas the
Exodus

protect Israel

serves to

Moreover, "Ahisamach"

often coincide with

Outside of the tabernacle passages

Bezalel

a

supports." This also works well with the role that Oholiab will have in support

of Bezalel. While biblical

seems

means

language and

message

of

places high priority in the position of Oholiab, the rest of the Old Testament

does not. Therefore his inclusion with Bezalel may

Exodus tabernacle narrative.

Additionally, it is

no

have unique meaning in the

coincidence that the artificial

81

Hyatt, Exodus, 297-8.
Sarna, Exodus, 200; Cf. also G.A. Rendsburg, "The Internal Consistency and Historical Reliability
of Biblical Genealogies," IT40 (1990): 204-6.
82
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"Oholah" and "Oholibah"

names

that passage

these two

are

used in Ezekiel 23 in

women serve as

have "defiled my sanctuary on

the

metaphorical fashion. In

metaphors for Jerusalem and Samaria who

same

day and profaned

my

Sabbaths (Ezek

23:38)."
It

seems

then

that

metaphorical, theological

when

message

contribute to the message.

Oholiab

is

matched

father

Bezalel

produced. It is possible that their

there

is

a

very names

That is, Bezalel will be filled with the spirit of God,

working "in the shadow of El." Forming the shadow, in
Oholiab

with

a sense,

is the brotherhood of

("Ahisamach"), who supports Bezalel in the construction of the tent of the

("Oholiab").83 While other craftsmen will be given divine skill, it is God's

presence
Bezalel

represented in the particular figure of Oholiab, who will work alongside
specifically. In other words, Oholiab represents the brotherhood of God's

presence

and

power

for

Bezalel.84 We will

return to the idea of divine help in section

4.4 below.
4.3.2.2

"All That I Commanded, " Verses 6 and 11.

The purpose of the

appointment of Oholiab to Bezalel's side, and gifting all the artisans with divine skill,
is to enable the Israelites to fulfill all that God commanded of them for the tabernacle
S3

While certainly speculative, the use of jS in Oholiab's name is intriguing in light of Genesis 17's
metaphorical use of "father" in the sense of overcoming foreign enemies. This well-aligns with the idea
that the tabernacle (i.e. God's presence) becomes the key to conquering enemies in war during the life
of Israel.
84

It is

interesting that Hur is a grandfather to Bezalel since he is paired with Aaron to stay back with
(24:14). This could say something, again, about companionship and help (17:10, 12).
Hyatt says, "He is hardly the same as the Hur mentioned earlier at 17:10; 24:14." Hyatt, Exodus, 297.
Yet, this seems counterintuitive to the narrative, especially since it is conceivably possible according to
the theoretical ages of the men. Cf. Jacob, Exodus, 842. The significance of being from the tribe of Dan
could be Dan's location as the northernmost tribe of the promised land. When combined with Bezalel
(from Judah) this could be another way of saying "Judah and Samaria" or rather "in all of the promised
land I will be your divine support." Another possibility is to give a rationale of Oholiab's skill in
craftsmanship since 2 Chr 2:13 mentions Huramabi, the son of a Danite woman, to be a skilled
kraftsman from Tyre. "Dillard (2 Chronicles WBC, 20) believes that the alteration was deliberate in
order to draw a parallel with Oholiab. In fact, rabbinic exegesis made the connection even more
apparent by declaring Huramabi to be a descendant of Oholiab. He points out that the Chronicler
parallels the construction of the tabernacle with that of the temple. In so doing, Solomon is compared
with Bezalel and Huramabi with Oholiab." Keith W. Whitelam, "Dan (Person)," ABD 2:11-12.
the Israelites
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instruction. In inclusio fashion 31:6c and 31:11b

introduces the idea

detailed

fltC WV), vv.7-lla give specific examples, and

TjrHli

31:11b reiterates that

emphasize this point. Verse 6c

everything will be fulfilled, WV]

'jfT'-IH 1©!$

bb!D. God gives

instructions, but also promises the power for Israelite success in the

construction. The text demonstrates that the tabernacle instructions
commands of God

carry out

are

(HIK). The idea that God fills the Israelites with his

viewed

own

as

spirit to

his commands is key.

4.3.2.3

Summary of 31:1-11. In

significant theological ideas,
pericope. There

are

some

sum,

the artisan pericope of Exodus 31 reflects

of which explicitly overlap with the Sabbath

three crucial topics of the pericope which revolve around Bezalel

and Oholiab. The first

point is that God promises to

artisans with his

spirit of creation to do the work at hand f

This

own

empower

language parallels 31:14 and 15. This emphatically and distinctly

involves the brotherhood of the

figure Oholiab who

serves as

the divine brotherhood and fatherhood which will support

Bezalel will be

Bezalel, and all the

given the divine

God commanded the Israelites
these ideas to the Sabbath

presence

and

the ideal metaphor for

Bezalel. Through Oholiab,
do (HEW) all that

power necessary to

through Moses (31:6c and lib). The relationship of

pericope will be discussed below.

4.4 Connecting the Two Pericopes

In order to understand the eternal covenant of the Sabbath

recognize the
one

does this

proper

properly

relationship between vv.1-11 and 12-17. The

manner

one must

in which

significantly affects interpretation.
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4.4.1 The Sabbath as

a

New Topic

Walter Gross attests that

though 31:12-17 is

a

literary unity, it does not

successfully fit within the context. He notes that characteristics which
emphasize reading the pericope in context actually lead to

fuhren).85

are more

signals

an

specific commandments to Moses specifically. According to Gross this

artificial placement of the

Sabbaths" vis-a-vis the

criticizes the view that the emphatic position of "my

particle

marks the relationship between creation of the

and

Albertz).87

Gross notes, "31:12-17 kniipft

Kontext an,

the

pericope.86

tabernacle

rhythm of the Sabbath at creation (Noth, Michaeli, Blum,
zwar pro

forma

an

den unmittelbaren

geht aber in seiner Aussage weit daruber hinaus; die Vorausstellung des

Objekts 'meine Sabbate' in 13b signalisiert das

86

(ins Ungefahre

speaks to the Israelites through Moses whereas from 25:11 onwards

In addition, Gross

85

to

For example he contends that 31:12- 13a begins much like 25:l-2a, except

that in 31:12 God

there

a grey area

are

neue

Thema, das der Zusatz hier

Gross, "'Rezeption' in Ex 31,12-17 und Lev 26,39-45," 46.
Many scholars recognize that Exod 24:12-31:18 encapsulates

seven consecutive direct divine
building of the sanctuary (25:1-31:17). Cf. for example, Hyatt, Exodus,
258; Kearney, "P Redaction of Ex 25-40," 375-87; Steins, "Struktur und Entstehung von Ex 24,1231,18," 148. A few comment on the subtle theological significance of the Sabbath pericope occupying
the seventh position of this broader section. Cf. for example, Terence E. Fretheim, Exodus (1BC;
Louisville: John Knox Press, 1991), 267; Nahum M. Sarna, Exodus: The Traditional Hebrew Text with
the New JPS Translation (The JPS Torah Commentary; Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society,
1991), 201. Peter Kearney is the boldest in arguing that each of the seven speeches of Exod 25-31
introduced by 'The Lord said to Moses' corresponds to the seven days of creation in Gen 1-2:3.
Kearney's proposal is generally unpersuasive. Cf. for example, Jon Levenson, Creation and the
Persistence of Evil: The Jewish Drama of Divine Omnipotence (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1988),
83-84. However it is interesting that Kearney argues the sixth speech (31:1-11) corresponds to the sixth
day of creation. Peter J. Kearney, "P Redaction of Ex 25-40," 378. And yet he overlooks perhaps the
most significant parallel between this section and the sixth day of creation: the provision of a helper.
Oholiab serves as a helper for the work of Bezalel. Eve was created as a suitable helper for Adam.
Kearney has overlooked this parallel between the sixth speech and the sixth day because he has
restricted his observations to P's creation account. However, when read in respect to Genesis 2 it is
possible to make this theological observation regarding Oholiab. While Kearney's overall scheme is
unconvincing perhaps there is room for exploration on this specific point.
87
Gross, "Ex 31,12-17 und Lev 26,39-45," 47.

discourses to Moses about the
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einfuhrt."88

iiberraschend

While most would contend that the

command is that it is to be observed when

as

a

secondary point in the

position is to signal
reflects the

passage

a new

passage.

on

the tabernacle, Gross

sees

this

Gross follows A. Dillman that the emphatic

topic. It is the redactional placement of this topic which

importance of keeping the Sabbath. Gross feels that Exod 31:12-17 is

which, in its contextual placement, reflects

influenced

by priestly writers who knew of

Gross the passage

is caught in

a

for Gross. While vv.12-17 have

significant force of interpretation
author achieves far

as a

working

point of the Sabbath

covenant

more

no

a

nominal

comes

Sinai covenant but is also

Sinai covenant. Hence, according to

contextual pickle. This
a

possesses

inteipretive value

relationship to the tabernacle section, the

from older, non-P, texts. Gross feels that the

than what has been noticed

simply introducing the Sabbath

sign, parallel to the well-known priestly signs of the covenant like the

rainbow with Noah and circumcision with Abraham. Gross feels that the author
several older

a

uses

texts.89

4.4.2 Resting During Tabernacle Construction

As the work of Gross

exemplifies, the term

attention

as

connotes

the time restriction that the Sabbath will

He notes,

Israelite

to its function in the

89
90

pericope. For example, Jacob believes that the word
require in building the tabernacle.

"The erection of the Tent of Meeting would take considerable time; despite

anxiety to complete the work, they must observe the

the institution of the Sabbath at

88

has received considerable

creation, and

even

Sabbath."90

However,

the Decalogue (both Exodus 20

Ibid.

Ibid., 49.
Jacob, Exodus, 846.
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and

Deuteronomy 5), does not

seem to

involve the issue of speed

Therefore, Jacob's position on Sabbath rest in Exodus 31

Similarly to Jacob, M. Tsevat

work.91 Partly based

over-zealousness of
that the Sabbath is

argues

on

over

as

could

restrict

highlighting
the

an

a

as

to

range

"what

own

control of time

the

precise

use

recognition that

upon

the function of

of his

leads to

of the term in 31:13. Even if it is to be

of connotations and emphases that

conclusion."92

may

occurs

in the

or

exist. The term
instruction,

or

The context thus determines the nature of

emphasis created by the term. Moreover, when

message

a

interval of

as a statement

precedes generally, offering clarification

unexpected

construction that

then involves

an

argue

subordinating and restricting the end of the tabernacle instruction.

It is not clear

restrictive there is

combat

etymological considerations they

place vis-a-vis God. Thus, placing significant weight
12-17

was to

time, and consequently, over the life of the

being. Humankind is to relinquish

vv.

unlikely.

essentially about the ceasing of work rather than

God is in control and has dominion

reading

vigor in working.

that the Sabbath command

restoration. The subtle difference is that the message

human

seems

or

one

recognizes the 131 ,38/118

chapter, the association of the two pericopes, and the

of the Sabbath idea becomes clearer.

4.4.3 The run ^ 38/118 Formula

While the

positions above offer

pericopes in light of
communicating the
fails

91
92

to

one

proper

another, it

a

few examples of how to read the two

seems

that these approaches fall short of

relationship between the two sections of the chapter. If one

recognize the 11311 ,38/118 pattern present in Exodus 31, then the

Tsevat, "Biblical Sabbath," 455.

Waltke, Biblical Hebrew Syntax, 670. For

more on

the emphatic

uses

of

cf. Ibid.. 307, 585,

632, 669-70.
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interpretation of the Sabbath pericope, and its relationship to vv.1-11, will be
deficient.

4.4.3.1

Bridging the Pericopes. The HDI"! ""DX/nriX formula which has

characterized the

oftheD^liJ

yrnaa'?

two

previous eternal covenant

is also present in the context

passages

IT"Q of the Sabbath.

nx inx ^nro run

-ji2p,nx"|?

1Sx3

Exod3i:6a

Moreover, I have appointed with him Oholiab son of Ahisamach,
of the tribe of Dan

"ua-'rx nin prixl

nqtiin ^nhaornx -x "lbxb '✓XTw'
You

yourself are to speak to the Israelites: "You shall keep

Exod3i:i3a
my

Sabbaths

Other scholars

recognize the distinct

use

we

have

the

imperative; the imperative da-ber is

such

some

of iinX] in

v.

13. Jacob notes, "Here again

extraordinary elements. Few speeches of God begin with v'a-tah and
never

used again. It is absolutely certain that

beginning had to be connected to what preceded. It would have been

a

impossible to introduce

words."93

Gross

emphatic second

also

an

idea

as

basic

as

the Sabbath law through two such

acknowledges the term for interpretation. He deems the

person

singular "you" in 27:20, 30:23, and 31:13

observations. Yet he contends that the presence

unnecessary
contrast

in

31:13.94

as

all noteworthy

of 31:12 actually makes

Gross concludes that it must be there to make obvious the

between the role of Moses and the role of the artisans. Moses is to

God while the artisans

are

called to

speak for

work.95

However, this understanding of the contrast that nFiX! creates is misguided.
Both Gross and Jacob

93
94
95

are

right to

see

it

as a

link between the pericopes but the nature

Jacob, Exodus, 845.
Cf. Gross, "Ex 31,12-17 und Lev 26,39-45," 47.
Ibid.

C17ir
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of this link revolves around the full formula. In fact, Gross' observation that

seems

unnecessary

When

Sabbath

one

recognizes the ilDH ,j^/nnN structure it is clear that the artisan and

pericopes

Sabbath. This

actually accentuates its deliberate placement and function.

be read together

are to

helps make

sense

of

some

as two

rV~Q of the

sides of the

overlapping themes of the two sections and

gives credence to their location side-by-side. The formula also highlights the key
verses

of their

eternal

respective sections. Yet, while identifying the formula

covenant

is

a

as

the key to the

significant step for interpretation, the true payoff is

understanding the robust theological

message

produced by the formula for the eternal

of the Sabbath.

covenant

4.4.3.2 A Bilateral Covenant. The first observation to make is that the formula

informs

us

that there

are

two sides

to

the

□b'lU

rfi~Q of the Sabbath. As the

tabernacle instruction in Exodus 30 ends, a two-sided arrangement comes to
The artisan

a

the fore.

pericope comprises God's side of the eternal covenant which is essentially

promise. The promise is that God will provide the

all that he commands of the Israelites. Oholiab

fTl"l,

power

v.

3a) to do

specifically exemplifies this divine

help and brotherhood. On the other hand, God expects something of the Israelites. In
return, the Israelites are to do the Sabbath. In other words, the eternal covenant is
about the

spirit of God to work

on

behalf of the Israelites to fulfill God's instruction.

Therefore, observing the Sabbath during the tabernacle construction is certainly about
the need for

physical rest and refreshment, and

combating over-zealousness of work
note

that

Sabbath-keeping involves

a

as

even

is forwarded by

recognition

However, the issue is not time, for its

own

as to

possibly the principle of

some.

And, Tsevat is right to

who is in control and authority.

sake, but rather

[1*711;

a pause

in order to
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recognize who is responsible for accomplishing the work that God commands. The
answer

is God himself who fills Bezalel and his artisans, and who

(31:13) and creates them
4.4.3.3

anew

sanctifies Israel

(31:17).

Transcending the Tabernacle Commands. While the eternal covenant

directly pertains to the building of the tabernacle, there is
that is to extend into every aspect
These instructions

a message

for the Israelites

of their life. Durham notes,

somewhat wider in their

application than the ban of working on the
equipment on the Sabbath day (so Noth, 240-41, and Cassuto,
403-5), however. They are intended as a conclusion to the whole series of instructions
concerning the media of worship, a conclusion designed to call attention to the
importance of stopping to reflect on the reality of the Presence of Yahweh, of providing a
are

Tabernacle and its various

regular time for honoring that Presence in worship.
While

Durham

is

96

right to acknowledge that the Sabbath covenant has wider

implications for the life of Israel and focuses

on

people, failure to recognize the riDil

formula prevents

particular stress

on

the

power

of God's

people. Certainly the command to rest
tabernacle construction is
instituted in the

the

presence to

on

of Yahweh with the

presence

one

from seeing the

fulfill all that is required of his

the Sabbath day continues

even

after the

complete. This is indicated by the fact that the Sabbath

Decalogue, and

even

was

observed before that (Genesis 2 and Exodus 16).

Yet, the transcendent message of the eternal covenant is that God will empower Israel
to

fulfill all his

tabernacle

commands, i.e. the Mosaic Law, which

are

inherently connected to the

through daily worship and life of Israel which is centralized by the

sanctuary. Indeed that tablets themselves reside within the Holy
Gross is also correct to

pericope. There is
much

96

more

than

a

acknowledge that something

new

of Holies. In this

way

is introduced at the Sabbath

level of abstraction and applicability of vv. 12-17 which applies to

merely

a covenant

during tabernacle construction. The idea and term

Durham, Exodus, 412.
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□

"TliJ (vv.16, 17) alone contributes

to this sense, as well as the

succeeding generations (vv.13, 16). In addition,
tabernacle instruction is

Exodus 24:12 is
the reader

explicit in this regard to

forget that the tabernacle

the tablets of the

testimony. In this

within

of the

verse,

context

goes

say

that Moses is to receive the Law. Lest

hand-in-hand with the giving of the Law,

way

the

rf""Q of the Sabbath is placed

very

tablets...Bekhor Shor notes that stone,

The reference to the

God's power
necessary

as

finger of God in

as an

enduring

content."97
v.

18 is

one

that highlights God's

giving the Law. It is possible that finger of God is

a

power

reference to

accessed through Aaron's staff (Exod 8:17, 19), though this is not

in Exod

n)N,

where the last narrative

the transition to the next episode, which involves the

substance, is emblematic of the eternity of the

and creative action in

up

of Mount Sinai to receive those tokens of the covenant

serves as

smashing of those

an

D^II?

giving of the Mosaic Law. Sarna notes, "This concluding

ascent

(24:12-18). It also

as

descending from the mountain with

recording the receipt of the tablets of stone, picks

left off—Moses"

forget that the

given to Moses while he is receiving the tablets of the Law.

31:18 closes the tabernacle section with Moses

a

must not

one

applicability to

31:18.98 The finger of God language in

v.

18 relates to the Sabbath

both (finger and sign) are used together in the context of Exodus 8

(v.23).
Therefore in

not

97
98

an

implicit

manner

the eternal covenant of the Sabbath applies

only to fulfilling the commands for building the tabernacle, but

even more, to

Sama, Exodus, 202.
Cf. Gerald A.

Klingbeil, "The Finger of God in the Old Testament," ZAIV 112 (2000): 409-15.
KlingbeiTs short study focuses on the use of the phrase in Exodus 8 and the ANE context. Klingbeil is
right to say that it represents "the presence of God, his creative power and involvement in human
affairs," but does not probe this further in reference to 31:18.
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fulfilling the commands of the Law. The reality of the covenant for the tabernacle
construction represents a concrete

model of

a greater

reality for the construction of

holy people. God will provide Oholiab, the tent of the father,
Intentionally, it is the

presence

promise of God's

the

of support.

means

of the father in the tabernacle within the life of Israel

which will enable the nation to
nation. This

as

a

obey God's commands and fulfill their calling

presence

of Exodus continues. In this way

and

power

becomes

more

explicit

as

as a

the story

then, the eternal covenant of the Sabbath in Exodus

31 is

fundamentally about how Israel will accomplish the work that God requires.

More

specifically, Israel's ability to carryout God's commands will only be possible

by trusting in the power of God's own spirit to work on her behalf. This idea is first to
be illustrated

through the tabernacle construction, but extends to the keeping of the

entire Law.

4.5 Exegetical Conclusions of

Sections

4.1-4.4

provide

some

□^"lU

rf~Q

Exodus 31

conclusions regarding the meaning and

significance of □ ^"11? mil in Exodus 31. The insights
four basic

in

can

be arranged according to

exegetical questions.

4.5.1 What Is the Immediate Eternal Covenant Context?

iYGG in Exodus 31 is

The immediate eternal covenant context of the

vv.1-18, the entire chapter. Certainly vv.12-17 comprise the specific location of the

phrase and explicitly mentions the Sabbath idea. Yet, in order to understand the full

significance of the covenant, and the pericope in which it resides,
in

light of

vv.

1-11 of Exodus 31 and

even

one must

inteipret it

the broader context of the tabernacle

C'TID
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instruction. Verse 18 of Exodus 31

serves as a

Sabbath resides within the broader context of the
the presence
a

is

seems

to

be inconclusive when answered outside of the present

Yet, in the present location of the text, the eternal covenant of the Sabbath

directly related to the giving of the Law at Sinai. And while Exodus 31 indeed

continues the covenant

to

giving of the Law to Moses while in

of God. Thus, the question raised by scholars about whether P knows of

Sinai covenant

narrative.

rf~Q of the

reminder that the

history of P

draw from the Abrahamic

□bli)

fundamentals of the

or

as

acknowledged by scholars, it is not

Noachic eternal covenant

rf~G of the Sabbath

or

Certainly observing eternal covenant characteristics such
formula and other traits

assessment

force vague

Sabbath

understand the

contexts to

its

relationship to the Law.

as

the "as for me/as for you"

rf~0 texts helps highlight the

repeated in the three

of the eternal covenant of the

nature

necessary

in Exodus 31.

of the conditional nature of the covenant shows that

But

one

connections between the covenants. While the Sabbath

certainly related to Genesis 9 and 17, it also stands

on

its

own

an

accurate

does not have to

D1?"!.!}

iY~n is

within its immediate

context.

4.5.2 Who Are

the

While there

Eternal Covenant Parties?

are

several individuals mentioned in Exodus 31

(e.g. Bezalel,

Oholiab, Moses), the two eternal covenant parties are God and the nation of Israel.
The il3il "DK/nriK pattern

highlights this point. While the conversation is between

only God and Moses, Moses represents the nation and is included within it. Moreover,
the

covenant

is

not

only for the present nation of Israel, but for subsequent

generations. This component of the covenant, along with its explicit everlasting
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Sabbath command transcends the

nature, highlights that the

construction. The eternal covenant
Israel carries out her

4.5.3 What Are
There

are

the

same

the

phrase 11)11

done in

as

calling.

the

Eternal Covenant Obligations?

two sets

of eternal

formula from the

covenant

obligations in Exodus 31 demarcated by

JVQ texts (Genesis 9, 17). Through

previous two

in 31:6, God promises to give Bezalel

a

helper in the work to be

constructing the tabernacle. While Bezalel is already promised the creative

brotherly support" validates that the
the work. God's presence
same

of Ahisamach, "the tent of the father

son

power

and

presence

as

of the Father will aid him in

in the tent itself fulfills this metaphor in the life of Israel.

promise applies to keeping the commands of the Law during and after the

construction of the tabernacle is
In return,
forever. While

complete.

Moses and the nation of Israel

vv.

12-17

give several

demonstrates that the central purpose
behalf of the nation. Not

selfsame reminder for

reasons

are

called to observe the Sabbath

for doing

so,

the

message

of 1-11

is to remember that God himself works

on

the

only will this principle apply for the tabernacle, but the

eternal nature of the command

the land.

of tabernacle

parties will continue to be God and the nation

spirit of God, the giving of Oholiab

This

season

implies that the Sabbath continues to

fulfilling "all which I have commanded

you to

serve as

the

do" (the Law) in

Keeping the Sabbath is emblematic of keeping the Law because it ultimately

reminds the nation that God must work

on

her behalf.

c'ni;
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4.5.4 What Are

the

Eternal Covenant

The HDn

the

formula not

positive and negative

only identifies two parties, but it also outlines

consequences

Israelites heed the commandment to

Consequences?

of this bilateral, conditional covenant. If the

keep the Sabbath during the construction of the

tabernacle, then the positive result will be that God's

power

and

will

presence

Bezalel and the other artisans to fulfill all that God commanded. The

empower

tabernacle will be built and God's presence

will remain in the midst of the workers.

By implication, if the Israelites observe the Sabbath then God's
will aid them in

power

and

presence

fulfilling the Mosaic Law in its entirety. God's promise will extend

beyond the building of the tabernacle by virtue of the eternality of the covenant. In
turn, God's power

and

presence

will continue to exist and function within the

community of Israel (as is eventually illustrated by the placement of the tablets within
the

Holy of Holies) in the land. However, if the Israelites fail to keep the Sabbath

during the tabernacle construction
to

or

beyond, then the nation

death. Like the covenants of Genesis 9 and 17 the idea of

□*711}

linked to

But like the

rVQ. The idea of cutting

presence

post-flood context of Genesis 9, the eternal covenant of the Sabbath
anyone

who breaks the Sabbath

death and cut off from the people, but by implication God's

power

and

will not be accessible in fulfilling "all which God commands." Therefore the

building of the tabernacle and the keeping of the Law will
the fact that

covenant

"cutting off' is directly

off by death is ambiguous in Genesis 17.

explicitly links this to the death penalty. Not only will
be put to

individual will be put

or

prove

cutting off of the disobedient is the ordained

fulfillment

qualifies

as a

unsuccessful. Indeed

measure

form of discriminate bloodshed

C'TIa)

as

for ensuring

first mandated in
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Genesis 9 and illustrated

a

life and death

through circumcision in Genesis 17. Keeping the Sabbath is

issue."

99

If further space allowed, it would be worth exploring how the contours of the eternal covenant of
the Sabbath and the tabernacle instruction/construction may impinge upon the story of the golden calf
in Exodus 32-34. Instead of

building a tabernacle, the nation builds an idol. Fretheim notes, "The
over against all forms of idolatry." Fretheim, Exodus, 267. This simple
point is interesting since a number of features in the golden calf story correspond to typical eternal
covenant ideas and consequences, if not keeping the eternal covenant of the Sabbath specifically. For
one, a number of Old Testament texts juxtapose breaking the Sabbath with idol worship (cf. esp., Ezek
20:16, 24). Exodus 32:4 directly contradicts the Sabbath idea that God deserves the credit for Israel's
sanctification (through the Exodus) in 31:13. In addition, Exodus 35:2-3 recalls the importance of the
Sabbath eternal covenant after the golden calf incident by restating it as a reminder before construction
can take place. The language of 35:2 is virtually identical to 31:15. Verses 5-8 of Exodus 32 make it
clear that the revelry of the golden calf worship occurred at a festival. Several Old Testament texts
connect Sabbath keeping with festivals (e.g. 2 Kgs 4:23; Isa 1:13; Lam 2:6; Flos 2:13[ 11]; Amos 8:5;
Lev 23:1-3, 38; Exod 34:21). cf. E. Haag, 'TOB," TDOT 14: 391, 394; Joseph M. Baumgarten, "The
Counting of the Sabbath in Ancient Sources," VT 16 (1966): 278. The metaphor of Oholiab established
in 31:6 anticipates Exod 33:12 as Moses' appeal to God precisely hits on who God will send with him
to lead the people into the promised land. God's answer is "My presence will go with you and I will
give you rest" Cniljni, v. 14). While there may be reasons to believe that ROD and HID can be
attributed to different hands or eras, the way they are used in Sabbath texts such as Exodus 16:23-24,
20:11, etc., demonstrate their semantic overlap and their distinction should not be emphasized.
Therefore FID can be appropriately linked to Sabbath rest (Contra Robinson, "Rest in the Old
Testament," 33-7.). The idea of cutting off by putting to death which is inherent to the eternal covenant
of the Sabbath takes place in Exodus 34 as 3,000 are slain for idol worship. Not only is cutting off a
stipulation of the eternal covenant of the Sabbath but it is also inherent to the eternal covenants of
Genesis 9 and 17. Additionally, the eternal covenant themes of Genesis 9 and 17 regarding the mandate
to be fruitful and multiply and overcoming enemies resides in thematic fashion in the golden calf
incident. In Exodus 32, we find that Israel's reputation and relationship with her enemies is the
overriding concern as Moses appeals to God's reputation in the eyes of the Egyptians to deter God
from destroying the nation (v. 12). The chaos and shouting reminded Joshua of the noise of war (v. 17).
Moses reminds God that he has sworn (FiJQtOJ) to the patriarchs that he would multiply (FDR) their
descendents and grant them the Promised Land that they shall inherit forever (v. 13). The revelry in the
camp produced derision in the sight of her enemies (OFPQjF^ FIHOD1?, v.25). And yet the promise to
drive out Israel's enemies (Gen 22:17) is recalled in 33:2 and 34:11 as covenant keeping motivation
CRPBtpj, Gen 22:16; Exod 33:1). While further investigation is required to make the connections
conclusive, the potential thematic overlap of the golden calf story with those of the eternal covenants in
Genesis and Exodus suggests that a rhetorical logic of the final composition may exist among the
differing sources and their stories.
tabernacle is thus

seen

to

stand

CbVxl
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rP"Q IN LEVITICUS 24

CHAPTER FIVE:

5.1 A Turning Point In Our Study

Our textual

instances of the

IT"!" in the Pentateuch has thus far involved five

study of

phrase, within three

Hebrew Bible. As

our

slight turning point

journey continues to

as we

embark

in the Pentateuch. That

Numbers involves

a

passages,

certain

upon

in canonical

sequence, we come to a

the remaining three

occurrences

of n,~lH

quantitative and qualitative change to the survey.
level, there is

a

limited amount of secondary

pertaining to DTII? tVQ in Leviticus 24:8, Numbers 18:19, and 25:13 in

contrast to

This

move

is, investigating the uses of the phrase in Leviticus and

At the most basic and noticeable

literature

located in the first two books of the

the amount of discussion

regarding the instances in Genesis and Exodus.

evidently reflects that according to scholarship these three

obscure, less momentous,

popularity

may

rather than the

be

a

or at

uses are

much

more

least less interesting than the first three. The change in

function of the general decline of interest in the books

as a

whole

particular uses of DTII? fT"Q. For example, Martin I. Lockshin notes,

Raslibam's commentary on

Leviticus and Numbers has one obvious characteristic that
different from his commentary on the first two books of the Bible: brevity.
Roughly speaking, the commentary on the third and fourth books of the Bible is about a
third of the length of the commentary on the first two books. It is hard to know why.
makes it very

While

one

could

speculate about the

reasons

for the relative

Leviticus and Numbers, the fact remains that the same goes

for

wane

of interest in

many

of the books'

1

Samuel Ben Meir, Rashbam's Commentary on Leviticus and Numbers (ed. and trans. Martin 1.
Lockshin; Providence: Brown Judaic Studies, 2001), I.

£*711}
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particulars, such
journey down

a

c'/li?

as

mi. With respect to

our

phrase the project thus begins to

road much less traveled.

The three final

uses

of □/HI mi in the Pentateuch also possess

qualitative

differences from the first three. The eternal covenants of Leviticus and Numbers all

explicitly pertain to the Israelite priesthood. While each is unique and offers distinct
ideas about the

relationship of □/HI mil to priestly service, they indeed share this

broad

ground. In addition, the instances of eternal covenant from Leviticus

common

24 to Numbers 25 also bear the

contrast to

influenced

the

potential influence of Holiness Code theology. In

previous instances of D/HI mi, which certainly could have been

by Holiness Code theology at certain points from

a

diachronic perspective,

the entire narrative itself becomes entrenched in such ideas at this

approximate

midpoint of the Pentateuch. We will thus bear in mind how such Holiness Code
theology
the

may not

Pentateuch

only impact the eternal covenant of Leviticus 24, but also the rest of
as

the

storyline of Israel proceeds. The possible interpretive

implication of this point will be addressed

as

this Pentateuchal study of D^ll mi

continues.

5.2

"The bread remained

on

□'ill?

mi

the table for a

within

week, and

was

Leviticus 24:1-9

renewed each Sabbath.

.

.

This phrase [il'lj

CslJJ] is applied to the Sabbath itself (Exod. XXXI, 16); and this weekly offering from the Children of
Israel typified the regular renewal of the covenant between God and His people, of which the Sabbath
was 'a sign. ' "2

2

J. H.

Hertz, The Pentateuch and Haftorahs: Hebrew Text. English Translation with Commentary.

111. Leviticus

(London: Oxford University Press, 1932), 260.
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nbw

rf-Q

only

occurs

time in the Book of Leviticus. While

one

amount

of discussion surrounds

the

of □ "711? n—Q in v.8 fails to receive

use

commentaries

significant notoriety. In fact, several

neglect to mention the phrase at all in their discussion of Lev

□ 71U, but rather, in the words

as a

whole. They

are,

surrounding Leviticus 24 is not the

vv.

1-9 and

vv.

this

pericope

light

may

on

clear the air

on

the two "nettling

!T~Q

it is inevitable that

one must venture

outside the

pericope to understand its parts; and conversely, the individual parts of

demonstrate that

some

of rf~D

10-23."4

will be most concerned with understanding

within vv.1-9 of Leviticus. Yet,
bounds of this

use

"the placement of this anomalous chapter, and the

The discussion below will not attempt to
we

24:1-9.3

of Jacob Milgrom, two "nettling questions" of the

relationship between its two parts,

questions." In fact,

fair

Chapter 24 of Leviticus for its enigmatic attributes,

What dominates the literature

chapter

a

also bear

focusing

upon

on

the "nettling" matters mentioned. We would like to

the employment of

such matters and create

some

rP~Q in the chapter

shed

may

possible explanations for the apparent

3

Porter. J.R. Leviticus. The Cambridge Bible Commentary. Edited by P.R. Ackroyd, A.R.C.
Leaney, and J.W. Packer. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976; Levine, Baruch A. Leviticus

tOp'". The JPS Torah Commentary. Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society, 1989; Snaith, N.H.
Leviticus and Numbers. The

Century Bible. London: Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd, 1967; Grabbe,
Press, 1993; Mays, James L.
Leviticus Numbers. The Layman's Bible Commentaries. London: SCM Press, 1963; Noth, Martin.
Leviticus: A Commentary. Old Testament Library. London: SCM Press, 1977; Harrison, R.K. Leviticus.
Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries. Edited by D.J. Wiseman. Leicester: Inter-Varsity Press, 1980.
Ironically, in the Berit Olam commentary series, Sherwood never mentions
HHJ in Leviticus
24:8. Cf. Sherwood, Stephen K. Leviticus, Numbers. Deuteronomy. Berit Olam: Studies in Hebrew
Narrative & Poetiy. Edited by David W. Cotter. Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 2002. While
Wenham does address □ 'PUJ tVO in his exposition of 24:1-9 he does not discuss it in an introductory
section on the covenant theology of Leviticus (other than footnoting the reference along with the other
nine occurrences of n,-Q in Leviticus). This is surprising since he explicitly mentions the way that
Leviticus represents the eternality of God's covenant with Israel. Gordon Wenham, The Book of
Leviticus (London: Hodder and Stoughton; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdntans Publishing Company,
1979), 29-32.
4
Jacob Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27 (AB; New York: Doubleday, 2000), 2082.
Lester L. Leviticus. Old Testament Guides. Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
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incongruities. As

we

have found in this Pentateuchal study,

in Genesis and Exodus have

and ideas. These notions may

meaning of the phrase in

within which the
the

□

uses

of iT~Q

consistently related to certain theological themes

be worth keeping in mind

rf~Q in Lev 24:8

we

as one

delves into the

will first concentrate

phrase resides (vv.1-9) and then

use

and

move to

on

the

pericope

broader questions such

as

possible theological significance of its place within the Holiness Code, the

relevance of issues within

rest

far the

fresh context.

a

To examine □

so

of

surrounding chapters, and its potential relationship to the

Chapter 24 (vv. 10-23). In the

*7117

of Leviticus 24 is

a

process we

will attempt to show that the rT~0

ritualistic presentation

of the eternal covenant of the

Sabbath introduced in Exodus 31, and also represents
in terms

of

an

the Sabbath story of Exodus 16

eternal covenant. The □ 'ill? mil of the "Showbread" illustrates

through ritual presentation

a

combination of Sabbath ideas, and functions then

as a

"sign of the sign."
5.2.1 The Relationship Between Verses 1-4

and

5-9

The first section of Leviticus 24 involves two
table in the

priestly duties involving the

Holy Place: oil/lampstand (vv.1-4) and the Bread of the Presence (vv.5-9).

On the heels of Leviticus 23 which rehearses the

appointed festivals of the Lord,

chapter 24 begins with the familiar line, "The Lord spoke to Moses
asks Moses to have the Israelites

bring olive oil to him

so

that Aaron

lamp to bum continually at the table before the Lord ("TOn iTliT

This

phrase

occurs

saying..."5 God
may set up a

vv.3, 4) in

27 times in Leviticus: 4:1; 5:14, 20; 6:1, 12, 17; 7:22, 28; 8:1; 12:1; 14:1; 17:1;

18:1; 19:1; 20:1; 21:16; 22:1, 17,26; 23:1,9, 23, 26, 33; 24:1, 13:27:1.
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the tabernacle. This is to be

eternal statute for your

an

generations

(□'piU Hpl"!

v.3).
The

protocol for the oil and lampstand in vv.1-4 fulfills the commands first

given to Moses in Exod 27:20-21 when he received the tabernacle instructions. The
only substantive differences between the two texts
mentioning the act of the priests works
v.21), and Lev 24:4

seems to repeat

on

are

that Exodus is explicit in

HNO,

behalf of the Israelites

the idea that the lamp is to remain before the Lord

continually.6
The text then

(Dlbn rnfey
calls CPD3

Lord

row

a

the commands

regarding the twelve loaves
same

CHb (also cf. Exod 35:13; 39:36), which is
as

priests
There

the table

offering that Exod 25:30

to be presented

before the

Lev 24:8 also indicates. Incense shall be placed

as a

□'Til?

are to eat

seems

IT"!!!

on

each

on

the loaves

to be

as

v.8)

behalf of the Israelites
their perpetual due

(□THITpn, v.9).

significant evidence for the unity of these two sections.

They demonstrate significant verbal overlap and repetition with
observes that the

Tetragrammaton

"Within each section

6

on

memorial-offering of fire to God (rTT3I^7> v-7)- The bread is to be set out

Sabbath

and the

to

v.5). This is unmistakably the

always (TOPI

for

every

moves

occurs seven

times in these

signs of careful organization

may

one

another. Milgrom

verses.7 Wenham notes,

be noted. The law about the

A possible reason for the repetition could include the need to note the purity
lampstand. Cf. Exod 25:31:31:8; 37:17; 39:37; 2 Chr 13:11.
7
Milgrom, 23-27, 2101.
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bread of the Presence echoes that

dealing with the lampstand: "take" (vv. 2, 5),

"arrange" (vv. 3-5, 8), "regularly" (vv. 3-4, 8), "before the Lord" (vv. 3-4, 6,
The

particular choice of verbs in the two sections

covenantal thrust of the entire

pericope. Milgrom comments, "the verbs used in this

describing the making of

'arranging
vv.

a covenant

a

covenant' (Weinfeld 1975: 255;

5-9 in mind here, the verbal

are

precisely

(sun, 2 Sam 23:5; natan, Gen 17:2; Num

arak, 2 Sam 23:5). Moreover, Akkadian riksa rakasu

25:12;

indicate the

may even

pericope, sim 'set' (v. 6), natan 'place' (v. 7), and 'arak 'arrange' (v. 8),
those

8)."8

1977:249)."9

means

literally

While Milgrom has only

overlap with vv.1-4 shows that the entire pericope

supports a covenantal message. In addition the Old Testament covenant texts that

Milgrom and Gane
passages

use to

demonstrate the covenantal emphasis

TP")!!

are

(i.e. 2 Sam 23:5, Gen 17:2, Num 25:12).

Finding such cohesion between the two major parts of the pericope is
appropriate since these two priestly procedures

are

coupled

as

well in Exod 25:30-40,

35:13-14, and 39:36-37. However, the apparent organization of the two sections also
serves

to accentuate some

which may

of the

surprising features of the

passage.

These

are

features

draw attention to the eternal covenant orientation of the section. For

example, the alleged covenantal thrust of vv.1-9 makes it

even more

rr~n is only deemed an appropriate classification for the Bread

striking that

of the Presence ritual

(as opposed to the oil and lampstand).
It is

also

interesting that in Exod 25:30-40, 35:13-14, and 39:36-37 the

instructions for the bread

offering precedes the lamp instructions. In addition, in

s

Wenham, Leviticus, 309.
Milgrom, 23-27, 2094. Cf. also Roy Gane, '"Bread of the Presence' and Creator in Residence," VT
92(1992): 193.
'
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Exodus 25 much

more

detail is devoted to the

the order in Leviticus 24
the

seems

to

draw

special attention to

vv.

1-9. Milgrom attributes

change of order to the "rule in ritual descriptions...as formulated by the

rabbis...'The

more

priestly duties

similarly expressed in the

are

"from

a

point of departure

eternal statute" while the
as an

eternal covenant

change from Exodus 25 where the Bread of

a

simply to be offered before the Lord always (TDPI).

While the
does not

as an

□Vl! HStSn DVB

behalf of the Israelites. This is

was

they find

two

alluded to above. Aaron is to tend the lampstand

as

Bread of Presence is to be offered

change in frequency

explain the reversal in Leviticus 24, it

may

explain the consistent order in the previous three instances. It could be

possible that the switch is
upon

passage,

evening to morning regularly before the Lord

Presence

10:1)."'I0 While the

frequent (use) precedes' (m. Zebah.

regarding frequency of practice

on

lampstand ritual (vv.31-40). Reversing

an attempt to

performing the ritual

defines TQn in Lev

of Presence. These
have also been

24:8,

are

the Sabbath

are two

a

climax in vv.5-9. The specific focus

as an

eternal covenant, which newly

significant changes to the significance of the Bread

key ideas which not only

two

important

on

form

as separate

ideas

up to

come

together in Exodus 31, but

this point of the Pentateuch. It is

possible that these unique features of the Bread of Presence in Leviticus 24 initiate
switch in

is not

description order

so

that the entire pericope builds to this

idea." This indeed

mutually exclusive to Milgrom's assertion about ritual frequency. The

weekly designation attached to the Bread of Presence ritual—a
Sabbath—may be the

cause

a

new

rP~Q for the

of the change.

10

Milgrom, 23-27, 2085.
Interestingly, as alluded to above, the phrase bsnKT
HStQ in v. 8 was only used in connection
the lampstand instructions in Exod 27:21. But in Leviticus 24 the phrase is used for the Bread of the

"

to

Presence.
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This

use

of

use

of □ *711? mil in v.8 also

□'piU fipn

section.12

seems to

overshadow the final and tenth

in Leviticus (v.3) which usually provides the concluding idea to

As shown

above, the word

8, 9), and in three different

ways

□'piU

is used three times in the pericope (vv. 3,

(in conjunction with

TlpPl, mil, and pll,

respectively). It is apparent that "eternal statute" and "eternal due"

are common

phrases in Leviticus and the rest of the Old Testament. A form of □ *7112
23 times in the Old Testament,
The

are

use

of

used in the

terms

DbiiJ

pp with
same

pfl and Hpf!

chapter in 6

or,

a

used in the

preserves

13

instances.15

a

portion,

Cf. for

are

same

occurs

chapter.13

two phrases

In general, most scholars consider the

words derived from ppil (decree) whereby HpH

pp.16 The terms represent ideas such as
or a

boundary that

can

be used in

"as separate technical terms for certain types of law" in

Ringgren, there

12

limit,

Testament.14 The

17 times in the Old

as synonymous

represents the feminine form of

legal precept,

Tlpp

notably 4 times in Leviticus 23, the previous

occurs

a

four main meanings to the terms

context, it makes sense to follow

as

they

are

a

an

ordinance,

variety of

ways,

P.17 According
used in

P.18

to

When

Milgrom's observation that "H

the P distinction between hoq 'due' and huqqa

Taw'."19

example, 3:17; 7:36; 10:9; 16:31; 23:14, 21, 31, 41.

Exod 12:14, 17; 27:21; 28:43; 29:9; Lev 3:17; 7:36; 10:9; 16:29, 31, 34; 17:7; 23:14, 21, 31, 41;

a defense of cVil? £~ipn as a linguistic
activity in the Pentateuch cf. Israel Knohl, The Sanctuary of Silence: The
Priestly Torah and the Holiness School (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995), 46-55.
14
Exod 12:24; 29:28; 30:21; Lev 6:11, 15; 7:34; 10:15; 24:9; Num 18:8, 11, 19; 1 Chr 16:17; Ps

24:3; Num 10:8; 15:15; 18:23; 19:10, 21; Ezek 46:14. For
indicator of Holiness School

105:10; 119:112; 148:6; Isa24:5; Jer5:22.
15
Exodus 12; 29; Leviticus 7; 10; 24; Numbers 18.
16

Ringgren, "ppri; HpH;

pfl; npn," TDOT 5:141; 'pfl; npn" HALOT 1:346-47; Peter Enns,

"pi"!," NIDOTTE 2:250-51.
17
18
ig

Ringgren, "ppp; npn; p'U; npn," TDOT5:143-44.
Ibid., 144.
Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2101.
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While the

Leviticus

□

yir

phrases "eternal statute" and "perpetual due"

n—n is synonymous

distinct ideas. Gane argues

24:3

rf"~Q only

(occurring 17 times)

with the other terms,

or

fairly

common

in

The question is whether

rather portrays its

rf~Q sits in parallel fashion to

that

own set

of

□"pii? i~l[7n

in

proving that both phrases "involve covenant obligations to be performed by

Israel for YHWH" which would support
of rV-Q is

"imposition," "liability,"

Pentateuch suggest
used

Weinfeld's position that the original meaning

or

"obligation."20

A few

passages

outside the

that the phrases "eternal covenant" and "eternal statute"

can

be

essentially synonymously (cf. Ps 105:10, 1 Chr 16:17). Yet, it is not clear that

the two

phrases do parallel

not

require them to

and

Exodus,

a

occurs once.

are

□'7117

mean

one

the

another in Leviticus 24. And

same

thing. Additionally,

rP*"Q has yet to signify

bilateral and conditional covenant. It is

something different in this context, but is
proven

a

even

as we

if they do, this does

have shown in Genesis

unilateral obligation, but rather

conveys

possible, of course, that the phrase is doing
seems

prudent to default to consistency until

otherwise. Moreover, the fact that according to the canonical progression of

the Pentateuch this is

mention the

only the fourth

passage to use

importance of the previous uses)

the phrase

means

D^lil

(not to

that probably something

very

significant, and perhaps unique, is being communicated by the phrase in Leviticus
24:8 vis-a-vis "eternal statute"

or

"eternal due." Leviticus 24 and Numbers 18

only two places in the Old Testament where all three phrases
context. And

occur

one

in the

the

same

yet, Leviticus 24 and Numbers 18 (to be examined in Chapter Six)

suggest that while there is commonality between the phrases and their
20

are

corresponding

Gane, "Bread of the Presence," 194. Gane's position does not preclude him from seeing God as
parties. Cf. Ibid., 192. However, in his view this cultic covenant fundamentally

of the covenant

entails Israel's

performance for Yhwh.
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ideas, the Pentateuch introduces them

as

iT~D is

according to Leviticus and Numbers
include certain "statutes"
will be

even more

*71V

IVa

1-9 of Leviticus 24 not

also because of its

seems to

a

More specifically,

broader concept which

be the

case

may

for Leviticus 24 and

evident in Numbers 18.

Therefore □

vv.

"dues." This

or

distinct.21

related but

rare use

likely receives special attention and placement within

only because of the unique order of the two sections, but
vis-a-vis

pFl and HpF!. Closer investigation of the various

facets of the Bread of the Presence ritual in vv.5-9 reveals the contours of this rf""Q

5.2.2 Exegesis of Verses 5-9

5.2.2.1 Verse 5. The

flour

(Tlbb)

pericope begins with

to make twelve loaves of

bread.22

As is

common

a

command to

focus in vv.8-9 is

vagueness

on

in vv.5ff.

Aaron's

priestly roles

Israelite

people.24

21

Aaron

may

as

seems at

a

well

a

as

bit obscure.

first that Moses is in view. Yet, the

(and his sons) carrying out the ritual in the

be

fine

in the Pentateuch, the

particular addressee of this command and the others of vv.6-7 is
Considering the opening address (v. 1) it

use

future.2'

The

product of the overlapping nature of Moses' and
the priests' actions

as

inherent representatives of the

Nonetheless, the point is that Moses and/or Aaron and his

sons are

Rendtorff does not

specify the Pentateuch but argues for this in general. Rolf Rendtorff, "Is It
as a Separate Book?" in Reading Leviticus: A Conversation with Mary
Douglas (ed. John F.A. Sawyer; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), 31.
22
The bread was probably unleavened. Cf. Milgrom, 23-27, 2096.
23
Cf. 33D~liT for instance in v.8. The LXX seems to reflect this interpretive tension as it uses a
future indicative second person masculine plural in v.5 (Ar|pi|/€a0e).
24
Milgrom overstates the evidence by contending that the text "explicitly" indicates that Moses
provides the initial supply of flour and the people bear the responsibility thereafter. Milgrom, Leviticus
23-27, 2095; and cf. John E. Hartley, Leviticus (WBC 4; Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1992),
397. Milgrom also appeals to Ezek 45:17 as well as Be! and the Dragon which attest that it was the
Possible to Read Leviticus
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rf~Q is obediently

out the procedure on behalf of the Israelites. The

to carry

performed by

a

representative of the people.

A second feature of v.5 that colors the

Presence

pericope to

a

□l71U

mil bridges the Bread

of the

previous Sabbath story. In Exodus 16, the first mention of

Sabbath after the creation account,

the Israelites grumbled against God in fear of

going hungry after the Exodus. God promises to provide "bread from the heavens" to
test their obedience to him

much bread
seventh

on

the sixth

(v.4). They

are to trust

day (v.5), two

omers

his provision by collecting twice as

apiece (v.22), in order to rest

of

God"

Egypt (v.6), to reveal God's glory (v.7), and to know that "I
(v. 12). Moses commanded the Israelites to eat

would be found in the field (v.25). The story
God and

to trust

generations
The

as a

proceeds

on

as

obey his instructions, but finally rest

rebuke from God. One

omer

of

manna was

to be

am

brought them
the Lord

the Sabbath because

passages

none

on

the Sabbath (v.30) after

a

stored in the ark of the covenant for

reminder of God's feeding in the wilderness.

parallels between Exodus 16 and Leviticus 24:5-9

are

noteworthy.
only two

in the Old Testament that link the issue of bread and Sabbath with

instructions for the Israelite

people through the mediation of Moses and Aaron.

responsibility of the king to supply the offerings for Sabbaths,
or

your

the Israelites stubbornly fail

Besides the Feast of Unleavened Bread in Leviticus 23, these are the

Aaron

the

day and keep the Sabbath holy (v.23). God's supernatural provision of food in

the wilderness had several lessons for the Israelites: to know that God

out

on

Moses will offer the bread

on

new moons,
behalf of the Israelites

and festivals. To
PSD,

v.

say

that

8) does not

necessitate that the

people actually have to bring, themselves, the grain to the priests. Indeed, the fact
supplying the oil for the lamps in v.2 is the people's responsibility, and Leviticus 2 says that this is
the procedure for individual grain offerings, provides support for the same in Lev 24:5. And yet, the
lack of explicit mention of the people's responsibility may serve the opposite point of view. The nature
of a priesthood to act in the place of the people, and supplying 12 loaves as representatives of the
twelve tribes, may support the idea that it was unnecessary for the people to bring the grain.
that
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Interestingly Lev 24:5 requires two tenths of
twelve

one

loaves.25

tenth of

person

for

an

one

however, is
be offered

a

as

Scholars have yet to

ephah (equal to

one omer

day (Exod 16:16,

theological

one

offer

worth of flour

to

are

according to Exod 16:36) is sufficient for

an

Exodus 16:22-23. The idea in Exodus 16 and

as

provide enough food (i.e.

ephah,

as a sort

on

the measurement of an

enigmatic

omer

vis-a-vis

of postscript to the story, also tips the reader to link Leviticus 24
involving Sabbath obedience. In addition to the general

link between bread and Sabbath

eat

double portion)

be used in each loaf in the ritual illustration. The

with the Exodus 16 message

and Lev 24:5

a

keep the Sabbath, that is, refrain from work. Thus, two days

placement of Exodus 16:36 which comments
an

a

appropriately require two tenths of

more

illustrated in Leviticus 24 is that God will

can

explanation for this measurement since

harkening back to the Exodus 16 context. The loaves to

one, to represent

in order that Israel

ephah of flour within each of the

36).26 The explanation for this specific instruction,

the Bread of the Presence

ephah, instead of

an

an

keeping, the commonality between Exod 16:22-23

bridges the two contexts immediately. Aaron and his

the bread in the ritual to

sons are

called to

signify the appropriation of trusting in God's provision of

sustenance.

Knohl argues
because of the

appears

language of "a day of rest,

you

26

the Sabbath story of Exodus 16

holy Sabbath of the Lord" which also

shall know that 1

am

the Lord

your

God" (Exod 16:12) which

3 times in Exodus 16. The fact that Lev 24:8 resides within the Holiness

Tradition which may

25

a

on

in Exod 31:15 and 35:2 (which he considers HS). The other linguistic

similarity is "And
occurs

for Holiness School influence

have influenced Exodus 16 increases the possibility that the

The word

Cf. for

"ephah" (nS"^) is not present but assumed in the verse.
example Levine, Leviticus, 165; Harley, Leviticus, 400-01; Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2096-
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abn;

mn draws from that particular Sabbath story. More will be

said about the

potential role of Holiness theology in section 5.3.1 below.
The idea of Exodus

16, and illustrated in Leviticus 24, that Israel is to keep the

Sabbath commands to express

message

for

their trust in the provision of God is precisely the

IT "Q of Exodus 31. As

of the

we

keeping the Sabbath, God would provide his

In Exodus 31 God

provided the

Exodus 16, in return for

power

power

for Israel to

and

presence

carry out

God. The ritual of Leviticus 24 makes this

his commands. In

imply the necessity of the

presence

explicit and contributes the Sabbath ideas of Exodus 16 to the

in the ritual of Leviticus

a sense

become

IT "111

a

24.^

5.2.2.2 Verse 6. The twelve loaves of bread

question of whether these

are

were rows or

to be

configured in two

piles does not bear

rows.

on our

understanding of the eternal covenant, it is significant that the twelve loaves
divided into two

was

a

groups.28 While it is possible that dividing the loaves into two

practical matter of

space on

symbolically overlaps with the two

27

Gane raises the

of

"presence" of God theme of both previous

eternal covenant of Exodus 31. The ideas of Exodus 16 in

While the

for the Israelites.

keeping the Sabbath, God promises to provide sustenance.

That is, the land will be fruitful. Both contexts

Sabbath contexts

argued in Chapter Four, in return

are

groups

the table, it has also been proposed that this
onyx stones

attached to Aaron's ephod and the

the bread as in other texts (cf. Exod
that this is to de-emphasize the "gross
anthropomorphism" of offering a deity a full meal, in this case, in the already anthropomorphic
"presence" of God. Gane, "Bread of the Presence," 189. However, it is more likely that there is no
libation to parallel the story of Exodus 16 which also does not address the lack of water (-libation) in
25:29;

30:9;

question

37:16;

Num

as to

why

4:7;

28:7).

no

libations

He

accompany

argues

that context.
28

Milgrom considers "piles" a "logistic necessity." Cf. his discussion of the likely size of the loaves
length and width of the table, Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2096-7.

vis-a-vis the

"bli)
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twelve stones of the
ideas

two

breastpiece (cf. Exod

28:9-21).29

If this is the

are to

for the

sons

Therefore

function

"p3T

as

as

Aaron

before

serves

with six of the twelve tribes etched
of the tribes of Israel. In

(Exod 28:12), "stones of memorial

the

a

on

rows

represents

]~13T7 (v. 12).30
the

Israelites'

of six loaves, like the two stones

for each

each, represent God's food provision

like the

sense,

he

Lord

onyx stones,

the loaves

memorials for the

are

ofIsrael.
The second idea associated with the two

more

tentative, but nonetheless

a

rows

and twelve loaves may

be

proper

aforementioned section of Exodus 28

(cf. also Exod 39:14). Aaron and his

breastpiece of judgment (iDBipft

(28:15). Twelve stones
tribes

(v.21).3'

were

to

were to

Like the two

be etched

|P"1) made in the

same

style

as

same

sons were

the ephod

be attached to the breastpiece representing the twelve

onyx stones

of the ephod, the twelve

the stones. And in step

on

bit

decision¬

making and trust the priests for communicating this. This is anticipated in the

wear a

a

feasible proposal. It is the idea of judgment, more

specifically, the concept that the Israelites will look to God for

to

are

attached to Aaron's

of Israel," that Aaron shall bear before the Lord as a

acknowledgment of God's covenant. The two

sons

then there

implicitly attached to the loaves.

The first idea is that of covenant. The two onyx stones

ephod

case

names

of the tribes

with the stones of the ephod, the
as a

continual

Cf. Ibid., 193 where he argues for this as well as the strength of the number 12 for
covenant of the tribes (Exod 24:4, 28:21; Josh 4: Iff; 1 Kgs 18:31, etc.), and, that in Deut
tribes are divided in two groups of six to hear the covenant blessings and cursings.

signifying a
27:1 Iff. the

breastpiece of judgment

29
30

31

was to

be

worn

into the holy place by Aaron

Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2095; Gane, "Bread of the Presence," 192.

While there

were

four

rows on

the

Leviticus 24. The loaves could not be

breastpiece, this does not nullify their parallel representation in
simultaneously configured in 4 rows and two rows at the same

time.
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remembrance before the Lord

Urim and Thummim

were

to accompany

because Aaron would carry
The

the stones

were

the breastpiece of judgment

on

to be bound together (v.28) closely linking the

judgment ideas represented by the two

Urim and Thummim, and the twelve stones of the
It is

In addition, the

the Israelites' instrument of making judgments (v.30).

breastpiece and the ephod

covenant and

("PPFl ill IT ,.23 b ] IpT b, v.29).

likely that the two

rows

onyx

stones of the ephod, the

breastpiece.

of six loaves represent these two provisions of

God, his covenant and his wise judgment, through the offer of the Bread of the
Presence. The

in

emphasis

light of Leviticus 24

on

as a

the theme of judgment for the Israelites makes
whole, to be discussed below.

5.2.2.3 Verse 7. Verse 7 reveals that frankincense

of bread to be burned
be

to

a

Leviticus and

aroma

grace

was

offering of fire to the Lord. While the Bread

was

provision for the tribes, the frankincense

only

one

burned

as a

as

(iliO'l)

seven

is

a

times in

time in Exodus and Numbers, respectively. Frankincense and

grain offering in Leviticus 2 (vv. 1-2, 15). A handful of the

as a

memorial

offering ("JIN nrHIlTN) to the Lord

in providing the Israelites their daily

functions

as a

as a

pleasing

reminder of God's

food.32 Or, the memorial could function

reminder to God of his covenant

certainly the Israelites would look

reminder to God that Israel is

33

row

to accompany

(vv.2, 9, 16; cf. also 6:8). This memorial could function

conversely

32

each

was

for the Lord (1111''7). Frankincense is mentioned

added to the

were

mixture

memorial

reminder of God's

memorial of fire

oil

as a

more sense

faithfulness.33
it

upon

as

It likely

both

serves

well, but it is primarily

a

pleasing to God in their obedience. This obedience

Hartley, Leviticus, 30.
Cf. Brevard Childs, Memory and Tradition in Israel {SBT 37;

London: SCM Press, 1962), 31-34.
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pertains to keeping the Law
Law is

as a

whole if not the sacrifices specifically. Keeping the

emblematically represented by keeping the Sabbath.
The Israelite

illustrated in the

appropriation of the offering, and thus the eternal covenant, is

portion for Aaron and his

sons

(v.3, 10; cf. 6:16). Chapter 6's

explication of the grain offering reveals that Aaron and his

portion of the grain offering. This is their share of the offering to the Lord,
due

their

sons are to eat
a

perpetual

(□'TiiTpn, 6:11).
In the context of Leviticus 24 the frankincense

loaves and represents

the entire

way

portion of the loaves

(Lev 24:9). By keeping

offering

are

of the

was

frankincense.34

given to Aaron and his

a

common

between

with

sons as

their holy portion

whole portion. The twelve tribes offer

offering to God (through the priests), God receives
a

In contrast to Leviticus 2 and

the frankincense distinct, all three parties involved in the

able to receive

priests receive

kept distinct from the

the bread when burned (□!"] 97, v.7). Thus, the Lord received

portion of bread by

6 the entire

was

a

a

whole grain

complete offering, and the

whole portion themselves. Gane notes, "The bread offering has in

some

sacrifices the fact that its ritual involves

a

three-party transaction

YHWH, people and priests. Analysis of this transaction shows a negation of

expected ritual meaning, namely, consumption of the bread by

YHWH."35

Keeping

the bread and frankincense distinct also reflects the bilateral nature of the eternal

covenant as

each

enjoys their full portion of the offering.

Frankincense

always carries with it

a

most important holy character. It is

emphatically excluded from the sin and jealousy offerings (Lev 5:11; Num 5:15). The

54
°

Gane calls this "ritual

syntax." Gane, "Bread of the Presence," 197.
Ibid., 192. However, there are still two parties in focus (the people and God) as the priests act on

behalf of the Israelites.
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only
the

occurrence

of frankincense in Exodus involves the threat of being "cut-off from

people" for misusing it (along with other spices) and the priestly anointing oil

of

(Exod 30:30-38). This text demonstrates the potentially

grave consequences

improper priestly practice involving the Bread of Presence

the Sabbath in Leviticus

24. The

on

theological implication is stronger for the nation. If God is not pleased in the

covenant

(represented by the frankincense offering), then the nation,

will be cut off from the

covenants

It

people. This is the pervading

its individuals,

of all the eternal

consequence

thus far in the Pentateuch.

should be noted

as

well

that

the

frankincense in Lev 24:7. The LXX reads

KctGapov kuI aAa. The
to one or

or

reason

LXX

kcu

supplies

eniGfioete eirl

for the addition "and salt"

all of three factors. In the Exodus 30 passage

possessing the frankincense

[KTTp]," two words that

was to

occur

may

addition to the

an

to

Begot Xipotvov

be confidently attributed

mentioned above, the perfume

be supplemented with "salt,

pure

twice each in Leviticus 24 (vv.4, 6; 9

["lintp] and holy

[2x]).36 Another

possibility is that the LXX is drawing from Leviticus 2:13 which commands the
Israelites

to

include the "salt of the covenant"

(TfQ

offerings. This raises the third possibility. The LXX
which

may

il^O)

in all personal grain

have had Num 18:19 in view

speaks about the eternal covenant of salt (□ 'pi 17

rP~Q) regarding the

offerings the Lord grants to Aaron and his offspring. All of the three texts

are

likely

serving the LXX's rendering. The special connection between Leviticus 24 and
Numbers 18

(also

a

iT~Q passage)

may prove

the third option to be most

probable.

"6

Ironically, the LXX does not have ala in Exodus 30.
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5.2.2.4 Verse 8. With respect to

climax in v.8
established

as

as a

the eternal covenant is introduced and the
Sabbath ritual. In

suffix.

priestly activity is formally

prescribing the Sabbath offering, the antecedents of

the first verb of the sentence,

masculine

mil, Leviticus 24:1-9 reaches its

are a

singular Qal imperfect of

bit

unclear.37

with

a

third

The word is

person

a

third

person

masculine singular

Milgrom summarizes the possible referents of the word,
The

subject and object of this verb are not identified. The masculine object could be
(v. 7ba) or, more likely, the immediately preceding 'isseh 'a food
gift' (v. 7b/?), composed of the bread and the frankincense, since both are permanent
commitments of the Israelites (v. 8b). The subject could be either the high priest (LXX),
who alone may officiate in the shrine, or, more likely, by taking the verb as a passive, any
priest, since the task here is to arrange the bread loaves, not to officiate (i.e., burn the
incense). Then, the setting up ('arak) of the loaves would parallel the setting up of the
either lehem 'the bread'

38

lamp(s), which also
No matter what is

of vv.5-9 is

an

be performed by

any

priest (Exod 27:21).

precisely in view with the term, the point is clear that the offering

be set out every

covenant.19

eternal

Presence

to

may

Sabbath before the Lord

As mentioned

on

behalf of the Israelites

as

above, it is in v.8 where the Bread of the

distinguishes itself from the oil and lampstand offering in that it is

performed "on behalf of Israel,"
The idea of

working

on

on

the Sabbath,

as an

eternal

behalf of the people brings

covenant.40

a new

priestly idea to the

offering. The two aspects of Sabbath and eternal covenant takes the perceptive reader
back to Exodus 31 where Sabbath observance became

Exodus 31 the

37

While Notli

v.8's
38
39

preceding

never

occurrence

mentions □

'Tli?

an

eternal covenant. Not

only is

of □ 'lH? JVQ, but it is the only other mil

rf ~Q in his commentary

he does mention that he is puzzled by

and form.

Noth, Leviticus. 178.
Milgrom, 23-27, 2099.
content

Milgrom recognizes that the

move to a

Sabbath emphasis connects this with Exodus 31. Cf. Ibid.,

2100.
40

Gane comments that "The relative permanence of the bread as compared with other offerings is
emphasized in Num. iv 7, where the bread is the only offering which is transported with the tabernacle
furniture and utensils when the Israelites break camp." Gane, "Bread of the Presence," 199.
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□ 7117

granted during the Sinai

eternal covenant

regarding the

With the

see a

close

Thus, it

serves as a

foundation for Leviticus 24's

Sabbath.41

parallels of the two Sabbath

D^IaJ

mil

passages

it is appropriate to

relationship between the two texts. The priestly practice of offering the

Bread of the Presence every

in the

era.

same

sense

established. There is

as

no

Sabbath

as an

eternal covenant is not

mil

a new

when the eternal covenants of Genesis and Exodus

HDIl

formula

of the covenant. As illustrated above in

were

emphatically marking out both sides

general, much of the Leviticus material gives

priestly expression and fulfillment of the instruction in Exodus. This applies to the
mil of the Sabbath. While the □ bill mil of Leviticus 24 draws in the

□

principles of Exodus 16, it

serves as a

priestly expression of keeping the broader

eternal covenant of the Sabbath established in Exodus 31.

Keeping the Sabbath is the

quintessential representation of keeping the Law and obeying the will of God. Hence,
it makes
In other

sense

that there would be

a

words, the offering of the Showbread is a "sign of the sign," if you will.

5.2.2.5 Verse 9. In the final

sons

weekly offering to represent the eternal covenant.

receive

eternal due

an

as

a

verse

of the

product of this

representing the Israelites before God they
As with v.8 the first verb reflects

a

Qal perfect (with

Milgrom offers

41

a

waw

a

pericope

are to eat

level of

we

learn that Aaron and his

mil. For their role in
the holy portions in

a

holy place.

ambiguity in referent. The verb rUTH"! is

consecutive) third

person

feminine singular form of ilTl.

brief discussion of five options for the feminine antecedent subject

Cf. Hertz, Pentateuch, 260.

Cf. also Milgrom, 23-27, 2094 and J. Joosten, People and Land in the
Exegetical Study of the Ideational Framework of the Law in Leviticus 17-26
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1996), 1 19-20, who both imply as much.
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here.42

While

natural

referent

serving

since

!T~Q

is

a

feminine

seems

in

noun

the

that rT~Q is the most
preceding

the other possible referents. Therefore Aaron and his

encompasses

for

Milgrom concedes to "all the above," it

as

and

verse

sons are

rewarded

mediators between the people and God. This point is illustrated again in

Numbers 18. The □

'Til?

of the Showbread

specifically pertains to them

as

well.

And, for their service they are provided with the holy portions offered to the Lord of
this Sabbath

offering of the Bread of the Presence.

Six other times Aaron and his

sons

are

bestowed

a

□

'piiTpn.43

Exodus 29

provides the instructions for consecrating the Tent of Meeting, the altar, and Aaron
and his

sons

for

priesthood

These instructions
theirs

as a

are

so

'pii?,

may

dwell

among

his people (cf. vv.44-46).

carried out in Leviticus 8. The text reveals that the

perpetual statute

priesthood is

(□'piU Hpfl, v.9), but in addition the remaining

the second "ram of ordination"

□

that God

are

v.28) for Aaron and his

to

sons

be boiled and eaten

from the

peace

as a

parts of

"perpetual due"

(~pn

offering (□pD1~lFI

v.28). This portion and the unleavened bread from the ordination ritual were to be
eaten

by the priests at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. Leviticus 7:34 and 10:12-

15 reiterate these

meat

points with the latter most clearly expressing the fact that it is the

portions which

are

specifically considered

Elsewhere in Exodus the act of

Meeting is considered

a

a

perpetual due (cf.

v.15).44

washing prior to priestly service in the Tent of

□ "pilT'pn in 30:21.

42

Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2100-01. He gives the following possibilities: nn]Q (grain implied);
rnya (one of the rows/piles, v.7a); nbilH (the cake, v.5b); rr~Q (the implications of the covenant,
v.8b); (rH3TiJ v.7b, a stylistic imitation).
43
Exod 29:28; 30:21; Lev 6:11; 7:34; 10:15; Num 18:8.
44
Verse 14 distinguishes the meat portions as for Aaron's

sons

and daughters.
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Leviticus

In

memorial

over.

the

grain offering instructions

portion is burned for the Lord. Aaron and his

It is to be unleavened bread eaten in

for Aaron and his

on

6

the

sons

a

are

presented whereby

sons are to eat

holy place. This will be

a

what is left

perpetual due

(Lev 6:18). Leviticus 6 also presents the grain offering ritual

day of the priests' anointing. Unlike the normal grain offering, the entire

offering is the Lord's perpetual due and is to be entirely burned. In this
priests

a

are not to eat any

offerings of the Lord

are

case

the

of the offering. And finally, in Numbers 18 the holy

given to the priests

as a

□ 'liiTpn (cf. vv.8, 11, and 18).

Thus, Leviticus 24:9 is the only instance where the portion of the bread offering for

□ l7iU~pn. And uniquely, as mentioned above, the priests

the

priests is considered

are

entitled to the entire portion.

5.2.3 Summary of the

a

□"7112

mil

in

Leviticus 24:5-9

The above examination of vv.5-9 of Leviticus

of the

□'m

highlights

some

distinct features

mil in the passage. The eternal covenant involves three parties which

ritualistically represent both the bilateral, conditional covenant of Exodus 31 and the
Sabbath ideas of Exodus 16 in terms of

priests' obligation provides
covenant

as

well

as

of frankincense

priestly eternal covenant

all that keeping the Sabbath

the inherent consequences
as

a

The

ceremony.

third, intermediary party into the covenant. The eternal

of the Showbread represents

16 and 31

use

a

a

pleasing

aroma

means

in Exodus

of covenant disobedience. Even the

of God represents the potential danger of

being cut off if the Sabbath ritual is not properly performed.

c'/iy
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5.3 The Broader Context of Leviticus 24:1-9

The

□bltf

JVQ of Leviticus 24

seems

expression of Sabbath-keeping, ffowever,
topics of Leviticus 24 from

a

pericopes (vv. 1-9 and 10-23)
questions which

may

the ideas of D7H7

the discussion.

in

as a

have yet to address the

as

well

as

the rest of Leviticus. While these

be difficult to solve ultimately,

we

cultic

popular

are

puzzling

contend that concentrating

rr~Q, and its theological underpinnings,

Conversely,

more

a

scholarly perspective: the relationship between its two

may

shed

some

light

on
on

contend that it would only truncate the fullest meaning

we

of the eternal covenant of Lev 24:8 if

chapter

we

fairly straightforward. It is

we

failed to address its

whole, and beyond. The facets of this C blli1 mil

placement within the
are most

clearly

seen

light of its literary and theological context.

5.3.1 □

rr~)H

within the

Holiness Code

The fact that Leviticus 24 resides within the Holiness Code may

for

be important

grasping the full theological significance of the eternal covenant of the

Showbread. While

no consensus

exists

as

to the

rationale for the location of Leviticus

24:1-9, and especially vv. 10-23, we contend that there is inevitable significance of

residing within this section of the Old Testament (roughly chapters 17-27 of
Leviticus).

According

to

several

scholars,

the

Holiness

responsibilities and holiness of the laypeople, the nation

Code

as a

c'TIIJ

focuses

the

on

whole, rather than just
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the

priests.45

are

priests of sorts."46 Similarly Levine notes,

Knohl states, "According to the Holiness School all the people of Israel

The central idea of the Holiness Code is that the people of Israel bears the collective
responsibility to seek to achieve holiness, as expressed in 19:2: 'You shall be holy for I.
the Lord your God, am holy.' This idea, rarely encountered in the rest of Leviticus, is
here stated repeatedly and emphatically. Given the prominence of the idea of a holy
people, the laws and commandments are usually addressed to all of Israel, not merely to
47
Moses, Aaron, or the priesthood.

According to several of these Jewish scholars, the
morality

vs.

concern

8th

of the

c.

prophets

on

ritual is answered by the Holiness School who, in contrast to the Priestly

school, combines morality and ritual as dual components of holiness. Leviticus 19 is

key for expressing

this.48
H"1 "~IZ1 of the Showbread resides within

The fact that the

Scripture which

conveys

a

section of

these ideas is surely to influence the significance of the

ritual.

Therefore, all that the Sabbath ritual represents is to relate to the holiness of

every

individual within Israel, not just the priests. In

a sense,

the Sabbath ritual

performed by the priests models the Sabbath holiness of the nation for whom the
priests carryout the

ceremony.

As the priests perform the commands of God in

obediently performing the ritual, the nation is also to
thus achieve holiness. This is the

without the

will
45

same

carry out

God's commands and

idea of the eternal covenant of Exodus 31

priestly aspect. Moreover, the idea of the

provide food in return for keeping the Sabbath is

fr~Q of 24:8 that God
a message

that not only the

Cf. for

example, Grabbe, Leviticus, 77; Jacob Milgrom, "The Changing Concept of Holiness in the
Emphasis on Leviticus 19," in Reading Leviticus A Conversation with Mary
Douglas (ed. John F.A. Sawyer; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), 69; Joosten, People and
Land, 1 17; Philip Jenson, Graded Holiness: A Key to the Priestly Conception of the World (JSOTSupp
106; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), 49-50. Jenson notes that the Nazirite vow ritual (Numbers 6) was
open to all Israelites relating their holiness to the cultic holiness of the priests. He observes, "The vow
entailed restrictions similar to those which the high priest had to observe." Ibid., 50.
46
Israel Knohl, The Divine Symphony: The Bible's Many Voices (Philadelphia: The Jewish
Publication Society, 2003), 68. Cf. 63-9 for a summary of Holiness School ideas vis-a-vis the P
Pentateuchal Codes with

tradition.
47
48

Levine, Leviticus, 111.
Cf. Knohl, Sanctuary

ofSilence, 175ff,

esp.

180-86; Joosten. People and Land, 132.
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priests

are to convey

through the Bread of Presence

congregation is to model and mediate to the world
of

being

covenant

a

"priestly kingdom and

ceremony,
as

the nation fulfills the command

holy nation." In this

a

but also that which the

manner,

perhaps the eternal

of the Sabbath in Leviticus 24, as it sits within the Holiness Code, returns

the focus of □

*211:

mil

to a universal intention in the vein

Knohl understands that not

only is

of sorts," but even more, achieve a

every

holy status

of Genesis 9 and 17.

individual Israelite is to be "a priest
on

the level of the High Priest. He

comments,
Holiness School is in effect saying to every Israelite: If one observes the
commandments, ritual and moral alike, one can attain a level of holiness akin to that of
The

the

high priest. The high priest is "holy to the Lord" while the follower of
"holy to your God." There is a democratization of the Priestly
symbols, an equal opportunity for all of the people of Israel to be holy. .Thus began a
revolution in the religious life of the people of Israel.49
commandments will be

.

The effect of this Holiness
revisited in

theology

Chapter Six. Yet

environment

potentially provides

Leviticus 24 and Exodus 31:
with God's power
nations. It is

5.3.2 The □

even

a

on

the eternal covenants in Numbers will be

in Leviticus 24
certain depth and

The

find that this theological

scope to

the

mil of

Keeping the covenant of the Sabbath will enable Israel,

and provision (through his presence), to

serve as

priests to the

possible that the eternal covenant of the Showbread is to illustrate

^117

ma

and

□'llU

this.50

Surrounding Chapters

One does not have to look too far to

envelop the

we

see

that

chapters 23 and 25, which

mil chapter, anticipate Israel's prosperity in the promised land.

prescription of the appointed festivals of Leviticus 23, and the rules for the

49

Knohl, Divine Symphony, 68-9.
Keeping the Sabbath may be the ultimate equalizer in Israel between priest and layperson. As
Jenson notes, ".
time cannot be easily aligned with a grade in the spatial or personal dimension.
Every Israelite and every place experienced the same passing of time, and a holy occasion would be
holy for all, not just the priests and the sanctuary." Jenson, Graded Holiness, 196.
50

.

.
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Sabbath and Jubilee years,
you enter

your

the land and

provider (cf.

the land and

e.g.,

provides the

prosper

same

this is how

inherent

you are to

Lev 24:1-9; when

message as

remember and worship God,

25:18-21). The intrinsic relationship between being fruitful in

keeping the Sabbath is clear from these chapters. Resting during the

appointed festivals, fulfilling the Sabbath rituals, and giving the land itself a Sabbath,
is the ultimate

symbol of obeying the commands and ordinance of God (25:18) which

ensures success.

This Sabbath thread continues into Leviticus 26 where

keeping the Sabbath and worshipping at the sanctuary
avoid the

□

bliJ

see

the

in v.2 that

proper way to

prohibitions of Lev 26:1. Heeding this command, illustrated in the Hi,-Q

ritual

at

the

sanctuary in Lev 24:5-9, brings abundant

multiplication (cf. 26:1-13,
fail in obedience (vv.
covenant

serve as

we

esp.

v.9). The opposite will manifest itself if the Israelites

14-39). And

with Israel upon

fruitfulness and

even

when they do, God will ultimately keep his

repentance.51 These are the rewards and punishments of the

respective eternal covenants of Genesis, Exodus, and Leviticus.
Many scholars recognize that Leviticus resides within
context,
even

a

broad covenant

beginning with Sinai and ending in Numbers (Exod 19:l-Num 10:10), if not

wider in

scope.52 And

yet, Leviticus 26 has a special place and covenant

51

This raises the possibility that Lev 24-26 is a sort of recapitulation of Exod 31-34. A DbliJ iT~Q
given (Exod 31:16/Lev 24:8), there is a grave failure (Exod 32:l-8/Lev 24:10-11), the people are
responsible for executing blood punishment (Exod 32:27-28/Lev 24:14-23), there is a reinstitution of
the Sabbath observances and calendrical worship (Lev 25:2-8ff./Exod 34:18-25), appeal is made to the
Abrahamic promises to avoid devastation (Exod 32:13/Lev 26:42), and the eternal covenant promises
are reinstated (Exod 33:1-3; 34:11/Lev 26:3-13) contingent upon obedience to God's commands (Exod
34:11/Lev 26:3, 14), as well as God's presence (Exod 34:9/Lev 24:1-9 and 26:11-12). For a summary
of common tenns and phrases between Exod 31:12-17 and the Holiness code in general, cf. Gane,
is

"Bread of the

Presence," 200.

52

Hartley, Leviticus, lxv; Andreas Ruwe, "The Structure of the Book of Leviticus in the Narrative
Outline of the Priestly Sinai Story (Exod 19:l-Num 10:10)," in The Book of Leviticus: Composition
and Reception (eds. Rolf Rendtorff and Robert A. Kugler; Leiden: Brill, 2003), 58; Rendtorff,
"Leviticus as a Separate Book," 33-5.
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context.53

We have already discussed in significant

message

within this covenant

detail in

previous chapters that Leviticus 26 reflects the

ideas.54

The close

coincidence

covenant

relationship of

especially when

ideas that

even

one

range

of eternal covenant

rP""Q in Lev 24:8 to Leviticus 26 is

observes the

way

that Leviticus 26

expresses

no

eternal

transcend the Sinai context. Auld comments,

Leviticus 26 ends with

a passage (w. 40-45) which promises, consequent on Israel
confessing and making amends, that Yahweh will remember his covenant with Jacob,

with Isaac and with Abraham. The scholar who added the current

v.

46 to this passage

deftly pushed behind Jacob-Isaac-Abraham towards Noah and even creation by using the
words 'between him and the people of Israel': the divine 'between me and you' is used in
the Pentateuch only of the covenant promises to Noah (Gen. 9.12-17) and Abraham (Gen.
17.10-11), both of which have a 'sign' attached; and of the Sabbath, that other sign
(Exod. 31.13). So read, Lev. 26.46 is neither subscript to the so-called Holiness Code nor,
one chapter early, to the whole book of Leviticus. It is a final comment on Leviticus 2526 alone—or, better, a peroration that does not leave these two chapters isolated, but
places them within
Therefore it is

Code is

a context

that embraces key moments of Genesis and

possible that the inclusion of

a

□ 'ill? mil text within the Holiness

quite appropriate, especially in the form of

the Sinai covenant

as an

eternal covenant

Exodus.55

a

(Exodus 31

priestly ritual which represents

).56

53

Cf. Rendtorff, "Leviticus as a Separate Book," 33. Mary Douglas sees it as a major turning point
paralleling Leviticus 19 and linked with its ideas within the ring composition. Mary Douglas, "Poetic
Structure in Leviticus," in Pomegranates and Golden Bells: Studies in Biblical, Jewish, and NeatEastern Ritual, Law, and Literature in Honor of Jacob MUgrom (eds. David P. Wright, David Noel
Freedman, and Avi Hurvitz; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1995), 253.
54
Cf. Hartley, Leviticus, lxvi, for a discussion of the relationship between the eternal covenant ideas
we have established and their relationship to the livelihood of the land.
55
Graeme Auld, "Leviticus at the Heart of the Pentateuch?" in Reading Leviticus: A Conversation
with Mary Douglas (ed. John F.A. Sawyer; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), 46. For
discussions pertaining to this reference to the Abrahamic covenant in Lev 26:42, cf. Smith, "Leviticus,"
31; Milgrom, Jacob. "Covenants: The Sinaitic and Patriarchal Covenants in the Holiness Code
(Leviticus 17-27)." Pages 91-101 in Sefer Moshe: The Moshe Weinfeld Jubilee Volume. Edited by
Chaim Cohen, Avi Hurvitz, and Shalom M. Paul.; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2004.

56Other

scholars reflect the instinct to connect the

covenants, especially
and Land, 120.

Genesis 9,

even

if reluctantly

so.

DbllJ

!T~Q in Lev 24:8 to other eternal

Cf. Wenham, Leviticus, 310; Joosten, People

cVlI)
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5.3.3 □

"71IT-Q As a Key to The Coherence of Chapter 24?
While

upon

acknowledging the potential implications of Holiness Code theology

Leviticus 24, the juxtaposition of

possible, however, that
5.3.3.1

The

of mixed

23 to

1 -9

vv.

race

vv.

serve as an

10-23 is still

It is

a mystery.

isthmus.

puzzles scholars. Immediately after the instruction of the

lampstand and bread of the
man

mil could

1-9 to

Question of Continuity. The content of chapter 24 within the

of Leviticus

structure

□bli?

vv.

for

presence, a

blaspheming in

narrative follows concerning the stoning of
vv.

a

10-23. The puzzling relationship of vv. 10-

represents for many not only the incoherence within the chapter, but also

the incoherence of the entire

chapter within its surrounding

give several examples of scholars who "resist this
While much of

material.57

Hartley does

conclusion."58

scholarship considers the material of chapter 24 disjointed

as a

whole, not to mention its two distinct parts, some do argue for a certain degree of
coherence and
that the

provide explanations for the content of the chapter. One proposal is

blasphemy story happened right after the instruction of 24:1-9

was

given

historically speaking. This view advocates then that Leviticus 24 resides within

a true

linear, chronological narrative that addresses issues as they arose in the
also

proposed that chapters 19-24 reflect

a

24:8 makes

57
5S
59

60

seven

instances in

argues

It is

progression of holiness which ends in the

Holy Place (Lev 24:1-9) and the Holy of Holies (blaspheming the

24:10-23).60 Wilfred Warning also

camp.59

that the double

name

occurrence

of God

~

Lev

of fQE) in Lev

chapters 23-26 and accounts for the placement of 24:1-

Cf. for

example, Hartley, Leviticus, 396; Wenham, Leviticus, 308.
Hartley, Leviticus. 396.

Wenham, Leviticus, 308-9.
Gane, "Bread of Presence," 192, nt. 41.
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9 in this

location.61

because both

A

simple option is that Lev 24:1-9 naturally follows chapter 23

pertain to the cultic

v.9 still does not

calendar.62

Yet, advocating

a

explain the logic of why the blasphemy story

major break then after

possesses

its location.

Perhaps the most intriguing proposal for the coherent arrangement of Leviticus
is that of
with

the

Douglas.63 Douglas

argues

central theme of "how to protect

a

argues

Mary

that Leviticus is

a

"ring

composition"64

the holiness of the house of

God."65

She

that the book of Leviticus corresponds literarily to the three major sections of

Tabernacle.

The

narrative

portions of Leviticus (chapters 8-10; 24:10-23)

represent the screens of the tabernacle. The narrative of Leviticus grows from the
outer court

(chapters

(chapters 1-17), the Holy Place (chapters 18-24), and the Holy of Holies

25-27).66 Chapters 19 and 26 constitute major turning points while the

narrative sections

(8-10 and 24:10-22) "should be read

barrier to the next chamber of the

significant

61

as a

two

matching pair, each

a

tabernacle."67 Douglas' scheme has received

support.68 Leviticus 24:1-9 is placed where it is because it addresses items

Wilfried

Warning, Literary Artistry in Leviticus (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 94. While Milgrom
proposals such as this as "shots in the dark" (cf. Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2082), ironically,
even he contends that the seven occurrences of the divine name in Lev 24:1-9 may prepare for the story
of the defamation of the name in the following pericope. Cf. Ibid., 2101.
considers

62
63

Ibid., 2082.
Cf.

Douglas, "Poetic Structure in Leviticus," Pages 239-56; idem, "The Forbidden Animals in
Leviticus," in Journal for the Study ofthe Old Testament 59 (1993): 3-23.
64
She defines this as "a use of parallels to enable the writer to trace a complete trajectory, step by
step, rung by rung, returning to the beginning with the central theme enriched and the argument
complete." She considers this "poetic." Idem, "Poetic Structure in Leviticus," 246.
65

66

Ibid., 247.
Cf. her

helpful diagram in idem, Leviticus

as

Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999),

223.
67

Literature, 199. Christopher Smith also places importance on the function of
According to his scheme (he adds chapter 16 as a third narrative)
they allude to one another for a common purpose, and, they "indicate or illustrate the organizing
concerns of the major divisions they demarcate." Christopher R. Smith, "The Literary Structure of
Leviticus," JSOT 70 (1996): 23-24.
68
Milgrom, Leviticus 23-27, 2082; Lester L. Grabbe, "The Priests in Leviticus—Is the Medium the
Message?" in The Book of Leviticus: Composition and Reception (eds. Rolf Rendtorff and Robert A.
Kugler; Leiden: Brill, 2003), 210; Rendtorff, "Leviticus as a Separate Book," 22-35; Cf also
Gutzwiller, Kathryn. "Comments on Rolf Rendtorff" Pages 36-9 in Reading Leviticus: A Conversation
with Mary Douglas. Edited by John F.A. Sawyer. Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996.

Douglas, Leviticus

as

the narrative sections of the book.
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which stand in the tabernacle in front of the
not

are

logically connected beyond this
Douglas' ring composition

screen.69

The content of the two sections

rationale.70

may

be the most helpful

way to

structure

and content of Leviticus. In this manner, the linear sequence

is not

important

as

this does not

as

observing

a

understand the
of the material

section's location within the wider ring. And yet,

preclude the possibility that there

also be

may

a

linear rationale to

having two pericopes side by side. Even Douglas acknowledges that the two
necessarily mutually

exclusive.71

vv.lO:ff because of the
linear

the

before

a type

of

move.

lOff. side

vv.

comes

progression towards the Holy of Holies is itself

In affirmation of

is,

In fact, her rationale that 24:1-9

are not

by side,

we

Douglas' instinct to find

contend that

a

logic to the location of vv. 1-9 and

iT""Q also bridges the two pericopes. That

lOff reflect several eternal covenant ideas pinpointed in

our

progressive study of

phrase in the Pentateuch, including Lev 24:8. Thus, not only is the phrase

appropriate for the Bread of the Presence offering
appropriately leads into

a story

as

argued above, but it also

IVQ ideas.

which involves inherent

5.3.3.2 Eternal Covenant Themes in vv.10-23? While the limitations of this

project prevent

a

detailed analysis of vv. 10-23,

even an

identification of major ideas

69

Douglas, Leviticus as Literature, 228. For Douglas it also appropriately closes out the four burnt
offerings introduced and ending with an "eternal statute." This serves to indicate the (I) broader plan of
the book, and (2) the symmetry of "both sides" of Leviticus. Cf. Idem, "Forbidden Animals," 15.
70
This is a bit of an oversimplification of Douglas' view. For instance she sees parallel "rungs" with
Leviticus 1-7 and 23-25. In this way the latter section reiterates and expands ("complements") the
former "expositional" section. Idem, "Poetic Structure in Leviticus," 253. In addition, the way that Lev
24:1-9 corresponds to sacrificial ideas earlier in the book means that one should begin to expect more
information on the concept of "blemish" (Lev 24:10-22). Cf. Idem, "Forbidden Animals," 15.
Nonetheless, for Douglas, Lev 24:1-9 and vv.lOff. constitute a significant divide.
71
Calum Carmichael properly hesitates to throw out all linear cohesiveness. Mary Douglas responds
to this in the affirmative. Cf. Mary Douglas, "Discussion," in Reading Leviticus: A Conversation with
Mary Douglas (ed. John F.A. Sawyer; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), 57.
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raises the

□

"m

possibility that the story appropriately follows the establishment of a nP~Q

A few of the

We

more

important

ones are

presented here.

argued that Exodus 16 and 31

are

appropriately serving

backdrops to the

H"1 ~)Z1 of the Bread of the Presence, and

of the two passages are

inherent to the

note

□blU

that the "sanctification" ideas of the

direct

the Sabbath ideas

IT")!! of Leviticus 24. It is interesting to

previous Sabbath

"you shall know that it is the Lord who brought
God's

so

as

you out

passages,

specifically [1]

of Egypt" (Exod 16:6), [2]

glory/presence (Exod 16:7, cf. 29:43; 31:3), [3] "I

am

the Lord

your

God"

(Exod 16:12), [4] "I the Lord sanctify you (31:13), are explicitly linked to the

prohibition of profaning the

name

SxntD1 pa tjina 'nunpii
□pb rrrn1? ansa fixa
I

am

the LORD. You shall not

of God in Lev 22:3

1-33.72

*6)

□ttrnx

rnrr px

Lev 22:3ib-33

x'sian crr-pa nin1 px
:rnrr "x av6xS
profane

my

holy

name,

that 1

may

be

sanctified among the people of Israel: I am the LORD; I sanctify you,
I who brought you out of the land of Egypt to be your God I am the LORD.

Therefore, when the blasphemer profanes the name of God in Lev 24:1 Off. it is

inherently
that to

a

disparagement of the sanctifying work of God for

"profane" is the

Exodus 16 and 31, and

converse

of to

implicit in the

"sanctify."74 These

are

Israel.72 Wenham

notes

Sabbath ideas explicit in

rT~Q ritual of Lev 24:8. Could it be that

72

Milgrom notes how important this idea is to H and beyond. Milgrom, "The Changing Concept of
Holiness," 69.
73
Douglas also directly connects the blasphemy story with this "perforation" at the end of Leviticus
22 to defend the logical placement of this narrative in the book. Douglas, Leviticus as Literature, 228.
74
Wenham, Leviticus, 19.
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to

profane the

Sabbath

(T^FI, Exod 31:14) by profaning the one who sanctifies?75

The issue of

God since he

in

Lev 24:11, 14, 15, 23) is to profane the heart of the

name

was

vv.

not

a

10-23 is how to treat

citizen

an

alien

(~13) who profaned the

name

of

(i"HTN) and technically subject to the Law. We argued

Chapters Two-Three of this project that the first two eternal covenants explicitly

deal with Israel's

relationship to her international enemies (e.g., Gen 9:2-6; 17:4-

6/22:17-18). This idea is picked

up

again in implicit fashion in the Holiness Code

(e.g. Lev 26:6-7, 17, 25, 33-39) within which the
The

rT~Q of Leviticus 24 resides.

expectation for Israel's enemies is that they would submit to Israel's God by

submitting to the nation. All nations would then be subject to worshipping the true
God of Israel. In this sense, Lev 24:22

people, inside

or

clearly states that there is

outside of national Israel, to recognize the

fundamental issue in

vv.

10-23 is Israel's proper

name

relationship to

a

one

law for all

of God. Thus,

a

foreigner and her

priestly role in upholding the holiness of God.
In

v.

14 God commands the Israelites to stone the

Verses 15 and 16 of Leviticus 24 show that
the life of another

living

blasphemer to

cursing God is equal in offense to taking

being.77 The subtle problem of this

request is that capital

punishment does not intuitively fit the crime of blaspheming the
this is

no

different than the consequence

death.76

name

of God. Yet,

of death for failing to keep the Sabbath, for

75

Leviticus 19 and 20 seems to use these terms fairly synonymously (cf. 19:8, 12, 14, 29; 20:3, 9).
Hartley notes that there is no technical Hebrew term for blasphemy. Cf. Hartley, Leviticus, 408-9.
76
Verse 12 says that this issue was left to the judgment of the Lord. The idea of discerning the
judgment of God may directly link to the two rows of bread which possibly recall the onyx stones
etched with six tribes
77

on

each.

For works

regarding the issues connected to lex talionis in the passage and in ancient Israel, cf. for
example, Mikliszanski, J.K. "The Law of Retaliation and the Pentateuch." Journal of Biblical
Literature 66 (1947): 295-303. For Mary Douglas the lex talionis of Leviticus 24 parallels chapter 19's
central emphasis on just measures. Cf. Douglas, "Discussion," in Reading Leviticus, 80. In Leviticus
24, and later in Leviticus 26, it is God himself who is involved in lex talionis. Ibid., "Forbidden
Animals," 20. She seemingly has 26:40 in mind as the cause of his retaliation (curses of the chapter).
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instance. While scholars may
and/or what

speculate

actually took place in the

15-22, this crime deserves

vv.

retribution, in this
back to the

case

as to

what justified the punishment in this text

blasphemy,78

proper

it

seems

penalty like the other universal laws of

life for life. The review of these universal laws takes the reader

principle of Genesis 9 and the image of God

is used in Lev 24:20

as

rationale.79

was

1^

the

and

same

).

same

is illustrated here

community of Israel takes the life of the blasphemer. This corporate decision

protection of holiness is precisely in line with the Holiness Code idea that the

entire nation is called to

priestly holiness. This "cutting off' of the blasphemer and the

rehearsal of the universal laws of retribution connects the passage to

specifically. That this idea
24:8

phrase

established with the Noachic eternal covenant, humankind has the

responsibility of properly pursuing just blood punishment. The
as

The

is used in Gen 9:6. The entire section of Lev 24:20b is

poetically reminiscent of Gen 9:6a (13 "jOlT ]3
As

clear that according to

may

Genesis 9

iT~Q of Leviticus

be embedded within the

(i.e. Exod 31:14-15) is illustrated in this subsequent narrative.
Much

These few

more

investigation is

make these assertions conclusive.

examples, however, at least raise the possibility that □ l71D rf~Q could

possibly bring

some

pericopes. While the
eternal

necessary to

covenant

clarity to the apparent incoherence of Leviticus 24's major

rP"Q of Leviticus 24 is

a

ritualistic presentation of the

of the Sabbath introduced in Exodus 31, and also represents the

78

Livingston, Dennis H. "The Crime of Leviticus XXIV 11." Vetus Testamentum 36 (1986): 352-4;
Weingreen, J. "The Case of the Blasphemer (Leviticus XXIV 1 Off.)." Vetus Testamentum 22 (1972):
118-23; Wenham seems to suggest that perhaps the crime of the blasphemer was likened to
premeditated murder which would make the punishment appropriate. Wenham, Leviticus, 312. For a
quite speculate, historical, explanation of the passage, cf. Mittwoch, H. "The Story of the Blasphemer
Seen in a Wider Context," Vetus Testamentum 15 (1965): 386-9.
79
Cf. Wenham, Leviticus, 312; Joosten, People and Land in the Holiness Code, 78.
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Sabbath story

□'nu

of Exodus 16 in terms of an eternal covenant, the

rr-n may

imply themes which

are not

use

of the language

self-evident from the Showbread text

alone.

5.4 Exegetical Conclusions

Sections 5.2 and 5.3

four basic

some

mil

in

Leviticus 24

conclusions regarding the meaning and

IT""lE in Leviticus 24. The insights

significance of
to

provide

ofD'tiE

can

be arranged according

exegetical questions.

5.4.1 What Is the Immediate Eternal Covenant Context?

The immediate eternal covenant context for the

vv.

1-9 of the

chapter. These

verses

show that the conventional pairing of the
so

that the pericope ends with

IT HE of the Sabbath that is

newly attached to the bread

lampstand ritual with the Showbread is changed
attention

on

ceremony.

31

serve as

the

the

E^IE

While vv.5-9 specifically detail the covenant, the texts of Exodus 16 and

important backdrops for understanding the significance of it. In addition,

placement of the covenant within the Holiness Code of Leviticus provides certain

theological implications for the
The

IVEE in Leviticus 24 is

scope

and application of the Sabbath ritual for Israel.

surrounding chapters also reflect that eternal covenant ideas pervade

many

of the

chapters in close proximity to the DHII? TP "IE of the Showbread, namely Leviticus
26, which partly forms the interpretive environment of Leviticus'

□'PIE

fPHE.
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5.4.2 Who Are
There

the

are

Eternal Covenant Parties?

three eternal covenant

parties involved with the □ ^"1 i? mi! of the

Showbread. Like the eternal covenant of the Sabbath in Exodus 31,
nation represent two
third party,

parties

on

God and the

either side of the covenant. Leviticus 24 brings in

a

however, distinguishing it from the previous eternal covenant. Aaron and
mediators of the covenant. Leviticus 24 adds the role of

his

sons serve as

the

equation to function

full share of the ritual

on

priest into

behalf of the Israelite nation. All three parties receive

a

reflecting their full legitimacy in the covenant. The loaves

represent God's provision for the twelve tribes, the frankincense represents the
nation's
his

pleasing obedience to God, and the consumption of the bread by Aaron and

sons

represents not only their due for priestly service, but also the nation's

experience of God's covenant rewards. And while the priests
working
their

as a

on

are a

distinct entity

behalf of the congregation, the theology of the Holiness Code commends

priestly responsibilities and holiness to the lives of the individuals of the nation

whole.

5.4.3 What Are

the

The eternal

fundamentally the

Eternal Covenant Obligations?

covenant

same,

obligations for the people of Israel and God

in principle,

as

are

those of the □/H.D PI"1 ID in Exodus 31. That

is, God promises to provide for the nation as the nation keeps the Sabbath. In Exodus
31 God

provided his

power to

help the nation fulfill the work required of them, i.e. the

tabernacle construction and the commands of the Law of Moses. In Leviticus 24

however, God's provision is also related to that of Exodus 16. He promises to provide
food and sustenance in the land

Sabbath. The

(fruitfulness, if

you

will) in return for keeping the

priests' duty is certainly to follow the instructions of the Bread of
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Presence ritual every

this

to

Sabbath. And yet, their action of following God's commands in

regard models the obligation that all Israelites share. That is, Israel
fulfill their

as a

whole is

priestly role to other nations by obeying God and enjoying his

provisions.
5.4.4 What Are the Eternal Covenant
The eternal covenant consequences

of Exodus 31, and

concerning

any

correspond to the covenant

implicitly the hypothetical

Sabbath in Exodus 16. If the

Showbread then

Consequences?

consequences

consequences

of failing to keep the

priests fail to keep the eternal covenant ritual of the

they will be cut off from the people

as

Exodus 31 states explicitly

Israelite who fails to keep the Sabbath. In turn, if the Israelites fail to

obey the Sabbath, and/or fail to follow God's commands for them to

serve

within

a

priestly kingdom, then they will be guilty of breaking the spirit of the Sabbath
command and deserve to be cut off from among

certainly death
God is

as

the people. The cutting off is

Exodus 31 states. In addition, if Israel fails to keep the Sabbath then

relinquished of his promise to provide food for them in the land,

implies. The failure to please God,

a

as

Exodus 16

mishandling of the frankincense if

will,

you

naturally results in being cut off.
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fT"Q IN NUMBERS 18 AND 25

CHAPTER SIX:

"Because he look the spear with his arm and struck the Midianite woman in her womanhood, and
prayed with his mouth on behalf of the Israelite people, the priests shad be considered worthy of three
gifts: the shoulder, the jaw, and the stomach. And he and his sons after him shall possess an everlasting
covenant of anointing because he wax zealousfor his God and he atonedfor the Israelites. "

6.1 Introduction

While n,_a

only

occurs

passages

priesthood,

as

rf~Q

in

Numbers

five times in Numbers, three of those involve the

phrase □ b'l.U iTHIl (Num 18:19;
Israel's

toD^UJ

25:12-13).2

The association of □ l71,U iT"!" with

Leviticus 24 introduces, continues in the eternal covenant

of Numbers. The study of the phrase in Numbers 18 and 25 is grouped into

a

single chapter of this project because the two

are

instances both

phrase □ 'Pli] tVO with specific terms

occur

in Numbers, enhance the

intricately related. Not only do the

("salt" and "priesthood," respectively), but they also share the topics of high
1

Targum Pseudo-Jonathan: Num 25:13b. Ernest G. Clarke. Targum Pseudo-Jonathan of the
Targums (Eds. Kevin Cathcart. Michael
Maher, M.S.C., Martin McNamara, M.S.C.; vol 4; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1995), 265.
2
The uses in Num 10:33 and 14:44 both occurs within the phrase iTIiVTVQ ji~lSl. It is not clear

Pentateuch: Translated, with Notes in The Aramaic Bible: The

whether the term
"111)

occurs

mi), which is commonly used in P, is

certain sections. For
24:8

and Exod 38:21-40:21 (6x).

Exod

uses.

uses.

with mi in the Pentateuch.
respective words dominate

The

example, mi is used exclusively from Gen 6:18-Exod 6:5 (30x), Exod 19:5-

(4x), and all but twice in Leviticus (10x). HHi)

n-ni's 5

synonymous

35 times from Gen-Num in contrast to mi's 55

The terms

The two terms

occur

are

occurs

exclusively from Exod 25:16-31:7 (llx)

relatively intermingled in Numbers

in close

as

mi)

occurs

12x

proximity in several places of the Pentateuch (cf.

31:7, 16, 18; 34:28, 29; Lev 24:3, 8; Num 10:11, 33; 18:2, 19). HTTP

vs.

esp.

never occurs

in

Deuteronomy. phi occurs 27x in Deuteronomy. Israel Knohl rehearses the various arguments
concerning the use of "testimony" or "pact" instead of "covenant" in the Priestly Torah. Cf. Israel
Knohl, The Divine Symphony: The Bibles Many Voices (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society,
2003), 28-35, esp. nt.83. His own position is that mi is a term of the patriarchal period (and
creation) which expresses a reciprocal relationship that requires moral behavior from humanity.
According to the Priestly Torah however, the bilateral character of the covenant relationship falls out
and "God demands that human beings worship God for the sake of worship, without any expectation of
future benefit." Idem, 31. Knohl is partly able to make this argument because he assigns ITIP mi
in Exodus 31. Leviticus 24. Numbers 18 and 25 to the Holiness School.
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priesthood and atonement. Chapter Six
Numbers 25 fulfills
be promulgated
of Israel

argues

that Phinehas' "righteous" act in

Aaron's eternal covenant of Numbers 18 and

through his particular line. Moreover, this offers the

hope for successfully fulfilling the kingdom mandate

mn commends. In order to demonstrate these ideas,

into four sections. The first two involve
Numbers 18 which sets the foundation
second two sections will

in

ensures

a

as

new

that it will
generation

the Abrahamic

Chapter Six is divided

discussion of the eternal covenant in

for the eternal covenant of Numbers 25. The

specifically concentrate

on

rT~Q of Numbers 25

the

light of the eternal covenant in Numbers 18.

6.2

Numbers 18 may

passages

in the

□Lni;

rr~n

in

numbers i8:i9

receive the least scholarly attention of all the

Pentateuch.3

The lack of particular interest in the responsibilities and

portions due the priests and Levites at the tabernacle
besides the

rf~Q

may

be due to the fact that

assignment of the tithe to the tribe of Levi most of the chapter repeats

ideas established in earlier parts

of the

Pentateuch.4

As

a

product of this, the eternal

one of six law passages of the book, which alternate between
portions. Cf. for example, J. de Vaulx. Les Nombres (Paris: j. Gabalda, 1972), 29; Gordon
Wenham, Numbers (TOTC; Leicester, Eng.: Inter-Varsity Press, 1981), 14-I5ff.; Douglas fits the
narrative and law pattern into a ring structure. Mary Douglas, In the Wilderness: The Doctrine of
Defilement in the Book of Numbers (JSOTSupp 158: Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press. 1993), 104.
Robert Culley demonstrates how a narrative study of the five stories of Numbers which exemplify a
cycle of wrongs and punishments reveals the depth and complexity of the composite biblical text.
Culley argues that this reflects the oral tradition behind the text. Robert C. Culley, "Five Tales of

Most scholars consider Numbers 18

narrative

Punishment in the Book of Numbers," in Text and Tradition: The Hebrew Bible and Folklore (Atlanta,

that Culley's observations highlight the
literary-theological patterns of the text rather than the oral ones. Dan Ben-Amos, "Comments on Robert
C. Culley's 'Five Tales of Punishment in the Book of Numbers,"' in Text and Tradition, 35-45.
Ga.: Scholars Press. 1990), 25-34. Dan Ben-Amos argues

4

Wenham, Numbers. 142-3.
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of salt in Numbers 18:19

covenant

(D^ii? n"?0

rT~Q) fails to lure significant interest

well. Verse 19 reads,

as

^

Tin:
kt

"rnrr1?
tot; -\m n-'tbn^n nbnn lbs
□'ply r6n 'rrro □'piypn'p
^Tin'?: f
piyntb: ^ rnrr

Num 18:19

All the

holy offerings that the Israelites present to the LORD 1
given to you, together with your sons and daughters, as a
perpetual due; it is a covenant of salt forever before the LORD
for you and your descendants as well.
have

If commentators mention the

places that
13:5),

or

used in

a covenant

phrase at

all,5 it is usually with

respect to the other

of salt is mentioned in the Old Testament (i.e.. Lev 2:13, 2 Chr

the way that salt functions as a symbol of preservation/inviolability, often
a

covenant

19[2x], 23), v.l9's

meal.6

□l71D

Because the

chapter

uses

iT~Q of salt

appears

simply to maintain the pervading

throughout (vv.8, 11,

everlasting character of the content of Numbers 18. i.e. the priesthood and its facets.
We will argue,

however, that using the phrase

rT~D in

v.

19 gives the

passage

special significance for the theology of the Aaronic priesthood. The phrase

plays

distinct role in Numbers 18. Not only does the phrase itself bridge this

a

5

Most works either fail to mention the phrase or do not see the need to discuss the covenant in any
significant depth. For example, J. de. Vaulx, Les Nombres (Paris: J. Gabalda, 1972); Norman Henry
Snaith. Leviticus and Numbers (New Century Bible; London: Nelson, 1967); Richard D. Nelson,
Raising Up a Faithful Priest: Community and Priesthood in Biblical Theology (Louisville, Ky.:
Westminster/John Knox Press, 1993); Philip J. Budd. Numbers (WBC 5; Nashville: Thomas Nelson
Publishers, 1984); Dennis T. Olson, Numbers (Int; Louisville: John Knox Press, 1989); George
Buchanan Gray, Numbers (ICC; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1976); John Sturdy, Numbers (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1976); Timothy R. Ashley, The Book ofNumbers (N1COT; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1993); As with Leviticus 24. the Berit Olam commentary series did not mention the eternal
covenant. Stephen K. Sherwood, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy (Berit Olam: Studies in Hebrew
Narrative and Poetry; ed. David W. Cotter, Chris Franke, and Jerome T. Walsh; Collegeville, Minn.:
The Liturgical Press, 2002). Noth does admit that the language of covenant is strange. Cf. Martin Noth.
Numbers, (OTL; London: SCM Press, 1968). 137. See pages 9-30 of Dennis T. Olson, The Death of the
Old and the Birth of the New: The Framework of the Book of Numbers and the Pentateuch (Brown
Judaic Studies 71; Chico, Calif.: Scholars Press, 1985), for a good historical sketch of modern
interpretation, especially commentary work, of the Book of Numbers.
6
For discussions pertaining to the meaning and use of "salt" in the Bible and in the ancient Near
East. cf. Jacob Milgrom, Numbers (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society, 1989), 154: Olson.
Numbers. 115; Gray, Numbers, 232; Ashley, Numbers, 352; Noth, Numbers, 137; M. Weinfeld,

"IT"13" 7D07 II, 263.
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passage,

and the priesthood, to previous eternal covenants of the Pentateuch, but it

also continues to express,

and develop, typical eternal covenant themes. This is

highlighted by certain features within Numbers 18

as

well

as

its place in

wider

a

context.

6.2.1 The Content of Numbers 18
The idea that Numbers

priesthood is not
in vv.l. 8. and 20

one

a matter
are

18

of debate. This is obvious for two major

addressed

(Exod

4:27).7

In

every

other

case

through Moses. Olson notes, "God gives Aaron the benefit of

direct word

events

reasons.

as

of the

a

further

The laws

directly to Aaron instead of Moses, which only

other time in the Pentateuch

Aaron

primarily functions to substantiate the Aaronic

occurs

God speaks to
a

personal and

sign of his special relationship to God. This and the other

preceding chapters confirm Aaron's status of high

priest..."8

As Olson

points out, Aaron is not only given unique status, he is also the beneficiary of

a

special relationship with God. The significance of the first speech of Numbers 18, and
the rest of the

chapter that follows, cannot be fully understood unless

these ideas in lieu of the story
set

the stage

one

understands

of rebellion and related events in Numbers 16-17 which

for the content of 18.

6.2.2 Challenges to the Aaronic Priesthood in Numbers 16-17

Numbers 16 continues

a

running theme of rebellion against leadership that

characterizes much of Numbers from

7

chapter 11

onwards.9

Korah,

a

Levite, certain

Gray, Numbers. 219; Olson, Numbers. 114: Milgrom, Numbers, 146; T.B. Dozeman, Numbers

(NIB II; Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1998). 147: el. al.
*
Olson, Numbers, 114.
9
There is disagreement as to how best to understand the structure of Numbers, as well as its
interpretive place within the Pentateuch. For a good summary of varying structures cf. Ibid.. Old and
New, 31-37. Some read Numbers in a tripartite manner. Cf. for example, Vaulx, J. de. Les Nombres.
Paris: J. Gabalda, 1972; Wenham. Numbers. 15. Wenham contends that Numbers consists of three
blocks of tradition largely emphasizing the geography of the narrative: Num 1:1-10:10 ("Preparation to
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Reubenites, and 250 laypersons challenge the exclusive status of Moses and Aaron on
the basis that "the whole
Aaron is

(16:3).'°

After God proves that only

worthy of offering fire at the tabernacle by killing all the rebels (vv.3 1-35),

second rebellion
intercede

community is holy"

ensues

once more

from the entire

community

(16:41)."

(cf. 16:21-22) to prevent God from putting

a

Moses and Aaron
an

end to the entire

community (16:46-50). Aaron makes atonement for their sin and stops the plague
which had

already taken 14,700 lives. This exemplifies the precise vocation of the

high priest.
The

concern

for the fate of the entire

put an end to the "constant

community continues in Numbers 17. To

grumbling" of the Israelites (cf. vv.5 and 10), and "so that

they will not die" (v. 10), God validates Aaron's unique status through the illustration
of his "fruitful" staff. This is to
from

serve as a

sign to the rebellious (v.10) to keep them

approaching the tabernacle sancta and dying. And yet, Chapter 17 ends with the

people remaining fearful for their lives in God's
people is, "Are

we

presence.

The final question of the

all going to die?" Wenham aptly notes, "When the rods

removed from the tent of

meeting, they show

no

are

signs of life. Their deadness

Enter the Promised Land, the Conclusion

of the Sinai Cycle"), 13:1-19:22 ("The Kadesh Cycle"), and
("The Plains of Moab Cycle"). Joining these blocks of material are travelogues in Num
10:11-12:16 ("From Sinai to Kadesh") and Num 20:1-22:1 ("From Kadesh to the Plains of Moab"). For

22:2-36:13

Wenham. this narrative structure serves as the middle section of the entire Pentateuch. See his helpful
diagram on pg. 16 of Numbers. Olson takes issue with this approach for several reasons, most notably
by arguing that using the Sinai setting (Exod 19-Num 10) as a block of material compromises the
integrity of reading Numbers as a single book. Cf. Olson, Old and New, 25-28. and 31-37. Olson
prefers to see two major sections of Numbers beginning, respectively, with the census of Numbers I
and 26. It seems unnecessary to pose Olson's and Wenham's approach against one another, considering
one more "canonical" than the other. They seem to be two justifiable appeals to "final-form," with
slightly different foci. Numbers is indeed its own book, but it also resides within the broader narrative
and corpus called the Pentateuch. There are benefits of observing both for interpretation.
10
The argument that every Israelite is holy is a logical conclusion stemming from the Holiness Code,
as mentioned in 5.3.1 above. Similarly, Numbers 11:29 states the ideal that all the Lord's people bear
his spirit and serve as prophets. However. Korah and the other rebels did not understand that while all
were to be holy. God ordained the High Priesthood as special mediation, even within a holy nation.

Olson also notes the biblical basis for Korah's misconceived ideas. Cf. Ibid.. Numbers, 108.
"
Wenham and Coats consider Numbers 16-17 a section reflecting the "murmuring motif'
wilderness
Wilderness

in the
cyclically found throughout Exodus to Numbers. Cf. George W. Coats. Rebellion in the
(Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1968). 156-84: Wenham, Numbers, 15.
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symbolizes the death that will overtake these tribes if they attempt to enter God's

presence."12
answer to

This

serves as

their cry

the immediate context of Numbers 18. which provides the

in the form of an everlasting

covenant.12

6.2.3 Numbers 18:1-19
Numbers 18

can

be

neatly divided into four speeches of the Lord (cf. vv.l. 8.

20, 25) which provide an implied "no" to the question the Israelites posed at the end
of

Chapter 17. The priests and Levites will form protective, concentric circles around

the altar

to

guard the community from the wrath of God (18:1-7). In return, the priests

will receive material rewards from the Israelites'
line receives the
Levites

the

gifts of the Lord instead of land for

people (21-24). To

who

they

inheritance (v.20). The

are to

express

the Levites' ultimate submission to the high priesthood

tithe to Aaron and his

sons

in turn (vv.25-32). Death of those

approach the altar is still possible (cf. vv.3, 7, 22), but if the priests and Levites

do their part,

then the Israelite people will not die (v.32).

6.2.3.1

occurs

in

v.

The /IflS/ilJil

"JS Formula,.

19. It is true that the

As mentioned above,

are

than

a

n,-G

ideas first introduced in other sections of

the Pentateuch. Wenham comments, "The above
more

D^liJ

priestly entitlement to the Israelites' offerings and

holy things presented at the tabernacle

little

an

whole, for their duties and lack of land inheritance, receive a tithe from

as a

of Aaron,

offerings to God (vv.8-19). Aaron's

systematization

regulations about priestly dues

of earlier rules

found

12

elsewhere

See Gordon Wenhanf s helpful article on the various messages inherent in the
Aaron's rod in Numbers 17. G.J. Wenham. "Aaron's Rod (Numbers 17:16-28)," ZAIV 93

are

in the

flowering of
(1981): 280-

I.
13

Wenham is somewhat reluctant to

see

vv.27-28 of Numbers 17

as an

introduction into the next

chapter in his aforementioned article. Cf. Ibid., 281. There, he views 17:27-28 as primarily serving as
the climax of the preceding story (while the entire story anticipates the laws of Chapter 18). While both
are certainly true, it seems that the open questions of vv.27-28 are specifically answered in Numbers
18. Wenham acknowledges this in his commentary. Cf. idem, Numbers, 142.
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Pentateuch."14

Yet.

designating such

of a bilateral □

*710

n,_G is innovative.

as

The nntVnDn ''jX formula

speeches and identifies them

eternal, and placing them within the confines

employed in Numbers 18 bridges the first two

sides of a bilateral eternal covenant between God

as two

and Aaron's line. In addition, half of the formula

(11311 ""DX) is repeated in v.8,

unique service of the phrase vis-a-vis other eternal covenant
the formula is crucial for

n:no

abb bioto"1

they

Recognizing

understanding the content of the chapter. Verses 6-8 state,

pinn obbn
:ijjio

It is I who

passages.

a

bnx

rrnirnx

'"THjbb nun bx]
njrrb b^ro

Num 18:6

-iSyb

take your

now

brother Levites from among the Israelites;
gift, dedicated to the LORD, to perform the
of meeting.

are now yours as a

service of the tent

rvaabi
trior

"QTbab obninsrnx riotfn ^nx' ^331 nnxi

naran

aijpn itrn

nbrana-nx ^nx rrjno

rnay □niayi

Num 18:7

ro'">3b

But you and your sons with you shall diligently perform your priestly
duties in all that concerns the altar and the area behind the curtain. I

give

your

priesthood

as a

gift;

any

outsider who approaches shall be

put to death.

-bobTirann n-orrrnxib

tabijrpnb ^abi

nan

bxi

nnttra? otto

"pnx-bx birr -isti
pb bx-.f- -ao pbip

Num 18:8

The LORD

spoke to Aaron: I have given you charge of the offerings
all the holy gifts of the Israelites; 1 have given them to
and your sons as a priestly portion due you in perpetuity.

made to
you

me,

Milgrom observes, "Whereas
of the desecration of the sanctuary
assistance (v.6)
that the "But

16

as a

reward

CblU

as a

formal

v.6.16

Levitical

Yet, neither recognizes the

bridge between the speeches

Hf~Q passages.

you

(vv.8-19)."15 Ashley also comments

you" in v.7 contrasts the "I" of

characteristic of

15

Aaron, will be held responsible in the event

(vv.l, 7), I, in turn, will provide

and ample perquisites

nnx/rm "DX formula

14

you,

as a

conventional

They fail to understand the two speeches

as

Ibid.. 144. Wenham also includes v.20 in this statement.

Milgrom, Numbers. 149: cf. also Noth. Numbers. 133-4.
Ashley, Numbers. 343.
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rP""Q. Rather, for them, "eternal covenant of salt" only

the outline of the □

reiterates the

perpetual dues of the second speech instead of serving

as a

summative

phrase of the first two speeches.
Noth's

passage

own

instincts reflect the awkwardness of

if one does not recognize the iin^/iDIl

"In the present passage

the Aaronic

C'lID

rf"Q in the

formula. He forthrightly admits,

the reference is, strangely enough, to

a

'covenant' made with

priesthood 'before Yahweh' (any expression in which Yahweh figures

a

partner of a covenant is

□

*711?

not

using

avoided)."17

However, if

functions in the Pentateuch, and is

one

understands the

way

as

iT ~l~

syntactically demarcated, then the phrase is

strange in its context. Furthermore, the 1717^/11)11 ')^ formula makes certain

expressions inconsequential for dictating Yahweh's status
formula demonstrates the

new

form of the

6.2.3.2

□'ill?

verses

that

are

noteworthy for

mD of the chapter.

The First

Speech (vv. 1-7). The iin^/iDi! ^Nformula of vv.6-7

summarizes the content of the first
reveals that the

The

regulations and dues, bridges the first two

speeches, and outlines several features of these
understanding the

as a covenant partner.

speech, and anticipates the second. In v.l, the text

people of Israel will not die because Aaron, his sons, and his father's

house

shall bear the

responsibility for the offenses

[2x])

against the sanctuary, while Aaron's immediate line bears the offenses against the
priesthood, i.e. the inner

17

sancta.18

This act of

mercy upon

the entire congregation of

Noth, Numbers, 137.

18

Milgrom sees "guilt" in v.22 (8P0) as synonymous with "iniquity/guilt" in v.l and 23. Milgrom,
Numbers, 155. He argues that most behavioral nouns can mean either the act or penalty. Cf. also ibid.,
Cult and Conscience (SJLA; Leiden: Brill. 1976), 3-11. Most scholars argue that "ancestral house"
refers to the whole tribe of Levi. Cf. for example. Wenham. Numbers. 143: Gray, Numbers. 219; Noth,
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Israel at first appears to
curse

than

a

be quite

heavy burden

a

upon

Aaron's priesthood,

more

of a

blessing. Yet, two factors make the obligation possible and appealing,

respectively detailed in speeches

one

and two. Verses 6 and 7 speak of two gifts

(HDFIQ) which reward the high priests for their special
In v.6 God

duties.19

emphatically promises to take ( "nnpb

mn

the Levites and

give them to the priests to help with the duties of the tent of meeting (cf. also v.2, 3,
and

4a).20 Literally they

manpower.21

are

And yet. at the

"joined" to Aaron presumably to help in terms of

same

time, the Levites

ideas articulated elsewhere. The

phrase

,Finpi?

are a

gift to the

ilpil "3^1

Numbers 3:12. Noth comments, "The Levites, too, are a
chosen from the ranks of the rest of the Israelites (v.

Lord."2

appears

These

are

identically in

'gift' to the Aaronites,

6aba)—so, too, 3.9; 8.19—and

yet are, at the same time, 'given' to Yahweh—so, too, 8.16 and the general purport of

Numbers, 134; Snaith. Leviticus and Numbers. 163; Sturdy. Numbers, 126. However, Milgrom and
see this as a specific reference to
because Kohath "bore the responsibility

the clan of Kohath instead of the tribe of Levi as a whole
of transporting the sacred objects by shoulder during the
wilderness march (4:1-20; 7:9)." Milgrom. Numbers, 146. See Ashley's succinct list of arguments,
Numbers, 339, and 338. nt. 2. This may make further sense in light of the fact that Korah was a son of
Kohath, thus bringing his particular sinful actions to bear upon the future responsibility of the house.
19
On the use of rtDFiO in the Old Testament see Ada Taggar-Cohen, "Law and Family in the Book of
Numbers: The Levites and the Tidennutu Documents From Nuzi" VT 48 (1998): 76-7. Speiser
translates ilDFiQ in 18:6 and 7 as "dedication" so that the priesthood, "is looked upon not as a gift that
entails no responsibilities nor as a means to material gains: rather is it |it is] a taxing duty that demands
the utmost devotion." E.A. Speiser. "Unrecognized Dedication," IEJ 13 (1963): 73. This has not drawn
Ashley

any supporters.
20

Taggar-Cohen notes that pairing the verbs Plp7 and ]PO is used in the ancient Near East in civillegal situations in connection with granting property. Taggar-Cohen, "Law and Family," 81. This
coheres with the main idea of v.20.
21

recognize that v.4 plays on the name Levi as the Niphal form of ill b means "to be joined to."
explanation is given for the name Levi in Gen 29:34. "but with a quite different foundation."
Noth, Numbers, 134. Regarding the Levites" purpose, Taggar-Cohen notes, "Chs iii-iv and ch. viii
reflect different emphases on why the Levites were given to Aaron. Chs iii-iv emphasize the work done
by the Levites as the goal, whereas ch. viii highlights the function of the Levites as protectors of
Israel." Taggar-Cohen, "Law and Family." 79. Perhaps all these roles are in view in Numbers 18.
22
BHS indicates that the original Greek. Syriac. and the Vulgate omit G23b. Budd notes, "this is
probably dropped to clarify the text—the gift is to Yahweh. MT is therefore preferable." Budd.
The

Most
same

Numbers, 200.
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.."23

3.11-13.

The

language of "taking" the Levites for the Lord in 8:16-19, and giving

them to Aaron, is in

the second

same

to

place of the firstborn of the womb which is devoted to God. As

speech demonstrates further,

the Lord. Both

serve

offering

or

gift given to Aaron equals the

synonymously to this extent. The Levites

the firstborn is revisited in the second

While the Levites'

any

as

the gift of

speech.24

relationship to Aaron and the priesthood is articulated

similarly in Numbers 3, 4, and 8, and elsewhere in the wilderness story, the covenant
formula illustrates that it is

□

(v. 19b). While the content

that Numbers 18

Israel."25

The

formally arranged

now

seems

as a

relationship within

repetitive at first, this

new

a

mi!

designation shows

provides "a striking innovation to the role of priest and Levite in

challenges to Aaron's high priesthood in the previous chapters make

this necessary.
While v.6 presents

God's

the first half of the eternal covenant formula, indicating

promise to Aaron and his

sons

that they will have help in their tabernacle

responsibilities, v.7 reiterates the responsibilities of Aaron's line in return. By the use
of

nrWl, Aaron and his

sancta.

This includes

the Levites

23

sons are

seeing that

an

commissioned to perform the duties of the inner

encroacher is put to death (HQ-V). Like the aid of

promised in v.6, the responsibilities of the high priesthood

also

are

Nolh. Numbers, 135.

24

Taggar-Cohen also argues that the use of the term nnFi in prior passages involving the Levites in
place of the firstborn, demonstrates a "legal exchange" idea also found in Gen 22:13 with Isaac and
Lev 24:18 and 20 in the narrative of the blasphemer. Taggar-Cohen. "Law and Family," 82. This is
interesting in light of the way these passages form the immediate context to eternal covenants (Genesis
17 and Leviticus

24).

23

Ashley, Numbers, 337. While Ashley does not attribute this innovation to the new D^lil mil
relationship (but rather the relationship of the chapter to 17:27-28). he is right to see the text as
reflecting a new idea.
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described

as a

For now,

"gift."26 The realities of this gift become

apparent in the second speech.

however, the obligation to bear the sins, and thus the duties, of the

tabernacle and inner sancta

(vv.l and 5), is viewed

as a

positive task. The i~Ijfl

TP ~Q.

nriN formula demarcates these two sides of the

The intention of this formal agreement to

abate the death of the entire Israelite

congregation is not only implicit from the speech's relationship to the narrative of
Numbers 16-17, but it is also

7). And yet, Israelites of
to the wrath

explicitly mentioned two times within vv.l-7 (vv. 4 and

every status

of God for

still have the potential of subjecting themselves

improperly approaching his

accountability for this is evident from these

verses.

obligations, both they and the priests suffer deadly
stranger

or

on

destruction of the Israelite

rebellions

the

The priests' ultimate

In v.3, if the Levites fail in their
consequences.

(IT) at all is to approach the location of the priests, i.e.

alien. Verse 5 focuses

the

presence.

no

In vv.4 and 7,

Levite, layperson

specific work of the priests at the altar to prevent the

community again ("Hi?). This is presumably

of Numbers

no

16

in

a

reference to

general, if not the laypersons of 16:41 ff.,

specifically.27 And finally, the "outsider" is addressed again within v.7 in light of the
nnK/n3n '3K formula.

The
encroacher

special responsibility that the priests have for bearing the sin of the
demonstrates

a

community from bearing the
thus act

26

as

provision to keep the entire Israelite

consequence.

Wenham notes, "The priests and Levites

spiritual lightning conductors, taking

The construct

service

new

special,

upon

themselves God's

anger

when

phrase nDFiO Fi~QiJ is literally "a service of a gift" in the MT. The LXX reads the

gift of your priesthood."' The BUS editors propose that the preceding word, 0Fi"Qi71, be
deleted due to dittography. The LXX reads this as "a gift of your priesthood." Cf. Budd. Numbers, 200.
This gift of the priesthood refers to the high priesthood. Cf. Notli. Numbers. 135.
27

as

"a

Cf. Ibid., 134.
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individuals sin

so

that the

people

as a

whole is

spared."28

Thus, the covenant

specifically articulated with the "as for me/as for you" formula in vv.6-7
God's

that

people will continue to survive.
6.2.3.3 The Second

Speech (vv.8-19). While the entire "as for me/as for you"

formula is introduced in vv.6-7, it is also extended into the second

"gift" of the priesthood bestowed

upon

"And I, behold I..." statement,

begins the second speech with God's second

further marking out his side of the eternal covenant.

Verse 8 summarizes the rewards to the

While v.6 expresses

that God "takes"

words Tin] n3n TNI repeat

Oholiab to Bezalel in the

represented the

presence

a

priests which

presented in vv.9-18.

gift, v.8 indicates that God "gives"

a

gift. The

n,~Q text of Exodus 31. In Exodus 31 Oholiab

power

of God to help Israel build the tabernacle and

follow all of his commands. Here, however, God
sons

are

verbatim the introduction to the promise of God to give

□^115

and

speech to detail the

Aaron's line for incurring the responsibilities

of the sancta summarized in v.7. Verse 8

his

ensures

promises to provide for Aaron and

physically. This aligns closely with the Sabbath idea of Exodus 16 which

coalesces with Exodus 31 in the Bread of Presence ritual of Leviticus 24. In Num 1 8:8
the

physical provisions for Aaron and his

"charge" of all God's offerings

verse

continues to

(,tp~lp~']Ol7) of the Israelites.

specifics of the second speech involving these priestly "dues" (cf. pil in

vv.8, 11, 19; last used in Lev 24:9)

(CEnpn ETTpD) in vv.9-10,
:R

product of their God-given

CHbTin npOCDQ-"^).29 The

clarify that this includes "all the holy things"
The

sons are a

can

wave

be divided into four parts: the most holy things

(rBTFr/Gp)

offerings

in the holy place in

Wenham, Numbers, 143.

3"rnoba

also to

bridge vv.I-7 and 8ff. (vv.3[2x], 4. 5[2x|. and 8). On this term. cf.
Milgrom. Numbers, 341, Excursus 4.
seems

C
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vv.l

3K3-*73*7
"all the

19a

*731)

1-13, the "devoted things" (333
333

333) in

vv.15-18/°

offerings of the holy things"

by reiterating them

first introduced

as

as an

in

v.

*73

14, and the firstborn of all flesh (

Verse 19a

sums

(□"l33j3r] 30133

the dues of the holy place

as

*73) mentioned within vv.l 1-

eternal due. All of vv.9-18 elaborate

on

that which

was

,iy7|7-'73'7 in v.8 (also cf. 18:32).31

6.2.4 Verse 19b

The second part

pnx

pi33T*7i 7j*7

it is to be
for you
A few

your

n*?p "mn

xin

Num 18:19b

you

Relationship Between Parts A and B of Verse 19. Numbers 1 8:19

as a

thematic summary

encompasses

its

rewards of the section

own set

are

of the second speech.

presence

2

In this

way.

the second

of topics concerning the gifts to the priests. The

envisaged

as a

perpetual due, which is restated in terms of

"eternal covenant of salt" before the Lord. It seems,

3*711;

3,33.

specific details deserve special attention.

is often viewed

an

3*71x3

of salt forever before the Lord

seed after

6.2.4.1 The

speech

33*?

rnrr

a covenant

and

of v.19 provides the key line regarding the

however, that due to the

of the "as for me/as for you" pattern in the chapter and the dynamic nature of

3,33 this is

an

inadequate reading. While this

verse

shows that "eternal due"

30

Cf. Israel Knohl. The Sanctuary of Silence: The Priestly Torah and the Holiness School
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1995), 53-4, for how the idea of the firstborn, as well as other
characteristics of Numbers 18, reflects the Holiness School tradition.
31
There are some features of this second speech which are interesting but would ultimately distract
us from the main points of our discussion. For further analysis of some of the speech's details, cf. for

example, Norman Snaith, "A Note on Numbers XVI11 9," VT 23 (1973): 373-5: Milgrom. Cult and
Conscience, 7, nt. 24. nt. 25; 35, nt.132; and 37, nt.I37; David Henshke. "A Non-Rabbinic Law
Rejected by the Tannaim," JQR 92 (2001): 79-103; Salomon Speier. "The Jerusalem Targum to Num
18:12 and Deut 34:3," JBL 65 (1946): 315-18; Taggar-Cohen, "Law and Family," 74-94. Taggar
Cohen argues that the Levites are in service to God. not the priests, and the Israelite society is one
based on a kinship system like that from Nuzi.
j2
Cf. for example, Budd, Numbers, 203; Gray, Numbers, 232: Sturdy, Numbers, 130; Ashley,
Numbers, 352; Milgrom, Numbers, 150. Milgrom views vv.l I and 19 as forming an inclusio ("pnb

□bixj

in both

verses).

3*71X3
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and "eternal covenant" indeed

phrase and idea □ 'piX7_pn

'p

is

overlap, from what
no more

than

Leviticus 24 and Numbers 18
that

the

speeches of vv. 1-19.

only two

passages

of the Hebrew Bible

employ the phrases "eternal covenant," "eternal due," and "eternal statute" within

a

single

□

"blU

chapter.33

As Leviticus 24 demonstrates,

□ lbil}~pn is not equivalent to

a

mil, but rather designates the portion of the offering entitled to the priests. In

Num 18:8 the

same

applies. God has given the line of Aaron

synonymous summary statement

the

are

for the broader bilateral

a metonymy

eternal covenant which consists of ideas from both

r"P~Q, the

know of □

we

of

nFtEjp'b,34

an

everlasting due,

which is detailed in vv.9-18. This is

priests' share of the Israelites' offerings, which they

function of the two-sided formula in Numbers 18, as

are

entitled to forever. The

already well-established in the

Pentateuch, helps one see that the everlasting covenant encompasses

perpetual due, but is broader than that. In Numbers 18 the
the rewards bestowed upon

a

□l7iU~pn

the priests by the Lord, introduced

as

his

the idea of

a

only involves

own

obligation

by the phrase il|p "'DNfl (vv.6 and 8). And yet, "perpetual due" is not used with
reference to the duties of the

priests (iiri^T, v.7). but is

a

promised reward of God. In

Leviticus 24 and Numbers 18 the "due" is consumable, eternal, and is a reward

priestly obedience. The two sided arrangement is described
salt

33

(□'piU fl'bO

abut

rr~a

as an

eternal covenant of

rf""Q) in Num 18:19 (and by the LXX in Lev 24:8) for this

(Lev 24:8, Num 18:19);

Dbiirph

for

(Lev 24:9. Num 18:8. 11, 19);

reason.

DbiiJ nj?n

(Lev

24:3, Num 18:23).
34

The root here could be H0D "to anoint." BDB. 603. translates

and deems it

a

HntpClb

as

"consecrated portion,"

hapax legomenon.
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6.2.4.2 Sail. The

language of "salt"

"eternal" thrust of Numbers 18 it

preservation. Using this in

seems

entail several ideas. Considering the

may

fit that it would carry

or

is not only typical in the ancient Near

a covenant context

mil of Leviticus 24,

East, but is explicit here. In addition however, like the
the covenant of Numbers 18 involves the

the idea of endurance

priestly act of consuming the offerings.

Gray is probably right in the following explanation.
Its

origin is probably to be sought in old nontadic custom, whereby a bond was
same food. The principle is, "If 1 have
eaten the smallest morsel of food with a man. I have nothing further to fear from him;
'there is salt between usf and he is bound not only to do me no harm, but to help and
defend me as if 1 were his brother"...Salt was mingled with all Hebrew sacrifices (Lev.
2:13, Mk. 9:49; cp. in reference to particular species, Lev. 24:7; Ezek 43:24; jos. Ant.
iii.9:1; Zebahim vi.5) and with the holy incense (Ex.30:35). and continued perhaps to
35
symbolize the inviolability of Yahweh's covenant with Israel.""
established between those who had shared the

Gray is not alone in saying that the salt then represents the "inviolability" of the
covenant.

Milgrom notes, "Thus salt is

covenant," therefore,

means

implying that the covenant is
passages, we

an

a

unbreakable

symbol of

permanence,

covenant."36

"indestructible."37

However,

Wenham
as

and

"salt

a

sees

salt

as

with the other Tfll

contend that it is misguided to pit the idea of

permanence or

eternality against "breakability." Rather the bilateral nature of the eternal covenants in
the

Pentateuch

demonstrates that

eternality and conditionality

are not

mutually

exclusive ideas. Thus, an "eternal covenant of salt before the Lord" is an eternal, but
not

necessarily

an

unconditional covenant.

6.2.4.3 "For You and Your Seed with You. " The

phrase

only other identical

use

of the

"7]*7 in the Hebrew Bible is in Genesis 28:4 in the midst of Isaac

Gray, Numbers, 232. Gray refers to the work of W.R. Smith, Lectures on the Religion of the
Stanley Arthur Cook; London: A & C Black. 1926),

Semites: The Fundamental institutions (3rd ed: ed.
252.
36
"7

Milgrom, Numbers, 154.
Wenham, Numbers, 144.
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blessing Jacob with the promises of the Abrahamic covenant. The Abrahamic
blessings mentioned in vv.1-3 (fruitful and multiply)
inherit the land

(000"] 7, v-4). Perhaps the

same

are

passed to Jacob in order to

expectation applies to Numbers

18:1%.
While IHT

eight

times.38

and 8.

occurs

135 times in the Pentateuch, the term

Two of the instances

occur

mil

in the

0^11

verses

only

C occurs

of Genesis 17:7

Notably, all of the instances involve the Abrahamic land promise. Comparing

these two eternal covenant texts
land inheritance for

highlights the emphasis of Numbers 18 regarding the

"your seed." Both

passages

speak of

an

eternal covenant that is

directly related to the land. As noted in Chapter Three, the idea of land being
eternal inheritance

(D^IaJ ri-TFTS!*7)

in Gen 17:8 is encompassed within

an

an

inclusio

stating that the Lord will be "your God" (of Abraham) and "their God" (Abraham's
seed) in vv.7 and 8. The two ideas of land and relationship are closely tied together so
that to receive the land is to receive the

special

presence

of God. In Numbers 18.

however, for Aaron and the rest of the Levites, the two ideas are even more closely
related. In fact v.20 states that the Lord himself will be the

priests' inheritance

instead of land.39 The second speech demonstrates that in very

('JD <031 'IP r0

practical terms this inheritance is the physical offerings that the nation offers to the
Lord. In this manner,
at the

tabernacle, the

land itself. The

38
39

for bearing the responsibility of serving in the presence of God

priests and their seed receive the fruits of the land rather than the

relationship between the

Gen 13:15: 17:7. 8: 26:3; 28:4.

rV~Q idea of Genesis 17:7-8 and

13; 35:12; Nura 18:19. This includes the entire Hebrew Bible.

Cf. also cf. Ezek 44:28-30.
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Num 18:19 is

uses

of

promise and being fruitful. Numbers 18:19 is

no

intriguing

an

Abrahamic land

one.

Fundamentally, all the

6.2.5 The Third and Fourth Speeches
The third

involve the

exception.40

(vv.20-24, 25-32)

speech involves the final direct address of God to

Aaron.41 While the

eternal covenant proper

only involves the first two speeches, the third and fourth

speeches provide

more

rationale for the eternal covenant arrangement involving

rewards bestowed upon

the priests for their service. We already noted how v.20

provides the "theological grounding" of v.19.42 Flaving the special status of priest and

receiving what is rightfully God's is
Aaron's role
v.23

as

line

valuable than land.

representative of the Levites,

as a

whole, becomes evident

applies the "no land" principle to the entire tribe of Levi. While Aaron and his

specifically receive the dues of vv.8-19
not

are

the

as

more

as

their inheritance, the rest of the Levites

empty-handed for their service. Aaron and the entire Levite tribe receive the

Israelites' tithe for their work in the tabernacle (vv.21.

arrangement is restated in v.22 as the
the Israelites from
the Israelite

encroaching

laypeople

are not

encroachment, but the Levites
the tent of

upon

as a

The

reason

for this

whole functions to prevent

the tabernacle and dying (cf. vv.4, 5, 7). And yet,

the only
as a

Levitical tribe

24).43

ones

who remain in danger of God's wrath for

whole remain at risk for their

own

offenses against

meeting (v.23). Performing their priestly duties and being held accountable

40

Taggar-Cohen understands "to you and your sons" and "due for
reflected in documents of the ancient Near East. Taggar-Cohen, "Law

all time" as royal grant language
and Family," 78.

41

Milgrom points out that the address in v.20 is different than vv.l and 8 because "and his sons" is
Milgrom, Numbers, 154. This may further support the distinction between the
third speech from the first two.
not

included with Aaron.

42
43

Budd, Numbers, 203.

a new contribution of the chapter. Wenham, Numbers, 144. The word for
10 times in Genesis-Numbers, one time in Genesis 14 (a gift for God's
deliverance of Abraham from his enemies), 3 times in Leviticus 27 (vv.30, 31, 32), and 6 times in
Numbers 18 (21, 24. 26 [3x], 28). Thus, outside of Genesis 14 it only occurs in Numbers 18 and

tithe

Wenham considers this

piDVQ)

occurs

Leviticus 27.
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for their

own

offenses is deemed

makes this ordinance

a

an

reasonable

eternal statute

(□

npfl). Receiving the tithe

responsibility.

While Aaron and the tribe of Levi

are

addressed

as a

whole in the third

the fourth

speech reiterates the distinction between them. The Levites

tithe their

own

God's

to

are

to eat

as

the Lord's tithe is to

offer the best of the tithe to Aaron

their

own

called to

give it to the Lord (v.26). Aaron's unique role

special representative continues

Levites
free

inheritance and

are

speech,

go to

as

Aaron (v.28). The

(vv.29-30), and in

so

doing, will be

portion without receiving the wrath of God for defiling the holy

things (vv.8, 32) of the Israelites.
6.2.6 Numbers 18 and Typical Eternal Covenant Themes
6.2.6.1

of

Culling off. Like the previous eternal covenants which involve the idea

cutting off. in

some

form,

as a

addresses this issue in the life of
and 17, an

result of disobedience. Numbers 18 specifically

Israel.44

As with the eternal covenants of Genesis 9

irony exists in carrying out the responsibilities of the High Priesthood. In

order to protect

lives

one may

bloodshed. This is the

taking the life of

case

be called to take

in Numbers 18:7

a stranger

as

a

life, that is, execute discriminate

the

gift of the priesthood involves

who encroaches the sancta. That the "stranger" is

explicitly to be put to death resembles the □ 'blU rT~Q of the Sabbath in Exodus 31
(Exod 31:14-15) and the blasphemy story subsequent to the
Showbread

□*7117

iVD of the

(Lev 24:16-17, 21).

44

According to Mary Douglas' ring structure (cf. Wilderness), Numbers 18 parallels Chapter 15.
potentially an interesting idea since Numbers 15 involves the breaking of the Sabbath and a
decision to stone the violator. These are, arguably, the two main themes of Leviticus 24 which is a
□ biu rr-n passage. For Douglas to find Numbers 15 in parallel to Numbers 18 then, is an intriguing
This is

observation.
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6.2.6.2 Israel's

proper

Relationship to Her Enemies. As Genesis 9 first established,

authority structures exist between people (and animals/enemies)

mandate

can

succeed. A similar idea is

eternal covenants involve the nation's

proposed in Numbers 18. While the previous

relationship to her international enemies, the

eternal covenant of salt defines "enemies"

Israel,

a

Levite,

priest,

a

the tabernacle. The
and

as

or a

foreigner, all

are to

properly

overcoming

move

an enemy

part of their inheritance
theme. This

are

concerned with

ensure

harmony

on

a proper

the earth.

(e.g. 18:7b). With this ideal in place,

toward the Promised Land.

If it is correct to understand that the

covenant

the

upon

relationship between the high priesthood, the rest of the Levites,

Sometimes this involves

can

encroach

submit to the priestly guardianship of

laypersons further illustrates that eternal covenants

the nation

may

layperson within the nation of

a

authority structure between human beings in order to

as

who

anyone

of God at the tabernacle. Whether this is

presence

that the

so

(□~in_i7Z),

assumes

v.

priests will receive the spoils of holy

14), this also briefly reiterates

that Israel will

ultimately

overcome

an

war

eternal

her enemies

as

they succeed in obeying the commands of God. This subtle point within the second

speech reiterates the basic eternal covenant theme of the authoritarian status Israel
occupies with respect to her enemies.
6.2.6.3

Fruitfulness in the Land. The eternal covenant of the Aaronic

priesthood explicitly involves the eternal covenant idea of realizing fruitfulness in the

promised land. Olson notes, "The long list of various sacrifices and offerings conjures
up a

picture of

a

lush and fertile land, settled and

agriculture and herds and flocks

45

on

the

hills."45

secure

communities, productive

As with the other eternal covenant

argues that "the word 'kl in legal contexts means "to enjoy'
property—"usufruct." Taggar-Cohen. "Law and Family," 82.

Olson, Numbers, 115. Taggar-Cohen

the fruit, to have the

right to

use
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passages,

the text creates

and in, the

idealistic scenario involving obedience and reward to,

an

promised land. As the priests, Levites, and people of Israel follow God's

instruction, fruitfulness and multiplication result so that harmony exists among the
nation and all material needs
and Abiram's

in the

a

honey."

theD^liJ

!T~Q of Numbers 18

promised land in order to work,

Aaron and his

se,

met. This also serves as a direct address to Dathan

complaint of Num 16:12-14 where they grumbled for not being in

land of "milk and
While

are

sons

dues of the second

we

requires fruitfulness and multiplication

observed that instead of inheriting land,

per

will inherit people (the Levites) and physical blessings (the

speech). Receiving land becomes inconsequential for the priests

because God

promises to provide the food and physical blessings which that land is to

yield. This is

a

of

perpetual provision of God in return for the high priesthood's function

protecting the lives of the nation by serving within the holy

presence

of God. In

inheritance.46

this fashion. God himself is the

This raises the curious issue of whether the nation

as a

whole should

adopt this

particular theological viewpoint regarding inheritance. Olson notes, "The priests
a

constant

reminder of what

dependence
the

on

was

God's gifts and

were

ultimately true of all the Israelites; they all lived in

blessings."47

While land is

a

necessity for the nation,

development of the priesthood through the Holiness Code of the Pentateuch

lend itself to this
in this

underpinning idea. If so, Numbers 18 surely plays

an

may

important part

development.

46

Scholars normally attribute the perpetual nature of the Aaron's inheritance (offerings, spoils,
Levites, etc.) to the occurrence of "eternal statute/due" throughout the passage. Interestingly. IT"Q
□ blP fails to receive any

credit

on

this front. Cf. for example. Knohl. Sanctuary of Silence, 52-55;

Olson, Numbers. I 15.
47

Ibid.. 115-6.
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6.3 Exegetical Conclusions of

Section 6.2

ofnbiu

provides

some

D^li)

iT~Q

in

Numbers 18

conclusions regarding the meaning and significance

mri in Numbers 18. The

insights

can

be arranged according to four basic

exegetical questions.
6.3.1 What Is the Immediate Eternal Covenant Context?

The immediate eternal covenant context for the □

vv.1-19 of the

content

grasp

chapter. These

verses

'ill)

rf~Q of Numbers 18 is

reflect the eternal covenant formula and the

of both sides of the eternal covenant. As

we

illustrated, however,

the full significance and meaning of this eternal covenant by understanding the

ideas which surround it. Numbers 18

provides

a

direct

answer to

previous chapter. And. the subsequent speeches in Numbers
significance of receiving the priestly dues
covenant

the

only

one can

as an

scope

mil

of the

18 provide the

inheritance. Understanding the eternal

of salt within the broader context of the Holiness Code may

applicational

the cries of the

as

also impinge

on

well. This will be revisited in the

fP"Q in Numbers 25.

following sections regarding the

6.3.2 who Are the Eternal Covenant Parties?

The eternal covenant

parties

are

demarcated by the nni$/n3n "UN formula

present in the chapter. The eternal covenant is a bilateral covenant made between God
and Aaron's line,

specifically. The High Priesthood is

a

particular calling for Aaron

and it will extend to his seed after him. While the covenant is made with Aaron in

particular, the covenant has direct implications for the nation
of the Levites. The nation is

as a

whole and the rest

preserved, and the Levites receive their role at the

c'TIaJ
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tabernacle

along with the tithe. In this

way

several parties

are

influenced by the

particular eternal covenant between God and Aaron's line.
6.3.3 What Are the Eternal Covenant Obligations?

The

obligations of God

in vv.6 and 8. God will

of manpower at

upon

that

is, all that

and

a

of

signaled by the two-fold

occurrence

provide physical blessings to Aaron and his seed in the form

the

(various offerings and produce, vv.8-19). These rewards are

proper

concerns

stewardship of this priesthood represented by nfl^l in v.7,

the altar and behind the curtain. This priesthood is both a gift

responsibility given to Aaron and his

sons

(v.7b). They have the responsibility

protecting the inner sancta. and by implication, seeing that

death

(v.7b.). This represents

a

The consequences

an

encroacher is put to

form of discriminate bloodshed.

6.3.4 What Are the Eternal Covenant

loss of

of iliil

the tabernacle (the Levites, v.6) and the first-fruits of all things

devoted to the Lord

contingent

are

Consequences?

for failing to perform the duties of the priesthood is massive

life, if not the extermination of the entire nation of Israel. God's holiness

would be violated and thus all encroachers would be killed.

line would not
the presence

Subsequently Aaron's

enjoy the fruitful benefits of the priesthood. All would be cut off from

and provisions of God. If the duties of the priesthood

are

carried out,

however, the holiness of God will be protected, lives will be saved, and the priests
will

enjoy God's physical rewards

blessed in the

as an

inheritance

so

that all of Israel would be

promised land.
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6.4

The final

25 receives

rT~Q

in

where the phrase directly involves the Israelite priesthood. In

the eternal covenant passages

fair amount of scholarly

a

Numbers 25:13

rf""Q in the Pentateuch also represents the last

of

occurrence

of three passages
contrast to

□'Tli:

points of interest such

of Leviticus 24 and Numbers 18, Numbers

attention. This is most likely due to general

Phinehas' popularity in other literature, royal grant imagery

as

surrounding his covenant, and issues related to priesthood in the history of Israel's
religion. While scholars appropriately raise such topics with respect to Phinehas and
Numbers 25, there is very
with

covenant

scholars

the

little discussion

other eternal

significantly comment

study below,

we

we

concentrate on

Phinehas'

will touch

on

will not focus

his story

covenants

the association of Phinehas' eternal

of the

Pentateuch.

the

on

Surprisingly, few

the relationship between the eternal covenant of

on

IT "Q mentioned just six chapters

Numbers 25 with the

While

as to

more

them

a

common

earlier.48

ideas related to Phinehas in the

priori. As

one can expect,

this study will

mil specifically. We will

with regard to

argue

that

"righteous" act in Numbers 25 fulfills Aaron's eternal covenant of

Numbers 18 and

ensures

that it will be

promulgated through his particular line. In

addition, the eternal covenant of priesthood granted to Phinehas marks a theological
climax in the

development of □bill rf""Q

over

the Pentateuch because the Phinehas

story provides ultimate hope for Israel's future and vocation in the land, which was
48

The

following quote from Milgrom represents the way that the priestly eternal covenants of Aaron
are rarely distinguished, and how Aaron's
mil is overshadowed by Phinehas',
"This covenant [Numbers 25] is one of five issued by God: the promise to Noah that humanity will not
be destroyed, the promise of seed and soil to Abraham, the Torah to Moses (and Israel), and dynasties
to Phinehas and David (cf. Jer. 33:19-22; Ps. 89:29-38). It constitutes another royal gift bestowed upon
the High Priest, who, like the king, wears special robes and a crown and is anointed (Lev. 8:12: 2 Kings
11:12)."' Milgrom, Numbers. 217.
and Phinehas
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first

promised to Abraham. This culmination is best appreciated

Phinehas story

as one

reads the

in light of its literary context and relationship to previous eternal

covenants.

6.4.1 Initial Observations of□

The

canonical

figure Phinehas is mentioned

shape of the Pentateuch. His

Eleazar and

Aaron.49

grandson of

Peor that establishes him

awards him

covenant

a

The climactic

iQi'pttj

v n3H3 rr~Q

verses

Tmirnx

Therefore say,

name

Numbers 25:13

time prior to Numbers 25 in the

is given in Exod 6:25

of peace,

elucidated

as an

-]b ]ni

are

a covenant

Num 25:13

of

zealous for his God, and made

for the Israelites."'

6.4.1.1 The Parallelism

the first observations to make

tVO and

phrases

in the Pentateuch that

only

was

priesthood.'"0

of peace.

It shall be for him and for his descendants after him

the

of

Num 25:12

my covenant

fnbx'p xap im nnn obiy njns rrna vnnx iin^-i ^ njvni

atonement

son

Num 25:12-13.

"lbX p.1?

perpetual priesthood, because he

the

exceptional act God

eternal covenant of

regard to this eternal covenant

'I hereby grant him

as

However, it is his valiant feat in the story of Baal-

biblical hero. Because of Phinehas'

as a

with

one

in

passage,

mentioned in

□'PIU

of Diblp Ti*"727T7iV and

obiiT /7//T27 TT'lU.

concerning the □ '7113 rT""Q of Numbers 25 is that the

rVQ

are

presented in parallel. This is the first time

rf~Q is paired with another phrase. Numbers 25

is not

however, that presents these phrases in parallel fashion. As

Chapter One's discussion of von Rad, Dl7© rf~Q

While this is

One of

seemingly

viewed in retrospect.
"'This is a reward of

a note

occurs

4 times in the

in passing, certainly this bit of information is significant when

high priesthood. Ibid., Numbers, 216-17; Noth, Numbers. 199; Ashley.

Numbers, 523, nt. 47.
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Hebrew Bible (Num

25:12; Isa 54:10; Ezek 34:25; 37:26). In Ezek 37:26 it is

mil. It is possible that Ezek 37:26 recapitulates the

explicitly used alongside
ideas of Ezekiel 34.

is also

It

recapitulated in terms of
investigation

which

a

possible that the

D^li?

would

a

specific

transcend

covenant" for

a

few

the

confines

every occurrence

of this
of CI

blD

particular

study.

STIC is connected

of □'ill? iTCC in the Hebrew Bible.

occurrence

In Numbers

ITCC of Isa 54:10 is

rf~Q in 55:3. These links deserve the type of

Nonetheless, it is at least feasible that
to

CIblD

25, it is notable that the covenant of peace is termed "my
reasons.

because of its construction.

First of all, the

phrase

OilD

is exceptional

Milgrom notes,

The unusual form here

(a broken construct) is elliptical for beriti berit shalom, literally
'My pact, a pact of friendship,' or beriti 'im shalom. literally 'My pact with/of
friendship.' This latter meaning is confirmed by the equivalent construction beriti ya
'akov...beriti yitshak...beriti 'avraham, 'My pact with Jacob...my pact with Isaac...my
pact with Abraham,' in Leviticus 26:42.5'

Milgrom is probably correct to

compare

only other time "TV"!!! is used in this
illumines the

meaning of

interesting that there is
even

if it is

a

□1*7©

the

use to

way.

To

Leviticus 26:42 since this is the
argue

that the

use

in Leviticus

rf~Q would be too speculative, but it is indeed

parallel between Leviticus 26 and Numbers 25

on

this point

syntactical since the former reflects inherent eternal covenant themes. At

a

minimum, the strange construction in Numbers 25 draws attention to "covenant of

peace"

as

mil. The fact that "my covenant" is used in

it exists alongside

connection with

□'ill?

mil is

not

unique, however. The term TV"!!!

occurs

25

Milgrom, Numbers, 216.

C
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times in the Pentateuch, 22

25:12.52

times prior to Num

The first 13

occurrences

exist

in eternal covenant contexts, 9 times in Genesis 17 alone. The uses in Exodus 6 refer
back to Gen

17:8, and the 5

Abrahamic covenant in

are

occurrences

in Lev 26:9 and 42-44 also refer back to the

general, if not specifically Genesis 17. Thus, only 4 instances

left outside of eternal covenant contexts

30). In these

cases

covenant as a

exclusive

is

it is not clear

whole,

or

probably

conjunction with

as to

whether they refer to Genesis 17, the Abrahamic

the Mosaic covenant specifically. Making these mutually

unnecessary.

0*71}

(Exod 19:5, Lev 26:15, and Deut 31:26,

Thus, 0170 mil likely

iT~lO in its three

in direct

occurs

outside of the Pentateuch, and

uses

according to Genesis and Numbers, TV""!!! is exclusively linked to D *71? mil.
Therefore, it is likely that HI

essentially

synonymous

The fact that

*7©

D'H and

mil

are to

be viewed

as

in Numbers 25.

01*7©

!TH! is attached to

eternal covenant in the Pentateuch may

0*711}

0*71)

03HO 1700 within the

0*711}

mil in this final

use

of

contribute to the potential climactic force of

development

ofD*7i}

(TOO in

our

Using "covenant of peace" in Num 25:12 potentially contributes

Pentateuchal study.

a range

of significant

eternal covenant ideas reflected in Ezekiel and Isaiah to Phinehas' eternal covenant of
the

priesthood. For example, in these two prophetic books the covenant of

peace

is

directly connected to blessing (Ezek 34:26; Isa 54:1 1-12), fruitfulness (Ezek 34:26,
27, 29; Isa 55:1-2), multiplication (Ezek 37:26; Isa 54:1-2), whereby the sanctuary of
God is in the midst Israel forever

(Ezek 34:30; 37:26-28). This will be

Israel will follow the laws of God and walk in his ways

52

a

time when

(Ezek 37:24; Isa 54:13) and

Gen 6:18:9:9. 11. 15; 17:2.4. 7. 9. 10. 13, 14. 19. 21: Exod 6:4. 5: 19:5; Lev 26:9. 15.

Num 25:12: Deut

42[3x], 44:

31:16, 20.
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be

righteous (Isa 54:13),

overcome

a

Davidic

their enemies

(Ezek 34:25, 27-29; Isa 54:3-4, 14-17) because they will have

king (Ezek 34:24; 37:24-25; Isa 55:3-4). And perhaps

Isaiah 54 the "covenant of
The

a

uses

one

6.4.1.2 The Additional Term within

term

18,

plainly

one can

see

should exhibit caution in relating the

a

also

□'pii) HlirO rV""Q.
OblV

mil in

~'"727. Like the

no

obvious

level of emphasis

as to

a

explanation arises to explain this

convention of the eternal covenant in Numbers, one can

including £"13113 provides

may

that the eternal covenant of Numbers 25 reflects

and JVQ. While

between

covenant

significantly, in

of the phrase to Numbers 25, such covenant of peace themes

part of the context of Numbers 25 and its

Numbers

more

peace" is likened to God's eternal covenant in Genesis 9.

study below will demonstrate that while

prophetic
be

defile themselves with idols (Ezek 37:23), and

never

reasonably

that

assume

the content and importance of this

regarding Israel's priesthood.

6.4.1.3 The iin^/ilJil 1'JS

Formula,. Like the □ '2113 IfD of Leviticus 24,

the text of Numbers 25 does not possess

the nn^/T13il "GN formula. However it is

noteworthy to observe the words of v. 12 that introduce the covenant of peace. There
is

no "as

for me/as for

rT"Q texts does indeed exist. Verse 12

pattern in
to bestow the

its

you" dynamic, but verbal similarity to the typical "as for me"

Dl7tU fflG. While this is

not

quite

similarity to half of it, and this from God's side,

the way we

as

emphatic

may

understand Phinehas' relationship to the

That is, the Phinehas

figure is

the Aaronic eternal covenant

one

as

the language ]flD n33n

uses

as

the typical formula,

make perfect

sense

in light of

rfQ of Numbers 18.

whose righteous action fulfills the priestly side of

the

grandson of the high priest. In line with the

c'liy
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promise of Numbers 18, this

earns

him his

Aaron. This will be discussed further below.

□*711?

rr-Q in 25:12-13 and the

information for

First,

as a

2111113 JT~l3

□
we

will take

whole,

as

Most scholars

some

important

Qualities of Numbers 25

identify two sections in the text of Numbers 25, vv.1-5 and 6-

have been combined at

of the

seed of

closer look at this

it yields

respectively. These two parts reflect distinct versions of

status

a

as a

understanding the eternal covenant and figure of Phinehas.

6.4.2 Source-Critical

18.

chapter

own

a

later stage

an

original story which

with the primary goal of affirming the post-exilic

priestly line of Phinehas.53 Accordingly, Olson notes.

Scholars

that Num 25:1-5 contains an earlier form of the story that
punishment of the chiefs of the Israelites, and the role
of the judges in executing punishment against these leaders. This earlier version was then
augmented by a second account in 25:6-18, which added the women of Midian. judgment
on all the people (25:9), the zealous character of the priest Phinehas in executing a
specific punishment, and God's pledge of a perpetual priesthood to Phinehas and his
generally

agree

involves the

women

descendants

(cf. Ps

of Moab. the

106:28-30).54

Those who adhere to traditional source-critical demarcations attribute the first story to
J

or

JE while the story

material is

a

way

of Phinehas reflects P

material.55 Truncating J's

of explaining potential oddities in the text such

as

story with P

the change from

33

Cf. Budd. Numbers, 277-80, and Sturdy, Numbers, 185, for possible historical arguments for
exalting the priestly line of Phinehas. Milgrom sees the historical background to the Phinehas story as
the time of David when Abiathar and Zadok served as joint High Priests (1 Kgs 2:26-27; 1 Sam 2:2736) before Solomon banished Abiathar. The Phinehas story is thus a justification of the banishment of
the entire family of Abiathar leaving Zadok as sole holder of the office. Milgrom, Numbers, 479.
34
Dennis T. Olson, "Negotiating Boundaries: The Old and New Generations and the Theology of
Numbers," Int 51 (1997): 234; Ibid.. Numbers, 155. Cf. also, Budd, Numbers, 277.
55
Cf. for example. Gray, Numbers, 380; Rolf P. Knierim and George W. Coats, Numbers (FOTL IV;
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005), 265: Budd. Numbers, 275; Snaith, Leviticus and Numbers, 303. There
is some disagreement on the source breakdown within vv.1-5. For a sample of scholars who vary in
their source identifications of Num 25:1-5, cf. George R. Boudreau. O.P., "Hosea and the Pentateuchal
Traditions: The Case of the Baal of Peor," in History and Interpretation: Essays in Honour of John H.
Hayes (eds. M. Patrick Graham. William P. Brown, and Jeffrey K. Kuan; JSOTSupp 173; Sheffield,
JSOT Press, 1993), 122-23, nt. 2. Boudreau is somewhat unique in arguing that Numbers 25:1-5
derives from the Deuteronomistic editor. The main point of his article is to argue that the author of the
Baal Peor text in Hos 9:10 did not have Numbers 25 or Deuteronomy 4 in view.
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the Moabites

(v.I) to Midianites (vv.6, 14-15,

of God carried out

are

(v.4),57

convinced that

not

possible

or

and the

new

17-18),56

the failure to

information about

a

plague

see

the demands

(v.8).58

separating the two sections according to different

beneficial.59 Ashley

Yet, others
sources

is

comments,

seems fruitless to speculate what the two stories might have looked like in their
independent states, since they exist only in combination. In the process of producing the
present text, details were most probably summarized and must sometimes be inferred
from the whole text (i.e.. only in vv.8-9 does one leam that 'Yahweh's wrath' in v.2
meant "a plague). The point of commenting on the unit is not to judge how well the
present narrative seems to fit together, but to attempt to make sense of it as it stands

It

reader.60

before the

Since there

are

sections apart

possible explanations for alleged discrepancies between the two

from

mere source

demarcation, it is not clear whether

source

critical

analysis yields much fruit here for final-form interpretation of Numbers 25.
Therefore, while
a

acknowledging

a

possible

seam at

v.6,61

we

will treat the chapter

as

unity for interpretation.

6.4.3 Numbers 25 and Typical Eternal Covenant Themes

It is not

surprising that Numbers 25 eventually mentions

a

mD (v.13)

since

typical eternal covenant ideas pervade the narrated string of events from the

onset

of the

chapter. The chapter involves fundamental issues in content and form of

the eternal covenants of the Pentateuch.

56

Cf.

Gray. Numbers. 380-81.
Milgrom, Numbers, 476 for a discussion of this issue.
~'s
Mendenhall argues that the historical context behind Numbers 25 is an outbreak of an epidemic
disease, "most probably the black (bubonic) plague." George E. Mendenhall, The Tenth Generation:
The Origins of the Biblical Tradition (London: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973), 106.
'9Cf. Noth. Numbers, 195-6. Wenham suggests, for example, "Midianites and Moabites are closely
associated in the Balaam story (22:4, 7), so it is unnecessary to suppose for this reason that verse 1-5
are from a different source from verses 6-18. The Midianites were a mobile group (cf. Jdg. 6) who
evidently at this time were worshipping at the same shrine as the Moabites." Wenham, Numbers, 185.
Cf. also Olson. "Negotiating Boundaries," 233; Ibid., Numbers, 153: Ashley, Numbers, 516, nt. 19.
60
Ashley. Numbers, 515. Cf. also. Milgrom, Numbers, 477.
'

61

Cf.

Cf. Knierim and Coats, Numbers. 264.
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6.4.3.1

authoritarian
narration

The

Relationship Between Israel arid Foreign Nations. The

relationship of Israel

over

her international enemies is severed

the

as

begins with the report that the people (D^n) succumb to fornication with the

"daughters of Moab." The horrific result is idol worship
becomes

Israelite

proper

as

Israel consequently

"yoked" (~TQH) to Baal-Peor (vv.3, 5). The situation is exacerbated
man

brings

Midianite

a

view of Moses and the

women

congregation

as

into "his family"

they

weep over

as an

v.6) in plain

the recent events at the tent of

meeting. Israel not only fails to subdue the Moabites and Midianites, but the nation
submits to the worship

of foreign

worship by the Midianite

women

gods.62 The allurement of the Israelites into idol
becomes the basis for being permanently hostile

(presumably in battle) toward the Midianite people in the future (vv.16-18; cf.
31:2ff.).
These

actions

Genesis 9 which

contradict

serves as a

her international enemies

17:4-5 and

"kindled"

precursor

eternal

covenant

fundamental

introduced

for establishing Israel's rightful authority

in

over

(cf. Gen 9:2-3; and for the Abrahamic eternal covenant, Gen

22:17-18). Thus, the

(^JOETZ

an

ITIIT

anger

(*)&, vv.3, 4) and wrath (^QH, v.l 1) of God is

^""in-M, v.3) and

a

breaks out which kills 24.000 before Phinehas puts

God mandates that Israel re-establish her

plague (ilSjlQ, vv.8. 9, 18, 19)
it to

a stop.

At the end of the story

rightful role of dominion

over

the Midianite

people (vv.l 6-18).

hl

Organ argues that the emphasis in not on the intennarriage as much as destabilizing the cult of
Yahweh. Barbara E. Organ, "Pursuing Phinehas: A Synchronic Reading." CBQ 63 (2001): 208. Cf.
also S. C. Reif. "What

however, that the two

Enraged Phinehas?—A Study of Numbers 25:8," JBL 90 (1971): 204. It seems,

are

not to be

dichotomized.

IlbMJ
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These Genesis 9 eternal covenant ideas
106 which recalls the incidents at Baal-Peor

when the nation
hands"

over

forgets God

even

as a

specifically addressed in Psalm

string of instances in Israel's history

though he delivered their

(v. 10, 21). Eventually they get caught

them and

are

subject them to their

power

up

in foreign practices and nations rule

(vv.41-42). This review of Israel's history

which recalls various events of the nation's failure and rebellion

ancient commentary on

(v.43) provides

an

the Phinehas story in vv.28-31. The expression and idea "to

yoke oneself to" is only found in Num 25:3 and in Ps
demonstrates that the wrath of God is manifested
that Psalm 106

(Egypt) "into their

enemy

adjudicates ideas which

are

by

a

106:28.63

plague.64

In addition, v.29

Concerning the

way

verbally separated in Numbers 25, Budd

comments.
The

psalm speaks directly of Baal-Peor and a plague, and it is likely that this also
priestly author's assumptions in Num 25 [Budd contends that the ideas
of "weeping" and "plague" in vv.6-9 are assumed by the Priestly author as part of vv.1-5
since they occur elsewhere in the wilderness traditions, e.g. Num 11:10; 17:11.].
Moreover for the psalmist the role of Phinehas is to bring the plague to an end—a plague
prompted, not by a Midianite woman (as in Num 25:6-18). but by the Baal-Peor event
itself. So it would appear that Ps 106:28-31 is the natural bridge between Num 25:1-5 and
Num 25:6-18. Not only does it speak of a plague at Baal-Peor. but also of an intervention
contributes to the

by
Psalm

Phinehas.65

106. then, not

warranting

a

only links the ideas of the two sections of Numbers 25

unified interpretation of the parts, but it also reflects

the Phinehas story as one
proper

of several in

authority relationship

over

a pattern

64

Cf. Budd.

her enemies. The implication is that had not
or

Numbers, 279: Noth, Numbers, 196-7.

with it. In addition

to

plague is not a new idea of vv.6-18 of Numbers
the evidence of Psalm 106, Budd observes that

are virtually synonymous, and the
in terms of plague." Budd. Numbers. 277.
65

completely consumed by God

This shows that the

"plague"

understanding of

where Israel failed to maintain the

Phinehas intervened, the nation would have been

63

an

"anger" of Num 25:3

may

25. but rather is

synonymous

"In Num 17:11 "wrath" and

have been naturally understood

Ibid.
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eventually given

over

in military

defeat.66 Phinehas'

covenant distinction between God's

6.4.3.2

women

intercourse,69

be

seems to

view of the text

we

off' is present

people and threats to the kingdom

mandate.67

Cutting Off. To our modern sensibilities Phinehas' act of spearing the

Israelite and Midianite

As

act however upheld the eternal

or

a

in the "belly"

heinous and malicious

deed.70

Yet, this is not the point of

previous eternal covenants.

have noted in every

in

(nllp, v.8),68 presumably during sexual

some

form

or

other eternal covenant context, the idea of "cutting

fashion. The

rra is not used in the passage

same

holds true for Numbers 25. Though

the idea is pervasive. After the initial recognition of

fornication, God asks Moses to impale

(Cui^ Upiill, v.4)7' the leaders of the people

that "the Lord's fierce anger may

]"i~1PT DETl, v.4)

so

66

turn"

away

from the

The

parallel here to the golden calf incident (and Moses" intervention) is implied in Psalm 106.
commonality between Numbers 25 and Exodus 32 will be addressed below.
67
It is intriguing that Phinehas is actually an Egyptian name (meaning "dark-skinned one"). While
difficult to prove, there may be a level of irony at work in that Phinehas. presumably of Egyptian
ancestry, is the one who is concerned about the relationship of Israel with foreign nations.
68
Most scholars note the wordplay between H" (tent) and
(stomach/belly) in v.8. Cf. for
example. Organ, "Pursuing Phinehas," 208: Budd. Numbers. 280; Ashley, Numbers, 513, 521; Reif,
"What Enraged Phinehas?" 200-6; Harriet C. Lutzky, "The Name 'Cozbi' (Numbers XXV 15. 18)," VT
47 (1997): 546. The term ~3p is a hapax legomenon in the Hebrew Bible, which many understand to
be a portable shrine used for divination. Cf. for example Organ, "Pursuing Phinehas," 208.
69
"Later Jewish interpretation held that Phinehas found the two in the act of sexual intercourse and
pierced both of them through the sex organs...the punishment fits the crime." Ashley, Numbers, 521.
Ashley certainly has the "third miracle" of Targum Pseudo-Jonathan in mind here. For a less common
interpretation of the sexual act see Sivan, Helena Zlotnick. "The Rape of Cosbi (Numbers XXV). Vetus
Testamentum 41 (2001): 69-80. Among other parallels, she relates the incident with Cozbi,
reconstructed as a rape, to Genesis 34's story of Shechem and Dinah.
70
Interestingly for our study of
iT~Q Mary Douglas observes a parallel function in the names
of the offenders of Leviticus 24 and Numbers 25. She suggests, "Again [in Numbers 25] we are
gratuitously given the names of the chief actors in the story, who are otherwise completely unknown.
Their names enmesh us in the same kind of courtroom puns that decorate the story of the blasphemer in
Numbers [Leviticus] 24...apart from the pun there is no matching of the punishment with the crime."
Mary Douglas. Leviticus as Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1999), 211-12. While the
names in the stories may pun on the crime and punishment, this does not reveal why blood-punishment
is an appropriate consequence. One must understand the fundamental eternal covenant ideas regarding
authority relationships and discriminate bloodshed first established in Genesis 9 to understand the logic
in Leviticus 24 and Numbers 25. For other studies of the named characters in Numbers 25, cf. Lutzky
"The Name 'Cozbi'," 546-49: Organ, "Pursuing Phinehas." 209.
71
This request is quite enigmatic. Cf. Snaith. Leviticus and Numbers. 302.
The
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Israelites.72

Moses then orders the

yoked themselves with
Phinehas' zealous

"judges" to kill

Baal-Peor.71

As the story

tent74

spearing at the

any

of "your people" who have

progresses,

caused (HEW! DnFI,

v.

vv.8-13 state that

13) the plague to stop

Ciayrn, V.8), turned back the wrath of God against the Israelites CppnTi^ IH^Cpn,
v.ll), achieved atonement (HSIfl, v.13), and thus
God's eternal covenant (v.12-13). In

(jZDv.12), earned Phinehas

other words, Phinehas' act is viewed

as a

just

killing whereby he displays discriminate bloodshed. According to Numbers 25,
blood-punishment is
1

necessary

for turning

away

the wrath of God (cf. HI© in 4b and

la). Furthermore, the implication of the v.l lb is that if Phinehas had not intervened

in

cutting off the Israelite and Midianite

consumed

woman,

TV ^ITN1?']). This

(i.e. cut off) by God

may

have been

cause

and effect

then the entire nation

relationship between human responsibility (Phinehas' in Numbers 25) to execute
appropriate blood-punishment

that God will not cut off the entire people is

so

fundamental idea of the Noachic I

"W

mil (cf. Gen 9:6 and 1 I), and most recently

the eternal covenant of Aaron. In Numbers 1 8 it is the

holiness of God
would not

by putting to death

consume

a

any

duty of the priests to protect the

encroachers of the inner sancta

so

the entire nation. Verses 11 and 13 of Numbers 25

that God
explicitly

highlight that Phinehas imitated the heart of God by acting with zeal "for his God"

72

Punishing the leaders makes

sense

if

one

understands the leaders

as

those ultimately responsible

for the obedience of the nation (cf. for example Exod 18:25).
73
Cf. Exod 18:25-26 for an example of "leaders" and "judge"

used synonymously. The discrepancy
and Moses' command to the
,'OS0~L'v* is a debated issue. Organ
argues that "the narrator" believes only the guilty are to be punished and so Moses shifts Yahweh's
command to those "who are actually guilty." Organ. "Pursuing Phinehas," 206.
7-1
Due to the unique term used for the tent (~3p) in v.8. this is most likely a separate structure from
between the Lord's request

meeting ("LbiD 'TIN, v.6). Contra Sturdy, Numbers, 184-185. Cf. Budd, Numbers, 280;
Reif, "What Enraged Phinehas?" 203. Ashley believes the meaning of the word is too "vague" to be

the tent of

determinative.

Ashley, Numbers, 520-21.
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(Vn'^b K3p, v.13). Phinehas acted on God's behalf (-nt^DpTli? IKDpI,

v. II),75

in

place of God's wrath.
6.4.4 The Broader Context of Numbers 25 and its □

"piU

HIIII rv~Q

In the broader scheme of the book of Numbers, the story

and

low, watermark simultaneously in Chapter

of Israel hits its high,

25.76 Through the plague the old

generation presumably dies off, but because of the eternal covenant given to Phinehas,
there is

hope for the future people who

continue to travel to the

well

as

as

its

promised

recounted in Numbers 26, and will

land.77 Understanding this

relationship to other key

Numbers, is key

are

passages

covenant

the

of Numbers 25 is

common

directly related to the

slightly different expressions), there
in

also other

are

understand

be helpful to draw
the

eternal

Ashley

argues

upon

covenant

acknowledge that Phinehas is awarded

75

believe that the eternal

occur

ways

in both places (though in

of bridging the two

passages.

Chapter One this study appeals to caution when ascribing

Old Testament, it may
to

we

in Numbers 18. Not only does

preconceived ancient Near Eastern covenant categories

sense

DTil? I) HI mi!.

above,

one

Hi111

language and idea of

While

within and beyond the Book of

for grasping the full significance of the

6.4.4.1 Phinehas and Numbers IS. As stated

context for Numbers 25,

upon

the covenant texts of the

the royal grant imagery in its broadest
of

Phinehas.

a covenant to

While

be passed

on

some

scholars

for generations in

that "zealous" and "zeal" could be translated "jealous" and "jealousy" based on
direct attention back to the Decalogue (Exod 20:5).

BDB, p. 888. Ashley, Numbers. 522. This would
76
Cf. Olson, "Negotiating Boundaries." 229.
77

Olson notes, "Contrary to much scholarly opinion these final chapters
overall structure and movement of the book of Numbers. They chart the path
take in its journey

with God and

one

[26-36] are integral to the
of a new generation might
another." Ibid.. 335. Cf. also Ashley, Numbers, 515.
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the

vein

same

ancient Near Eastern

as

grants,78

few who make

use

of royal grant

imagery delve into the relationship between the eternal covenant of priesthood with
Phinehas and Aaron's eternal covenant of Numbers 18. This is

more

probably due to giving

weight to the Deuteronomic perspective of the priesthood which lumps all

category.79

Mai 2:4ff. and Jer 33:17

are

highlighted to show that the "covenant of Levi" and the Davidic covenant

are

priests into

presented

as

Thus, texts such

as

ancient royal grants. Therefore, when discussing the royal grant of

"Levi" scholars

status

broad

one

begin with Phinehas' achievement

for the future. While this is

a

valuable

as an act

that

secures

his priestly

observation, it only presents half of the

story. One must understand the precise relationship between the Aaronic eternal
covenant

and the Phinehas eternal covenant within the broader Pentateuchal story to

understand that this not

only ensured Phinehas' priestly future, but it also ensured the

livelihood of the entire nation
The

by saving her from God's consuming wrath.

relationship of the Aaronic and Phinehas eternal covenants begins with

Aaron. In classic

royal grant fashion, Aaron is the

one

who acquires the special status

before the suzerain, Yahweh. As mentioned in section 6.2 above, God proves

vindicates Aaron's
role

unique status of high priesthood vis-a-vis other challengers to his

through the events of Numbers

16-17.80

In the

process,

Aaron ultimately makes

17:12) for the rebellion of the people which stops

atonement

a

deathly plague

(HSJID, 17:13, 14, 15) from consuming (H *73, 16:21, 17:10, 25) the entire

78

and

Asa

camp.

Weinfeld, "The Covenant of Grant in the Old Testament and in the Ancient Near East."
(1970): 201, for an early identification of the covenant with Phinehas as a type of grant since

Cf. Moshe

JAOS 90

the ancient Near East often rewarded

righteous servants with gifts of status. Cf. also Milgrom,

Numbers, 217.
79

Cf. for

example. Moshe Weinfeld. The Promise of the Land (Berkeley: University of California

Press, 1993), 262-3.
"

The ancient Near Eastern grant pattern may break down ultimately on this point since
to be Aaron's own merit per se which earns him the unique status before God and

seem

it does not
the eternal

covenant.
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responsibility and function of his high position, and to prevent the people from being
consumed in the

are

future, Aaron is bestowed

marked out in Num 18:1-5, and

formula in v.7. Aaron and his

an

eternal covenant. The responsibilities

formally introduced with the eternal covenant

sons are

to lead the

priests and Levites in the duties for

guarding the holiness of the tabernacle. In return, they will receive the offerings of the
Lord

(vv.6, 8-19a). This eternal covenant arrangement is "for

descendants

as

well"

you

and

your

"J1?, v.19).

(TJFlK

Phinehas, Aaron's descendant, in royal grant fashion, succeeds in procuring
this eternal covenant for his

own

matches the obedience of his

for the rebellion of the

the entire camp.
inner sancta. it

grandfather.81 Like

people which stops

a

And while it is inconclusive

Aaron, Phinehas makes atonement

deathly plague from consuming (17
as to

whether Phinehas' act involved the

surely involved the tabernacle and protecting the holiness of God and

his nation. Thus, the
to

generation through obedience to the suzerain which

language "behold I" in Numbers 25:12 appropriately corresponds

God's side of the eternal covenant formula of Numbers 18. God rewards Phinehas

because he

upholds the priestly duties of Aaron introduced by i7Flftl in Num 18:7.

Thus, Phinehas ' "righteous " act in Numbers 25 fulfills Aaron's eternal covenant of
Numbers 18 and
Because

Phinehas

renewed in his

ensures

that it will be

fulfilled the

generation.82 And

priesthood and the entire nation

81

promulgated through his particular line.

high priestly conditions, the eternal covenant is
as

was

the next sections will reveal, the original Aaronic
in jeopardy before Phinehas intervened.

Some note that if "covenant of

reward." Cf. Budd.

peace" were vocalized as
then it would be "covenant of
Numbers, 280; Snaith, Leviticus and Numbers. 304. This would still fit the context

though the vocalization is not preferable.
82
This contradicts the typical understanding of the Phinehas covenant
Cf. Ashley's representative comment, Ashley, Numbers, 522.

C'tHaJ

as

unilateral and unbreakable.
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DpiD 113173 fl" ID and Balaam's Oracles.

6.4.4.2 The

the Phinehas story at
which

immediately

Numbers 31:16

Scholars recognize that

Baal Peor is inextricably bound to the story of Balaam's oracles

precedes.83

Not only

are

the stories consecutively presented, but

joins the two stories through Balaam.

Perhaps the greatest significance is the contrast of hope and despair that the
two

stories

reflect.84

Olson writes, "...the Balaam

cycle and the final rebellion and

apostasy of the old generation are linked in a dramatic contrast. As God is struggling
on

the

mountaintops surrounding the

24), the Israelites down
disobedience (Num
covenant. Not

25)."85

are

reveling in idolatry and

This is important for understanding the hope of the eternal

only did Phinehas' act atone for the sins of the Israelites, but it also

Balaam.86 Thus, the

a

nation to bless, as intended

through the oracles of

n3H3 tVO is directly responsible for the future fruition

blessings

This

covenant

of Israel to bless God's people (Num 22-

the plains of Moab

on

assured that there would be

of God's

camp

directly ties the

□L,H7

iT~Q of Numbers 25 to the Abrahamic eternal

promises of fruitfulness and multiplication (as well

as

other constituent

aspects of the kingdom mandate inherent to eternal covenants) intrinsic within
Balaam's oracles. First and

foremost, Balaam is originally summoned by the king of

Moab because of "fear" and "dread" of the Israelites due to their sheer

numerousness

(22:1-6). This reflects the eternal covenant multiplication ideal as established in
Genesis 9 and 17.
83

Cf. for

Accordingly, in Balaam's first oracle he

example. Ibid., 515; Wenham, Numbers. 184;

esp.

says,

"Who

can count

the

Olson, "Negotiating Boundaries," 231-

idem. Numbers, 152-3 which note the common use of the themes of "seeing and "looking" in
both stories, the roles of the Moabites and Midianites, the bridge of Num 31:8 and 16. etc.
33 and
84

Cf.

Milgrom, Numbers, 211.
"Negotiating Boundaries," 233; idem, Numbers. 153. Cf. also, Wenham. Numbers. 184;
Milgrom. Numbers, xv.
86
Cf. Ashley, Numbers. 515.
85

Olson.
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dust of Jacob

the

assuage

or

number the fourth part

appearance

of Israel's

of Israel?" (23:10). In Balak's attempt to

numerousness,

he then calls Balaam to

curse

from

a

position where only part of Israel is visible (23:13).
Ironically, Balak recognizes Balaam
and

curse as

cf. also Num

is first

having the

same

divine ability to bless

spoken introduced of God in the Abrahamic narrative (Gen 12:3;

24:9). This play

on

blessing and cursing

story and directly recalls Abrahamic
Abrahamic

as

promise.87

In fact, the determinative character of

blessing is recalled in Balaam's second oracle

bless Israel because God does not

throughout the Balaam

runs

as

he notes that he must

change his mind (23:18-20). Surely this feature

finds its fullest rhetorical value when confronted with the grave apostasy
in Numbers 25. Inherent to this

military

success

fruitfulness and

of the nation

blessing is God's instrumental role in bringing about

in subduing Israel's enemies (23:23-24; 24:8-9, 17-24) and continued
multiplication

(24:5-7).88 There is also

a

pervading theme of kingship

in these oracles which recalls the Abrahamic eternal covenant feature of Gen
All of these eternal covenant features of Abrahamic

God amidst Balak's attempts to
of these Abrahamic
sin at

Baal-Peor

blessings

thwart the

seems

success

promise

are

17:6.89

secured by

of Israel. The ultimate fulfillment

quite precarious amidst the horrific rebellion and

(until the intervention of Phinehas). This relationship between

blessing and destruction of the Israelite people in Numbers 22-25 parallels the golden

87

"[13 and/or lit?

occur

20 times in Numbers 22-24. Cf. "[13 in 22:6[2x], 12: 23:11 [2xJ. 20[2x],

25[2x]; 24:1. 9[2x], 10[2x]; lit? in 22:6[3], 12; 23:7; 24:9[2x],
88
87

Cf.

Olson, Numbers, 152.

Cf for

example, 23:21; 24:7, 17-19. With the presence of an anticipated king for Israel in
one who will rise up to destroy the nations (24:17-19), it may be appropriate to ask if
Phinehas types this kingly individual through his righteous action in the next chapter.
Balaam's oracles,

c'TIa;
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calf story.
second

Phinehas offers hope for the

generation, and in this

way,

figures

as a

Moses.90
6.4.4.3 Parallels to the Golden

Baal-Peor apostasy

of

new

Calf Story. Understanding the parallels of the

with the golden calf story of Exodus 32-34 gives

an

added degree

profundity to the eternal covenant text of Numbers 25. Scholars unanimously

recognize the multiple similarities of the two stories,
"obvious.''91
There

even

considering this

Wenham notes,
are

clear

parallels between the

evens

of Sinai and those in the plains of Moab. In

both the revelation of God is followed

by a flouting of basic covenant principles; there is
a census, and laws about sacrifice and the festivals are given. Not only do the incidents of
the golden calf and Baal-peor (Ex. 32; Nu. 25) correspond in the overall arrangement of
the books, there are several internal correspondences. Both episodes involve the worship
of other gods (Ex. 32:8; Nu. 25:2). Both times God's wrath is appeased by the immediate
slaughter of those involved (Ex. 32:26-28: Nu. 25:7-8). As a result the tribe of Levi is set
apart for divine service in the first case, while in the second Phinehas is promised an
eternal priesthood (Ex. 32:29; Nu. 25:11-13)...At Sinai they people did not know what

was

going

on

between God and Moses (Ex. 32:1). Similarly in the plains of Moab. the
92
was predicting for them.

Israelites cannot have known what Balaam

Milgrom most closely relates the two stories,

even

suggesting that Numbers 25 is

predicted in Exodus 32,
Moreover, Baal-peor is the punishment for the sin and the fulfillment of the sentence for
golden calf. The editor who added the notice "Then the Lord sent a plague, for what
they did with the calf that Aaron made" (Exod. 32:35) to the divine pronouncement "A
the

day will
in mind.
executed
an

when 1 will punish them for their sin" (v.34b. NEB), clearly had Baal-peor
Ironically, yet justifiably, the coup de grace to the generation of the Exodus is
when they commit apostasy for the second time. In a real sense, Baal-peor is but

come

extension of the

golden calf.

93

90

According to Quesada Moses is "eclipsed" after Numbers 25. Thus, the Phinehas story is about
replacing Moses' position. Jan Jaynes Quesada, "Body Piercing: The Issue of Priestly Control Over
Acceptable Family Structure in the Book of Numbers," Bibtnt 10 (2002): 34. Milgrom sees v.ll's
statement about Phinehas' passion as "a tacit rebuke of Moses!" Milgrom, Numbers, 478.
It is not
clear why Eleazar, as the High Priest, failed to act as well. While some argue that Eleazar avoided such
an action because of the prohibitions of dealing with corpses (cf. Ashley, Numbers, 521), it seems more
appropriate to see Phinehas as one who displayed exceptional righteousness vis-a-vis other leaders.
91

92

Ibid., 515.

cf. also, Milgrom. Numbers, xv; Lutzky,
"Cozbi," 546; Knierim and Coats. Numbers, 265; Olson. "Negotiating Boundaries," 233-4; idem.
Numbers, 153-4. Olson notes that both stories involve foreigners. Cf. also, Budd, Numbers. 279 who
compares Phinehas' execution of apostates to Exod 32:25-29.
93

Wenham, Numbers, 185. For other lists of parallels,

Milgrom, Numbers, 211.
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While

viewing this

as a

direct prediction

punishment for the golden calf indeed
Levites), it highlights the
more

prudent view is

instances

of Israel

There is

stories

as

in Exodus 32 by the sword of the

bookends for the experience of the old generation from

land."94

theological and rhetorical effect produced when reading these two
same way

that Moses saved his

breaking God's covenant, Phinehas does the

The climactic

that the

likely. He states that these two stories "are the only two

edge of the promised

together. In the

wrath for

new

a

seems

worshiping another god during the exodus and wilderness

sojourn...[functioning]
Mount Sinai to the

occurs

be persuasive (for it

instinct to bridge the two stories. Perhaps Olson's

common

more

may not

position of this story

as

rebellion from the first C *71U IT~Q of the Moses

(Numbers 25). Perhaps this covenant phrase also
material which tells

a

on

new

generation.93

the old generation

serves

era

generation from God's

for the

same

the parting word

proceeds with hope for Abrahamic blessing

own

as

as

the culmination of

(Exodus 31) until the last

serves to

the

one

bookend the intervening

story concerning the fate of Abrahamic eternal covenant

promise.
6.4.5 Phinehas—The Ideal Israelite?
The

significant role that Phinehas plays for securing the future of the

priesthood and the entire nation raises the question
viewed

94

as

the "ideal Israelite."

6

Or

as to

whether Phinehas is to be

similarly, is he to be viewed like Noah

as

the

Olson, "Negotiating Boundaries," 233-4; idem. Numbers. 153-4. Cf. Budd. Numbers. 281 for a
He places the two stories as bookends to a chiastic structure of events from Sinai to

similar argument.
Jordan.

9'Olson, "Negotiating Boundaries," 234: idem. Numbers, 154. Cf. also. Wenham, Numbers, 185,
who states that the two stories teach that "The
learn the
96

same

Wenham

lessons

uses

new

generation who

were to conquer

Canaan had to

again."
this phrase. Ibid.. 188.
over
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most

"righteous of his generation" (Gen 6:9)? If

the story

Biblical

serves as a

a-vis other leaders

Commentary Outside the Pentateuch. While the idea that

prototypical Israelite

be implied by virtue of his action vis-

may

(e.g. Moses, Aaron and Eleazar) it is interesting to draw from

literature outside of the Pentateuch to
covenant

assess

Phinehas and his covenant. Phinehas'

(or the "covenant of Levi") is relatively prominent outside the Pentateuch.

In Malachi 2 the actions of "Levi"

compared with Abraham and David.

are

Weinfeld notes, "...we read in Malachi 2:4f.:

Levi...my covenant
continuation,
similar in its
walked with

an

me

[he served me] with integrity and equity' (bslm wbmyswr hlk'ty—

45:23, 1 Macc 2:26 and
as a

5498, and

mentioned in

our

The

same

"Phineas takes the

98
99

Weinfeld. Promise

4 Macc 18:12 for example, highlight

model of faithfulness to the

discussion of the

Hebrew Bible that "reckoned

97

covenant might be with

indication of the loyalty and devotion of Levi is also found, which is

exemplary action

106:31.100

my

with him of life and well being (hyym whslwm).' In the

was

Perhaps the most intriguing comment
not

'that

phraseology to the descriptions of the loyalty of Abraham and David: 'he

v.6)."97 Sirach
his

this brings great significance to

of Phinehas and his eternal covenant.

6.4.5.1

Phinehas

so,

as

on

law."

Phinehas is in Psalm 106, which

was

psalm above. The only other place in the

righteousness"

occurs

outside of Gen 15:6 is in Ps

phrase used of Abraham is applied to Phinehas. Klassen notes,

place here of Miriam who is at times listed

as

the third leader of

of the Land, 263.

Phinehas is mentioned in the obvious absence of Moses.
Wenham notes,

"Jewish tradition has made much of Phinehas' zeal: Ecclesiasticus 45:23f. ranks

him next in honour to Moses and Aaron, while the Pseudo-Jonathan targum says

his deed was
accompanied by twelve miracles." Wenham, Numbers, 189. Cf. also Ashley, Numbers, 522; Gray,
Numbers, 385. Klassen recounts the importance of Phinehas as a role model in biblical literature
(including Sirach and 1 Maccabees) as well as extrabiblical and rabbinic literature, but that he was
rejected by Jesus as a role model. William Klassen, "Jesus and Phineas: A Rejected Role Model"
SBLSP 25 (1986): 491 and 499.

l00np7H ib "Ctrl in Gen 15:6 and

ib 3C:n~n

in Ps 106:31
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Israel and

most

that Abraham

significantly is rewarded for his daring act of zeal in the
rewarded for his faith

was

Moses' and Phinehas'

intercessory role

on

(Gen

15:6)."101

same manner

Psalm 106 also parallels

behalf of the people in the two stories of

apostasy (vv.20-30). but then intermingles the way that Moses falls from

his

exemplary status in Israel vis-a-vis Phinehas' action (vv.31-33).
It

seems

that from these texts, at a minimum, Phinehas is viewed as an

behavior.102 The

exemplar of righteous
Phinehas'

unique righteousness in Israel since the time of Abraham, if you will. While

the idea that Phinehas

may

connection with Abraham raises the issue of

be difficult to

serves as an

it

prove,

intriguing since Abraham's
tribes, while Phinehas

may warrant

own

was

exemplary seed of Abraham for the

in

Abrahamic

blessing,

his article to make the

immorality. He

argues

generation

further investigation. This is especially

special grandson

was

Jacob, the father of the twelve

the righteous grandson in his generation. A special

relationship between their covenants, especially if Phinehas' is
ensure

new

may

a

indeed exist. Joseph Fleishman

climactic reward to
goes to great

point that the main problem with Israel

was

extent

sexual

that this is the main symbol of circumcision and that this

reminds the Israelite male of the eternal covenant between God and Abraham and his

descendents.103

This

is

an

interesting view of the Abrahamic

circumcision which, if valid, would indeed relate to the apostasy at

101

DblU

rT"Q of

Baal Peor. In this

Klassen.

"Rejected Role Model,'" 492. The High priesthood of Phinehas is later referred to as that
Surely this is due to ilplH as "righteousness."
102
Organ argues that tracing the role of Phinehas in a series of narratives from Numbers to Judges
(i.e. Num 25, 31: Josh 22: Judg 20) shows the special role that Phinehas plays in each passage. Organ.
"Pursuing Phinehas," 203-18. She states, "The name Phinehas is supposed to conjure up fidelity to the
sanctuary and zealous defense of Yhwh. Phinehas is a paragon of correct behavior, culticly speaking."
Ibid., 217.
'"'Joseph Fleishman, "On the Significance of a Name Change and Circumcision in Genesis 17,"
of Zadok in Ezek 44:15-16.

JANES 28(2001): 19-32.
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case,

Phinehas would

covenant

serve

keeper of the Abrahamic eternal

of circumcision.

6.4.5.2 Holiness Code

serve as a

is

a consummate

as

Theology. Phinehas' priestly zeal for God

model for each individual of the nation. As noted in section 5.3.1 above,

it

possible that the influence of Holiness Code theology that speckles the Pentateuch

but dominates the

latter part

of Leviticus bears

Leviticus and Numbers. If these scholars

are

correct

correct to say

that the Holiness School

correctly notes the
Phinehas story,
the

was

that Exodus 19:6

way

the eternal covenants of

upon

in their assessment of Holiness

theology then it is possible that it infiltrates Numbers 25

to

also

may

as

well, especially if Knohl is

the final redactor of the

may

impinge

upon

Torah.'04 Wenham

the interpretation of the

"Not only does the priest represent God to the people, he represents

people before God. He should be the ideal Israelite. The whole nation

be

a

kingdom of priests and

show true holiness in his

argues, or

Pentateuch

posits

holy nation (Ex. 19:6); the priest

a

earns

expected to

product of the Holiness School directly

a new

literary and theological thrust to what follows, it
regard for holiness

as a

goal for

every

may

be

individual

is, righteous action to preserve the holiness of God and his sanctuary

God's favor and

blessing, and obeying God's commands gives

any person or

generation the potential of fulfilling the eternal covenant of God. For the
Israelite this is achieved

104

Israel

as

the placement of Holiness theology within the middle of the

reasonable to understand Phinehas'
Israelite. That

was

life."105

Whether Numbers 25 is

Knohl

a

called

was

Knohl. Divine

by keeping the law, emblematically represented by keeping

Symphony, 7; idem. Sanctuary ofSilence, 101-3. Milgrom

degree but is

average

seems to accept

this to a
"I lR

more cautious about H's activity with Genesis and Deuteronomy. Cf. Jacob Milgrom,
in Leviticus and Elsewhere in the Torah,"" in Book ofLeviticus (Leiden: Brill, 2003), 39-40.
Il"

Wenham, Numbers, 188.
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the □

'ni?

spatial
the

or

same

rv-n of the Sabbath, which "cannot be

personal

dimension/'106

and

so

easily aligned with

a

grade in the

in practice places priest and layperson

upon

level of holiness.

6.5 Exegetical Conclusions of □ *711? fP""Q in Numbers 25

Section 6.4

ofd'Tii}

provides

some

conclusions regarding the meaning and significance

ri—n in Numbers 25. The insights can be arranged according to

four basic

exegetica! questions.
6.5.1 What is the Immediate Eternal Covenant Context?

The immediate eternal covenant context for the

vv.1-18 of the

chapter. These

Phinehas' action and
Israel's authoritative

the

set up the apostasy at Baal Peor, present

subsequent reward from God, and highlight the importance of

position

significance for the nation
covenant

verses

TP~Q in Numbers 25 is

over

can

her enemies. However, the act of Phinehas and its

only be fully understood in light of the eternal

of Aaron in Numbers 18. In addition, the

significance of Phinehas' deed for

well-being of the Abrahamic eternal covenant promises

are

evident in light of the

presentation of Balaam's oracles in Numbers 22-24. The juxtaposition of the oracles
with the story at

Baal Peor thematically resembles the juxtaposition of Exodus 31 's

IT-Q with the golden

□

context

adds climactic

covenants.

And

of the story to

calf events in chapters 32-34. Understanding this broad

significance to the Phinehas story for the nation, and its eternal

finally, the weight of Holiness Code theology expands the application

the lives of the nations' layperson.

106

Philip Peter Jenson. Graded Holiness: A Kev to the Priestly Conception of the World (JSOTSupp
106; Sheffield: JSOT Press. 1992). 196.
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6.5.2 Who Are the Eternal Covenant Parties?

The eternal covenant

parties

are

the

same

in Numbers 25

as

Numbers 18

except for the exchange of Phinehas for Aaron. The eternal covenant is a bilateral
covenant

made between God and Phinehas,

specifically. The High Priesthood is

particular reward to Phinehas and it will extend to his seed after him
says.

as

a

Numbers 18

While the covenant is made with Phinehas in particular, the covenant has direct

implications for the nation

as a

their role at the tabernacle to

6.5.3 What Are
The

covenant

the

whole. The nation is preserved, and the Levites apply

serving the High Priesthood of Phinehas.

Eternal Covenant Obligations?

obligations of God and Phinehas parallel the obligations of the eternal

arrangement of Numbers 18 signaled by the two-fold occurrence

of

rm in vv.6 and 8, in Numbers 25. Now that God has rewarded Phinehas with a

renewal of the Aaronic eternal covenant because of his
eternal covenant conditions

priesthood must
preserve

serve

are

priestly action, the

same

established for Phinehas and his seed. That is, the

high

the tabernacle and the nation to protect the holiness of God and

encroachment

upon

the holiness of God at the tabernacle. They have the

responsibility of protecting the inner sancta, and by implication, seeing that
encroacher is put to
In return,

death (v.7b.). This represents

a

an

form of discriminate bloodshed.

Phinehas and his line will be rewarded with the firstfruits of the land and the

aid of the Levites

as

their inheritance.

6.5.4 What Are the Eternal Covenant

The consequences
his seed, and

Consequences?

for Phinehas' action

preservation of the nation

as

she

are an

moves

L.b'W

eternal priesthood for him and

towards the promised land. With
iT-n in Numbers 18 and 25
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the renewal of the Aaronic eternal covenant, the same

potential

consequences

the future for Phinehas and his seed. If the holiness of God is not

life of the nation is in jeopardy.

of God. If the duties of the

All would be cut off from the

priesthood

are

apply in

protected then the

presence

and provisions

carried out, however, the holiness of God

will be

protected, lives will be saved, and the priests will enjoy God's physical

rewards

as an

inheritance

so

that all of Israel would be blessed in the

promised land.

iT~n in Numbers 18 and 25
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS TO THIS
PENTATEUCHAL STUDY OF

nbW

rV~0

20Now may the God of peace, who brought back from the dead our Lord Jesus, the great shepherd of
the sheep, by the blood of the eternal covenant, 21make you complete in everything good so that you
may do his will, working among us that which is pleasing in his sight, through Jesus Christ, to whom
be the gloryforever and ever. Amen.

7.1 Reviewing the Context of our Study

It

the

same

seems

New Testament quote

the passage

!T~Q in the Pentateuch with

fitting to conclude this study of
with which

we

began. Not only is Hebrews 13:20-21

which first caught the interest of this author regarding the phrase "eternal

covenant," compelling a search for a possible Old Testament "shadow," but it also
served to illustrate that the biblical concept may
observe. It

seems

that at

be

more

minimum, this Pentateuchal study

a

dynamic than scholars

ofQi7"li?

mil affirms

this to be true.

Through the

survey

the treatment of eternal

in Chapter One several ideas

covenant

in Old Testament

came to

the fore regarding

scholarship. The phrase is

relatively neglected in covenant studies. When it is discussed, it is usually connected
important covenantal issues. And, at least three interrelated questions regarding the

to

meaning and significance of the phrase
examine

are

evoked. While there is

in the Old Testament,

a range

of ways to

scholarship has also paved the

way

for

a

final-form evaluation of eternal covenant.

'

Hebrews 13:20-21.
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It is in this vein that

mil in the Pentateuch. Our

have addressed

we

particular approach to the phrase within its literary and canonical context has intended
to

□l71D

define

associated. The

context,

iTH with respect to the themes and ideas

exegesis of each

passage

parties, obligations, and

phrase. In

so

centered

consequences

doing, the goal of the project

with which it is inherently

determining the eternal covenant

on

in order to

grasp

the meaning of the

offer

some

substantial insights

was to

regarding □ '7117 mi with the hope of creating

a

starting point for future research

and reflection of eternal covenant in the Pentateuch and the rest of Christian

With this in mind, it

seems

appropriate to return to the questions raised at the

beginning of the project in order to review and summarize
the contours of this elusive

Scripture.

our

conclusions regarding

phrase in the Pentateuch.

7.2 What is an Eternal Covenant?

7.2.1 A Conditional Arrangement
The

survey

assumed to be
reflects the
this is

an

an

an

eternal covenant is generally

unbreakable, unconditional, and unilateral covenant which primarily

gracious promises of God. However,

inaccurate

gracious promises
covenants

of scholarship reveals that

our

study of the phrase reveals that

picture of □*7117 mil in the Pentateuch. While certainly God's
are

involved, and divine initiative for establishing the eternal

is present, our

study shows that

□i71I7

mi is

a

bilateral, conditional, and

breakable covenant

involving the obligations of God and humans. "Eternal" and

"breakable"

mutually exclusive ideas. The nn^/nDil IN structural pattern

are not

applied to eternal covenants in the Pentateuch, shows that two distinct sides are

Conclusion to
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demarcated

in

the

covenants

This assertion that P
Pentateuch

we

employs

a

conditional covenant within the final-form of

have ramifications for

may

regarding how

our

historical-critical assumptions

conceive of Priestly, post-exilic, covenant theology. It

possible at least that
unconditionality and
Israel's

respective responsibilities and subsequent

attached.

consequences

the

with

we

have over-characterized the post-exilic

grace.

Certainly the idea that there

concern

seems

for covenant

need to redefine

was a

relationship to God due to changing political and geographic contexts, for

example, makes

sense.

But could it be that

we

have allowed this to overshadow the

post-exilic context's degree of continuity with earlier conceptions of the covenant
relationship? Perhaps typical post-exilic suppositions deserve
It should also be noted that while

conditional, perhaps

even

we

argue

some

reevaluation.

that the eternal covenants

this term fails to reflect fully what

may

are

be intended by the

quality "eternal" inherent to these covenants. Within the Pentateuch's narrative
development it

seems

that while eternal covenants

are

broken they

also

are

continually re-offered, not only to succeeding generations, but also to different people
of various

people

and scope

eras

may

of influence. A

be cut off in the

process,

generation,

humankind,

it also remains true to its most straightforward

"everlasting"

or

describing

means a

some

of

form.

conditional covenant between God and

an

for

or even a race

but the eternal covenant endures in

Thus, while

While

eternal covenant

person, a

lexical

sense

of

"enduring."

determining the appropriate language to
a

use can

be

a

cumbersome task

conditional eternal covenant that endures, it is clear that several

Conclusion to
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themes

are

rf~Q in the Pentateuch. In addition to the

specifically attached to

"as for me/as for

you" formula, these help define what

an

eternal covenant "means."

7.2.2 Eternal Covenant Themes
From Genesis 9 to Numbers 25

covenant

contexts.

three themes

While each context contributes is

following consists of the fundamental consistencies
quality is necessarily explicitly present in each
every

instance

ofn'Tiy

7.2.2.1
covenants

The

rr-a reflects at least

own

to

reoccur

in eternal

distinctive ideas, the

on a macro

level. Not

every

We do contend, however, that

passage.

a

seem

few of the following principles.

Kingdom Mandate to Be Fruitful and Multiply. The eternal

in the Pentateuch

inherently relate to the mandate to be fruitful and

multiply. The facets of this mandate

are

highlighted in the conditional rewards that

God will bestow in return for covenant obedience. While the mandate includes ideas
such

as

overcoming enemies (to be discussed below), it also involves fruitfulness and

multiplication in the conventional
Animals

provision of

are

manna

ordained

sense: food,

as

food

land, and descendents.

in Genesis 9.

for Sabbath obedience. Numbers 18 involves the priestly

inheritance of the firstfruits of the land, which also
covenant

Canaan

with Noah is

as an

Leviticus 24 illustrates the

inherently

a

applies to Phinehas. The eternal

universal land promise. Abraham is promised

eternal inheritance. Exodus 31 and Leviticus 24

assume

eternal Sabbath-

keeping in the land. And the High priesthood in Numbers 18 and 25 receive offerings
instead of land. The covenant with Noah is
to

future descendents. Abraham is

explicitly made with his

going to become

covenant

is also made with his descendents (and

covenant

of the Sabbath in Exodus 31 is to be

numerous as

sons

and applies

"father" but his

their descendents). The eternal

kept throughout the generations, and

Conclusion to
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the

priestly eternal covenants explicitly involve Aaron and his descendents (Leviticus

24, Numbers 18), specifically Phinehas' line in Numbers 25.
The mandate to be fruitful and
and 17 finds

given

new

a

place in

mil, not to mention Balaam's oracles that

are

life in the Phinehas act. Through the fundamental blessings of food, land,

and descendents,

you

every

multiply which is explicitly stated in Genesis 9

it is possible that □ 'lIU rf~Q stitches together the Pentateuch, if

will, with respect to its relationship to the kingdom mandate to be fruitful and

multiply.
The eternal covenants also demonstrate that other ideas

mandate to be fruitful and

of the

success

7.2.2.2

multiply. These

concern

related to this

are

the most significant threats to the

mandate—foreign enemies and the disobedient.
The

Authority Relationship of God's People Over Her Enemies.

Several eternal covenant texts address the idea that God has ordained

authoritative structure between his

people and potential threats to the

through the

serves as a

new

This idea is also present

authority

found relationship of humankind

metaphor for Israel's military dominance

over

in Genesis 17

as

over

tabernacle. Israel's story

success

of the

over

animals, which also

her international enemies.

"father" connotes physical and military

enemies to become the leader of a multitude,

22. Exodus 31's reflection of this idea is

particular

mil of Genesis 9 initiated

kingdom mandate to be fruitful and multiply. The
this idea

a

implicit by

way

as

is reiterated in Genesis

of God's

presence at

the

shows that this is the key to military victory. It is also

possible that the subsequent chapters involving the golden calf demonstrate this
concern

□

for Israel's

success

vis-a-vis other nations, and thus

iT~Q text. Leviticus 24 is similar in that the story

appropriately fits after

a

of the blasphemer, who is of

Conclusion to
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mixed

race,

that the

immediately trails

an

eternal covenant

passage.

Numbers 18 demonstrates

high priesthood guards the holiness of God against

any

stranger, not

necessarily those outside of Israel. And finally, this is illustrated in the act of
Phinehas. Not
of Numbers

only did Phinehas protect the tabernacle from

an

encroacher (the point

18). but it also involved inappropriate relationships with foreigners.

7.2.23

Cutting Off as

a

Form of Discriminate Bloodshed. The idea of cutting

off those in rebellion to God and his will exists in every

the word flGG

was

not

passage.

While

present in every case, certainly the idea was. Genesis 9's

eternal covenant involved
in return for God's

□ 711} rf""Q

mandating discriminate bloodshed of humans and animals

promise not to cut off all flesh again. The eternal covenant of

circumcision illustrated the
should be cut off from the

same

idea

whereby

anyone

who breaks God's covenant

people. The eternal covenant of the Sabbath

was

explicit in

noting that failing to keep the covenant results in being put to death. Leviticus 24
illustrates this in the

stoning of the blasphemer in the subsequent story to the mG

of the Showbread

(like the golden calf incident whereby 3,000 Israelites

slain). The subject of the eternal covenant with Aaron

was a

were

specific provision to

prevent the cutting off of the nation, and mandated the death of any encroacher. And

finally, Phinehas kills the perpetrators of the holiness of God at the tabernacle. The
pervading irony of this motif is that discriminate bloodshed is ordained in order to
prevent massive loss of life, if not extinction, due to the disobedience of mankind.
Life is

to

be taken

so

that lives will be

preserved.

Conclusion to
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7.3 Are There Many Eternal Covenants or Just One?

Though

no

scholar directly addresses this issue, the question regarding the

relationship of the eternal covenants to
noted
their
to

a

few of the

prominent parallels in theme that the eternal covenants share within

respective contexts. From

potentially

0*711}

another is unavoidable. We have already

one

assess

literary-canonical perspective there

a

are a

few

ways

the results with regard to the broader narrative within which

rr-Q resides.

7.3.1 A Difference in Emphasis
On

one

hand it is

the eternal covenants

in this

sense

as a

contributes

entirely appropriate to understand the relationship between
collection of several distinct covenants. Each

a

set

of ideas,

even

covenants, in a fresh context within the story
there

also

seems

to

covenants, alluded to

be

a

of

sort

above, which

may

simply be

of the Pentateuch. On the other hand,

theological progression involved between the

may

constitute viewing them
one

as

distinct facets of a

takes regarding these two

of emphasis. Perhaps it is

one

mO

if they overlap with other eternal

single overarching eternal covenant. The angle that
possibilities

0*711}

unnecessary to

choose

sides.

7.3.2 The Importance of the Noachic Eternal Covenant

While

talking about

0*711}

iT~lG

as many

be debatable, it seems that the canonical
foundation for

and

0*711}

iT~lG

theologically-speaking

no

matter

our

eternal covenants

sequence

how the

or

just

one may

of the narrative produces

relationships

are

a

viewed. Canonically-

project shows that the Noachic

0*711}

!T~lO is

fundamentally important for understanding the phrase and its ideas in the Pentateuch.
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The eternal covenant with Noah presents
mentioned

above, including its conditionality. In addition, the Noachic covenant is set

within the Primeval
covenant

It is

the gamut of eternal covenant themes

era

which

gives it the broadest

which, in its context, is to restore the

possible. This is

scope

kingdom

covenants

as

distinct

or a

eternal

earth to its intended state.

on

eternal covenant for all flesh. Thus, whether one

an

an

prefers to

see

the eternal

string of a single idea, the eternal covenants all relate to the

nfQ.

Noachic

7.3.3 A Theological Progression
No matter if

of

a

single □/Hi? IT""!!!

certain

□b'lJ}

from the broadest

concentric

mil in the Pentateuch

seems

different manifestations

that it is possible to trace

a

success

numerous

divine presence
commands

can

be viewed

as a

set of concentric circles

(Noah) to the most specific (the priestly line of Phinehas). The

—*

Abraham

of the

—*

Israel/Moses

kingdom mandate also

commanded to be fruitful and
and

it

or separate covenants

as

progression traces the eternal covenant through the lives of important

individuals: Noah
the

understands the eternal covenants

theological progression regarding the phrase within the broader story of the

Pentateuch.

on

one

—>

Aaron

—»

progresses

Phinehas. A commentary

through this line. Noah is

multiply, Abraham is promised that he will be fruitful

through God's special relationship, the Israelites

are

promised this

through the spirit of God that will enable them to fulfill all that God

(tabernacle/Law). Moving

narrower

from the nation, the priests

are to

exemplify this Sabbath holiness, Aaron is specifically called within the priesthood to
protect God's holiness, and Phinehas'

specific line is rewarded within the high

priesthood, ensuring the mandate (Balaam's oracles), and the nation, will survive. It is
also

possible that this "righteous" act of Phinehas models that which is required of

Conclusion to
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another

grandson, that being Jacob. The nation of Israel,

is to follow in the

footsteps of Phinehas who functions

as

as

the grandson of Abraham,

the ideal Israelite who

was

zealous for the holiness of God. Like the Noachic and Abrahamic eternal covenants,

rr""Q with Phinehas involves

the

ultimate

single

a

person

(and his descendents) with

global aim. The entire nation is to follow this zeal for holiness and

an

serve as

priests to the rest of the world. This is accomplished by keeping the Sabbath holy
an

emblematic

symbol of complete observance of the Mosaic Law.

In this way

the

of the

scope

C'riU

rf~Q

moves

particular (Numbers 25). Each eternal covenant,
covenant, serves to

establish the benefits of the

The

covenant

rewards

descendents.

for

obedience

overcoming enemies)

ramifications. Whether

covenants, or

as

prefers to

effect in the story

one

see

on

progression within the eternal

kingdom mandate
mandate

are

a

or

from universal (Genesis 9) to

success

on

the entire earth.
food,

(e.g.

microcosmic scale, but with universal

concentrates on the idea that there are several

them

as parts

of the Pentateuch is the

land,

of

a

eternal

single eternal covenant, the intended

same.

7.4 What is the Relationship Between "Eternal Covenant" and
"New Covenant"?

The survey

Testament studies it is often in

covenant

two

ideas

(VD is treated in Old

of scholarship revealed that when
relationship to Jeremiah's

primarily in mind, scholarship

seems

new covenant.

With the

interested in understanding the

correspond. While the question of the relationship between

and nenn n,~Q

certainly requires

a

new

way

the

rT~Q

specific study of the phrases outside of the

Conclusion to
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scope

of the Pentateuch, the
foundation for

serve as a

uses

of □ *7117 rT~Q in the Pentateuch could possibly

understanding this relationship.

7.4.1 Are the Eternal Covenants "New" or "Old" Covenants?
If

our

theological progression has

any

merit then it is evident that

from the Noachic covenant to the Phinehas covenant in

a

of

sort

one moves

progression which

way.

The change from

the command to be fruitful in the Noachic eternal covenant to the

promise to make

may

constitute the establishment of "new" covenants along the

fruitful in the Abrahamic eternal covenant, for example, exemplifies how subsequent
covenants

covenant to

was

involve

may

Aaron's covenant may

intended with the
It seems,

original

also demonstrate how

same

as we

stated above

Phinehas and his
and bloodshed

a

□

*7117

as

are

actually

concerning the enduring nature of eternal

n,-l~ significantly overlaps with fundamental ideas of

each

ideas in

fulfills what

one.

previous contexts. Eternal covenants
the

a new covenant

however, that in the Pentateuch "eternal covenants"

"old" covenants. That is.

covenants,

provisions. The relationship of the Phinehas eternal

new

a

are not

something radically "new" but manifest

different context, with a different scope.

The eternal covenant with

line, for example, involves the same fundamental ideas of cutting off
the Primeval eternal covenant with Noah. The Pentateuch proposes

rr-Q from which

flagrant sinners

are to

be cut off and put to death. This

story suggests that even if only a few remain faithful the covenant endures in some
form,

even

understand

if many in Israel are excluded.
any

It would

seem

counter-intuitive to

eternal covenant outside of these fundamental ideas, especially

discriminate bloodshed, and to understand them

as

categorically "new." Therefore,
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from the

perspective of our study, it

Jeremiah's nOTi! IT~n

7.4.2

D^ll?
This

nnn

and

as

simply

seems

synonymous.

Deuteronomy's Covenant Theology

begs the question, however,

the "new covenant" in Jeremiah 31

as to

what the precise relationship is between
!T~Q in Jeremiah 32 and 50, for

and

example. Are these reflections of two distinct traditions
there be

a

could be

gained

concentric

on

and the Book of

Jeremiah's?

are

rr~Q

this front from examining the relationship between

Deuteronomy which reflects theology that sits much closer to

Exploring why and how

one

of the most covenant-oriented books in the

rr~Q, which has characterized much of the

phrase

diachronic issues to consider. Yet

may

be fruitful

circumcision of the heart, for
eternal covenant

as

in

interpreting the change from

well. The

way

a

final-form

that Deuteronomy talks about

example, in chapters 10 and 30 certainly brings the

image of Genesis 17 to bear

Deuteronomy is also known for its
fruit

redactional layers? Could

theology of the Pentateuch to that point, could be intriguing. Certainly there

perspective

be

or

relationship between these two covenants? Furthermore, what

Old Testament avoids the

covenant

TP ~Q and

imprudent to understand

use

upon

its theology in

some

fashion.

of Din and other Holy War ideas. There

exploring theses sorts of connections between

may

mD and

Deuteronomy alone, not to mention the potential canonical precedent they
establish for

new

may

understanding the relationship between eternal covenant and Jeremiah's

covenant.
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